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FOREWORD

This report was compiled by the Systems Support Division, Materials Directorate, Wright
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. It was initiated under Task 24180704
"Corrosion Control & Failure Analysis" wii~h Thomas D. Cooper as the Project Engineer.

This technical report was submitted by the editors.

The purpose of this 1993 Conference was to bring together technical personnel ini DOD and
the aerospace industry who are involved in the various technologies required to ensure the
structural integrity of aircraft gas turbine engines, airframes and other mechanical
systems. It provided a forum to exchange ideas and share new information relating to the
critical aspects of durability and damage tolerance technology for aircraft systems. The
conference was sponsored by the Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC), Aeronautical
Systems Center, Deputy for Engineering and Materials and Flight Dynamics Directorates
of the Wright Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. It was hosted by
AFMC's San Antonio Air Logistics Center.
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INTRODUCTION

This report contains the proceedings of the 1993 USAF Structural Integrity Program
Conference held at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in San Antonio, Texas from 30 November -
2 December 1993. The conference, which was sponsored by the ASC Deputy for Engineering
and the Wright Laboratory Flight Dynamics and Materials Directorates, was hosted by the
San Antonio Air Logistics Center Aircraft Directorate, Aircraft Structural Integrity
Branch (SA-ALC/LADD).

This conference, as in previous years, was held to permit experts in the field of structural
integrity to communicate with each other and to exchange views on how to improve the
structural integrity of military weapon systems. In addition, a new session on structural
repair was included to reflect the increasing emphasis on this topic in light of our aging
aircraft fleet. This year our friends from outside the U.S. borders continued to provide the
audience with outstanding presentations on activities within their countries. It is
anticipated that this conference will include their contributions in the agenda of future
meetings.

The sponsors are indebted to their hosts for their support of the conference. The sponsors
are also indebted to the speakers for their contributions. In particular, thanks are due to the
three luncheon speakers for their informative presentations. They are R. Eastin and
B. Zimmerman of McDonnell Douglas Aerospace; R.E. Alford of WR-ALC/LJLE and
G.M. Weitz of Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Co.; and L.G. Hansen of Rockwell
International NAAD.

Much of the success of the conference is due to the efforts of Lori Mantia and her team of
Denise Abernathy and Esther Burnett from Universal Technology Corporation. Their
cooperation is greatly appreciated. We are also very grateful to Rita Scholes of WLJMLS
for assisting us during the conference, compiling the Proceedings and preparing this
publication.

ames L. Rudd Thomas D. Coopohn W. Lincoln
L/FIB WL/MLS ASC/ENF

Xiv



1993 USAF Structural Integrity Conference

30 November - 2 December 1993, San Antonio, Texas

NSD: WHERE WE &MZ AND WHERZ WE SHOULD GO

Mr. Eddy B. de la Motte Capt Frank A. Opalski
Swedish Exchange Engineer Flight Dynamics Directorate
Swedish Defence Material Adm. Wright Laboratory
Stockholm, Sweden WPAFB, OH

1. Summarv

At Wright Laboratory our goal is to develop technologies that car
be directly transferred to the user. Since the 1988 Aloha Airlines
Boeing 737 incident, a renewed emphasis has been placed on the area
of aging aircraft and, more specifically, multiple-site damage and
corrosion. What we've tried to do is determine who's doing what in
these areas and where we need to concentrate additional efforts.
We performed a literature search under the subjects of multiple-
site damage, fatigue, and corrosion as they relate to aircraft and
came up with several hundred articles satisfying these criteria.

We then reviewed these papers to get a feel of what areas have been
receiving significant attention and any noteworthy results that
have occurred. The objective of this report is to give a general
overview of the level of knowledge regarding MSD and corrosion as
they appear in the performed literature survey. It also summarizes
some of the general trends we've seen regarding MSD and corrosion
and concludes with recommendations for future research efforts to
pursue.
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111. Introduction

MSD (Multiple-Site-Damage) typically consists of a large number of
small cracks, originating mostly at the edges of several adjacent
and collinear fastener holes, lap joints, etc. MSD usually occurs
in longitudinal lap-joints of pressurized fuselage structures. It
is less likely to occur in wings as a more or less uniform stress
field is required to develop an MSD situation (2). During recent
years the research community has focused on lap joints in
pressurized fuselages but there are, however, examples where
widespread cracking has occurred in wing structures, like in the
original Air Force KC-135 and C-5A. This implies that MSD has the
potential to appear anywhere in the older fleets (1).

There are, nevertheless, several differences between MSD in riveted
fuselage lap joints and wings. For MSD to occur in a fuselage lap
joint the following must be present:

"* Numerous, closely spaced rivets are in the same rivet row
"* The sheet thickness is low
"* The stress field is close to uniform
"* The spectrum loading is close to constant amplitude.

In an MSD situation subcritical cracks, where the individual crack
can be very small and usually very difficult to detect with visual
inspection (naked eye), can link up before detection and go to
unstable cracking at a load below limit load. With MSD the crack
growth and failure characteristics are significantly different from
those of an isolated crack which the current damage tolerant
requirements are based on. The fatigue lifetime becomes shorter
than that of a single crack with a similar length and the fail-safe
capability of the structure may be affected. For example the
fuselage may not leak before burst or tear strapr may not stop or
alter the direction of the crack in the presence of MSD.

MSD in fuselage lap joints is almost always influenced by corrosion
and fretting or a combination of the two. Fretting usually shortens
the time to initiate a crack while corrosion both can shorten the
initiation time and accelerate the crack growth.

Let us now define MSD. A number of different definitions have been
noted in the literature. In order to define MSD more precisely, a
three part definition was proposed (1) as follows:

1. MSD is the occurrence of independent cracks which may
linkup to cause greater damage or partial fracture, for
which the residual strength is less than it would be if
such greater damage developed as a consequence of growth
of a single crack.

2. This linkup may become unstoppable due to further
interaction with otherwise subcritical cracks ahead of
the partial fracture.

2



3. A change in inspection procedure or interval from that
for a single crack is needed.

Under the present definition the occurrence of multiple cracks is
not MSD if no linkup occurs or the linkup of these cracks does not
result in the reduction of residual strength below the limit load
which defines plastic collapse.

Now big of a problem is NBD?
The damage tolerance philosophy assumes a rogue flaw in the most
critical point and it also assumes that adjacent members in a fail
safe structure can have cracks grown from an initial flaw,
representative of the initial fatigue quality of that article. The
problem is that it doesn't take into account MSD. That is small
cracks in front of the lead (rogue flaw) crack. This means that
the inspection interval based on the propagation of the rogue flaw
crack can be unconservative. In the research community there
appears to be an overemphasis on unrealistic MSD situations where
numerous small cracks, with equal size, interact and finally lead
to failure.

Nevertheless, it would be incorrect not to pay attention to the
problem knowing that at least three aircraft accidents are said to
have been caused by MSD:

"* AVRO 748 in Argentina, April 1976.
"* Boeing 747, JAL, 1983
"* Boeing 737, Aloha, April 1988.

Furthermore in (4) it is shown that MSD can play a major role in
the life management program for wing structures in addition to
other components of an aircraft, for example C-141, KC-135 and C-5.

Since these problems were discovered, numerous fatigue tests have
been carried out in many laboratories. In (3) it is reported that
Shutz tested lap joints until 50% of the average life indicated by
other specimens. After pulling to failure it could be established
that small part-thru cracks could be observed on the fracture
surface. On a review of a large number of specimens tested by
students at Delft it was found that crack nuclei could be found at
almost all holes. Furthermore Schive postulates that "if the
fatigue life of a riveted lap joint is limited cracks will occur at
many rivets in the same row, and a potential MSD problem is
present". Most lap joints in pressurized fuselage are strength
designed and, therefore, have a limited fatigue life. This implies
that most lap joints will develop an MSD situation. It is just a
question of time.

IV. Way. to Deal with XSD

So how can we deal with MSD? There are two principally different
ways to maintain an adequate level of safety: use a "safe life"
approach or an "inspections" approach.

3



The "safe life" approach is based on retiring the aircraft when its
original crack-free design life has been reached or modifying the
actual structural element when the original crack-free life has
been reached. The "inspections" approach is based on reducing the
inspection interval, improving the inspection methods, finding an
alternative way to detect the crack, and finally performing repairs
and/or modifications.

To retire an aircraft after its original crack free design life
seems to be a straight forward and obvious method to avoid MSD. The
drawback, of course, is that it's not economically sound to retire
an aircraft in good condition. If retirement is used we again lean
on the safe life philosophy that the authorities around the world
have been trying to get away from.

If one wants to handle the problem with the "safe life" approach
one has to answer question No. 1 below. On the other hand, if the
"inspection" approach is chosen, one has to answer all questions
below:

1. At what age of the aircraft should the cracks be expected?
2. What size of cracks will be consistently located?
3. How fast will the cracks grow?
4. How long is the crack when it starts growing unstable?
5. What is the failure load?
6. Do (2 - 5) give sufficient time to find the crack with

economically acceptable inspection periods?
7. How long does it take before a dangerous situation occurs

if cracks are overlooked during inspections?

There are several ways to obtain the answers:

a. Component testing
b. Testing of substructural parts
c. Full scale fatigue tests
d. Tear down inspections
e. Theoretical models
f. Nondestructive inspection

These are the standard tools to ensure structural integrity. Items
(c) and (d) have been used extensively successfully to assure that

MSD does not develop in aging structures, for instance 737,
747-400, KC-135 and C-141. The following will discuss methods
found in the literature to answer the above questions.

v. thods to Predict MSD

MSD can be divided in three different phases. These phases differ
mainly by the mechanism driving the crack (5). These phases are:

1. Local stage.
2. Crack growth.
3. Linkup and Failure.

, . • ,, I I I4



Phases 1 and 2 determine the life of the structure and, therefore,
the inspection interval. Phase 3 has a minor influence on the
lifetime but is essential for the failure load. Several papers
report that after the first linkup the test went to failure after
less than 3% of the total life.

V.a. Local Stage/Initiation
The local stage is the period when cracks are too small to
influence adjacent cracks and thus the development of each crack is
dominated by the influence of its local structural details.
Approximately 80% of the total life is spent in this stage (8). If
we want to predict MSD we have to be able to predict the initiation
phase. This stage starts with initiation and ends when the crack
has reached some length L when the interaction effects are becoming
essential. Different values of L have been given in the literature.
In (6) the initial crack length is taken from a method proposed by
Dowling
a,,=r/[ (l.12*K,)1-1][i

Where: r is the radius of the hole
Sis the transition crack length
K. is the stress concentration factor

In other papers (7) the initial crack length is chosen more
arbitrarily as the length when the crack becomes visible under the
rivet head. What is important is that the crack is long enough to
be detected and not being influenced by local and short crack
effects (see below). On the other hand it should not be long
enough to interact with other cracks and holes.

The initiation of cracks in a riveted lap joint is certainly a very
complicated phenomena due to the many factors that influence the
initiation time:

1. Gross stress
2. Lap joint dimensions
3. Type of rivet
4. Use of anti-fretting seal
5. Riveting procedure/quality
6. Environment/environment protection
7. Scatter in material fatigue properties
8. Influence of other damage (another crack)

Some comments on the problem of modelling the initiation phase are
appropriate. Most of the discussion is taken from (3). Load
transmission by a rivet implies a bearing pressure on the rivet
hole (pin-loaded hole). It causes a local stress concentration at
the edge of the hole, that is rivet row 1. Load transmission also
occurs at row 2, which leads to a by-pass load for row 1. Apart
from that the sheet bending induced by eccentricities of the joint
has its maximum at these rows. Secondary bending is a non-linear
function of the applied load and is dependent on the joint design,
especially the length of the joint.
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The pin loaded hole case is problematic in view of the bearing
distribution on the hole, friction between the pin and hole, and
more the unknown load transmission by friction between the sheets.
The fricticn is certainly not constant but increases during fatigue
cycling and decreases if a crack develops at the hole. The stress
concentration of the by-pass load also offers a problem because the
rivet hole is filled. Furthermore, the load transmission is a
3-dimensional problem. The bearing stress is not distributed
homogeneously over the sheet thickness.

Another complicating factor is that the fit of the rivet can vary.
The fatigue life has been shown to vary with the clamping force
(riveting intensity) by as much as a factor of 3 (8). The clamping
force affects the amount of load transferred by friction and,
therefore, the amount of fretting that can be expected. Fretting
also alters the initiation points and has been very hard to predict
theoretically. The effects of corrosion on initiation will be
discussed under that section.

A large scatter is expected in the initiation period due to the
complex nature of the joint. However, the riveted lap joint is a
poor joint. Whatever the complexity of the load transmission,
cracks will initiate. Another factor to reduce the scatter is that
there are many critical holes. Tests show (7) that the scatter is
dependent on the stress for constant amplitude loading, as shown in
Fig 1. An interesting observation for variable amplitude loading is
that the scatter seems to be approximately constant. Scatter In
two test series of 20 riveted joints is shown in fig 2. Both the
log-normal distribution and the Weibull 3-parameter agree rather
well. Apperently, 20 results is an insufficient number to express
a preference for the Weibull distrubution which is prefered on
physical grounds.

Some papers (3 & 4) report observations of relatively uniform MSD
in older aircraft fuselages. This suggests low scatter in
initiation and/or a mechanism for shorter cracks to catch up with
longer cracks or an equivalent mechanism that keeps longer cracks
from running away from the shorter. This basic mechanism has not
yet been identified.

The above discussion clearly implies that fatigue initiation in
riveted lap joints is a complex phenomenon. Accurate predictions
cannot be expected. The fact that the scatter is less than can be
expected by the complexity of the joint implies that empirical
methods can be used. A model for predicting initiation in lap
joints must be able to describe the statistics involved.

Very few investigations focusing on initiation have been seen in
the literature. That is probably because of the difficulties
involved in describing this process. Furthermore, very few tests
on riveted joints regarding initiation have been found. That might
be explained by this kind of information remaining corporate
secrets within the industry.
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In the academic world the work on MSD seems to have been focused on
the crack growth phase and the link up phase. The initiation phase
has either been omitted by using precracked specimens or predicted
from unloaded holes. Calculations (6) using Palmgren-Miner's rule
while simultaneously solving a version of Neubers rule, the
hysteresis curve equation and the stress-strain equation seem to
give reasonable results of initiation of unloaded holes influenced
by a nearby crack.

The initiation times in riveted joints are dependent on so many
factors that we can't theoretically model. However, reasonable
predictions can be made by semi-empirical methods. The initiation
times and initiation scatter must be found by tests. As crack
initiation of riveted lap joints is so strongly affected by local
effects close to the rivet and often induced by fretting, the
literature recommends that the specimen configuration used to
obtain the data should be as close to the real structure as
possible, preferably identical.

To use wide specimens to find the distribution of initiation times
can cause problems like not all hole perimeters will crack or local
stress risers due to other damage may exclude data points.

Some of these problems can be avoided if specimens are used with
only one column of rivets, see Fig 3. Influence of a crack on one
hole side on the local stress level on the other hole side still
remains if you have initiation close to each other in time. The
interaction effects between cracks in this kind of specimen are
described in (13). Other questions still remain about using smaller
specimens like theoretical stress concentration factors, clamping
and secondary bending (6). This should be investigated further.

One empirical method was found in the literature (8) to predict
initiation in lap joints. That is to use scatter curves (time to
crack initiation) combined with Palmgren-Miners rule. In this
method every hole side is assigned a fixed cumulative probability
randomly based on initiation scatter curves, see Fig 3. Influence
of other cracks, already initiated, is accounted for by using
linear-elastic stress concentration factors. The initiation tests
have been related to gross stress so an equivalent gross stress is
used representing an equivalent undamaged situation for which the
initiation curve is known. This value is determined by:

agrou,,uivatent = UGroS*Kt/Nt (2 ]

Where, K* is the stress concentration factor for the undamaged
rivetedlap joint (tested configuration) and Kt is the actual
stress concentration factor of the cracked configuration. In this
way a function F(K/I *) is created, which is one for the undamaged
situation and increases as soon as a crack is present at the
opposite side of the hole or at one of the neighboring rivets.
This linear elastic "scaling" is not only allowed as long as the
peak stress is less than a 02 but also for situations with small
scale yielding. The argument for this statement can be found in
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(8). The stress concentration factors K and K * are found using
superposition, see (8) for details. The changing geometry, that is
crack growth, will change the value of a used in the initieation
curve. Palmgren-Miner's cumulative damage rule is used to account
for accumulated damage after each increment of cycles. When En/N=l,
the crack is initiated and the crack growth calculation starts.

Instead of using Palmgren-Miner's cumulative damage rule to account
for the influence of nearby cracks on a not-yet-initiated hole, one
of the two approaches proposed by Manning and Yang (9 & 10) could
probably be used. These are:

1. Stochastic crack growth from a single initial flaw.
2. Deterministic crack growth from an Equivalent Initial Flaw

Size Distribution (EIFSD).

See Fig 5. These approaches have not been used in an MSD situation
but would probably work as they have been shown to give reasonable
results for joints with load transfer. As these methods are based
on tests of the actual local geometry (rivet, clamping force, etc.)
and the principal of growing cracks forward and backward in the
same way, one avoids the problem with local effects and "short
crack behavior". Each hole side could randomly be assigned either
an Equivalent Flaw Size or, in case 1, a crack growth rate. The
elevated stresses, due to nearby cracks, could be found by using
the linear elastic "scaling" method, mentioned above. That
equivalent gross stress would then be used to change the
deterministic crack growth rate in 2 above or change the median
crack growth rate in 1. See (10) for details.

NASA reports in (11) that a FE-code was used to obtain stress
concentration factors for a wide range in hole size and countersink
depth. Stress analysis of countersunk holes has not been reported
in the literature previously. Different kinds of loading were
considered for both the straight-shank hole and the countersunk.
This is reported in (12) (not read in this survey). Also in (11)
it is reported that NASA treats initiation by predicting the growth
of micron-size cracks initiating at inclusion particles in the
subgrain boundary microstructure. This has been made possible with
the coupling of the closure methodology with the small crack growth
data base. How this method works in reality, especially in view of
the complex stress field near the rivet, has not been found during
this literature search.

V.b. Crack Growth
The crack growth stage is the stage where the cracks are long
enough to interact with each other. To be able to model cracks in
this stage, one has to consider both crack interactions as well as
local geometry. Most work found in the literature deals with this
stage. To be able to predict crack growth, one must determine the
stress intensity factor. There are different ways to obtain that.
A summary of different approaches was found in (6) and is repeated
here except for the paragraph regarding hybrid FEM which was taken
from (1).
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FPB with alternating techniques
PEN with alternating techniques are based on the principle of
superposition of stresses associated with cracks and free
boundaries. The stresses in the uncracked body are analyzed first
by using finite element or boundary element methods. The effects of
the cracks are assessed by erasing the traction at the crack
location in the otherwise uncracked body. To accomplish this, the
finite body is replaced by an infinite one, with the stresses going
to zero at infinity. This infinite body problem has an analytical
solution, but the far field stresses do not satisfy the boundary
conditions. To account for this, the residual tractions at the
boundaries are erased, first by solving an uncracked infinite body
with the residual boundary tractions, and then by erasing the crack
tractions in the uncracked body. This iterating loop is repeated
until the analytical solution for this infinite body also satisfies
the zero traction condition of the finite body. Once the solution
has converged, the stress intensity factor may be obtained.

The alternating technique has been employed by Dawicke and Newman
(5), Tong/Atluri and Park/Atluri. Dawicke and Newman used boundary
elements to analyze different types of MSD specimens with open
holes and uniaxial loading. They report agreement within 20% of
the experimental lives for all crack configurations considered (5).

The hybrid finite element method
The hybrid finite element method is based on a variational
formulation in which relevant field variables in the element need
not satisfy a priori the requirements of inter-element displacement
compatibility and inter-element traction reciprocity. The
constraint condition can then be included in the functional by the
use of Lagrange multipliers, which are the additional variables at
the element boundary. The method can provide directly the solution
for the strength singularities (such as stress intensity factors at
the tips of a crack). Hybrid elements are reported (1) to have
been extensively developed and used and are said to be extremely
accurate and efficient in comparison to the standard finite element
method.

Finite element analysis with super-convergent methods
Actis and Szabo used finite element analyses with super-convergent
methods to solve for the stress intensity factors at MSD crack
tips. The solution was obtained using the p-version program
"PEGASYS" which allows extraction of the stress integral on an
arbitrary circular path around the crack tip. Similar work was
presented at ICAF by Andersson et al with the adaptive FE-code
STRIPE. The development in computational speed lets us use more
complicated codes. These methods will probably be used more in the
future.

Compound methods
For an array of collinear cracks in structural components the
common approach currently being used in the aircraft industry is
the pompounding solution method. The principle of the compounding
method is to obtain a solution for the stress intensity factor of
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a complex geometric configuration by superimposing a set of
appropriate assisting solutions, usually associated with simple
configurations of cracks and component boundaries and having known
solutions. An assisting configuration usually contains only' one
boundary which interacts with the crack. Combining the effects of
each boundary on individual cracks is subject to the principle of
superposition with the addition of an interaction effect between
the separate boundaries. The resultant stress intensity factor
with all boundaries present is then expressed in terms of (2):

Kr=Xo+r (n-Ro)+Ke [3]

Where K is the stress intensity factor (SIF) in the absence of all
boundaAes, Kis the SIF with only the nth boundary present and K.
is the contribution which may be present due to boundary-boundary
interaction. In plane-sheet problems the factor K is small (few
percent) and therefore can be ignored. However, the contribution
of K to the resultant may become important if the growing crack
approaches some boundary.

Often (2 & 6), a more simple engineering approach is applied. The
contribution from each ancillary configuration to the resultant
stress intensity factor can be compounded in the terms of:

Kr = K° * Efx [4]
all x

Where the f A-values are the geometry correction factors associated
with the ancillary solutions. According to (2) the difference
between equation [3] and [4] is negligible as long as the f. values
are close to one. If f factors are not small compared to one, Eq
[4) will give conservative results.

The compound method has been used by numerous scientists. In (2)
this technique was used on a panel having a collinear row of open
holes with the center three cracked. They report agreement within
14% of experimental results. Although this is a simplified case
their results show that simple compounding techniques based on
superposition produce very acceptable results fn- MSD analysis.
Also in (6) good agreement was reported. Fig 6 shows a comparison
between predicted versus actual fatigue lives, with and without
interactions, for two different type of specimens. Type A specimens
had nearly uniform MSD at all holes and type B had a lead crack.

One interesting question is how important are the interaction
effects? The interaction between cracks is the significant problem
with predicting PSD. Schive reports in (2) that the interaction
effects were relatively small for the major part of the life.
Significant interaction effects were observed when the ligament
between cracks became smaller than half the pitch between the
holes, see Fig 7, but then the remaining life is relatively short.
Others (6) that tested panels with extensive MSD report that the
interaction effects significantly increase the rate of growth even
with the cracks as short as .05 to .1 inches. The difference in
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these two conclusions is probably caused by the fact that Schive
used 40 mm between each hole and Moukawsher used 1 inch (25.4 mm).

Schive draws the conclusion that the MSD problem in aging aircraft
will not benefit a great deal from more sophisticated crack growth
prediction techniques. This conclusion is supported by (6) even
though the interaction effects are more dominant due to the closer
spacing of the rivets. These kind of analyses with rivet holes
have not been found in the literature. If the initiation crack
length is chosen with care, the fact that hole is riveted shouldn't
affect the prediction significantly.

To account for scatter in the crack growth process one can assign
each crack crack-growth properties before the analysis start.
Paris' law with a Weibull distribution for the crack growth
coefficient C is proposed in the literature (6).

Tear Straps and XSD
The role of tear straps in an airplane fuselage is to arrest an
axial crack which is propagating either subcritically under fatigue
loading or dynamically after reaching criticality. The crack arrest
can occur by the lower stresses due to the reinforcing effect of
the tear strap or by crack curving due to the complex crack tip
stress field generated by the crack flap and the tear strap.
Although the tear strap is the last defense of an axially rupturing
fuselage, little is known about its effectiveness in arresting an
axial crack and much of its design is based on empirical rules
derived from sub- and full-scale tests of pressurized fuselages.
Two papers were found that deal with tear straps in the presence of
MSD. In (28) Kosai et al developed a crack extension criteria and
a crack kinking criterion where the effects of MSD can be
incorporated by artificially increasing K, by a magnification
factor. The analysis made did not address how MSD affected the
effectiveness of the tear strap. One can argue that the tear strap
should be treated as a hidden margin and, therefore, doesn't have
to be considered in an MSD analysis. This may, however, lead to
unnecessary conservative inspection intervals for some aging
aircraft. This complicated problem needs to be investigated
further.

V.c. Linkup and failure
The linkup and failure criteria is obviously paramount. It
determines when and at what load the cracks cause failure.
Structural safety, maintained through a damage tolerance
philosophy, depends on an inspection program, as already mentioned
in Section III. The inspection interval is determined by growing
a crack from the initial detectable size to the critical size, that
is when limit load causes unstable fracture. The critical damage
size can be influenced by the condition of the surrounding
structure. For instance if the structure is operated beyond the
life substantiated by tests there is a possibility that MSD might
affect the residual strength of that crack. The inspection interval
based on critical crack size without taking other cracks into
account may be unconservative.
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Three different failure criteria have been noted, in the
literature, for predicting linkup/failure in an MSD situation.

1. Fracture mechanics method. K a Kc
2. Net ligament loss. on$ Ocr
3. Swift's residual strength method.

Also, an additional criteria has been noted (8). Here the distance
between crack tips is used as a criterion. If the distance between
the crack tips is smaller than a certain value they are regarded as
linked together. A brief description of these criteria will be
given.

1. Fracture mechanics method (6):
The theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics states that there
is a critical stress intensity value after which unstable cracking
occurs. This value, the fracture toughness, varies with the
specimen thickness, until a limiting value is reached K (plain
strain). In thin sheets, a valid test for this value is difficult
to obtain, so KC (plane stress) is usually determined for the given
condition. In (6) Moukawsher used K to approximate K . K is
based on the crack length the specYien had when the frag-ure
toughness test starts, which is easier to test. K. is not only a
material property (as Kc is) but depends on geometry and crack
configuration.

2. Net ligament loss:
When the cracks grow in a collinear row of rivets, the area of
material that can carry the load is reduced. When the stress
reaches the yield strength the panel will fail. The net section
stress can be approximated by dividing the remote applied load with
the remaining material area. This is a failure criteria more than
a link up.

3. Swift's residual strength method:
Swift has proposed a criteria (14) based on the gross stress level
which will cause the lead crack plastic zone to touch the MSD crack
plastic zone, see fig 14. That is:

S+ 2 - (P-d/2-a 1 ) [5]

The plastic zone sizes can be expressed as:

R, = (Ki/o )2/(21r) i=1,2; K1 can be found according to earlier
sections iA this chapter. Swift derives the following expression
for the residual strength:

OR = (20aY(P-d/2-al)/[(hppl 2al + P6
2 P 12

2 a 2 ])1/ 2  [6]

Laere .8 are correction factors for K, based on the compounding
technique mentioned earlier. This criteria which was proposed as
a linkup criteria can be used to modify the net ligament loss
criteria as the net ligament criteria tends to overestimate the
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strength. The plastic zones should be subtracted from the total
ligament when computing the residual strength of the panel.

The only paper found in the literature that has evaluated different
fracture criteria, by tests, is (8). The three criteria mentioned
above were evaluated using specimens with a lead crack and with and
without MSD cracks. The failure load obtained experimentally was
compared with the predicted failure loads made by the three
methods, see Table 1. The Swift method was the most accurate for
panels with MSD while the Fracture Mechanics method closely
predicted the failure loads when no MSD was present. Note that the
Swift criterion was not tested without MSD. The average error was:

For Panels with MSD For Panels without MSD
Swift method 9.7 % Swift method n/a
Fracture Mechanics 28.8 % Fracture Mechanics 3.9 %
Net Ligament Loss 22.4 % Net Ligament Loss 11.2 %

Specimen RS-04, Table 1, was the only case where the Swift
criterion did not closely predict the failure load. This specimen
did not have uniform MSD. The holes to the left of the lead crack
had relatively large cracks about 0.147 inches, while the holes to
the right had much smaller cracks averaging 0.055 inches.

Dahr, Gallager and Berens made a comparison of three fracture
criteria: R-curve analysis, Swift's method, and Fracture Mechanics
method (14). Based on analysis they conclude that;

"* These three criteria imply that crack coalescence is influenced
by the distance between the adjacent crack tips.

"* Crack coalescence is independent of the largest crack size and
its ratio to the crack with which it coalesces.

"* Effect of fracture toughness on the residual strength and the
crack coalescence is more severe than the yield strength of the
material.

" The lower bound for the residual strength is decided by the
Fracture Mechanics method or R-curve criterion for large
distances between the crack tips. As that distance approaches
zero, Swift criterion dominates. See Fig 8.

All the criteria seen in the literature can show unconservative
results which is unsatisfactory. Only one investigation dealing
with linkup and failure was found. However, failure load
predictions within 10% seem possible which should be accurate
enough. Further studies of the possibilities to use the distance
between the cracks as a link up/failure criteria is recommended.
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VI. Corrosion

It is well known that high strength aluminum alloys are highly
susceptible to environmental degradation. Corrosion observed on
aging airframes falls, according to de Luccia (16), into the three
categories shown below. The speed with which these corrosion
failures occur are also indicated.

Corrosion

Time Dependent Time Independent
General Attack Stress Corrosion Cracking
Pitting Environmental Embrittlement
Exfoliation * Hydrogen
Crevice Corrosion * Liquid Metals
Filiform Corrosion
Intergranular

Time Related
Corrosion Fatigue

Slow Failure ----------------------- Catastrophic Failure

The events labelled "time dependent" are the common forms of
corrosion and continue to occur on a real time basis as long as the
three following principal criteria are present:

1. A metal that is susceptible to electrochemical corrosion
2. A corrosive environment
3. A continuous electric path within the metal and the

environment

Time dependent corrosion, such as pitting, exfoliation and crevice
corrosion will, if not prevented or controlled, accumulate to
potentially unsafe proportions. These events may act as precursors
to the more damaging time related event of corrosion fatigue when
the part is under cyclic loading or the time "independent" event of
stress corrosion cracking. Corrosion fatigue is said to occur when
the conjoint action of corrosion acting during fatigue produces
considerably more damage than either acting alone.
In this investigation we will focus on the types of corrosion that
can influence the time to initiation and the crack growth rate in
a fuselage lap joint.

Pitting is a form of corrosion that occurs locally and thus results
in the consumption of metal in a non-uniform fashion. Metals which
naturally form protective passive oxides are particularly
vulnerable to pitting corrosion. Most of the commonly used metals
for aerospace application are susceptible to pitting. The
environment at the base of the pit can become more aggressive with
time. This means that the local environment at the base of the pit
will accelerate the growth of the pit so that the process is
autocatalytic. Additionally, the negative geometrical aspect of
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pits is obvious. They can initiate a fatigue crack when cyclic
stresses are superimposed on the part.

Intergranular/exfoliation
When corrosion occurs preferentially along the boundaries of
grains, the metal is said to experience intergranular corrosion. If
the intergranular corrosion occurs in an elongated grain structure
it is called exfoliation. Exfoliation usually occurs on aluminum
alloy aircraft parts that have exposed edges to a corrosive
environment, for instance, countersunk rivet holes.

Crevice corrosion
If a stagnant area in the form of a crevice or debris deposit
occurs on the surface of a metal exposed to an aqueous environment,
accelerated corrosion can be expected to occur within the crevice
or under the debris deposit. A classic example of crevice
corrosion is that which occurs at lap joints that allow ingress to
the environment. Crevice corrosion as well as the previously
mentioned pitting corrosion will form a more aggressive environment
with time.

Most researchers agree that corrosion fatigue involves the
mechanism of hydrogen embrittlement. There are several arguments
which support the hydrogen embrittlement process, see for example
(17). The most significant observation is that water vapor alone
can produce increases in crack propagation rates, which are
equivalent to rates obtained in distilled H 0 alone. Pre-corrosion
experiments in NaC1 followed by tests in laboratory air result in
significant decreases in fatigue resistance. However, this effect
is at least partially reversible. Post exposure heat treatment
prior to fatigue testing increases fatigue resistance with larger
increases observed as heat treatment times are extended. See table
2. This partial reversibility of damage when tested in air after
exposure to pre-corrosion is strongly indicative of a dissolved
species rather than an absorbed species which is responsible for
embrittlement. This also means that it is possible to first corrode
the specimen and then fatigue test it.

Figs 9 & 10 show the degrading effects of corrosion to 7075-T651
(18). The stress level was 210 Mpa in Fig 9 and 144 Mpa in Fig 10.
Some important conclusions supported by other papers can be drawn
from these figures.

1. Environmental effects on fatigue lives are significant.
Factors exceed two for the worst environment compared to

fatigue in air.

2. Environmental effects are relatively greater for the
higher a , which is in contrast to many other data
found in'he literature. The specimens used in this test
were designed to simulate a structural joint, see Fig 9,
in contrast to most environmental testing that used
simple dogbone specimens. Correct assessment of the
environmental effects requires realistic specimens. The
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reason is that corrosion not only changes the crack
growth rate but can change the initiation site also.

3. These figures indicate that pre-exposure + fatigue in air
can be as severe as fatigue in salt spray. In the FACT
programme ( The Fatigue in Aircraft Corrosion Testing,
18) it was also indicated that alternate immersion in
distilled water was as severe for 7075-T76 as continuous
fatigue testing in salt-spray. This might be used to
simplify the testing procedure. However the stress
level seems to influence this, and other materials could
have other relations between the two environments. Tests
supporting the above statement for 2024 have not been
found.

Most of the reviewed papers regarding corrosion have done tests on
how the environment affects either the crack growth rate or the
fatigue life. This has been done for several different
environments. In (19) Krupp et al found that for commonly used
aluminum alloys 2024 and 7075, the accelerated cracking due to a
corrosive environment occurs only during the early stages of crack
development. During later stages, at high AK levels, the cracking
rates in dry air, humid air and in salt water tend to become
similar. See Figs 11 and 12. This suggests that the initiation
phase is more affected by the environment than the crack growth
phase.

Only one paper (20) was found that addresses the question of how
much the time to initiation is changed. Fig 13 shows how long time
it takes to initiate a 0.4 mm long crack and it also shows the
crack propagation life for different aluminum alloys. The specimen
had realistic stress concentrations but is not believed to simulate
a riveted joint. The figure supports the statement that corrosion
mainly effects the early stages in crack growth. It is evident that
the initiation phase is very important also in a corrosive
environment.

Two papers have been found that present mechanistically based
models of pitting corrosion combined with crack propagation from
those pits (21 and 22). These models basically use pitting rate
theory to predict the numbers of cycles required to generate a pit
that is large enough for a mode I fatigue crack to develop at the
pit. The size of the pit, at a given stress condition, at which a
mode I crack will form is determined from the fatigue crack growth
threshold. The crack is propagated by using fatigue crack growth
methodology. These models use different models for the growth of
the pit. In the fatigue crack growth model a Weibull cumulative
damage function is used for the crack growth coefficient. The
Weibull parameters are found by tests.

None of these models have been applied to a fuselage joint
geometry. In (23) Miller and Meyer propose a corrosion model to
take into account the environmental effects on:
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1. Corrosion fatigue
2. Stress corrosion cracking
3. General corrosion (including exfoliation and pitting)
4. Coating degradation.

For corrosion fatigue a corrosive factor was included in the Forman
equation. This factor was determined by plotting da/dN data vs AK
for specific aircraft alloys in dry air, distilled water, and in
3.5% NaCi in the same plot. By assuming an average AK (10 ksi-
in112), the values of da/dN for each environment were read off and
converted to corrosivity factors using:

CF= (da/dN) I/ (da/dN) 2

1-in actual environment
2-obtained at 100% humidity

Based on Dr Summit's data for Air Force bases (not read in this
survey), each base was assigned a set of Corrosivity Factors
corresponding to its environmental conditions. In the case of
general corrosion a damage function for metals in contaminated
environments was used

M=ATB

Where M is metal loss by corrosion (either penetration depth or
weight loss), T is exposure time, and A and B are empirical
constants determined by the environmental conditions, the metal
involved and the type of corrosion product on the metal. Tests were
conducted for different metals and different environments like
nitric and sulfuric acid solutions. The constants which were
developed for the major aircraft alloys in mild, moderate, severe
and very severe environments are summarized in Tab 3. It is not
known how well this model works.

None of the models found in the literature seems suitable for
modeling initiation in a corrosive environment. To test initiation
in a corrosive environment and develop scatter curves seems to be
the best way. Initiation is shortened by a corrosive environment.
It is not known how the scatter is affected. Perhaps it is possible
to find a transfer function that, depending on the environment, can
transform the scatter curves developed for fatigue in air to
fatigue in a corrosive environment. In the crack growth phase a
change of the crack growth coefficient depending on the environment
seems to be the best way. A stochastic treatment is recomended also
for corrosive environment.

Two papers have been found that address the development of a
laboratory testing protocol that replicates, in an accelerated
timeframe, corrosion damage to representative structural assemblies
associated with in-service experience.

In (24) Alcoa exposed painted 2024-T3 riveted lap joint assemblies
to laboratory accelerating and seacost environment. The
environments used were EXCO ASTM G34 (7 days), 3.5% NaCl solution
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by alternate immersion ASTM G44 (90 days) and seacost atmosphere at
Point Judith, RI (8 months). Alcoa reports that in general, the
most severe corrosion ocuured on samples exposed in EXCO followed
by 3.5% NaCi and then the seacost atmosphere. The EXCO and the 3.5%
NaCl tests was both effective in meeting the objective of producing
corrosion in the lap joints. The alternate immersion test was the
protocol of choice since it more accurately replicated observed
aircraft corrosion in lap splices. How long a time-in-service the
90 days, 3.5% alternate immersion would simulate is not known.

Battelle made a similar investigation in (25) to simulate pitting
and exfoliation corrosion as recomended by ASTM. The specimens
consisted of a colliniear row of open fastener holes and table 4
shows a summary of the different environments used. The specimen
that was corroded by the exfoliation (EXCO) procedure was fatigue
tested. The gross-area stress was 82.58 Mpa (12 ksi, R=0 and a
cyclic frequency of 3 Hz. The results are shown in Table 5.
The conclusions drawn were:

1. The copper-acified-salt-fog test was most suitable for
producing accelerated pitting corrosion. It produces
realistic pit depths and densities in short time
periods.

2. Exfoliation corrosion is best simulated using the EXCO
test. This procedure can produce varying levels of
corrosion, which according to aircraft experts, are
realistic in terms of actual aircraft component
degradation.

3. The effects of prior corrosion on fatigue crack initiation
was found to greatly reduce fatigue crack life in both
aluminum alloys.

The best source of data on pitting of the alloys 7075-T6 and
2024-T3 are, acording to Batelle, outdoor exposure tests conducted
by ASTM (26. Not read during this survey). For seacoast exposure up
to seven years, pit depths of 0.1-0.15 mm (4-6 mils) are expected.
Such data on exfoliation corrosion has not been compiled according
to Batelle.

It certainly seems possible to simulate corrosion that can be seen
in aging aircraft. The question of how to translate a certain usage
to a corrosion state still remains. Nothing has been found
regarding this in the literature. The literature does not suggest
that the linkup/failure criteria needs to be modified due to a
corrosive environment. Several papers report that corrosion
influences mainly initiation and the early stages of crack growth.
General corrosion that consumes material can, of course, change the
thickness of the sheet and thereby influence the failure load.
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V1. Conolusiona/Reoommendations

The damage tolerance philosophy assumes a rogue flaw in the most
critical point and also assumes that adjacent members in a fail
safe structure can have cracks grown from an initial flaw,
representative of the initial fatigue quality of that article. The
problem is that it doesn't take into account Multi Site Damage,
NSD. That is, small cracks ahead of the lead (rogue flaw) crack.
This means that the inspection interval based on the propagation of
the rogue flaw crack can be unconservative. In addition, the
synergistic effects of MSD along with the long-term effects of
corrosion can reduce the inspection interval even further.

In the research community there has been an overemphasis on
unrealistic MSD situations where numerous small cracks with equal
sizes interact and finally fail. We need to develop methods that
can predict the inspection interval of the rogue flaw crack in
presence of MSD and a corrosive environment. We believe that it is
possible to develop such models that will give reasonable accuracy.

Based on the performed literature search the following
recommendation/conclusion can be made:

"* Component-level testing rather than coupon level should be
increased. The ability to predict actual behavior can be
significantly reduced when based on a portion of the
component only.

"* These component-level tests should simulate real world
environment. While tests have been accomplished to study
MSD and corrosion, no studies were identified which included
both at the same time.

"* The initiation stage needs to be explored further.
Initiation of cracks in riveted lap joints is a very
complicated phenomena. Local effects, like type of rivet,

riveting procedures, and lap joint dimensions can influence
the fatigue life by a factor of 3-4. The best way to address
this issue seems to be to develop initiation scatter curves
by testing specimens that locally, around the rivet,
describe reality as well as possible. This could be done on
specimens with only one column of rivets.

"* Fretting, the "rubbing" of two surfaces, needs to be
pursued. While we as engineers may "assume" two joined
surfaces are rigid, realism dictates that over time, this
rubbing will produce fatigue problems.

"* Corrosion environments seem to mainly affect the time to
initiate a crack (early stages in crack growth). The change
in crack growth, in later stages, contributes less although
the crack growth rate is higher.
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"* To evaluate initiation times in a corrosive environment
realistic specimens should be used to simulate the local
geometry and environment. Corrosion not only changes the
crack growth rate, it also can change the initiation site.
Similar specimens that Vere mentioned above could be used.

"* It seems that the MSD problem in aging aircraft will not
benefit a great deal from more sophisticated crack growth
prediction techniques. There are enough theories so get
more data to prove/validate the existing ones. The compound
method seems accurate enough and fast and easy to use. To
account for scatter in the crack growth process a Weibull
distribution for the crack growth coefficient C is proposed.

"* Little is known about the effectiveness of tear straps in
the presence of MSD. Although tear straps are the last
defense of an axially rupturing fuselage very conservative
inspection intervals could be predicted if the tear strap is
not accounted for in the analysis. A test program on
realistically large specimens is proposed as a base to gain
knowledge in this field.

"* All three failure criteria found in the literature can show
unconservative results, which is unsatisfactory. For panels
with MSD, Swift's residual strength method predicts the link
up/failure most accurately. Failure load predictions within
10% seem possible which should be accurate enough. Further
studies of the possibilities to use the distance between the
cracks as a linkup/failure criteria is recommended.

"* The literature does not suggest that the linkup/failure
criteria need to be modified due to a corrosive environment.
General corrosion that consumes material can, of course,
change the thickness of the sheet and thereby influence the
failure load.

" Two different laboratory testing protocol that, in an
accelerated time frame, replicate corrosion damage in the
form of pitting and exfoliation were found. Alternate
immersion testing, with 3.5% NaC1 solution, is said to
accurately replicate observed corrosion in aging aircraft.

" Several papers have been found that have investigated the
change in crack growth rate for different corrosive
environments, but no answer was found to the question of how
one translates a certain usage to a corrosion test
environment. This definitely requires additional study.

While this concludes the overall discussion regarding MSD and
corrosion, one noteworthy point observed during this literature
search is that while there is a large amount of information
available regarding these topics, there is no specific location to
access it all. If two different organizations were to perform data
searches, they would probably come up with significantly different
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lists. The Fatigue, Fracture, and Reliability Section is exploring
the possibility of bringing together the many organizations
performing work in this area in order to maximize resources and
avoid duplication of studies.

It appears that efforts in these areas are increasing but on an
independent basis such that various organizations are performing
research that has actually been accomplished in some form already
by another agency.

Initially, what we're suggesting is almost a "laundry list" of
who's doing what and what other plans they have as well as what
they've completed so far, focusing on the United States only for
the time being. In addition, it would be nice to have one
"depository" for any studies accomplished so that every interested
organization could have access to a brief summary of the types of
tests run and the results.

Given the enormous size of this task, what we're looking for now
are just some comments on whether this is a feasible and worthwhile
task to pursue. Any suggestions as to approaches, additional
addressees, lead agencies, etc., would be appreciated. Lead
contact for this project is Capt Frank Opalski. You can also talk
to Capt Karl Hart or Mr Joe Burns. Our phone number is (513) 255-
6104 (DSN 785-6104) and fax number is (513) 476-4999. Mailing
address is

WL/FIBEC Building 45
2130 Eighth St Suite 11
WPAFB, OH 45433-7552
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Fig 1: Results of fatigue test on riveted lap jointsý,
2024-T3 Alclad and 7075-T6 Clad sheets. Standard
deviation (Vt,) for constant-amplitude (CA) loading
(10 specimens for each"') and for variable-amplitude
(VA) loading (7 specimens for each'Yr. (7)
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Fig 2: Scatter in two test series of 20 riveted
lap joints. Comparison between the log-normal
distribution (full line), the Weibull 3-parameter
distribution (small dots) and the Weibull 2-parameter
distribution with zero location parameter (larger
dots). (7)
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Fig 3: Specimens with a single column of rivets (8).
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Fig 5: Stochastic crack growth from a single initial flaw,
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Deterministic crack growth from Equivalent Initial Flaw
Size Distribution (EIFSD), approach 2. (10)
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LEAD- MEASURED CALCULATED ERROR
NSP MD ,ACx (kips) (kips) (%)
mad LFNI• _

HOLES 00 Poctual Poser PCswift PClOpp PCWz PCswtft PCoapp

RS-01a U 2.4 20.20 25.22 21.34 25.0 24.8 5.7 23.8

RS-Olb MSD 2.4 23.25 26.37 23.36 25.6 13.4 0.5 10.2

RS-01c Ho 2.4 19.82 23.01 21.00 25.2 16.1 6.0 27.1

RS-02a NoMSd•D 2.4 25.55 27.67 nja 25.9 8.3 n/a 1. 5

RS-03a No s 2.4 27.95 30.82 a 26.4 10.3 a -535
RS-03b No MSD 2.4 28.46 31.94 a 5 1a 17.0

RS-04a MSD 3.2 12.91 18.11 17.36 21.2 40.3 34.5 64.5

RS-04b MSD 3.2 17.15 19.92 117.1 21.2 16.2 3.8 23.7

RS-04c MSD 3.2 16.26 19.78 18.066 20.4 21.6 11.1 25.4
RS-04d MSD 3.3 15.59 19A41 16.52 19.8 24.5 6.0 27.0

RS-05a NoMSD 3.3 21.73 23.57 Wa 21.6 8.5 Ph -0.4

RS-0Sb NoMSD 3.2 21.81 22.97 a 21.6 5.3 j/ -0.7

RS-6 No Holes 3.2 23.64 28,26 22.4 19.5 -.a -J.4

RS-M6b No Holes .7.32 A 22.4 14.1 i/a -6.7

Note: Eror is calculated by subtracting the actual faihue load fomt the predicted and dividing by the actual. The term "no holes"

means no holes or cracks am present other dim at tie cenaal lead crack.

Table 1: Actual and predicted failure loads for the tested specimens. (6)

Table 2
The effect of a Re-Heat Treatment Duration on Subsequent Fatigue

Properties in Air (17)

Pre-Corrosion: 24 hour in aerated 0.5 NaCI

Re-Heat treat: Solutionize at 470 deg C for x hours.
Age at 121 deg C for 24 hours.

Fatigue in air: Mean stress 276 Mpa, cyclic stress 96 Mpa

Time at 470 deg C Numbers of cycles
0 hours 30000
3 hours 85000
6 hours 101000
24 hours > 13 00 000
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Environmental Constants
for Corrosion Equations

Corrosion Index
Mild Moderate Severe Very Severe

A 13 A a A a A a

7075-T6 Al 3.OE-5 A6 2.95E-5 .59 2.9E-5 .72 1.78E-3 .12

2024-T3 3.6E-6.' .70 4.9E-6 .77 6.3E-6 .85 1A8E-5 .70

7079-T6 1.9E-6 .89 2.05E-6 .94 2.2E-6 1.00 5AE-9 2.00

7075-T73 3.OE-5 A6 3.6E-5 .50 9.OE-4 .50 9.3E-4 .50

Environmental Constants
for Corrosion Equations (Cont'd)

Alo Corrosion Index

Alloy Mild Moderate Severe Very Severe

A B A B A B A B

AZ31B-H24 4.OE-4 .77 2.8E-4 .87 1.6E-4 .9T 1.2E-4 1.30

2024-T3 5.OE-4 .30 5.3E-3 .11 1A3E-2 -. 05 1.1E-3 .30

4340 Steel 3.5E-11 2.52 2.6E-8 140 4.11E-5 1.00 6.9E-5 1.00

300M Steel 3.5E-11 2.52 6.3E-9 2.00 7.3E-5 1.00 5.7E-4 1.00

Table 3 (23)
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Method of Corrosive Aluminum Alloys Result of Corrosion
Environment Evaluated Damage*

PrI'ING TESTS

Salt Fog up to 7 days 7075-T6 Mean 1.0 - 1.5 mils
exposure, Max 2.5 mils
ASTh B-117-90 Lognormal Distribution

Copper Acidified Salt Fog 7075-T6, T651 Mean 2 mils
up to 6 days exposure, 2024-T3, 1"351 Max 8 mils
ASThM B-3"645 Lognormal Distribution

Alternate Immersion Test 7075-T6 Mean 2 mils
10 minutes wet - 50 minutes Max 7 mils
dry. up to 7 days, Lognormal Distribution
Uses chemical solution from
ASTM B-36"85

EXFOLIATION TESTS

EXCO Acid-Chloride. Bath 7075-T6. T651 Mean 5 mils
up to 5 days immenion, 2024-T3, 7351 Max 20 mils
ASTh G-34-90 Max depth increases

with log of time

Method of evaluation was microscopic examination and measurement of pitting and
exliation penetration

Table 4: Accelerated corrosion procedures. (24)

Specimen First Crack Initiation Failure Cycles Between Initiation

and Failure

7075-T651 Base 78 108 30

7075-T651 Corroded 20 37 17

2024-'351 Base 208 252 44

2024-T"51 Corroded 46 74 28

Table 5: Results of fatigue tests on corroded and uncorroded specimen
(data in kilo cycles). (24)
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Introduction

This paper will introduce you to an aircraft structural integrity
program that is currently underway for the FAA involving the
flight inspection fleet of Beech model 300's. These aircraft are
flown in a flight inspection/airways calibration role.

The need for a flight inspection role is well documented. The
United States Standard Flight Inspection Manual quotes: "The
phenomenal growth of air traffic operations has dictated the
establishment of a common system of all-weather air navigation to
enable large numbers of aircraft to move quickly and safely to
destinations. Safety of flight and effective control of aircraft
movements necessitates that the components of this air navigation
system be accurate, adequate and reliable". Hence the need for a
fleet such as the Beech model 300's operated by the FAA.

The Beech model 300 is an aircraft of gross weight 14,000 lb
which, when flown in an executive configuration, carries up to 9
passengers and in the high density configuration carries 13
passengers. It is certified to FAR 23 and SFAR 41C requirements
as a pressurized executive transport aircraft (figure 1).

Analytical Tools

The flight inspection role (figure 2) calls for an aircraft to be
flown at low altitudes for significant amounts of time. It is
therefore flown in a more severe environment than the typical
commuter airline or executive aircraft. If measured load spectra
data are not available for the missions being flown, use can be
made of published material such as FAA document AFS 120-73-2,
ESDU 69023 or LR516 (figure 3). These are three references used
at Beech to derive maneuver and gust spectra as a function of
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altitude. Figure 4 is an extract from AFS 120 and shows the
increase in gust exceedances with decrease in altitude. These
data were collected and reduced from VGH recorders installed on
about 100 aircraft operating in the general aviation category.
The data base was collected through the NASA VGH General Aviation
program which began in 1961.

A general comparison of these load spectra to measured data for
particular aircraft has indicated AFS 120 to be conservative (see
figure 5). These data are from a military model 90, the T44, used
in a training role by the Navy.

Conservatism may lead to low replacement lives or frequent
inspections that cause an economic burden to operators. A viable
on-going aircraft structural integrity program is essential to
assure continued long term structural integrity and airworthiness
and will also remove some of the conservatism that are inherent
in the analysis of data.

All branches of the aviation community are concerned with aging
aircraft with its emphasis on structural deterioration as flight
hours accumulate and corrosion becomes an increasingly
significant fa- •r. However, there is a need to also consider
special mission roles including flight inspection where,
structural dei -rioration may not be due to high cumulative flight
hours, but the more severe environment of flight hours at low
altitudes.

FAA Fleet

The FAA operates a fleet of 19 King Air model 300's in such a
role (figure 6). A role in which for 67% of flight time the
aircraft is operated at or below 2000 feet altitude. These are
conditions for significant increases in gust and maneuver
occurrences from that of the original design criteria. This
environment goes beyond the normal design analysis of current
executive aircraft and a state-of-the art structural integrity
program is required. With timely, efficient data reduction, the
appropriate maintenance practices for continued airworthiness can
be assured.

Accordingly, as part of the acquisition of Beech model 300
aircraft for use in the flight inspection program, an agreement
was reached between the Secretary of Transportation and the FAA
to install stress/load recorder systems in the FAA fleet.

This requirement, in conjunction with an FAA policy to install
flight data recorders and engine trend monitoring systems, has
resulted in the development of this program.
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Flight Data Recorder System

The program goal is to provide visibility of the structural
status of the FAA flight inspection fleet. The structural
integrity/engine monitoring recording system consists of
installing a solid state flight recorder supplied by Smiths
Industries in each aircraft (figure 7). The system will allow for
engine condition monitoring, serve as a crash recorder by
protecting and retaining the last 8 hours of flight data as well
as being an airframe structural monitor. The data collected will
provide the basis for management decisions covering parts
replacement, special inspections, modifications that may be
required, possible usage changes, or rotation of aircraft between
bases.

All FAA flight inspection fleet aircraft will have vertical
acceleration sensors at the aircraft center of gravity and 5
aircraft - one at each of the operating bases, will have strain
gages installed. Therefore, one can consider this program to be
made up of a Loads/Environment Spectra Survey and an Individual
Aircraft Tracking Program as well as engine trend monitoring.

The recorder system hardware (figure 8) consists of 4 major
components, a signal data recorder or acquisition unit, a flight
data panel which allows basic information to be entered such as
gross weight, fuel weight, base # and serial # of aircraft and
engine, a flight data memory unit also known as a crash
survivable memory unit and a data transfer interface unit which
records the data into a module with 1 megabyte of memory.

The primary mission of the flight data recorder is to acquire raw
parameter data from the aircraft ARINC 429 busses and from the
analogue sensors and other discrete sources (figure 9). The data
will be processed and compressed onboard in the Signal
Acquisition Unit and recorded as Mishap, Structural or Engine
data into non-volatile memory. The data will be downloaded at
periodic intervals via the data transfer module to a PC at each
bBase and forwarded to Oklahoma City where it will be copied and
sent by modem to Beech Aircraft for decompression, validity
checking and storing prior to semi-annual data reduction,
evaluation and reporting (figures 10,11).

Parameters

The flight data recorder is to meet or exceed the requirements as
shown in figure 12. Consequently, the parameter list is quite
comprehensive.

Mishap parameters are shown in figure 13. They are recorded using
time history techniques into the crash survivable memory unit.
Data are recorded when values change by a specified amount.
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Snapshot data are also taken at a 2 minute time hack or when the
event switch is activated. Eight hours of data can be recorded
after which time over-writing occurs. However, the last eight
hours of flight data is always available.

The engine data parameter list is shown in figure 14. Data
snapshots are recorded in response to a parameter exceeding a
specific limit, at weight-on-wheels transition, or when the event
switch is activated. Some events which will cause a trigger of
engine parameters are shown in figure 15.

The structural data parameter list is shown in figure 16 and
considers the installation of 12 strain gages in a total of 5 of
the aircraft. All aircraft will have accelerometers installed so
there will be a correlation between aircraft with gages and those
without. The strain and accelerometer data are stored as peaks
and valleys in a time sequence format. Data snapshots are also
taken at weight-on-wheels transition and whenever the event
switch is activated.

The locations of the strain gages have been carefully chosen to
reflect the critical areas of the primary structure (figure 17).
Where space permits, encapsulated gages are installed to ease
installation (for this program, the Columbia 2684-1 1000 ohm full
bridge gages are used). Other locations make use of conventional
gages with suitable temperature compensation (for this program,
Micromeasurements WK13-125-350 350 ohm full bridge gages are
used).

There are 2 gages installed on the wing in the wheel well area on
the lower main spar. This is an area known for its high stress
from previously performed in-flight strain surveys and ground
test data. Stresses for other locations along the spar are known
from these data and consequently, a relationship can be developed
between the flight data recorder wing strain and other locations
on the wing.

Four gages are installed at the root of the vertical stabilizer
and four at the root of the horizontal stabilizer. These are
installed on the front and rear spars in areas of highest stress
determined from previous in-flight strain surveys.

There are also two gages installed in the fuselage - one on a
stringer primarily loaded by fuselage bending and one on a frame
primarily loaded by cabin pressurization. These two locations
were chosen by review of data from over 100 gages during a ground
test where combinations of fuselage bending and pressurization
loads were applied.
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Data Reduction

Strains and load factor are recorded in a time history sequence
of peaks and valleys (figure 18). The choice of threshold and
gate values is very important. It is a balancing act where too
fine a value will fill the memory too quickly leading to frequent
downloads; too coarse a value could lead to the elimination of
stress or load cycles which contribute to the overall damage.

Following installation of the strain gages, a preset value
reflecting an on-ground condition is required. This information
is determined from the previous flight survey where the effects
of structure and fuel inertia are known. Other programs not
having the benefit of this information would use conventional
analysis to determine strain magnitude due to inertia.

This preset value is accounted for by building each unique value
for each aircraft into the individual system. As each peak and
valley is detected, either the Operational Flight Program can
adjust them on-board prior to storage, as is the case for this
program, or the ground processing software can make the
adjustment prior to evaluation.

Because of engine trend monitoring, data will be downloaded every
3 to 5 days, hence the likelihood of module overflow for this
program is remote. For aircraft having downloads much less
frequently, a more efficient method of compressing and storing
data is required. One such method is storing in a matrix format
as shown in figure 19. This form of data collection loses the
load sequencing but if stored on a flight-by-flight basis one can
use a low to high sequence and still correlate well with random
loading since the block size is small. Figure 20 shows the
effects of sequencing for various block sizes and is from the
USAF Damage Tolerance Design Handbook.

Data will be sent to Beech by modem for decompression and
validity checking 2 to 3 times per week. Any parameter problems
will be noted and FAA informed so that maintenance action to
remedy the situation can be taken. Valid data will be stored for
semi-annual data reduction.

The reduction phase will present stress and load factor
exceedance plots (figure 21). The previous 6 months data can be
compared to the total to date to reveal changes in severity for
that particular aircraft. Comparisons between the 5 strain gaged
aircraft can indicate degrees Qf severity between each base.
Comparison of load exceedance data (figure 22) for all aircraft
allows correlation of an aircraft from the last six months data
to its total on an individual basis, on a per base basis and
across all bases.
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The data reduction evaluation will consist of calculating the
fatigue life expended for each major assembly - wing, fuselage,
and empennage using the strain recorded from the 5 strain-gaged
aircraft. A factored life based on the mission mix to date will
be determined (figure 23) and a projected time to reach this
value will be established. The current contract calls for the use
of the Palmgren-Miner Cumulative Damage Hypothesis for the
determination of fatigue damage thereby eliminating the need to
pursue load sequencing. effects. It is however, probable that
damage tolerant concepts will be adopted in the near future and
therefore, data will be stored in a format to suit both
processes.

Based on a safelife approach, a replacement time for components
is obtained. A damage tolerance approach will allow an inspection
program to be established and components only replaced "on
condition".

The data evaluation phase will make use of full scale test
results whenever possible. This will allow reduced scatter
factors to be used because of test correlation and validated
material properties based on S-N curves or fracture mechanics.

The program calls for prototype installation in June of 1994.
Following installation of all gages and sensors a comprehensive
flight checkout phase will be conducted where "fine tuning" of
the parameters will take place (figure 24). Unique flights will
be completed where strain and load factor magnitude and
occurrences can be confirmed, and engine parameter exceedances
can be checked. Typical flight profiles for the flight inspection
role will be flown to verify the amount of memory used.

Schedule and Status

Figure 25 summarizes the program tasks and their status. Contract
award occurred April 1993. Design work is complete, manufacturing
of kits and development of software are in progress. Prototype
installation will commence June of 1994 with the first data
reduction report scheduled for December 1994.

In summary (figure 26), when aircraft are known to be flying in a
severe environment, an effort should be made to identify and
measure the fatigue impact on the aircraft. Tools do exist that
allow some consideration of the environment such as the FAA
document AFS 120 and ESDU 69023, where data collection has
occurred, been reduced and presented as generic information for
public use; but it is no substitute for measured data from the
specific role.
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Special mission roles are a way-of-life for many operators. The
FAA, through this program, will assure continued airworthiness of
the model 300 flight inspection fleet.

The program is on schedule and by the end of 1994, data will be
forthcoming which will identify the structural status of the
fleet. This will allow decisions to be made concerning
replacement time for components, special inspections,
modifications, or possible usage changes.

The means will be available to ensure efficient, cost-effective
and safe usage of the FAA model 300 flight inspection fleet when
flown in such extreme conditions.
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THE COST EFFRCTIVNRSS OF

AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL I NTEGRITY PROGRAMS

Captain A.J.A. Appels
CF-18 Aircraft Structures Engineer

Directorate of Aerospace Support Engineering
National Defence Headquarters,

Ottawa, Canada
November, 1993

1.0 BACKGROUND

The effectiveness of a military force depends in
part on the operational readiness of its weapon systems.
Similarly, the operational readiness of an airborne weapon
system is largely dependant on the condition of the airframe
structure. In order to minimize any adverse impact on
airworthiness and operational readiness, potential
structural and/or material problems must be identified and
addressed early in the life cycle of the aircraft.

The Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) is
the mechanism by which the Canadian Forces (CF) ensure the
structural airworthiness of its aircraft fleets. The
objective of this paper is to discuss the ASIP philosophy in
the context of CF operations and assess the impact of the
ASIP on airworthiness, operational readiness, and operations
and maintenance (O&M) costs. In light of the continuing
climate of fiscal restraint, particular emphasis is given to
characterizing the ASIP as a tool for controlling the life
cycle costs of military aircraft fleets.

2.0 ASIP REQUIREMENTS AND OBJECTIVES

2.1 General Philosophy and Objective.

The Aircraft Structural Integrity Program is the
engineering vehicle by which the structural integrity of CF
aircraft fleets are assured and forms an integral part of
our airworthiness policy", 0 . In general terms the ASIP can
be defined as the proper definition, integration, and
scheduling of engineering, maintenance, and logistics
activities necessary to ensure that the risk of catastrophic
structural failure due to accidental damage, corrosion,
fatigue, wear, or other structural/material degradation is
maintained at an aEn bllevel throughout the operational
life of the aircraft.
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The basic objectives which evolve from this definition are
as follows:

a. to establish, evaluate, and substantiate the
structural integrity (airframe strength, rigidity,
damage tolerance, and durability) of the aircraft
structure;

b. to acquire, evaluate, and utilize operational usage
and structural condition monitoring data to provide
an ongoing assessment of in-service structural
integrity;

c. to provide a basis for determining logistics and
planning requirements for airframe maintenance
activities (inspections, modifications, spares,
repair and overhaul (R&O), equipment rotation, and
system phase-out);

d. to provide a basis for determining the engineering,
logistics, modification, and maintenance
requirements to facilitate service life extensions;
and

e. to provide feedback regarding structural problems,
operational usage, maintenance, and logistics to
improve structural design/evaluation criteria for
future aircraft.

2.2 Genoeral ABXP Roquiromonts

The philosophy which evolves from the basic ASIP
objectives follows a cradle-to-grave approach starting from
conceptual design to fleet retirement (Figure 1). The ASIP
encompasses a very broad range of engineering, maintenance,
and logistics activities throughout the entire life cycle,
and these activities can be grouped into five distinct and
interrelated functional tasks:

a. Task I - Design Information

b. Task II - Design Analysis and Development Tests

c. Task III - Full Scale Certification Testing

d. Task IV - In-Service Usage Data Management

e. Task V - In-Service Management.
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The implement!ation of specific elements and
activities associated with each of these tasks (Figure 2) is
governed by the ASIP Master Plan which defines the
engineering activitiei required to satisfy general ASIP
objectives for each a.rcraft fleet. The end product of the
ASIP is the Force Stzuctural Maintenance Plan (FSMP). This
is a dynamic plan which continually integrates design and
certification data with in-service usage and structural
condition monitoring data to define and rationalize fleet
structural maintenance requirements. For the purposes of
this paper we will consider ASIP as a Nblack box" process
which addresses these general areas of concern.

2.3 StructUral Maintenance Costs and ASIP

While cost effectiveness is not a stated ASIP
requirement, the program can prove to be a very effective
means to control airframe support costs. As shown by
Figures 3 and 4, maintenance, engineering, and logistics
costs related to airframe structural integrity can
constitute over 20% of the total life cycle costs for a
fighter aircraft', which is typically comparable to the
original aircraft procurement cost. It is obvious that even
a marginal reduction in recurring structural maintenance and
post-production modification/repair requirements can yield
substantial savings over the life cycle of a weapon system.

The opportunities to optimize structural efficiency
and hence reduce the total life cycle costs are obviously
maximized early in the development of an aircraft (Figure
5). The use of post-production modifications to rectify
structural deficiencies generally proves to be very
inefficient and costly for the following reasons:

a. the design of modifications is physically restricted
by the configuration of surrounding structure, hence
there is very little design flexibility. In some
cases retrofit may not be practical or feasible, and
component replacement is the only viable
alternative;

b. limited physical access can make modification
embodiment difficult and expensive;

1. 60%of total life cycle costs due to maintenance, engineering
and logistics support, with 30% of this cost directly attributable
to the airframe structure.
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c. the incorporation of post-production modifications
generally results in an increase in airframe weight
with possible CG problems and operational
performance penalties; and

d. the design, fabrication, and embodiment costs for
modification kits are a substantial incremental cost
not normally included in weapon system procurement
and O&M estimates.

In the operational context, ASIP must also maintain
the delicate balance between safety and operational demands
and can be viewed as the balance point of a "cost fulcrum"
(Figure 6). To illustrate this point, consider the
implications of a significant change in the operational role
of a fighter aircraft. While the ASIP engineering effort
required to modify and validate structural maintenance plans
in light of new operational usage can be seen as a direct
cost, an efcive ASIP can rationalize necessary changes to
the FSMP so as to minimize adverse impact on total life
cycle costs. As will be demonstrated by subsequent case
studies, the net savings can be substantial.

2.4 ASIP - The Cost of Failure

While the objective of this paper is to characterize
the ASIP as a potential tool for controlling the life cycle
costs, the true cost effectiveness of an ASIP cannot be
based solely on it's impact on incremental life cycle costs.
It must take into account the inherent value associated with
ensuring the structural airworthiness of the fleet, which is
the primary objective of the program. The impact of failing
to meet this objective is very difficult to quantify as it
encompasses economic, operational, and human "costs", many
of which are largely subjective in nature:

a. potential loss of life (both aircrew and persons on
the ground);

b. direct economic costs associated with a major in-

service structural failure, specifically:

(1) the cost of the flight safety investigation;

(2) the cost to clean-up the crash site and dispose
of explosive and/or hazardous materials;

(3) the potential cost of litigation due to
secondary injury, death, and property damage;

(4) the value of the lost aircraft;
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c. adverse impact on continued weapon system operations
due to reactive groundings, subsequent inspections,
mods, and repairs, and possible loss of operator
confidence in the airworthiness of the aircraft.

3.0 ASIP IN THE CANADIAN CONTEXT

To maximize its effectiveness the ASIP must be
implemented as an integral part of the development,
acquisition, and operation of an aircraft weapon system, and
priority must be given to the early identification and
resolution of potential structural problems. Due primarily
to political considerations discussed below, Canadian Forces
implementation of ASIP requirements is generally restricted
to Tasks III, IV, and V.

3.1 Ofr-The-Shelf Procurement

The Canadian tendency to make "off-the-shelf"
procurements generally precludes the definition and
implementation of unique ASIP requirements until well after
the aircraft is in production. In fact, most CF ASIPs are
not rigorously implemented until after initial aircraft
delivery and typically do not give adequate emphasis to the
integration of ASIP requirements into the evaluation,
selection, and procurement process. Given the typical
"budget squeezing" associated with major equipment
acquisitions, long-term engineering requirements (such as
those arising from the ASIP) are often deferred or
eliminated in order to control initial capital expenditures.
As a result, the benefits of early identification and
rectification of potential structural problems are never
fully realized. However, the subsequent impact on life
cycle costs can be substantially greater than any short term
savings realized, particularly as structural O&M costs over
the life cycle can be comparable to the initial procurement
costs.

A case in point is the issue of the early production
CF-18 Hornet aircraft. Eleven aircraft with a structurally
deficient centre fuselage configuration were delivered to
the CF, and these aircraft currently have a safe operating
service life only half that of the remainder of the fleet""1 .
This shortfall constitutes a capital cost of $190M to the
CF, a cost which could have been minimized or even avoided
had the engineering concerns related to these early
structural configurations been identified and addressed
earlier in the procurement process.
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3.2 Mission Profile Variations and Role Changes

The CF have historically been forced to employ
aircraft in a multi-role capacity or in an unconventional
operational environment which is inconsistent with the
original procurement and/or design specifications. Specific
cases which merit consideration include:

a. conversion of the CF-104 Starfighter from a tactical
nuclear strike role to a conventional air-ground
role;

b. increased emphasis on aerobatic training using the
CT-134 (Beech) Musketeer;

c. use of the CT-1l4 Tutor jet trainer in the dedicated
air demonstration role (431 Squadron Snowbirds);

d. increased use of the CC-130 Hercules for low level
tactical transport;

e. use of the CC-144 Challenger in the Electronic

Warfare Training (EWT) and coastal patrol roles; and

f. unexpectedly severe early usage of the CF-18 Hornet.

All of these examples constitute aircraft usage of a
nature and/or severity not envisaged by the designers or
defined in the procurement specifications and will have an
obvious impact on structural maintenance requirements. Any
subsequent rationalization of the FSMP must be based on a
logical analysis of changes to the Baseline Operational
Spectrum (BOS), which can only be accurately quantified
through a Loads/Environment Spectra Survey (LESS' or by
analysis of detailed Individual Aircraft Tracking (IAT)
data.

3.3 Service Life Requirements

In light of past and present budget constraints, it
is safe to say that the CF history of extending the service
lives of milit-ry aircraft will continue into the
foreseeable future. The estimated life expectancy (ELE) of
the CF-116 Freedom Fighter has recently been extended from
1995 to 2005 (with the possibility of further extensions),
and the ELE of the CT-114 Tutor has been extended to 2005.
It is also anticipated that the ELE of the CF-18 Hornet will
be extended from 2003 to 2010 based on the results of an
aggressive Fatigue Life Management Program (FLMP), full
scale Durability and Damage Tolerance Testing (DADTT), and
an extensive avionics update being implemented by the CF.
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4.0 CF-18 HORNET ASIP - COST/BENEFIT CASE STUDY

4.1 General

The CF-18 Hornet is Canada's primary fighter
aircraft and is employed in both the air-air and air-ground
roles by the Canadian Forces. The CF purchased 138 CF-18
aircraft with initial deliveries starting in the fall of
1982, initial operational capability established in early
1984, and a projected operational ELE of 2003. In light of
the tremendous costs associated with operating fighter
aircraft 2 and ongoing pressures to defer the replacement of
major weapon systems, it is anticipated that efforts will be
made to sustain CF-18 operations out to 2010 (Section 3.3
refers).

4.2 CF-1 Structural Integrity Costs

Figures 9 details the estimated costs (non-recurring
and recurring) for CF-18 ASIP engineering activities and
provide a projected total cost of $115M over the service
life of the fleet. While this undoubtedly a significant
sum, it must be viewed in the context of total life cycle
costs. Based on departmental cost projections (Figures 10
and 11), the cost of ASIP core engineering activities
represents less than 1% of the projected $13.4B life cycle
cost of the fleet. In contrast it is projected that total
maintenance/engineering/logistics costs related to airframe
structural integrity could cost in excess of $2.5B over the
full life cycle, representing almost 19% of the total
projected life cycle costs of the fleet.

4.3 CF-18 ASIP Benefits

The specifics of CF-18 ASIPtJ7 are beyond the scope
of this paper, however a listing of selected engineering
activities is provided at Figure 7 to give the reader a
sense of the scope of this program. Despite the fact that
the CF-18 ASIP was implemented as a post procurement
engineering activity and is subject to the limitations
discussed in Section 3, it has proven to be very effective.
Specific benefits include the following:

2. CF-18 operating, engineering, maintenance, and logistics costs
were $316M for fiscal year 92/93 and constituted 25% of all
expenditures in support of Air Command Operations. Combined
fighter ops (CF-5 and CF-18) represented 30% of total air
operations expenditures.
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a. Sustained Eleat Airworthiness. Fleet airworthiness
is the primary objective of the CF-18 ASIP, and its
value cannot be understated. As discussed in
Section 2.4, the costs (both tangible and
intangible) associated with a catastrophic in-
service structural failure can be substantial, and
far outweigh the projected $115M investment in ASIP;

b. PrnantivA Rtrurtural Maintenance. Through the
effective use of IAT data, structural test data,
aircraft sampling inspections, in-service failure
data, and engineering analyses, CF-18 structural
maintenance activities are becoming much less
reactive. This yields obvious (though largely
unquantifiable) benefits related to recurring O&M
costs and aircraft availability;

c. Rational LncristiQa. As a result of the recent
Landing Gear Sampling Inspection and the
reassessment of MLG fatigue lives using the CF-18
BOS, it will be possible to re-assess the service
lives of landing gear components and set up a
rationalized depot level R&O program;

d. Enhanced Operational Flexibility. The ASIP provides
valuable engineering data/tools which have greatly
increased operational flexibility through:

1) rationalization of airframe bulletins and
special inspections based on unique CF
operations and requirements;

2) rationalization of modifications proposed by
the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) based
on unique CF operations and requirements;

3) development of CF unique modifications and
repairs independent of the OEM.

e. Individual Aircraft Trackina (IAT) Canabilitieg.
The CF-18 IAT capabilities facilitate a number of
important fleet management activities including the
Fatigue Life Management Program, optimized
modification/inspection scheduling, and BOS
development/validation; and

f. Risk Management Capabilities. ASIP provides the
necessary tools for the fleet manager to make
infor-med risk management decisions.
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In addition to the obvious benefits detailed above.
the CF-18 ASIP is also proving to be a very effective tool
for controlling and reducing overall O&M costs. The
following sections of this paper provide a cost-benefit
assessment for selected CF-18 ASIP activities based on
Department of National Defence financial data' 8 °9 '0 ° using the
governing assumptions detailed in Figure 8.

4.4 CF-1i Fatigue Life Management Program (FLMP)

4.4.1 Background

Analysis of CF-18 usage data in 1987 indicated that
the fleet was being operated in a much more severe manner 3

than was originally accounted for during design and
certification testing (Figure 12). Fleet attrition
projections indicated that the ELE of 2003 could not be met,
and that a credible operational capability could not be
maintained beyond 1998. To address this problem an
aggressive Fatigue Life Management Program (FLMP) was
implemented with the objective of controlling and tailoring
aircraft usage such that the economic life of the fleet
could be maximized while satisfying training objectives and
maintaining full operational effectiveness.

4.4.2 The Elements of Fatigue Life Management

The CF-18 FLMP consists of three fundamental
elements: fatigue awareness training, usage
characterization, and guidance and control"6":

a. Fatigue Awareness Training. The objective of
fatigue awareness training is to provide aircrew and
maintenance personnel with a basic understanding of
the causes and consequences of fatigue and the steps
that can be taken to minimize these consequences.
Such training has been formalized as part of aircrew
operational training and maintenance management
training courses and is reinforced by annual status
review briefings provided to all operational
squadrons;

3. The 95"' percentile fatigue rate anticipated by McAir was
0.167 WRFLE/1000 FH, while average CF-18A usage peaked at 0.181
in 1987.
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b. Usaae Characterization. Usage characterization
consists of the gathering, processing, analysis, and
interpretation of continuously monitored structural
and flight parameters provided by the Maintenance
Signal Data Recording System (MSDRS). Of primary
interest are direct strain histories tracked at
seven different airframe locations, with the
critical location being the lower centre wing
attachment lug (Figure 13). Using MSDRS data,
Fatigue Life Expended (FLE) indices and usage rates
are calculated for individual aircraft, and
corresponding usage information is generated in a
variety of formats, including:

(1) usage rates by aircraft/squadron/wing/fleet,
(2) usage rates by mission type,
(3) usage rates by pilot, and
(4) flight specific usage/tactical information.

Accurate and timely fleet and aircraft usage data
provides the feedback essential to monitor fleet
usage trends and assess the ongoing effectiveness of
guidance and contrql measures; and

c. Guidance and Control. Control of fleet usage is
exercised by the operational community based on IAT
data provided through the ASIP. Typical control
measures include the optimization/tailoring of
mission profiles, control of aircraft external
stores configurations, aircraft operational
scheduling based on mission severities, rotation of
aircraft between squadrons, and other discrete
damage control measures detailed in Figure 14.

4.4.3 ZAT System Technical Issues

Over the past 3 years, significant engineering
efforts have been made to address documented technical
problems with the F/A-18 IAT system' 5 1. While it is beyond
the scope of this paper to discuss the specifics of these
issues, a brief summary is provided at Figure 15.
Resolution of these problems is being addressed through an
aggressive collaborative effort involving McDonnell Douglas
Aerospace (MDA), the United States Navy .(USN), the Canadian
Forces (CF), and the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF).
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While substantial financial commitments have been made by
the CF to address these problems 4 , tremendous progress has
been made to correct system deficiencies and maximize the
accuracy of IAT data. From the CF perspective, confidence
in the IAT system as a fleet tracking tool is currently
extremely high, and resolution of the remaining technical
issues and reprocessing of historical IAT data should ensure
the accuracy of individual aircraft fatigue status.

4.4.4 The benefits of FLUP

The most obvious tangible benefit of FLMP has been a
42% reduction in the average fleet fatigue rate since the
introduction of the FLMP in 1988 (Figure 12). Based on
statistical attrition projections 4 1 , this fatigue rate
reduction combined with a recent 20% reduction in the yearly
flying rate (YFR) represents a 5 year increase in the
sustainable ELE of the fleet. Engineering efforts to
enhance the accuracy of IAT data will serve to further
increase operator confidence in the FLMP and are expected to
yield further improvements to the sustainable ELE of the
fleet.

The projected total cost (non-recurring and
recurring) of the CF-18 FLMP is estimated at $14.8M, which
represents an effective annual cost of $550K (Figures 16
through 18). Based on the 5 year increase in the
sustainable ELE of the fleet, the incremental life cycle
costs of extended CF-18 operations have been compared to
those associated with the premature procurement of a New
Fighter Aircraft (NFA). The results of this assessment are
summarized in Figure 19 and confirm the following:

a. life cycle cost savings in excess of $490M will be
realized as a direct result of the FLMP. This
represents a net reduction of 3.7% in the projected
total life cycle costs to 2003; and

b. a 5 year deferral of procurement activities for a
replacement fighter infers significant capital cost
avoidance in times of severe budgetary constraint as
well as an indirect saving due to deferred interest
payments on capital acquisitions accomplished
through deficit financing.

4. CF expenditures to address TAT system technical concerns are
expected to exceed $1.9M by the end of fiscal year 95/96. This
will include complete reprocessing of historical [AT data at a
cost of $800K.
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In addition, the CF-18 IAT capability makes it
possible to optimize modification embodiment times based on
strain-based FLE indices, which despite documented technical
limitations (Section 4.4.3) are considered to be a very
accurate indicator of fatigue damage accumulation. A
comparison to more conventional (and less accurate) NzW
tracking""41 yields the following:

a. the current structural modification program has been
forecast as a 10 year effort at an estimated cost of
$80M. Induction based on NzW tracking infers the
requirement for an accelerated 7 year program to
account for inherent conservatism and statistical
uncertainty in NzW usage data (Figure 20); and

b. while the overall cost of the modification effort is
fixed, the strain-based IAT capability offers the
opportunity to extend the time line which yields:

1) a net reduction of $3.4M in the annual O&M
funding baseline due to extended cash phasing;

2) an extended stable workload for the depot level
contractor. This facilitates the establishment
and maintenance of depot level cognisance and
experience which is a tangible benefit to the
CF.

4.5 Modification Rationalization

The CF-18 ASIP also provides the basis for
rationalizing of OEM structural modifications based on
unique CF operations and requirements. The following
sections detail two such modification reviews which will
yield substantial savings to the CF.

4.5.1 ZCP 319/426 MLG Trunnion and Bulkhead Rework

Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) 319 is a McAir
developed structural modification which addresses the depot
level rework of fatigue critical areas on the main landing
gear trunnions. ECP 428 is a related rework of the Y470
bulkhead at the trunnion attachment lug. The direct cost of
these modifications to the CF has been estimated at $2.4M.
As these modifications are driven primarily by the severity
of US Navy carrier operations, the CF requirement for
embodiment is currently being reassessed based on a Canadian
unique landing spectrum. The engineering costs associated
with spectrum development are estimated at $200K, yielding a
net savings to DND of $2.2M.
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4.5.2 Y574 Former Modification/Repair

In-service inspections by the US Navy identified
fatigue cracking in the speedbrake pocket of the Y574
former. The OEM recommended modification/repair involved
the manufacture and installation of complex bathtub fittings
(a depot level effort) at an estimated cost of $22K per
aircraft. Based on a CF evaluation of the problem a
Canadian unique mod/repair was developed with an estimated
embodiment cost of only $4K per aircraft, resulting in a net
saving of $2.2M. In addition, the repair was within base
level capabilities resulting in reduced Mobile Repair Party
(MRP) and Fly-In repair costs and minimal aircraft downtime.

4.6 International Follow On Structural Toot Project

4.6.1 Background

The F/A-18 airframe was originally designed to a US
Navy Specification with a safe service life of 6000 hours
under representative carrier-based operations. This service
life was certified through a series of full scale and
component fatigue tests conducted by McAir, however the CF
have concerns regarding the validity and applicability of
these tesz results for the CF-18 fleet, specifically:

a. there have been numerous premature test and in-
service structural failures resulting in ECPs (both
production and retrofit) which were not adequately
addressed during the certification process;

b. the configuration of McAir fatigue test articles was
often inconsistent with the structural configuration
of many CF-18 aircraft;

c. CF usage is significantly different and typically
more severe than originally accounted for during
design and certification testing;

d. CF flight test data indicates that fatigue test
loading of critical centre fuselage structural
components was unconservative; and

e. most major structural ECPs (production and retrofit)
resulting from premature fatigue failures were never
certified by follow-on testing.
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In order to address these serious airworthiness
concerns, the International Follow-On Structural Test
Project (IFOSTP) is being implemented" 3". This project is a
joint Canadian/Australian effort to undertake full scale
fatigue testing of the CF-18 centre fuselage, aft fuselage,
and wing, with the following key objectives:

a. determine and certify the safe life of the CF-18
airframe under a representative CF/RAAF usage
spectrum;

b. validate structural repairs and modifications
currently being carried out on the CF-18 fleet;

c. determine the economic life potential of the
airframe and identify future structural modification
requirements associated with service life
extensions; and

d. obtain crack growth data to support increased
management on a safety by inspection basis
consistent with CF airworthiness policy"'.

4.6.2 IFOSTP COst-Benefit Asmessment

Direct costs related to the IFOSTP are currently
estimated at $65.6M with the breakdown detailed in Figure
21. While it is impossible to accurately quantify the
potential life cycle cost savings which may evolve from
IFOSTP, a reasonable estimate can be made given the
following assumptions and conditions:

a. governing assumptions detailed in Figure 8 apply;

b. estimates are based on a target increase in airframe
service life of 2000 hours"6". Statistical fleet
attrition projections'41 indicate this would
correspond to a 7 year increase in the sustainable
ELE of the CF-188 fleet; and

c. the cost of additional structural modifications
arising from IFOSTP are conservatively estimated at
$65MI81, which represents 80% of the current
structural retrofit effort. Provision has also been
made for an additional $35M to address unique
modifications/repairs for the life limited early
production aircraft.
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The incremental life cycle costs of extended CF-18
operations to 2010 have been compared to those associated
with the procurement of a New Fighter Aircraft (NFA) with
initial operational capability by the year 2004. The
results of this assessment are summarized in Figure 22 and
confirm that net life cycle cost savings in excess of $930M
could be realized as a result of IFOSTP.

4.7 Estimated Life Cycle Cost Savings Due to ABIP

Based on this limited assessment of selected CF-18
ASIP activities, total projected life cycle cost savings in
excess of $1.4B have been identified. This represents a 10%
reduction in the projected total life cycle cost of the CF-
18 fleet and is a tremendous return for the nominal $115M
investment in the ASIP.

While it is recognized that this case study has
focussed on high visibility and "high yield" ASIP
activities, the results clearly indicate that an aggressive
and focussed ASIP can yield life cycle cost reductions which
far outweigh the direct costs of the supporting engineering
activities.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The success of any ASIP must ultimately be measured
in terms of achieving its primary objective -- to prevent
catastrophic in-service structural failures. As a result,
the true effectiveness of an ASIP cannot be verified until
the fleet in question is phased out, particularly as the
risk of structural failures generally increases towards the
end of the fleet service life. Despite this obvious caveat,
an aggressive and focussed ASIP can provide numerous
tangible benefits including:

a. reduced risk of catastrophic in-service structural
failures. This infers the potential to avoid both
indirect (human) and direct (economic) costs, which
can be substantial;

b. increased emphasis on proactive vice reactive
structural maintenance and logistics support.
Through proactive rationalization of maintenance,
sparing, and R&O requirements it is possible to
reduce the overall O&M costs as well as prevent
large fluctuations in funding requirements which are
typical of reactive maintenance;
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c. improved risk management capabilities for fleet
managers;

d. the capability to undertake rationalized and cost
effective Service Life Extension Programs (SLEP);
and

e. operational usage and maintenance feedback for
subsequent aircraft design/procurement activities.

The CF-18 case study confirms that the rational
application of ASIP concepts can also result in significant
life cycle cost savings. Potential cost savings in excess
of $1.4B have been identified as a direct result of ASIP
engineering activities, which represents a 10% reduction in
the projected total life cycle costs of the fleet. Of
particular note are the benefits of Individual Aircraft
Tracking (IAT) activities and an aggressive Fatigue Life
Management Program (FLMP). The FLMP has yielded
auantifiable life cycle cost savings in excess of $490M for
a nominal $550K annual investment.

In conclusion, a well planned and rationalized ASIP
will by its very nature be cost effective in achieving its
primary objective - an airworthy fleet. Application of a
judicious mix of engineering, logistics, and operational
input can also make the ASIP a very effective tool for
controlling the overall life cycle costs of airborne weapon
systems.
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A- conceptual Design
8 -Detail Design
C - Prototype
D - Production ASIP must maintain the balance
E P Post Production (MOD) * between airworthiness and

F-Post Production (Repair)oertnadmns

Life CyclraCostaReduction
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COMDLR•hr ACT!VTIIR /

ASIP Master Plan

Durability and Damage Tol*.rin(e Control Plan
FEM Model Baselining

- Fatigue Analysis Bas.lininig

- IFOSTP Centre Fusela,4e Spectrum

- Landing Gear Baseline OpetaLional Spectrum

- Individual Aircraft Tracking Capability

Fatigue Life Management Tools

- Statement of Operational Usage and Fatigue Management

- Life Limited Components Automated Tracking System

Aircraft Sampling Inspection (ASI)

Landing Gear Sampling Inspection (LGSI)

O1NGOING ACTIVITIE5

- McAir Test Resuit! R-.vivw

- In-Service Failure Revic-w

- Fuselage Load Analysis

- Stress Analysis of ECPs

- MLG Service Life Assessment

- MLG Maintenance Rationalization

- Preliminary Damage Tolerance Analyses

- Evaluation of Fatigue Enhancements

- Aft Fuselage Dynamic Load Analysis

- Aft Fuselage Fatigue Tracking

- Y488 Bulkhead Fatigue Life Assessment

- Life Limited Parts Tracking Data

- Aircraft Sampling Inspection Rationalization

- Enhanced Fatigue Tracking Capabilities

- Damage/Repair Tracking and Monitoring

- Fatigue Life Management Program Reporting

- Preliminary FSMP

- Full Scale Durability and Damage Tolerance Testing

WU!1U CVIVITIUD

- Damage Tolerance Analysis
- FLMP Enhancements
- Spectrum Sensitivity Studies
- Final FSMP

- Inspection Rationalization
- Early Production Aircraft Life Extension Study
- Structural Life Extension Program (SLEP)

FIO•mE 7 - REPftRsuMArXVU ci-Il h~lP AC3IVI¶1
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Cost-benefit assessments for several specific ASIP activities based on

Department of National Defence (DUD) financial data (references 8, 9,

10, and 12) using the following governing assumptions:

a. all costs in current year (CY) Canadian dollars. Inflation

adjustments for historic.al data based on the economic model;

b. immediate savings calculated based on cost avoidance for

structural modifications/repairs;

c. cost of ownership based on the initial capital expenditure

amortized over the service life of the fleet. This 'smeared"

cost of ownership does not reflect overlapping capital costs t

phase in/phase out successive weapon systems;

d. Direct Operating Costs (DOC) based on cost of consumables (POL

armament, etc) and operational infrastructure (aircrew,
airfield/facilities maintenance, air traffic control, etc).

e. life cycle cost savings estimated based on comparison of

combined O&M costs and smeared ownership costs (capital cost)

for the CF-18 and a New Fighter Aircraft (NFA);

f. CF-18 procurement cost (CY$) = $4.88. Projected NFA

procurement costs based on Weapon System Development Plan

(WSDP) estimates are $6.68 (CY$) for NFA IOC in 2003 and $7.8B

(CY$) for NFA IOC in 2010;

g. comparable CF-18/NFA reliability and direct operating costs,
with a 10% increase in NFA O&M costs (new technology);

h. 20 year baseline service life expectancy with three year

operational overlap with previous and subsequent weapon systems

during phase in/phase out: and

i. real O&M cost growth trends based on historical data:

(1) ramp-up to steady state during first 3 years of service.

Combined with overlapping phase-out costs, total O&M

costs for first 3 years are assumed to be stable.

(2) stable O&M costs during subsequent 7 years of service;

(3) subsequent real O&M growth of 3% annually to the target

20 year service life, and

t4) real O&M cost growth of 7% annually for service life

extensions beyond 20 years.
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IIFT 'S 0P-COSTS (CY$) I YL OSTS (,CYS)

SET.uPC.OSTS INONRECURRING) $9.600K____________

L -Capability 3uildupS96OK'A o
*FacilitieSIADP 04mR ~ O~E C CC! 3wOfS ¶4RS

-MCAir Licence AgreementIoe' C. wsa. :OS
TrrainingTO 5" 62m i.4 1170114"Oejuaselning Activities ~ em s~u ,.4. i" 44*

SPECIAL PROJECTS (NON-RECURRING)

-Early Production AIC SLEP $1.200K S. 92 ,,. I nswim
UktT Oata Reprocessing $1 180K 9M, aSUM 60i.' $1431 SIM 860410

*Aircraft Sampling Inspection $8:580K N/0 Sams St6W 1W slam $172W SSM 513M

*Landing Gear Sampling inspection $1 .400K ovW Sam'50. lM 51W 50'Si.

* ADTT (Contra Fuse/Wing) $65,600K 0410 $Sam SlW slam ismW SIVW sum
misc Projects $2.250K 0110 S"W 5131M Slu. Sil111 S300 See0M

CORE ENGINEERING (RECURRING) 04110 SEW SIM $,dim . 17W11W 630M 0670
0204S sum.a'21,1 SIMM 638M. 9512SMg

-Fatigue U1fie Management 062K I', sum. Slam $see'. 017M. S~em
*Structural Engineering $750K sam? 150m :1 .m Samg sin.4' Sea?.'
-Loads/Flight Sciences $ 330K( 01104 513116 Sll.' ISil. Sl.'54

OWN ~ ~ ~ ~ : IM515 SO.' 17 514.m

TOTAL NON-RECURRING COSTS $891800K o 1iO 4M $a.7m "am Si8m S3MM

TOTAL PROJECTED RECURRING COST $26. OOK- - - - - -

~~)TAI.711 WillVT 1S $OTUT~~ OA 1.27 8113. 4.50M $4."M WW Slm 513.

Figure 9 -CF-18 ASIP Costs Figure 10 -CF-18 Life Cycle Costs

a MAINTENANCE

CF- IS ANNUAL O&M COSTS kFY 92 931

Itm Total Airframe Cost
Itm Cost Cost % Tot'al

D.O.C. S50.0161

OI LEVEL MAINT $35.WuI $14.361 41%

ENGINE SPARES $31.461
AVIONICS SPARES 67."0CP
AIRFRAME SPARES 119.311 $3.3M 34%
COLOG SPARMS $13.061 $7.06 54%
OAOTT 56,8111 iowM 100%
&1W SUPPORT S4.9611
ENGINE RAO $25.26
AVIONICS RAO 811 .3M
SYSTEMS RAO 52WM
AIRFRAME RAO $1 7.7M $17.7M1 1001%

MISC RAO 821.0M1 $9.3M5 44%
DEPOT MAINT/ENG 359.3111 ShigM 32%

TOTAL OPERATIONS 850.061M 0 0

TOTAL LOGISTICS $266WG "64.7M1 32%

TOTAL COSTS S318.91M 584.7 27%

Figure 1,1 - Structural Maintenance
Costs for CF-18
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____ ____ ___ ____ ____ ___STRAIN SENSOR LOCATIONS

II Voel - LM WW q1 um"INS Let &W g

*1~ ~ ~~~Ro Ssnsa.LIIw'Rgh eW-LI adRn

SIGL

D4.- UAL.
-0- L~LET

to October 1993 Strain Sensor Locations

* AVOID HIGH FATIOIJE EXTERNAL STORE COrIFIURATIOIMS WHENEVE POSSIBLE

* SCNWULS HIGH FATIGUE AIRCRAFT INTO LOW FATIGUE SOIRTIES WHEEE
POvSSZ1.LS

*PLAN MISSIONS TO REDUCE WEIGHT PRIOR 7TO HIGN 'G MANOEUVRING

* MAKINISE TRANSIT ALTITUDES JIM-ROMT TO AND FROM TRAINING ARRAS

M IHIMIZg TME NUMBER OF CLOU6D AIRPIEWD PATIPJIS TO BE FLOWN
COHINSURATS! WITH TRAINING RBOUIR31EMT/O5JEC?IVES

P OR AIR COMBAT MANOEUVRINC AND AIR INTERCEPT MISSIONS. HAXIMfZ9
WIOAG04MT ALTITUDES CO9I4SURATE WITH TRAINING OBJECTIVES

* LIMIT AIR CUSAT MANOKUVRItS (ACl) TO OILY THAT RECIJIRED TO MEZET
?"=IRI=IN OBJETIVES

* 310CK-Opy AIR CQMST DJOGED41 MUMI STANATION OCCURS OR
TRAINING OBJECTIVES HAVE BEEN MET

* .IMAIZg OpTINU DECLIVERY AND RUCOVECRY TW)SIMIQUESI MR AliR-OROUND
RAUM NISUIWS

* USE CIRCULAR VICE BOX-DOWD0 RANGE PAPTENS FOR AIR-GROUND MISSIONS

* MNDZC(Z *G DURING PRE-OCAOS~iP SET-UPS
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Figure 14 - CF-18 FLMP Damage
Control Measures
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The scope of technical improvements being made to the CF-18 IAI
system is detailed in reference 115). The key issues which have
been/are being addressed are summarized be'ow:

a. correction of strain sensor connectivity identification
(primary and backup sensors).

b. introduction of strain sensor replacement policies/procedures

aimed at maximizing availability of accurate strain data.

c. introduction of wing root strain sensor calibration flights.

d. development of calibration manoeuvres for horizontal stab
sensors.

e. improved correlation of logged flight hours and data hours.

f. characterization/correction of wing root strain sensor drift.

g. introduction of impiuved damage till-in algorithms.

h. investigation/resolution of wing root sensor triggering issues

i. improved bad sensor checks and spike rejection checks

j. validation/enhancement of aft fuselage tracking methodology.

k. improved characterization of sensor reference strains

1. characterization of outer wing buffet problems, particularly as
they relate to wing fold and control surface tracking.

m. incorporation of enhanced crack initiation routines.

n. characterization of system sensitivity to spectrum truncation

and blocking.

o. improved characterization of local overstrains.

p. incorporation of transfer functions to track other critical

airframe locations.

q. processing software efficiency modifications.

r. reprocessing of accumulated IAT data to correct known

historical errors.

s. rationalization of MSDRS data requirements.

?XOUUU 1I - TAT *YAW 'ZCIIMIChL CONCZAMN
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FLMIP COSTS TO DATEFLM COSTS ANA

I - INDIRECT COSTS (Estl I - INDIRECT COTS (Est!

*Engineering Support (ONO) a5 150K *Engineering euppon (ONO) - 3 20KA.'C Maintenance a 400K * AC msaintenance . 5 60K ITr~:a~ining on . S 100K : Training : $1 30K
S150Kf44 Baseleve data handing -* 20K

*Software easetining - $ 270K2-DRC nqq
*Program lnapismentation a S 100K * Data Proceasirig/reponing - 1K*FLIES Upgrades -a$ 40K *Software maintenance -ssi* GSUpraa$* 65K *Annual upgradles (Est) - S 75K*SLMP Upgrades a S 260K *Engineering investigations (Est) - S 40K*Technicial Inveistigatiors a 3 260K
*Fatigu Reports (to Dec 92) is $ 460K

TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS a$S 980K TOTAL DIRECT COSTS S2!
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS - 51.455K TOTA ANNUAL PROGRAM COST *s 555KTOTAL COSTS TO DATE $ 2.433K

Figure 16 - FLMP Costs to Date Figure 17 - FLMP Annual
Recurring Costs

FLM RE;OESSING COSTS-- 
_ ______

I ~FLMP - INCREMENTAL COST ASSESSMENT

ITM Y COT (M BY FISCAL YEAR~

" Refined fill-in algorithm $ 150K ý120 -- 111010"* Nz trigger solution (SLMP) a $ 60K A"N&GSW 49 90 45 4 0 45 45 2700
(MC) $ 40K CONW~fATIOCOT 0op 13 2 I2 111 "9 1 0 7

"* Track adc rial locations -S 30K. i COS10POWWEMHP" 240 240 240 240 240 240 1440

S/5W upgrades *$ 90K $IS~OS 5 a 53 y 4

"* Historical data reprocessing a21111..1axuuajm
MAY0INVLGSICS 4S 40 5 4 48 4 g ...se -$ 10K 1CONT4RACTED COSY 109

Phase 11 a $ 305K "TOF?(OWuaN"" no 315 31 315 315 ,S~

Phase Ill a $ 405K TOTALCO~ST o2 $16 627 027 627 ,*_ _

Phase IV a $ 45K
NET LIFE CYCLE COST DIFFERENTIAL $5 j

TOTAL REPROCESSING COST $ 1,095K

Figure 18 - FLMP Data Figure 19 - Cost Savings Due to
Reprocessing Costs (Est) Fatigue Life Management
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OPTIMIZED MOD IFOSTPTCOSTSJ
EMBODIMENT

Induction to depot MOD program DIRECT COSTS (EST)

based on WRFLE

Compare FLE tracking to conventional _

NzW tracking (increased scatter) ITEM COST 0

,S FLE Ctr fuselage DADTT $32,249K

Wing DADTT $18.796K
SESC engineering support S 6,863K
NRC/IAR eng. support $ 2,160K

___ PMO costs $ 2,731K
w j Others $ 2,811K

" NzW tracking infers induction threshold TOTAL DIRECT COSTS $65,604K
of 0.35 vice 0.50 WRFLE (safety of
flight)

"• "Average" aircraft inducted 1,300 FH
(3-4 years) too early

Figure 20 - Optimized Mod Figure 21 - IFOSTP Costs

Embodiment

IFOSTP POTENTIAL SAVINGS

ITEM CY COSTS (SM) BY FISCAL YEAR TOTAL
02003 03004 0410S 05M 0"? 107,07 06109 09'10 COST

I ELE 2010
O O.C so so so 50 w0 50 so so 400
MAINTIL.OOISTICS 45 45 45 45 46 46 3 64 'so
CONTRACTIEO OM 176 179 177 178 11 17S 17S 1"5 142S
SASELI4 ADJUST 31 0 20 3 3 388 3 38 38 304

COSTOROWTW 0 6 16 26 39 so so9 2,7
SLEP M0DS 43 22 22 10 0 0 0 0 9,
COST OF ONE( HO 178 Ila 171 76 176 176 178 ; 71 , 1 42

TOTAL s3n 51 ina 5V 3. 542 Ss S$7"n'

0.0.0 50 55 55 55 65 55 55 55 4356
MAINTILOOTICS S 45 46 4 46 48 40 48 46 36'
CONTRACTEO 08M 1 9 2W = 200 6 206 206 20M 164?
SASELE ADJUST 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 38

COST GROWTN 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0

COST OF OWNiE386P 2S0 373 373 373 373 371 j13 3i-J 2 65'

TOTAL 62 61 671 Rol 679 67 ' __ 6. 531

NET LIFE CYCLE COST DIFFERENTIAL $1.030M

NET PROJECTED LIFE CYCLE COST SAVINGS S965M

Figure 22 - Projected Cost Savings
Due to IFOSTP
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NON-LINEAR FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS
FOR PROBLEMS WITH SMALL-SCALE YIELDING

D.L. Ball

Lockheed Fort Worth Company

ABSTRACT

An engineering model for the estimation of fatigue crack growth in components which
experience small-scale or localized yielding is presented. The model uses a modified
Neuber's rule approach for the estimation of non-linear response stress distributions
on a given uncracked section on a cyclic basis. Stress intensity factors are calculated
for cracks growing in these stress distributions using the Green's function approach.
These stress intensity factors are then used in a standard, cycle by cycle crack growth
analysis algorithm which increments crack size until failure. Example calculations
ranging from predicted response stress distributions for simplified geometries up to
fatigue crack growth life predictions for two in-service aircraft are presented.

NOMENCLATURE

a crack depth
A area
c half crack length
CZ elastic constraint factor
E modulus of elasticity
Es secant modulus
J2 second invariant of the stress deviator tensor
K, mode I stress intensity factor
LEFM Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
N number of elements
p applied load
A• normalized stress intensity factor
S'i'th component of strain (Voigt notation)
v Poisson's ratio
ae equivalent stress
ai 'i'th component of stress (Voigt notation)

INTRODUCTION

The occurrence of fatigue crack growth in components which experience local yielding
one or more times during their design lifetime is quite common in many cyclically
loaded structures. Some of the assumptions inherent in 'traditional' Linear Elastic
Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) based fatigue crack growth analysis may be inappropriate
for a variety of such problems. For example, the assumption that the stress distribution
in the critical region for all applied loads may be found by linearly scaling a single,

Copyright (D 1994, Lockheed Corporation

All Rights Reserved.
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elastic distribution becomes incorrect when ooe or more of the applied loads causes
plastic deformation and introduces or alters a ,esidual stress field in this region.

Typical problems which involve an initial residual stress field include inadvertent
structural overload, coldworking of surfaces and fastener holes, welding and structural
and fastener interference. The usual approach taken in such problems is to determine
a residual stress intensity factor based on the initial (static) residual stress field and
then superimpose that with the appropriate applied (cyclic) stress intensity factor. The
methods discussed in references [1] through [9] are typical. This 'effective' stress
intensity factor is then used to estimate the crack growth rate which in turn is integrated
to find crack growth life. As such, it fits neatly into existing LEFM based damage
tolerance analysis methodology.

However, none of these studies have addressed problems in which one or more of the
spectrum load cycles are of such magnitude as to cause repeated yielding (and hence
redefinition of residual stress fields) in the region of interest. This, on the other hand, is
precisely what notch strain analysis [10] does, since it 'tracks' material hysteresis
behavior caused by plastic straining. These effects can be accounted for to a limited
extent by using the one dimensional analog of hysteresis loop tracking [11]: range pair
or rain flow counting [121. But both loop tracking and cycle counting techniques track
the cyclic variation of stress at a single point only; they provide no information about
the rest of the stress distribution in the area. Normally finite element or boundary
element techniques are required for determination of complete response stress fields;
but these are not practical for application in fatigue analyses involving potentially large
numbers of cycles. And yet there exists a class of problems in which LEFM based
fatigue crack growth analysis may be successfully applied if modeling of small scale
yielding due to structural configuration is introduced.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

CHARACTERIZATION OF APPLIED STRESSES

Applied, elastic stresses are characterized by defining a rectangular array of grid
points on the cross-section which is coincident with the anticipated plane of crack
growth. Grid point arrays for three typical geometries are shown in Figure 1. The
applied stresses (which are assumed to be known from hand analysis, FE analysis, BE
analysis etc.) are specified at each of these grid points. The array of grid points is then
used to define rectangular elements, each of which carries a constant stress which is
defined as the average of the four corner grid point stresses. This is shown
schematically in Figure 2. Large stress gradients are accommodated by refining the
mesh as required.

The following is a discussion of the further development of an integrated notch strain
and cycle-by-cycle fatigue crack growth analysis technique that was first proposed in
[13].
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I A.

igure 1. Example Grid Point Configurations for Typical Geometries.

1-- -\ . , IA. -

Inpit Grid Point Stress Distribution. Element Stresses Defined as Average of Four Comer
Grid Poit Stress Values.

Figure 2. Schematic of Constant Stress Element Definition.
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In addition to the applied stresses, consideration is given to potential induced stresses
which are the result of elastic constraint. With the coordinate system defined such that
the applied stresses act in the y-direction, normal constraint stresses may be
generated in both the in-plane transverse (x-direction) and the transverse (z-direction)
directions [14-15]. See Figure 3.

Under conditions of plane stress the transverse components of stress and strain areo,=0 (1)0.= -0 o ,
E, E + (2)

while under plane strain they are given as
E =0 (3)
a- v(G , + Y,) (4)

It is convenient to define a constraint index as follows
Cz=O, plane stress (5)
Cz=I, plane strain (6)

llyy .

.tYY

yY

-4 --- %

II

Figure 3. Stress Distributions at a Notch Under Plane Stress
and Plane Strain Conditions.
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With this definition, the estimated transverse normal stresses and strains (due to the
Poisson effect) are

0.= C~v(G. + 0,) (7)

e,=(C.,- 1)A-y(.+o,) (8)

ESTIMATED ELASTIC-PLASTIC RESPONSE

Given the applied and any induced stresses for each element, an equivalent stress is
defined as follows

/3 2 (9)

where J2 is the second invariant of the stress deviator tensor [16] and the superscript E
indicates an elastic quantity. We then assume a generalized form of Neubers rule
[17] to find a response equivalent stress and strain as

2

.E. = E-- (10)

As shown in Figure 4, if the applied stress state is outside the yield surface, then the
response stress state is taken as the vector sum of the applied stress vector, CE, and a

differential stress vector, 8a
a YE +(11)

By definition the response stress state lies on the yield surface. The response strains
are taken to be the sum of elastic and plastic components

T + P
£i =i +ei (12)

where the elastic component is

"= E v(o +a)] (13)

and the plastic component is given byE'= _L 1,,)P(Y'C

E. is the secant modulus defined at the point e,oe on the uniaxial stress-strain curve.

When plastic straining occurs in any given element, the load increment in the y-
direction (the applied load direction), which is shed due to yielding is found as

(Sp,). = (OE-c,)dA (15)
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Figure 4. Motion of Cylindrical Yield Surface in rrncipal Stress Space.

and it is distributed over all of the elements of the cross-section according to
(8P3). = (OP(PY),

= ( (16)

where a) is a weight function defined such that
N

j,4 (17)

Similar calculations are made for the x- and z-directions and for the xy and zy shears,
with the exception that the load increments in these cases are transmitted only to
adjacent elements.

CYCLIC STRESS-STRAIN RESPONSE

Response calculations are made for each element in the uncracked section, for each
load point in the applied spectrum. These calculations are carried out on a point-to-
point basis with the response stress and strain at any given load point in the applied
load sequence (n) serving as the effective origin for the response to the next load point
(n+1).
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."41 =a~ +O

, i i(18)

ea,+' =_ IET + + ea•e-Ae+ i e (19)

For point stress analyses, this results in the hysteresis loop tracking which is typical for
notch strain analysis [10]. This is shown schematically in Figure 5.

A 10

AA/ -t7
C s ing S

Figure 5. Schematic Applied Stress vs Time Sequence and
Corresponding Stress-Strain Response.

For analyses of full stress distributions, results of the tyl* .inown in Figure 7 are found.
The results shown are for an idealized problem in which a triangular stress distribution
is applied to a finite width strip as shown in Figure 6. This simplified geometry and
loading were employed to allow a clearer picture of the potential difference between
applied and response stress distributions and the manner in which those distributions
are effected by prior yielding. The predicted response stress distributions for a
sequence of six applied, peak stresses: 0 ksi, 20 ksi, -80 ksi, 10 ksi, -10 ksi and 0 ksi,
are shown in Figures 7a-7f. The plate material was taken to be 2124-T851 Aluminum.
Figure 7c shows the predicted response to a large compressive underload: significant
yielding has occurred in the peak stress region. In Figure 7d, the prior yielding is
shown to significantly alter the small applied (elastic) stress distribution. In particular,
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the response stress is considerably more tensile than the applied stress. The effect of
this type of behavior on fatigue crack growth can be significant. In reality, the
calculations shown in Figure 7 violate the small-scale yielding requirement
recommended for this technique. The problem was intentionally run in this manner,
however, to demonstrate two significant fsatures of this approach: that the predicted
stresses and strains are history dependent, and that at each l',ad point, complete
stress and strain distributions (as opposed to just point values) are determined.

min (ksi) max (ksi)
0.0 20.0

-80.0 10.0
-80.0 10.0

100 -

50

.,

-50-

0 10 20 30
time

Figure 6. Geometry and Loading Definition for Linear
Stress Distribution on Finite Width Strip.
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STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR CALCULATION

Given these response stress distributions which evolve with time, a stress intensity
factor solution technique which is not based on the assumption of uniform applied
stress is required. The Green's function approach [18-20] was selected for use here

C

K,= JcoGdx (20)
0 (0

where
- normalized distribution of stress over the crack plane

G - Green's function for given loading/boundary conditions

FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS

With the stress intensity factor known, the remainder of the problem is carded out in the
manner of traditional, LEFM based fatigue crack growth analysis [21-22]. Specifically,
the procedure is as follows: 1) apply the stress due to load point 'n' in load history to
the model, 2) estimated the elastic-plastic response as discussed above, 3) calculate
the stress intensity factor based on that response, 4) calculate crack growth increment
based on DK between sequential min and max, 5) increment crack size, 6) check for
failure and 7) assuming failure has not occurred, repeat the process for load point
'n+l'. This process is shown schematically in Figure 8.

The only data over and above that normally required for a traditional fatigue crack
growth analysis is the cyclic stress-strain curve [23-24] for the material being analyzed.

EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS

STRESS DISTRIBUTION AT CIRCULAR HOLE IN FINITE WIDTH STRIP

The first example to be considered is that of a centered circular hole in a finite width
strip. In this case the elastic stress distribution due to applied tension is available in
the literature. The estimated elastic-plastic response is shown compared with results
from a non-linear finite element analysis [25] of the same problem.
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Figure 9. Comparison of Calculated Elastic-Plastic Response
Stress Distributions at a Centered Circular Hole in a Finite Width Strip.

FIGHTER-BOMBER AIRCRAFT UPPER WING FUEL VEJ4T HOLE

One of the first applications of this technique was for the analysis of fatigue cracking in
the upper wing substructure a fighter-bomber aircraft. To insure flight safety, this
aircraft is periodically subjected to a cold proof test in which the wings are statically
loaded to both maximum and minimum limit loads. These high applied wing bending
moments are sufficient to cause local yielding in areas of moderate to high stress
concentration within the pivot fitting. As a result, any fatigue crack growth which may
occur at such locations is dependent on both the residual stresses due to the cold
proof test, and the subsequent service load history. The problem presented here is
further complicated in that the control location is near the wing upper surface, resulting
in an applied fatigue spectrum which is compression dominated. The crack initiation
site in this case is at the lower, inboard radius of fuel vent hole (FVH) #13. The
general placement of the FVH within the center stiffener and the pertinent dimensions
are shown in Figure 10. The cracked stiffener was modeled as a through-the-
thickness edge crack in a finite width strip.
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Figure 10. Fighter-Bomber Aircraft Wing Pivot Fitting, Fuel Vent Hole 13.

For this problem, results from a fine grid, elastic finite element analysis of the center
stiffener in the area of FVH-13 [26] were used to define the elastic (applied) stress
distribution. The cyclic stress-strain curve for the pivot fitting material, 220-240 HT
D6AC steel [27], is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Cyclic Stress-Strain data for D6AC,
220-240 HT Steel [28].
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The predicted residual stress distribution in the critical region (y-component of stress
vs depth into the stiffener) at the conclusion of the cold proof test is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Residual Stresses Through Depth of Stiffener
After Cold Proof Test, Zero Applied Load.
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As indicated in Figure 13, a traditional LEFM based fatigue crack growth analysis of
the FVH-13 cracking problem indicated essentially no crack growth. In contrast
however, the non-linear technique predicted significant growth; the results of this
analysis are compared with fleet cracking data [28] in Figure 13.

0.5.

ANALYSIS WITH ESTIMATED
SELAS'rIC-PLASTIC RESPONSE

.C 0 FLETD•,T

0 0.4
C

0.3 - 0 ' "'

0

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

FLIGHT HOURS

Figure 13. Correlation of Non-Linear Fatigue Crack Growth
Analysis Results With Fleet Cracking Data.

FIGHTER AIRCRAFT VERTICAL TAIL ATTACH PAD RADIUS

Another problem for which this approach has been effective is that of fatigue cracking
in the radius at the intersection of the vertical stabilizer attach pad and an aft fuselage
bulkhead of a fighter aircraft. See Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Vertical Tail Attach Pad on an
Aft Fuselage Bulkhead of a Fighter Aircraft.

As with the previous problem, results from a fine grid, elastic finite element analysis of
the bulkhead in the region of the attach pad [29] were used to define the elastic
(applied) stress distribution. The cyclic stress-strain curve for the bulkhead material,
2124-T851 Aluminum plate [30], is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Cyclic Stress-Strain data for
2124-T851 Aluminum Plate [30].

The results of the non-linear analysis of the bulkhead cracking problem are compared
with fleet cracking data [29] in Figure 16. In this case, as indicated in the figure, the
traditional LEFM based fatigue crack growth analysis proved to be much too
conservative; the applied stresses were so high that immediate failure of the part was
predicted.

SUMMARY

The proposed non-linear fatigue crack growth analysis technique offers the following
benefits:

O It predicts the creation and evolution of both tensile and compressive
residual stress fields due to compressive or tensile overloads
respectively.

o Stress intensity factors are based on response, not applied, stress
distributions.

o It models cyclic hysteresis behavior with kinematic material hardening.
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Figure 16. Correlation of Non-Unear Fatigue Crack Growth
Analysis Results With Fleet Cracking Data.

The most significant limitations to this method include

o Crack sizes must be small (with respect to body dimensions) for the
estimated response calculation to remain valid; load redistribution due to
the presence of the crack is not considered

o Elastic predominance is required for the validity of the LEFM based
fatigue crack growth analysis

o Current capability is limited to simple geometries.
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AIRCRAFT FATIGUE AND CRACK GROWTH CONSIDERING LOADS

BY STRUCTURAL COMPONENT

J. D. Yost*

The indisputable 1968 C-130 fatigue/crack growth data is
reviewed to obtain additional useful information on fa-
tigue and crack growth. The proven Load Environment
Model concept derived empirically from F-105D multi-
channel recorder data is refined to a simpler method by
going from 8 to 5 variables in the spectra without a de-
crease in accuracy. This approach provides the true fa-
tigue/crack growth and load environment by structural
component for both fatigue and strength design. Methods
are presented for defining fatigue scatter and damage at
crack initiation. These design tools and criteria may be
used for both metal and composite aircraft structure.

INTRODUCTION

The main objective is to provide the best methods for fatigue/crack growth
and load environment prediction. In most cases only one full scale fatigue
test is conducted per aircraft type. The local loading on component ele-
ments can not be be simulated even though shear, torsion and bending
moment at a station may be in good agreement with theoretical or flight
test values.

In 1967 many C-130 aircraft were flying in Southeast Asia with fa-
tigue cracks (Yo.qt (1)) at low risk due to their damage tolerant structural
design. Aircraft were sent to be repaired when the cumulative cracks'
length at a surface wing station was 10 inches or more. In about 1970 the
aluminum 7075T6 center wing sections on the C-130s were replaced with
a new structure due to .many fatigue cracks in fleet aircraft. Wing station
(WS) 120 center section crack data are used to give a better understanding
of structural fatigue in a:rcrpuft.

*DPRO-BHTI, P.O. Box 1605, Fort Worth, Tx 76101-1605
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The primary elements of the load environment may be broken down
into ground-air-ground (GAG), gust, maneuver, buffet, taxi, jump takeoff
and landing. Buffet loads may be superimposed on gust or maneuver and
sometimes on both. Load spectra of most concern for fighter aircraft (Yost
and Johnson (2)) is maneuver loads. Both gust and maneuver are very im-
portant for transport design for the flight domain. Current civil transport
aircraft fly at higher speeds than earlier prop aircraft thus they respond to
a lower frequency portion of the gust Power Spectral Density or longer
wavelength higher magnitude gusts (Yost et al. (3)). Comparison of cur-
rent versus past NASA VGH data shows this trend. Also, severe turbu-
lence is avoided and the normal load factor (Nz) spectra contains buffet,
gust and maneuver. Military Specifications in the MIL-A-8860 series
have been updated as new data became available from test programs and
fleet aircraft load recorder programs. Even though these data are Nz
spectra which include buffet, gust and maneuver, the breakdown to mis-
sion segment is of great value.

Ground operations are centered on landing gear design for sink rate,
taxi response for usage and gear dynamic magnification factor (DMF).
DMF for spin-up and spring-back loads may be greater in the Drop-Tower
certification than during aircraft landings so fatigue and strength design
is conservative. Fatigue is accumulated on other aircraft components be-
sides the landing gear and backup structure during ground operations.

A new method is presented for defining scatter in fatigue failures
(Yost (4)). It is believed that the methods for prediction of loads ((2), Yost
(5)) and fatigue failures in metal structure is the same for composite struc-
ture.

C-130 CRACK GROWTH DATA BASE

The C-130 data (1) from 1967 and 1968 is the best most complete large sta-
tistical sample source for fatigue and crack growth by mission of docu-
mented data for upper and lower wing surface. The in flight fatigue test
data cover nine different missions. These included a mild load environ-
ment long range cargo mission. One of the most severe load environment
missions was low altitude with gust loads superimposed on the maneu-
vers. A very high percentage of the these fleet aircraft had fatigue cracks
as shown in Table 1.

The crack growth was monitored by measuring the crack length ev-
ery two weeks. Accumulated crack growth data was added to the data
base. The past history of individual aircraft was defined by taking records
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of missions flown per base and the flight hours accumulated at assigned
bases.

TABLE 1 - C-130 fleet aircraft cracks in 1968.

Total aircraft 619

Aircraft with fatigue cracks 345

Aircraft with fatigue cracks at WS 120 289

Aircraft repaired 81

A crack growth curve was derived from documented data with crack
length on the ordinate and fatigue damage on the abscissa. This crack
growth curve was used to convert the total crack length per upper or lower
surface at WS 120 to fatigue damage on the left or right side. A new crack
growth curve was obtained by least squares curve fit of fleet crack growth
data and is presented in Figure 1 for upper and lower surface.

The actual fatigue damage on individual aircraft was obtained by
taking the crack growth curve in Figure 1 and cumulative crack length
per surface for converting to actual damage. Next a regression analysis
was conducted using actual damage as the dependent variable and flight
hours for each of the nine missions as independent variables. These anal-
yses produced coefficients that were damage per flight hour for upper and
lower surfaces at WS 120 for each of the nine missions. Validation of
these coefficients was accomplished by using crack growth data from air-
craft which had most or all of their usage on only one mission.

The actual damage per mission flight hour was used as a dependent
variable to interrogate the fleet data with regression analysis for the dam-
age source. Statistical sound parameters were used as independent vari-
ables in this analysis. These variables were: (% time in turbulence) (gust
intensity factor)/ (mission/hour) for gust, (GAG/mission/hour) for GAG,
(ratio of paved to unpaved runway roughness standard deviation) (num-
ber of landings/mission/hour) for taxi. To define maneuver damage per
hour, the missions having very low time in turbulence gave maneuver
contribution as Lhe equation constant, so this one unknown resulted in
some iteration.
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These empirical relations allow a definitive look at aircraft structur-

al fatigue that is not available for any other aircraft.

AIRCRAFT FATIGUE LIFE

In order to define what portion of the aircraft life that is available after
crack initiation we selected a 0.5-inch crack as the actual total life for our
analysis. The two crack growth equations in Figure 1 were used in com-
puting the actual damage per 0.03-inch and 0.5-inch crack lengths for the
crack growth portion. This produces a crack growth portion of 26.7% for
lower surface and 18.6% for upper surface. The average portion of fatigue
life that is crack growth is about 23%. Since this statistical sample is so
large, this information provides a better understanding of structural fa-
tigue. One point we must make is that these aircraft had flaws which re-
quired the use of stress concentration factors (Kt) in fatigue analysis of 8
and 10.

C-130 SCATTER FACTORS

The Long Range Cargo was selected as the mildest and Sky-Hook as one of
the most severe load environment missions to study scatter. Data was
available on these two missions for crack initiation where the aircraft
were almost single mission usage aircraft. Then 10,000 flight hours were
computed as the mean flight hours to crack initiation from Figure 1 and
the damage per flight hour, for the Long Range Cargo mission at WS 120
on the lower surface. The first crack initiations were about 5,000 flight
hours, which allowed the calculation of 2 for the scatter factor. Using this
same procedure on Sky-Hook the mean flight hours to crack initiation was
1,400 and first crack initiation was about 950 flight hours, so the comput-
ed scatter factor is 1.47. The crack initiation and crack growth curve for
the first aircraft on each of these two missions is shown in Figure 2.

The more severe load/stress cyclic environment has less scatter,
which is the same trend in stress versus cycles (S/N) curve raw data
points. In an earlier paper (4), we derived an equation to represent the
scatter in S/N raw data points as a function of stress amplitude, mean
stress and stress concentration factors. The natural log of the variation
coefficient (Ln V) as the dependent variable in Equation I represents the
scatter.

9.57 2.53
LnV=1.56+ -- + K---0.0255Sm (1)
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Data for this equation derivation was a very large number of 2024T3
and 7075T6 aluminum specimens. This coefficient is computed from Min-
er's Damage Equation (SUM [n/N] = 1.0) values.

THEORETICAL FATIGUE SCATTER (E[nI)

To help keep scatter to a minimum relative to the S/N curve effects, it is
suggested that good statistical coverage of mean stress (Sm), stress ampli-
tude(Sa) and stress concentration factors is needed for small specimens.
The next step we propose is to derive an equation for these type data to re-
present the complete family of S/N curves for each material, as we have
done. Other variables should be added to the equation for component
specimens, loading complexity and specimen size. Thus six component
specimens per helicopter SIN curve and a large scatter factor would not be
needed. Accurate load spectra are needed to reduce scatter in fatigue pre-
dictions. These spectra should be per mission segment for structural com-
ponent location.

For each analysis location, the design stress concentration factor
must be defined from use of finite element model and/or detailed stress
analysis.

THEORETICAL CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS SCATTER

The same accurate load spectra for fatigue analysis is needed for crack
growth analysis predictions. The design stress concentration factors are
also needed with detailed information about the analysis locations. Struc-
tural inspection of fleet aircraft are required to validate the crack growth
predictions.

AIRCRAFT FATIGUE PREDICTIONS

Some of the many parameters to be considered for fatigue analysis are
listed in Table 2. A scatter factor of about 40 is common for helicopter
parts and 4 is used on most airplanes. The main objective is to keep the
scatter to a minimum. Critical crack length is the best selection for fa-
tigue to avoid high risk. Miner's damage equation is the best fatigue dam-
age method to define crack initiation when corrections are included for
scatter. The selection of the most severe mission for fatigue life calcula-
tions allows adequate life on any mission.
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TABLE 2 - Aircraft fatigue predictions.

Scatter range:

S/N curves - 1 to 40
Loads - I to 3
Design Kt - I to 10

Define Fatigue Life:

Select crack length
Critical crack length
Crack initiation

Method of fatigue prediction:

Miner's Damage Equation SUM(n/N)
Crack growth analysis

Select load environment:

Most severe mission
Mission mix

LOAD ENVIRONMENT MODEL

A method is desired that provides the positive and negative load peaks for
any selected location on the aircraft for design strength or fatigue analy-
sis. The Load Environment Model (2) concept is capable of doing these
things and has been computer programmed for the F-106, F-111 and A-7D
aircraft. The initial model was eight variables and was derived with F-
105D multichannel recorder data. The new method uses all the proven
features of the above model minus the aircraft angular velocities and
without any decrease in accuracy.

This new model has five variables and may need to go to six vari-
ables if the longitudinal load factor is important for the aircraft being
analyzed. A step-by-step description of model derivation starts with a
good statistical normal load factor spectra per mission segment that the
model aircraft is expected to be flying during its usage life. The next re-
quirement is multichannel recorder data from a similar type of aircraft,
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which includes angular acceleration about each of the three axes, plus Nz
and lateral load factor (Ny). Then derive probability curves for Ny, roll ac-
celeration (Ax), pitch acceleration (Ay), and yaw acceleration (Az) versus
Nz. These probability curves are used to expand the Nz spectra per mis-
sion segment to a five-variable Load Environment Model per mission seg-
ment. Table 3 is taken from MIL-A-8866A (USAF) to show an example of
Nz spectra per mission segment.

TABLE 3 - Maneuver-Load-Factor Spectra A. F. TF classes, cumu-
lative occurences per 1,000 flight hours by mission seg-
ment.

Nz Cruise Air-Ground Air-Air
Positive

2.0 10,000 175,000 300,000

3.0 2,500 100,000 150,000

4.0 400 40,000 50,000

5.0 1 10,000 13,000

6.0 1,500 2,500

7.0 200 900

8.0 15 180

9.0 1 60
10.0 15

Negative

0.5 44,000

-0.5 1,200

-1.5 60

-2.5 1

To make use of the model, regression equations are needed for con-
trol surface positions and load/stress regression equations for selected
structural component locations. Next, use the most severe mission to
compute load spectra with the load equations and the Load Environment
Model. These location spectra are to be used to compute strength required
and fatigue analysis for design. Each component spectrum will be differ-
ent and will allow the minimum structural weight to be defined for
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strength and fatigue. Strength design limit loads are the maximum val-
ues for one life on the spectra. The flowchart in Figure 3 shows how the
Load Environment Model fits in with other tasks.

LOAD REGRESSION EQUATIONS

Load equations are required to go from a Load Environment Model to a
structural component location spectrum. Load equations for the F-111
were complex due to the wing variable sweep, but were high-quality since
they were derived from recorded flight test data. The tiltrotor on the V-22
presented a different set of problems in obtaining valid load equations
even before flight test. Data for the F-106 equations were very limited.
Equations for the A-7D were very good, but consideration of Buffet was
not included.

Detailed stress analysis and finite element models (FEM) must be
validated, plus all critical control points for strength and fatigue must be
correctly selected.

The independent variables must be logical for the component analy-
sis locations selected. Goodness of fit for the computed equations is best
measured with the standard error and correlation coefficient. Two inde-
pendent variables which have high correlation with each other should not
be used in the same equation. The maximum number of variables per
equation should be about ten. As variables enter an equation, the stan-
dard error decreases and the correlation coefficient increases to approach
1. The point in equation derivation where the correlation coefficient does
not increase when a new variable is added may be the stopping place for
that equation. Also, another stopping point is when the standard error
does not decrease when a new variable is added to the equation.

A short list of independent variables is as follows: Nz, Ny, Ax, Ay,
Az, Q, W, Iyy, Izz, lxx, STW, FW, AC, and CG. A list of control surface
equations and other dependent variables with their crossproduct vari-
ables are listed in Table 4.

A minimum of thirty theoretical conditions are needed to cover the
edges of the aircraft operational envelope and have a good statistical base
for regression analysis.
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TABLE 4 - Key regression equation variables.

Independent Variable

Dependent Variable 1 2 3 4

Aileron position (Da) NyW/Q IxxAx/Q IzzAz/Q

Rudder position (Dr) IxxAx/Q B IzzAz/Q NyW/Q

Elevator position (De) IyyAy/Q NzW(AC-CG)/Q NzW/Q

Sideslip angle (B) NyW/Q IzzAz/Q

Angle of attack (Aa) NzW/Q NzW(AC-CG)

Wing stress NzW NzSTW NzFW

Vertical stab. stress BQ DrQ Ax

Horizontal stab. stress AaQ DeQ Ay

Wing/fuselage lug DaQ BQ NzW Ay
stress

COMPUTING WEIGHTED SCATTER FACTORS

It was shown earlier that scatter increases as N goes to the higher values
on an SIN curve. So the scatter should be multiplied by damage at N val-
ues as a weighting consideration. This process is shown best by Equation
2.

Vt KN•j_)Vj1 (2)

The total weighted variation coefficient (Vt) is computed for the ana-
lysis locations on the S/N curve atj values.
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FATIGUE LIFE EQUATION

The fatigue life damage at crack initiation (Di) is defined with Equation 3.

Di= ( n ) -3Vt (3)
Di=

An adjustment factor for crack initiation should be obtained from
the full-scale cyclic test and is identified as Fc. When cracks start show-
ing up in fleet aircraft, Fc should be replaced with Ff, which represents
the adjustment factor for crack initiation in the fleet.

For all locations or elements with no alternate load path, not dam-
age tolerant, noninspectable joints, critical crack length is so short it can-
not be seen by visible inspection and helicopter rotor system parts, then
use a safety factor (Fs = 2) for these designs. In addition, a safety factor of
1.5 should be used for the complete aircraft when using a low-confidence
load environment, to help prevent fatigue modifications.

Weight reductions during design could affect fatigue life. The most
common problem is an aircraft which is operated in a more severe load en-
vironment than that for which it was designed. In computing upper sur-
face damage for flight, change the mean stress from negative to positive to
agree with C-130 fleet damage data and to allow use of current SIN
curves. Fatigue prediction correction factors are presented in References
(1) and (4).

CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS

Any fleet aircraft with cracks should be inspected periodically to validate
crack growth predictions and define its location on the damage versus
crack growth plot. The damage versus crack growth plot is the best way to
define where individual aircraft are in the scatter distribution and their
Ff. Residual strength for cracked structure is very important and
analysis/test at the end of the full-scale cyclic test is required to define
risk of aircraft flight with cracks. Crack growth analysis should begin on
a fleet airplane when cracks are found during inspection.

The Kt of a crack is about 18, so crack growth is predictable and high
loads cause retardation as they do in fatigue. Critical crack length is de-
fined as the length at which theoretical failure will occur when limit load
is applied. The crack growth analysis and fatigue analysis can be used as
tools to define inspection requirements. Repair of areas which have
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cracks approaching critical length and their total number is basic data for
defing the aircraft economic life. These methods provide a direct path
for updating design criteria for strength and fatigue.

CONCLUSIONS

In review of the interrogation of the C-130 fleet damage sources, ground-
air-ground was almost twice as great for the lower surface as it was for the
upper surface. Taxi damage was high for only the upper surface on the
Shuttle mission, which included operations on unpaved runways. Gust
damage was about the same for upper and lower surfaces for all nine mis-
sions. Missions with a high percentage of maneuver damage were Sky-
Hook, Support, and Proficiency Training where the upper surface damage
was a little higher than the lower surface damage. However, the damage
rate per flight hour on the Support mission was low, thus the evasive ma-
neuvers for missiles and ground fire would account for this maneuver
damage.

The most extreme case is finding the 2-4g maneuvers on the Air
Drop mission caused a small percentage of maneuver negative damage for
the lower surface. Keep in mind the C-130 has a 2.5g design limit load
factor. Extremely high loads such as C-130 air drops changed the shape of
flaws and reduced the Kt only in the lower surface.

Compression load cycles on the wing upper surface must be consid-
ered during design. Actual damage in the C-130 fleet was linear and had
low scatter.

The methods for design loads in this paper are needed to prevent pi-
lots from taking their airplanes to nearly twice the design limit load, as
occurred with the F-86's in Korea. Thus the load limiter concept may put
the pilot in great danger in air-to-air combat.

Strength and fatigue design for composite structure can make use of
these methods with consideration that flaws exist and in some cases they
can be removed. In addition, the damaged hot wet specimens represent
the worst case for structural conditions in the fleet. Risk of adhesive and
resins to debond with age, temperature, and humidity effects is another
problem designers must face.

Most of the NASA-airplane large statistical samples of normal load
factor data include maneuvers with gust cycles superimposed on them.
USAF recording programs for aircraft response also do not separate gust
from maneuver, but do have a wider range of aircraft types.
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There are many advantages for deriving one equation per material
type and its family otf/N curves. First, the scatter and error due to inter-
polation are cut to a minimum. Also, high-cycle conditions such as buffet
and helicopter rotor loads can be easily handled.
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SYMBOLS USED

Aa = angle of attack (deg)

AC = aerodynamic center (in)

Ax = roll acceleration (deg/s2)

Ay = pitch acceleration (deg/s2)

Az = yaw acceleration (deg/s2)

B - sideslip angle (deg)

CG = center of gravity (in)

CL = crack length (in)

D = Miner's damage equation: E(n/N) 1

Da - aileron position (deg)

De = elevator position (deg)

Di - damage at crack initiation

Dr = rudder position (deg)

FW = fuel weight (lb)

g - acceleration due to gravity (ftVs2)

lIx = roll moment of inertia (lb-s2-ft)

Iyy = pitch moment of inertia (lb-s2-ft)

Izz = yaw moment of inertia (lb-s2-ft)

Kt - stress concentration factor

n = structure stress cycles

N = cycles read on S/N curve
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Ny = lateral load factor (g)

Nz = normal load factor (g)

Q = dynamic pressure (psf)

Sa stress amplitude (ksi)

Sm = mean stress (ksi)

SIN - stress versus cycles curve

STW = store weight (Ib)

V - variation coefficient

VGH = velocity, g, altitude

W = gross weight (b)
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ABSTRACT:

Aircraft structural materials accrue time dependent deterioration by corrosion. Pitting is
one of the major localized corrosion mechanisms of aircraft structural materials, yet
very little research has been done on the nucleation, growth and pitting corrosion
fatigue of these materials.

Electrochemical aspects of the generation of pits are reviewed in this paper. Aircraft
corrosion fatigue has been separated into localized corrosion and corrosion fatigue.
Various theories proposed on pit nucleation, growth, and pit transformation into
corrosion fatigue cracks and their growth also are reviewed. A pitting corrosion fatigue
crack growth model is discussed and a review of recent attempts to model the process
are presented.

INTRODUCTION:

Corrosion occurs in many parts of our lives. Corrosion is a "slow", time dependent
process by which metals and alloys reverse to a more stable structure. The cost of
corrosion has been studied all over the world. It is estimated that industrial nations are
paying the price in a range of 4 to 4.5% of their GNP every year. In the USA alone the
cost of corrosion per year has been estimated to be approximately $126 billion. These
details are summarized in Fig. 1.

Corrosion also is blamed for loss of many human lives. There are several examples
where corrosion resulted in the premature failures of bridges, airplanes, pipelines, and
industrial equipment. Figure 2 describes a few examples where human lives were
claimed by corrosion.

Engineering artifacts are likely to corrode and thus corrosion poses a risk in their
utilization. Hence, there is a growing need to understand the different types of
corrosion, their growth and how that it be controlled. This paper is focused on
discussion of some points with particular emphasis on aircraft structural materials.

ELECTROCHEMICAL ASPECTS IN CORROSION:

Luigi Galvani (1) first published a discussion of the electrochemical action of two
electrical conductors in 1791. Galvanic reaction became more widely known after his
work. However, for more than 100 years the pace of his research was not maintained.
Then in 1904 Tafel (2), presented "the Tafel equation", which described the variation in
the rate of reaction with overpotential. Pilling and Bedworth (3) showed a breakaway
oxidation that resulted in localized corrosion attack. It is known in the literature as
Pilling and Bedworth ratio.

Combining Tafel's work and the charge transfer overpotential, Evans (4) presented a
linear relationship that represented the rate of corrosion by corrosion current density.
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Wagner and Traud (5) studied the electrode kinetics and Pourbaix (6) presented
potential versus pH diagram. This diagram is well known and it describes the onset of
passive film formation and also is known as the isothermal phase diagram. Several
other milestones (7-14) occurred in furthering the understanding of the kinetics of
localized corrosion ae summarized in the "Trme Scale" of Fig. 3.

Lessons learned from these investigations help us understand that for localized
corrosion attack to take place two different electrode potentials are needed.
Microstructures of alloys used in aircraft have several phases that include localized
discontinuities. Oxide film is uneven as a result of this. Hence dependent upon the
microstructure, localized corrosion damage may takes place if all conditions are met.

AIRCRAFT CORROSION FATIGUE:

Some corrosion fatigue studies were conducted in the late 1960's. Fracture mechanics
modeling methods in the corrosion fatigue were first proposed by Brown (15). Later
Wei and Landes (16), as well as others, proposed a superposition model (linear
summation of crack growth by plasticity driven fatigue and crack growth by chemical
reaction) below:

da = fdaJ do!ldN m J tdNKf 1 (1)

where subscripts e, m and cf represent total crack growth rate (CGR) in aggressive
environment, plasticity driven CGR in an inert environment, and incremental
difference on the CGR plot and represents the effect of interacting cyclic plastic
deformation and chemical reaction respectively. Austin and Walker (17) argued the
superposition model and suggested that the two processes are competing with one
another and are not superposition, instead, competition mechanisms. Several defense
and civil aircraft operators formulated a discussion of corrosion problems at this time
(18) and the first international conference on corrosion fatigue held in 1971.

The role of localized corrosion in the acceleration of fatigue crack growth (FCG) was
conceptually presented by Hoeppner (19-21) and corrosion fatigue crack growth
studies were conducted on a series of aircraft structural materials. A parallel effort in
the corrosion fatigue crack growth rate (CFCOR) determination was made by Hall et al
(22). Several review articles (23) were written during this time as shown in the "Time
Scale" of Fig. 4. This work was a major undertaking by the USAF in the late 1960's
and early 1970's to increase our understanding of environmental effects on fatigue
crack growth.

Several attempts were made by the Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development, Structures and Materials Panel in a NATO effort to investigate corrosion
fatigue and in terms of a Round Robin Testing program as shown in Fig. 4. In recent
years more and more concerns were expressed by aircraft operators who either
experienced premature failures or want to extend the design life of their fleet. Several
such interests are reflected in references (24-35).

When the areas of aircraft corrosion fatigue (CF) and CFCG were developing,
practically no attempts were made to address the effect of localized corrosion such as
pitting and its transformation into CF or fatigue cracks. Hence, there is a need of
further research for the localized corrosion mechanisms such as pit nucleation and
growth. Once these mechanisms are understood, they can be combined with the fatigue
and crack growth concepts to either eliminate or minimize the insidious effects of
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corrosion. These data can be synthesized and used further in the development of
probabilistic models that can be used in the design, maintenance and setting of
inspection intervals of the existing fleets. Also corrosion fatigue considerations can be
included in the Aircraft Structural Integrity Programs once the modeling and data
requirements are formulated.

PIT NUCLEATION MECHANISMS:

The mechanisms of pit nucleation can be divided into the three frameworks, below:

1) Adsorption and Adsorption Induced Mechanisms: Most mechanisms of pit
nucleation consider the adsorption of aggressive anions at energetically preferred
"sites". Developments (36-43) made chronologically in this area of research are shown
in the 'Time Scale" of Fig. 5, where concepts based on either competitive adsorption or
surface complex ion formation are included. In this framework, continuous Cl- anions
and passivating agents are adsorbed. Above a critical potential Cl adsorption is favored
and breakdown of passivity results.

2) Ion Migration or Penetration Theories: Theoretical models (44-46) in this
framework require either penetration of damaging anions from the oxide/electrolyte
interface to the metal/oxide interface, or migration of cations as a decisive process.

3) Mechanical Film Breakdown Theories: Mechanical breakdown (47-48) of the
passive films is an independent as well as combined phenomenon with the above two
frameworks. Breakdown of the passive films provides the electrolyte direct access to
the base metal. Localized corrosion occurs.

PIT GROWTH MECHANISMS:

Three mechanisms by which a pit grows, shown in Fig. 6, are as follow:

1) Charge Transfer Based Pit Growth: The early stage of pitting occurs due to the high
current density present at the bottom of a pit. However, validating this experimentally
has proved to be very complex. As a result constant current potentials within pits is a
widely accepted idea in the literature (49-51).

2) Diffusion Related Mechanisms: The presence of a salt layer on the surface of
passive materials results in the breakdown of the passive film (52-54). Solubility of
salt in metals (aluminum alloys) is quite high, salt precipitates in the metal surface.
Aircraft structural materials are expected to deteriorate by this mode as active salt
powder (white powder) has been observed in the tear down corrosion investigation of a
C/IKC 135 for example.

3) Ohmic Resistance Controlled Pit Growth : Pitting in titanium and aluminum alloys
occurs because of high Ohmic -limited current densities (55-56). The rate of pit growth
also depends upon the time of exposure and applied potential. These models are shown
in Fig. 6.

PITTING CORROSION FATIGUE MODELING:

Pit nucleation and growth mechanisms are very important in the development of
localized corrosion fatigue concepts. Since this is a time dependent process, where the
pit growth rate is accelerated by several factors, such as microstructure, discontinuities
present, film composition (coherence and mechanical properties of the film), previous
plastic deformation, etc., the exact growth rate in aluminum alloys is a very complex
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process. Pit shapes also are very important with respect to pit transformation into either
a fatigue or CF crack. Much work needs to be done in the development of pitting
CFCG models. Earlier works in modeling crack growth numerically and with Weibull
paramet approaches are summarized in references (57-59).

l-oeppner (60), proposed a pitting CFCG model of aluminum alloys in the early
1970L As the pit growth kinetics are not yet understood properly, when to consider a
pit a crack is still a point of great concern. Hoeppner, used a power law pit growth
model where the exponent described the linear, parabolic and cubic growth rates
respectively. A four parameter Wiebull analysis was used to fit the CG data. The
equation employed in ref. (60) has the following form:

AK [[logj(! +l)-e1)

1 l(2)

For a decade no other model was put forward in the pitting CFCG modeling. Figure 7
compiles the models (57-69) that have been developed in the two decades. Recently
Kondo (68) used a pit transition to a crack criterion and crack growth modeling within
the linear elastic fracture mechanics. However, conventional pit shapes (hemispherical)
have been assumed so modeling with actual pit shapes requires much research. In
recent years several Japanese investigators have made significant strides in developing
pitting models. As well, recent work in our laboratories funded by Boeing Seattle, has
resulted in significant progress. This work will be reported in the literature soon.

SUMMARY:

This paper has briefly reviewed corrosion pitting fatigue over the last 200 years.
Recent interest in the extensive detection of corrosion and corrosion induced fatigue
cracks has increased the concern of the community related to our ability to model the
pitting corrosion fatigue process to incorporate life prediction into structural integrity
assurance procedures. Models proposed in the early 1970's allow these predictions to
be made. However, additional developments are needed to allow greater confidence in
the applicability of the models to assure residual strength of structure will not be
jeopardized. The greatest needs are related to the following:

1. Continued development of pitting corrosion prevention systems with verification of
their validity.

2. Consideration of pit size, shape, density and interaction on structural integrity.
3. Evaluation of need to identify structurally significant items (SSI) related to pitting

corrosion fatigue.
4. Development of understanding of pit growth kinetics, link up potentials of MPS

(multiple pitting sources) and conversion of pits to cracks modelable by fracture
mechanics.

5. Crack growth data in the structurally dependent regime and LEFM regimes -expand
data base.
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Progressive Fracture of Polymer Matrix Composite
Structures: A New Approach
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SUMMARY

A new approach independent of stress intensity factors and fracture toughness parameters has been
developed and is described for the computational simulation of progressive fracture of polymer
matrix composite structures. The damage stages are quantified based on physics via composite
mechanics while the degradation of the structural behavior is quantified via the finite element
method. The approach accounts for all types of composite behavior, structures, load conditions,
and fracture processes starting from damage initiation, to unstable propagation and to global
structural collapse. Results of structural fracture in composite beams, panels, plates, and shells are
presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and versatility of this new approach. Parameters and
guidelines are identified which can be used as criteria for structural fracture, inspection intervals
and retirement for cause. Generalization to structures made of monolithic metallic materials are
outlined and lessons learned in undertaking the development of new approaches, in general, are
summarized.

INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that flawed structures fail when the flaws grow or coalesce to a critical
dimension such that (1) the structure cannot safely perform as designed and qualified or (2) catas-
trophic global fracture is imminent. This is true for structures made from traditional homogeneous
materials as well as fiber composites. The difference between fiber composites and traditional ma-
terials is that composites have multiple fracture modes that initiate local flaws compared to only
a few for traditional materials. Any predictive approach for simulating structural fracture in fiber
composites needs to formally quantify: (1) all possible fracture modes, (2) the types of flaws they
initiate, and (3) the coalescing and propagation of these flaws to critical dimensions for imminent
structural fracture.

One of the ongoing research activities at NASA Lewis Research Center is directed toward the
development of a methodology for the "Computational Simulation of Structural Fracture in Fiber

"Senior Aerospace Scientist, Structures Division.
tSenior Aerospace Engineer, Structures Division.

lAssociate Professor, Dept Civil and Environmental Engrg.
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Composites." A part of this methodology consists of step-by-step procedures to simulate individual
and mixed mode fracture in a variety of generic composite components (refs. 1 to 3). Another
part has been to incorporate these methodologies into an integrated computer code identified as
CODSTRAN for Composite Durability Structural Analysis (refs. 4 and 5). The objective of this
report is to describe the fundamental aspects of this new approach and to illustrate its application
to a variety of generic composite structures.

The generic types of composite structural fracture illustrated in this report are: (1) single and
combined mode fracture in beams, (2) laminate free-edge delamination fracture, (3) laminate center
flaw progressive fracture, (4) plate and shell structural fractures, and (5) bolted composite fracture.
Structural fracture is assessed by one or all of the following indicators: (1) the displacements
increase very rapidly, (2) the frequencies decrease very rapidly, (3) the buckling loads decrease very
rapidly, or (4) the strain energy release rates increase very rapidly. These rapid changes are herein
assumed to denote imminent global structural fracture. Based on these rapid changes, parameters
and guidelines are identified which can be used as criteria for (1) structural fracture, (2) inspection
intervals, and (3) retirement for cause.

In the present approach, computational simulation is defined in a specific way. Also general remarks
are included with respect to (1) application of this new approach to large structures and/or struc-
tural systems and (2) lessons learned about conducting such a long duration research activity, with
regard to increasing computational efficiency, gaining confidence, and expediting its application.
Sample case results are included for composite beams, panels, plates, and shells to illustrate the
effectiveness and versatility of this new approach.

FUNDAMENTALS

This new approach to structural fracture is based on the following concepts.

1. Any structure or structural component can sustain a certain amount of damage prior to
structural fracture (collapse).

2. During damage propagation, the structure exhibits progressive degradation of structural in-
tegrity as measured by global structural behavior variables such as loss in frequency, loss in
buckling resistance, or excessive displacements.

3. The critical damage can be characterized as the amount of damage beyond which a small
additional damage or loading increase will cause a rapid degradation in the structural integrity.

4. Structural damage is characterized by the following five sequential stages: (1) initiation, (2)
growth, (3) accumulation, (4) stable or slow propagation (up to critical amount), and (5)
unstable or very rapid propagation (beyond the critical amount) to collapse.

These concepts are fundamental to developing formal procedures to (1) identify the five different
stages of damage, (2) quantify the amount of damage at each stage, and (3) relate the degradation
of global structural behavior to the amount of damage at each stage.

The formal procedures included in this new approach are as follows:

Damage-stage identification. - (1) Damage initiates when the local stress state exceeds the corre-
sponding material resistance. (2) Initial damage grows when the stress exceeds the corresponding
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material resistance on the damaged periphery for every possible failure mode. (3) Damage accumu-
lates when multiple sites of damage coalesce. (4) Damage propagation is stable or slow when small
increases, in either the damage propagation or loading condition, produce insignificant or relatively
small degradation in the structural behavior (frequencies, buckling resistance, and displacements).
(5) Damage propagation is unstable or very rapid when small increases in the damage propagation
or in loading conditions produce significant or very large changes in the global structural behavior
variables (frequencies, buckling resistance, and displacements).

Damage quanification. - The amount of damage is formally quantified by modeling the physics, in
the periphery of the damaged region, to keep the structure in equilibirium for the specified loading
conditions, structural configuration and boundary conditions. This part of the procedure is most
conveniently handled by using computational simulation in conjunction with incremental/iterative
methods as will be described later.

Structural behavior degradation. - This part of the procedure is quantified by using composite
mechanics in conjunction with the finite element analysis. The damage stages are quantified by the
use of composite mechanics while degradation of the structural behavior is quantified by the finite
element method where the damaged part of the structure does not contribute to the resistance but
is carried along as a parasitic material. It is very important to note that nowhere in this approach
mention of either stress intensity factors or fracture toughness parameters was made. This new
approach bypasses both of them. However, use is made of the structural fracture toughness in terms
of global Strain Energy Release Rate (SERR) because it is a convenient darameter to identify the
"critical damage amount." The critical global SERR in the context of present approach is described
subsequently.

The fundamental concepts described previously are concisely summarized in figure 1. The steps
are few and simple and the parameters for "critical damage" are readily identifiable.

The combination of composite mechanics with the finite element method to permit formal descrip-
tion of local conditions to global structural behavior is normally handled through an integrated
computer code as shown schematically in figure 2. The bottom of this figure describes the condi-
tions of the material (microstress versus resistance) and where the criteria for damage initiation,
growth, accumulation, and propagation are examined. The left part integrates (synthesizes) local
damage conditions to global structural behavior (response). The right part of the figure tracks
(decomposes) the effects of global changes (loading conditions for example) on the local (micro)
material stress/resistance. Increases in damage are induced at the micro level while increases in the
load conditions are applied at the global structural model. Overall structural equilbrium is main-
tained by iterations around this simulation (cart-wheel type) cycle until a specified convergence is
reached. Implementation of the new aproach to track the various stages of damage is illustrated
schematically in figure 3. The firal result in terms of load versus global displacement is shown
in Rlgure 4. The schematics in figures 1 to 4 collectively summarize the fundamentals and imple-
mentation of this new approach to composite structural fracture and also to structural fracture in
general. Applications to specific structures and components are described in subsequent sections.

BEAMS

The new approach has been applied to three different types of beams: (1) double cantilever for
opening mode delamination, (2) end-notch-shear for shear mode delamination, and (3) mixed mode
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delamintion. Typical results obtained are summarized below. The details are described in the
references cited for each specific application.

Double cantiver, - A typical result from applying this new approach to a double cautilever for
opening mode delumination is shows in figure 4 (ref. 1). For this simulation, a preexisting damage
(I in. long) was assumed across the beam width. A small amount of damage growth/accumulation
(about 0.05 in) had severe effect on the strain energy release rate (SERR-G). Rapid damage occurred
to about 1.12 in., beyond which the SERR increased very rapidly indicating unstable damage
propagation to complete delamination. Referring to figure 1, the ctitical damage for this beam is
less than 1.0 in. long (a) and less than 1.0 psi-in. structural fracture toughness (G). These values
are in the range of those experimentally measured by using the double cantilever test method
(about 0.8 psi-in, at 1-in. crack length).

End-notch-shear. - Typical results for shear-mode delamination in a beam, as can be measured by
end-notch-flexure, are shown in figure 5 (ref. 1). A preexisting damage of I in. across the width
was assumed for the simulation. A rapid damage growth/accumulation took place to about 1.1
in. followed by a stable damage propagation to about 1.18 in. Beyond this point, the damage
propagation became unstable. Note that the range of measured data is indicated by the horizontal
dashed lines. Note also that the local crack closure technique, which is commonly used, is also shown
as a dashed curve. Applying the criteria in figure 1, the critical fracture toughness parameters are
from the global curve about 1.18 in. for "a" and about 3.5 psi-in, for "G". Those from the local
curve are about 1.2 in. for "a and 2.5 psi-in, for "G". This example illustrates the difference
between local and global quantities. It is worth noting that the local method requires about three
times the computer time compared to the global.

Mixed mode delamination. - Two types can be simulated: (1) Shear mode (Mode II) combined with
opening mode (Mode I) and (2) opening mode (Mode I) combined with shear mode (Mode II) and
with tearing mode (Mode III). A typical result for the first type is shown in figure 7 (ref. 1). This
figure illustrates that the global method does not distinguish how much each mode contributes. It is
necessary to use the local closure technique to quantify the simultaneous contribution of each mode.
An interesting observation is that the opening mode drives the delamination to beam splitting while
the shear mode reaches a stable propagation state and remains there. Referring to figure 1, the
crit'cal structural fracture parameters are about 1.18 in. for "a" and about 3.3 psi-in, for "G."
T! ? are about 5 and 8 percent smaller, respectively, compared to shear mode (Mode I1) fracture.

A typical result for the second type of mixed mode delamination is shown in figure 8 (ref. 2). The
curves plotted in this figure are for critical values obtained from figure 1, that is, when the damage
propagation state becomes unstable. The individual mode contributions were obtained by the local
"crack closure" technique. A few interesting observations are: (1) the tearing mode (Mode III) is
insignificant compared to the other two; (2) Mode I contributes the most; and (3) superposition
of the three modes does not equal that of the total. This again indicates that the global fracture
parameters appear to be more representative indicators of structural fracture. The other important
observation is that the unsymmetric laminate configuration can be used in the end-notch mixed
mode beam to measure the tearing mode. This is a simple test method indeed. The authors are
not aware of any measured results obtained by using this test method. Collectively, the results
from the different beams demonstrate that the new approach is readily applicable to these types of
composite structurs. Through-the-thickness damage and embedded damage can be simulated just
as readily.
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PANELS

The new approach has been applied to computationally simulate structural fracture of composite
panels subjected to in-plane loads. Typical results for three types of delamination are described to
demonstrate application of the procedure (ref. 3).

Edge delamination. - The physics and stress state of edge delamination in composite laminates are
schematically illustrated in figure 9. The delamination processes and their quantification using
global parameters is shown in the schematic in figure 10. Typical results obtained for laminates
from three different composite systems are shown in figure 11. This type of deiamination grows and
accumulates rapidly to about 6 percent of the area and then reaches a stable state. This stable state
implies: (1) that a specific composite laminate will have a unique critical delamination parameter
and (2) edge delamination, induced by predominently tensile in-plane stress, will not lead to panel
collapse or disintegration.

Referring to figure 11, the parameters for stable damage state are about 7 percent area delamination
for all composite systems and about 35, 50 and 70 psi-in, for S-G/IMHS, AS/HMHS, and AS/IMHS
composites, respectively. Additional observations from figure 11 are that the structure fracture
toughness depends on fiber type (difference in S-G and AS for the same matrix IMHS) and matrix
(HMHS and IMHS for the same fiber AS). An important conclusion is that this new approach
provides a relatively simple formal procedure to evaluate and/or identify fiber/matrix combinations
for specified structural fracture toughness.

Edge-pocket-delamination. - Edge delamination is usually preceeded by transply cracks which can
occur in several locations simultaneously thus forming pocket-type delaminations along the edge.
These types of delaminations can be simulated the same way as described previously except that
they represent a form of multisite damage initiation, growth, accumulation, and propagation. Typ-
ical results for structural fracture toughness are shown in figure 12 for three different composite
systems. Several interesting aspects of fracture progression can be observed in this figure. (1)
Pocket delaminations grow rapidly inward to about 5 percent in delaminated area. (2) Stable
delamination occurs inward to about 20 percent in delaminated area. (3) The pocket delamina-
tions coalesce as indicated by the jump in "G." (4) The accumulated delamination grows with a
decreasing rate to a stable level of about 45 percent in delaminated area. (5) The propagation
exhibits stable behavior beyond this elaminated area. The structural fracture toughness value after
stabilization is the same as that for stable edge delamination. The important conclusions are: (1)
this new approach provides sufficient information to identify and quantify the fracture process from
initiation to structure/component collapse and (2) it is readily adaptable to multiple site fracture
initiation.

Internal or embedded delamination. - This type of delamination is a result of the fabrication process
or damage sustained by inadvertent normal impact. In either case the damage growth, accumula-
tion, and propagation can be simulated by using this new approach. Typical results are shown in
figure 13 for the three different composite systems. An important observation is that substantial
internal damage (up to 55 percent in delaminated area) occurs with negligible increase in the global
SERR. Keep in mind that this panel and delamination results are for tensile in-plane load which
does not cause local buckling.

The results from the panel dearly demonstrate that the new approach for structural fracture is
readily adaptable to these types of delamination fractures including those initiated at internal
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hidden sites.

Through-the-thickness defects. - The previous examples were special cases of structural fracture.
A panel with through-the-thickness defects is a more general case because 14 different failure
modes are possible including fiber fractures. Three specific cases are simulated using the computer
code CODSTRAN (fig. 2). These specific cases are selected to illustrate the similarities in fracture
growth accumulation and propagation. Schematics of the three different cases (no defect (a), crack-
like-defect (b), and hole-like defect(c)) are shown in figure 14 with respective schematics depicting
the damage propagation extent by element annihilation (ref. 6).

The damage extent for all three cases is approximately the same. The load that induced the damage
is not the same. That, for the crack-like and hole-like initial defects are about the same (figs. 14(b)
and (c)). However, the load for the case without initial defects (fig. 14(a)) is about twice as
high as that for the defective laminates. The failure modes for each panel with different angle ply
laminates are summarized in figure 15. As can be seen, the failure modes for all defect (notch)
types are practically identical. The important observation is that irrespective of the initial defect
shape, the damage growth, damage accumulation, and propagation appear to remain constant at
least for uniform tensile load. An important conclusion is that this new approach to composite
structural fracture simulates all aspects of the fracture process.

PLATES

This case is selected to illustrate the effects of damage propagation on vibration frequencies and
buckling resistance as well as t~e effects of hygrothermal environments. Typical results obtained
by using CODSTRAN (fig. 2) are shown in figures 16 and 17 (refs. 7 to 9) where the schematics of
the plate and the various hygrothermal environments are also shown. The important observations
are: (1) the reference case, at room temperature and without moisture, exhibits the least amount of
damage accumulation to fracture compared to the other cases; (2) moisture alone has a negligible
effect on fracture load but increases the damage extent to fracture (fig. 16(b)); (2) combined
temperature and moisture (hygrothermal) decrease the load to fracture but permit substantial
damage accumulat d. to fracture (fig. 16(b)); (4) both the vibration frequency and the buckling
resistance decrease very rapidly as the fracture load (structural collapse) is approached (fig. 16(c));
(5) the hygrothermal environments degrade the structural behavior of the pla. (figs. 17(b), (c), and
(d)); and (6) the buckling resistance is the most discriminating structural behavior for hygrothermal
degradation (fig. 17(d)).

The important conclusion is that this new approach provides the formalism to simulate complex
environmental effects from the micromechanics to structural behavior. That is, the temperature
and moisture affect the matrix locally while the composite mechanics and the finite element method
integrate these local effects to structural behavior (buckling resistance in this case).

SHELLS

CODSTR.AN is used to simulate the damage initiation, growth accumulation, and propagation
to fracture in a composite shell with through-the-thickness as well as partial initial defects and
subjected to internal pressure with hygrothermal environment.

Through-the-thickness defect. - Typical results for a through-the-thickness initial defect are shown
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in figure 18 (ref. 9). The results in this figure s, x that: (1) shells subjected to internal pressure
sustain relatively low damage accumulation to fnmture compared to other structural components
(fig. 18(b)); (2) shells are less tolerant to hygrothermal effects compared to other structural com-
ponents (fig. 18(c)); (3) the vibration frequencies of the shell do not degrade rapidly as the fracture
pressure is approached (fig. 18(c)), and (4) hygrothermal environments have a significant effect on
the higher vibration frequencies of the shell (Fig. 18(c)). The effects on frequencies depends on
specific shell/defect combination. An important observation is that composite shells with through-
the-thickness defects subjected to internal pressure, exhibit a brittle type behavior to fracture. This
explains, in part, the successful application of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics to these types of
structures.

Partial-thickness defects.- The composite shell shown in figure 19 is investigated with initial fiber
defects in two adjacent hoop plies occurring as (1) surface ply defects and (2) internal ply defects, as
depicted in figure 20 (ref. 10). Computational simulation results for these two cases are summarized
in figure 21. Case (2) exhibits results in a gradual damage growth and propagation with local
degradation. There is sufficient local distortion of the shell geometry during the damage propagation
to serve as a warning of approaching structural fracture. O, the other hand, in case (2) damage
propagation to structural fracture occurs without warning as a sudden catastrophic fracture of the
shell. Figure 22 summarizes damage initiation and structural fracture pressures for the two cases
with reference to the fracture pressure of a defect-free shell. It is noteworthy that surface ply defects
reduce the ultimate fracture pressure by 15 percent whereas interior or midthickness ply defects
reduce the ultimate fracture pressure by 23 percent. The important conclusion is that the complex
structural behavior of shells with damage accumulation can be computationally simulated for any
type of defects as well as for defect-free shells.

BOLTED COMPOSITE

A composite panel of 4.0 in. width, 8.0 in. length and 0.25 in. thickness is fastened by a 1.0 in.
diameter fastener at 2.0 in. from one of its ends and is subjected to a uniformly distributed loading
at the other end as shown in figure 23. The composite system is made of AS-4 graphite fibers in
a high-modulus high-strength epoxy matrix (AS-4/HMHS). The fiber volume ratio is 0.60 and the
void volume ratio is two percent. The laminate consists of forty eight 0.132 mm (0.00521 in.) plies.
The laminate configuration is [90/±45/0]12. The 90* plies are perpendicular to the load direction
and the 0 plies are oriented in the loading direction of the specimen as shown in figure 23. A cure
temperature of 3500F is assumed for residual stresses. The bolt is modelled using high strength
steel properties. The finite element model of the combined composite specimen and bolt contains
67 nodes and 48 elements as shown in figure 23. The bolt is fixed with respect to all displacement
and rotational degrees of freedom at its center. The composite specimen is subjected to a gradually
increasing load until it is fractured and torn off the bolt.
Figure 24 shows the simulated damage progression with increasing load on the specimen, During
the first load increment of 800 lbs, finite element connectivities between the bolt and the composite
are released at the bolt-laminate boundary where generalized membrane stresses N, and N, are
both tensile. Under a 6.8 kip load damage is initiated at nodes adjacent to the bolt by matrix
cracking in the 900 plies. After damage initiation by ffenT failures, the damaged plies also undergo
0euc failures during the next iteration. Damage grows to the -45* and +450 plies under the same
load. When the load in increased to 10 kips the damaged region grows larger. Gradual damage
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accumulation in selective plies continues until a 32.8 kip load is reached when fracture begins.
Fracture is rapidly propagated to cause the ultimate break of the connection due to the fracture
line that started at one side of the fastener. Figure 25 shows the primary, secondary, and ultimate
fracture lines, as well as remote damage locations. Figure 26 shows the strain energy release
rate (SER.R) that is minimum under a 12.8 kip loading but recovers to higher levels as damage
progression continues. Figure 27 shows the end displacement with applied loading, indicating that
initial damage stages will not be apparent from the observation of a test.

GENERALIZATION AND LESSONS LEARNED

The discussion of this new approach focussed on its application to composite structures which are
far more complex than conventional metallic structures. However, the approach is readily adaptable
to structures made from any material or any combinuion of materials. Based on the experience
and success to date, it can be readily generalized as is outlined in figure 28. The steps in the outline
are the same for any structure. The difference is only in the description and history-tracking of the
material behavior.

The important lessons learned in developing this new approach are generic and should be instructive
for undertaking the development of new approaches in general. These lessons are summarized in
figure 29. The authors firmly believe (they are convinced) that all the items in this summary are
necesary for the successful development of new approaches. The authors are also convinced that
the development of any new approch is not and should not be a short term activity because the
developers increase their knowledge with continuous feedback and mature with the accumulation
of experience during the development stage.

SUMMARY

A new approach independent of stress intensity factors and fracture toughness parameters has been
developed and described for the computational simulation of the fracture of composite structures.
This approach is inclusive in that it integrates composite mechanics (for composite behavior) with
finite element analysis (for global structural response). The integration of these two disciplines per-
mits: (1) quantification of the fracture progression from local damage initiation to structural frac-
ture (collapse), (2) accommodation of any loading conditions including temperature and moisture,
and (3) the effects of material degradation due to hygrothirmal environments. The versatility of
the approach is demonstrated by using it to computationally simulate fracture in typical structures
(beams, panels, plates, and shells) in a variety of fracture conditions. Parameters and guidelines
are identified which can be used as criteria for structural fracture, inspection intervals, and retire-
ment for cause. Generalization to structural systems and structures made from other components
is outlined. Important lessons learned from undertaking the development of new approaches are
summarized.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes research directed at quantifying improvements in component
durability which may be achieved with an improved quality 7050-T7451 aluminum plate.
Fatigue tests are described for thick plate materials produced to different initial qualities as
reflected by the initial size and number of inhomogeneities. The results indicate that the
"crack initiation" life (time to develop a crack larger than 0.005 in. = 0.127 mm) is
significantly longer for notched specimens made from the higher quality plate, although
fatigue crack growth properties are similar for all quality levels. It is suggested that the
improved material would be especially useful for long life structures which need to avoid
multiple-site cracking which degrades the lead crack residual strength of primary
structure. Since the initial quality improvements significantly impede crack initiation,
widespread fatigue cracking would be delayed in structures made from the improved
quality material, resulting in a longer service life.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

Alcoa has developed process control procedures to reduce the size and frequency
ofinhomogeneities present in 7050 thick aluminum plate [1]. This shift to smaller and less
frequent inhomogeneities, such as the microporosity quantified in Table 1 [2], causes a
significant increase in the total fatigue life of both smooth and notched specimens [3-4]
while keeping the good mechanical properties of standard 7050 thick product (Table 2).
This paper examines the initiation and growth of small fatigue cracks emanating from
these inhomogeneities, and discusses how the improved crack initiation behavior (time to
develop a 0.005 in. = 0.127 mm crack) is valuable for structures designed to damage
tolerant criteria.

Samples of 7050-T7451 aluminum plate which had been processed to yield three
different initial distributions of inhomogeneities were examined. Two of the material
pedigrees represent "old" and "new" versions of six-inch (15 cm) thick plate, where the
"old" pedigree is representative of pre-1984 material, and the "new" pedigree is today's
standard material. The pedigrees differ primarily in the degree of microporosity which is
present following rolling of the plate. The third material pedigree consists of three-inch (8
cm) thick plate, which has less severe inhomogeneities due to additional mechanical work
required to reduce the thickness to 3 inches (8 cm). The initiation and growth of small
fatigue cracks were measured in notched specimens at three different constant amplitude
(R = 0.1) stress levels. Figure I shows the specimen geometry employed for the current
tests, while Table 3 summarizes the test matrix. The stresses given in Table 3 are the
maximum net area stresses in the notched specimen per cycle.

A replicating tape technique [5-6] was used to determine the cyclic life required to

develop fatigue crack sizes of 0.001 in. (25 gm), 0.003 in. (76 pim), and 0.005 in. (127 p1
m). The notch bore locations of various crack initiation sites were recorded on the
replicating tapes along with the growth and coalescence of the small fatigue cracks. The
replicating tapes were subsequently examined under a microscope which allowed detection

of crack sizes as small as 0.0006 inch (15 pm). Individual crack tip coordinates were
measured from the replicating tapes, providing a digitized description of the initiation,
growth, and coalescence of multiple cracks along the bore of the notch. Figure 2 shows a
typical reconstruction of multiple cracks which developed along the bore of the notch in
one of the "old" quality specimens, while Fig. 3 presents crack growth curves for the
small fatigue cracks which developed in that specimen.

Table 3 summarizes the total fatigue lives for the 26 specimens examined here,
along with the cycles required to develop the first crack exceeding 0.001, 0.003, or 0.005
inches (0.025, 0.076 or 0.127 mm) in a given specimen. The total number of cracks to
develop in a given notch are also recorded in Table 3. The number of cracks in the
notches decreases as one goes from "old" to "new" to "3-inch plate" material. The "old"
material specimens averaged 4.67 cracks per notch, for example, while the "new" and "3-
inch plate" material yielded 2 and 1.2 cracks per specimen notch, respectively. This crack
initiation observation is consistent with the distribution of initial inhomogeneities in the
three materials.
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Figure 4 compares the "initiation," crack propagation, and total fatigue lives for
the three material qualities. "Crack initiation life" is defined here as the number of cycles
to develop the first specimen crack whose surface length exceeds 0.005 inch (0.127 umm),
total fatigue life is the time to specimen failure, and the "crack propagation life" is the
difference between total and initiation lives. Note that although the total specimen life
varies with initial material pedigree, Fig. 4 indicates that the crack propagation life is
relatively independent of material. The total notch fatigue life in this material is, thus,
governed by the initiation lives for the three material pedigrees.

This point is further demonstrated by examining the fatigue crack growth
properties of the three materials. The "small" fatigue crack growth behavior was
examined here to determine how da/dN - AK for "small cracks" (crack size < 0.01 inch =
0.25 umm) varied with material quality. To avoid potential interaction effects while
computing the stress intensity factors, only cracks which were well separated along the
notch were used to establish the da/dN - AK properties. Since only the crack surface
dimension was measured by the replication procedure, it was necessary to assume a crack
shape here for the stress intensity factor calculations. The empirical relationship between
crack shape and size given in Ref 6 was used along with the Newman stress intensity
factor solutions [7] for corner and surface cracks in a semicircular edge notch to
determine the da/dN - AK relationship shown in Fig. 5. Note that the small crack growth
rates are similar for all three materials. A linear regression has been performed on these
data to give the following small crack growth equation:

da/dN = 7.41 x 10-9 (AK) 2 .7 38

Here da/dN is measured in inch/cycle and AK is in ksi-in1 /2 . The "large" crack equation
shown in Fig. 5 was taken from Ref, 8, which also reported that initial material pedigree
does not influence the "large" crack da/dN behavior in the 7050-T7451 plate. These data
demonstrate the well known "small crack" phenomenon, where physically short cracks
grow faster than large cracks at similar AK values [6,7]. Although the cause for this
"smal crack effect" has not been studied in the present materials, it has been attributed to
crack closure phenomena in other materials.

DISCUSSION

The results of the notch fatigue tests described here indicate that process controls
that limit intrinsic microstructural inhomogeneity populations do offer significant life
extension potential in high strength aerospace materials through delay in the development
of small cracks. This improvement in crack initiation life is achieved while also
maintaining the alloy's strength and crack growth properties. Since many current aircraft
design criteria are based on damage tolerant philosophies which assume pre-existent
cracks, and may not readily discriminate between the three material conditions, it is
important to discuss how the high quality plate offers substantial improvements in
structural safety and durability.

Consider, for example, the Multiple-Site Damage (MSD) issue which is one of the
symptons of the "aging aircraft" problem [9]. Coalescence of many "small" cracks with a
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large "lad crack" can lead to sudden fracture at loads which are significantly below those
which would be expected from considering the lead crack alone. The MSD phenomenon
was the cause of the well known Aloha Airlines incident of April 28, 1988, in which a 15
foot (4.5 m) long section of fuselage structure "peeled open" in flight, resulting in one
death and near loss of the 737 aircraft [10]. This accident dramatically demonstrated that
small cracks, acting together, can significantly reduce the ability of aircraft structure to
rest large lead cracks.

The key to avoiding MSD, and thus to achieving the longest possible service fife
with a high degree of safety, is to delay development of multiple site damage. The single
crack assumption, while appropriate for a new structure, does not protect against multiple
fatigue cracks which develop in the later stages of an aircraft's life. As an aircraft ages,
crack initiation can develop at any of the stress concentrations in the aircraft (literally
millions of fastener holes in a large transport). Potential manufacturing induced cracks
(i.e. "rogue" flaws) will have developed (and hopefully been detected and repaired),
leaving the material microstructure to control the later stages of structural life.

The current research results indicate two properties which delay the development
of MSD in the new pedigree materials: fewer small cracks develop at a notch, and the time
required to develop a crack larger than 0.005 in. (0.127 mm) is longer. The development
of fewer cracks is associated with reducing the frequency of the intrinsic material
inhomogeneities, while the longer "initiation" time is associated with reducing the sizes of
the inhomogeneities. Limited testing of 24 hole specimens on a joint Alcoa/Air Force
program [4], have indicated that under spectrum loading the "new" pedigree material
showed an average fatigue life increase of 70%. Clearly the "new" quality 7050-T7451
aluminum plate tested here, which maintains excellent strength and crack growth
properties with improved resistance to crack initiation, offers significant advantages for
long life structures.

Another issue in aging aircraft is the planning of inspection intervals. Current
inspection intervals are based on a single crack analysis which may not be conservative
when multiple-site damage is present. Reducing the occurance of MSD should make the
single crack analysis for inspection intervals conservative. In addition, a probabilistic
based planning method could be used to set intervals based on a high degree of structural
safety [II]. Improvement in microstructural features (such as type and size of
inhomogeneity, frequency of inhomogeneity, and time to develop a small crack) would
lengthen the time needed between inspections.

CONCLUSIONS

As shown in Fig. 4, the time to initiation of a given "small" crack size has been
extended by the improved quality material. Once a crack has developed, however, all
three materials yield similar fatigue crack growth rates (both in the "small" and "large"
crack regimes). Although a damage tolerant structural design based on the growth of
relatively large flaws (e.g. cracks > 0.05 in. = 1.27 nun) may not discriminate between
the three material conditions, the material with smaller inhomogeneity distributions does
offer substantial improvements in structural durability. These improvements would be
especially important in "aging aircraft," where one is concerned with how multiple-site
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cracking which develops late in fife can degrade the lead crack residual strength of primary
structure. Since initial material quality improvements can significantly impede crack
initiation, widespread fatigue cracking would be delayed in structures made from the
improved initial quality material, resulting in a longer service life. Additionally, with the
use of probabilistic inspection planning, the structure should be safer during that time.

It is suggested here that it is possible to take ad% antage of changes in a material's
microstructure in the design of structural components, and to improve the long term
structural integrity and durability by delaying the occurrence of multiple-site damage.
While the microstructural variants evaluated on this program were all derivatives of
standard 7050-T7451 product fabricated on a commercial plant scale, the paradigm of
improving the fatigue durability of a material by identifying and changing microstructural
features is being applied to other metallic alloy systems. The authors also believe that this
paradigm should be applicable to other durability limit states such as corrosion.
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Table 1

Quantitative Microporosity Measurement at
Mid-Thickness Plane in Old and

New Quality 7050-17451 Plate (145 mm = 5.7 inch thick).
Data from Ref. 2.

Area Percent Mean Pore Area

Material Porosity inch2  (ptn 2)

Old Qupay 0.030 2.22 z 10-5  (143.0)
New Quality 0.007 1.05 1 t0- (67.6)
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Table 3& Splec&men Data Table t Proledt Number TC919697TC

Specihm ID Not AMCa Nurmer of Cracks1  Cycl to lot crack (arme notch) Cycle-to
Peak Skew In 2nch* * 2* 2o 0.001 > 2 U.03 2a>0.O005 Specimen

huo back .025nii .076mm .127 Failure

6612-b21 16 0 1 0 10,001 20,002 76,952
6611-all 16 0 15 0 0 5.001 56,741
6612-b22 16 9 7 Q* 2,001 8,001 104,296
661 1-a12 16 10 3 0 2,501 5,001 75,066
661 I-a21 18 4 2 (10002)* 20,004 20,004 84,154
661 I-a22 18 0 4 (-1)" 15,003 20,004 72,892
6713-o21 18 3 4 358010 38,010 35,010 109,170
6612-all 20 9 7 -1 -1 8.000 47,330
6711-all 20 2 4 4,000 13,000 13=000 50.190

711 I-b12 16 0 2 162,511 192,503 200,004 243,912
7012-a21 16 10 2 0 0 10,001 95,341
7012-o22 16 4 4 0 0 27,501 125262
701 1-b21 18 0 1 46.008 51,000 66,002 122,687
7112-a21 18 0 3 (-I)* 38,008 45,009 102,597
711 1-b21 18 2 0 (-I)* 40,020 50=020 115,640
7112-a22 20 2 0 (-1)* 12,000 12M000 73,730
7111-b22 20 3 2 45=000 55M000 62,010 110.630
r' Plate

81T3 16 1 0 120,708 128209 128209 245,771
8B3 16 6 1 MOY 15,001 22,502 77,798
882 16 0 1 MCY 15.002 22,503 86,962
8TI 18 0 5 0 20.002 25.003 93,902
812 18 0 1 187,504 195,005 195,005 255AI0
8B4 18 0 1 220,000 220,000 230.000 282.010
8T4 M 0 '1 12M0 30000 35,000 69.650
8T5 20 1 1 400=000 430,000 430M000 451,520
886 20 0 3 15,000 21,000 27,000 71,710
TO A 

66 75

No --1 cycles Indikte toe pedod belaee my llPad g was dam on toe Ms machin.

- 2a Is taken as wldlh of Inhonogvenely, not c ack len0h

- Imn and back n-och felm to oulnon so me lilng mcmldne
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Figure 1: Al 7O5o-T7451 Semicircular Edge Notch Specimen

Geometry and Coordinate Definition Used for Testing
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Figure 4: Summary of Initiation, Propagation, and Total Fatigue Lives
for Three Material Qualities. Indicated Stresses are Maximum

Net Area Stresses with R = 0.1
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Figure 5: Small Crack Growth Rate Data for Al 7050-T7451 Plate Material.
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Introduction

Military and commercial aircraft are being called upon
to fill ever increasing missions with today's new
technological payloads. It is becoming commonplace for
these load demands on the structure of the aircraft to be
far greater than those originally calculated by the
designer. Aircraft are flying for two and three times their
original design life, with few replacements in the
foreseeable future. Tensile stress related metal failures
are commonplace and many of the repairs made to structures
today can create new areas of tensile stress and stress
raisers that later become sources for crack initiation.
Corrosion of all types requires removal without compromising
the structural integrity of the entire system. The
subsequent replacement of the compressive stresses induced
in the surface as a requirement of the original design is of
paramount importance.

The Role Compressive Stress Plays In Prevention of
Tensile Stress Related Failures

Shot peening as an industrial process began on valve
springs for the engines of General Motors vehicles back in
the 1920's. The process spread to the aerospace industry in
the 1940's as the role of compressive stress in preventing
fatigue and corrosion-related cracking became better
understood. Shot peening is a cold working process that
relies on the bombardment of metal surfaces by millions of
tiny, spherical particles of steel, glass, or ceramic. The
media is normally propelled by a centrifugal wheel or by air
blast nozzles. This process has the ability to impact small
radii, holes with diameters as small as .080 inch, as well
as large surfaces, in a totally random non-directional
pattern, to induce a uniform layer of compressive residual
stress, which is the reason for the effectiveness of shot
peening in the prevention of surface initiating failure
modes. (Ref. 1)

The photomicrograph (Fig. 1) shows the hemisphere of

Fig. 1, Ref. 2
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cold worked metal under a dimple caused by the impact of a
single piece of shot. The surface fibers have yielded in
tension. Just below the surface, the fibers try to restore
the dimple to its original shape, creating a zone of
compressive stress. The magnitude of this sub-surface
compressive stress is at least 50% of the tensile strength
of the material peened. (Ref. 2)

Figure 2 illustrates the stress profile of a specimen
of 7075-T6 aluminum with an ultimate tensile strength of 80
KSI. The maximum compressive stress from peening is 55 KSI
just below the surface and the total depth, at an Almen
intensity of 11A, is approximately .010 inch.

Residual Stress Profiles of Two Shot Peened Materials

Fig. 2, Ref. 3 Fig. 3, Ref. 3
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The offsetting tensile stress in the core of the material
balances the surface layer of compressive stress so that the
forces within the part remain in equilibrium. It is
important to note that the magnitude of the core stress, at
approximately 15 KSI, is considerably less than the
compressive stress, and only very rarely contributes to
subsurface crack initiation.

In Figure 3, titanium alloy Ti-6A1-4V was peened very
lightly, because of the thin cross section, to an
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Almen intensity of 4-6N. Results show a compressive stress
that equals 74% of the ultimate tensile strength while the
core tensile stresses are less that l10. (Ref. 3)

The damage tolerance discipline has given rise to
unnecessary concern about the core tensile stress caused by
shot peening. Concern that a surface defect 0.050 inch deep
will propagate faster because of peening is unfounded. In
an article published in the Journal of Mechanical Working
Technology, S. A. Meguid and E. B. Chee found that "Once a
crack has propagated beyond the compressed layer into the
bulk material, its rate of propagation approaches that of an
unpeened specimen." (Ref. 4) Damage extending through the
compressive stress layer, caused by a defect, will relieve
the compressive stress, and because the core tensile stress
is present only as the result of the compressive stress,
once the compression is removed, the core tensile stress
dissappears also. A recent study by an aircraft company
showed no difference in the rate of crack propagation
between smooth and shot peened specimens tested with an EDM-
induced defect deliberately deeper than the compressive
layer.

Why New and Used Aircraft Components Are Shot Peened

The shot peening of rotating jet engine components when
new and at every overhaul is standard practice and is used
for several reasons. The primary problems in a jet engine
are bending fatigue and fretting fatigue, buL way include,
among others, vibration, corrosion, torsional and thermal
fatigue. Just about every part is peened to prevent surface
initiating failures. During overhaul these same parts are
required to be re-shot peened in exactly the same manner, to
the same specification, as when new, to restore the
compressive stress to its original magnitude. Parts such as
blades, disks, main shafts and other rotating hardware, as
well as engine casings and shrouds, are peened on overhaul
to the original manufacturer's stringent specifications.

Many structural components of today's aircraft were
also shot peened in a highly controlled process to achieve
maximum and predictable fatigue strength. Unfortunately,
not all operators have taken advantage of the benefits of
this economical process. It has been shown that "tests
conducted on initially un-peened and subsequently peened
specimens at various stages of their estimated fatigue life,
generally revealed a substantial life improvement." (Ref.
4)

Aircraft landing gear are shot peened when new and
again shot peened at overhaul. These parts often have areas
that are machined, or repaired at overhaul, necessitating
the restoration of the compressive stresses. More
importantly, tests have shown that "previously peened,
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Fig. 4, Ref. 3
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Fig. 6. Fatigu, life imp•ov*ment (over N) due to the shot-peening of partially fatigued
un.peened specimens.

Note: N = Total fatigue life of an un-peened specimen.

partially fatigued and subsequently re-peened specimens,"
tested in rotating bending fatigue machines, "indicated
complete recovery, even when the parts had been partially
fatigued by as much as 75% of their estimated fatigue life."
(Ref. 4)

Shot peening applications to prevent surface initiating
failure modes go beyond fatigue cracking. In the corrosion
list, there is stress corrosion cracking, corrosion fatigue
and exfoliation corrosion. Replacement aircraft skins can
be formed to fit without fixtures and shimming by the use of
peen forming on the aircraft.

Stiess corrosion cracking by definition can be
eliminated by the reversal of the tensile stress needed for
this phenomenon. (Ref. 5) Many materials, especially those
used in older aircraft, are susceptible to 5CC. Shot
peening replaces residual tensile stress and leaves the
surface in compression which is retained even under an
applied load of over 50% of the ultimate strength.

Surface corrosion removal, even by gentle grinding or
sanding, may induce tensile stresses which coupled with the
reduction in section thickness will produce a stress raiser.
Again shot peening is the best process to overcome this
weakening of the part. Flapper peening quite often is used
in an attempt to induce compressive stresses into a repair
area on an aircraft. Although simple in theory, in practice
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this process cannot get into critical radii aid is very
directional making a 100% covered, randomly uniform layer of
compressive stress very difficult to achieve. Shot peening
has not been used as often because of fear that steel
particles will somehow get past the masking and enter the
structure causing later corrosion problems. Advances in
masking techniques and, more importantly, the approved use
of totally inert ceramic media has removed these fears.

Exfoliation corrosion usually initiates adjacent to
fastener heads when the sacrificial coating, such as cad
plating, begins to break down and galvanic corrosion starts
between the aluminum skin and the fastener. White corrosion
products form so that the skin starts blistering. A Metal
Improvement Company process first uses plastic media
blasting (PMB) to remove the paint and coating, exposing the
corrosion. A light shot peening stretches the surface and
causes the laminations to blister. Controlled light sanding
to remove the blistered surface is followed by a re-peening
to restore fatigue strength in the dressed area that would
be thinner and therefore weaker than before. We call this
process "search peening." (Ref. 1)

Quality Control on Site

Metal Improvement Company has applied for a patent on a
machine, known as the Wing Walker, to automate this process
and ensure quality and repeatablity that is so essential and
to make this search peening an economical process. By using
four suction cups on the frame and four more on the peening
enclosure, this machine can travel along the rivet lines
automatically, while containing and recovering the peening
media.

The shot peening of parts on the airplane requires
special equipment that can be delivered on site with a
trained crew in short notice. All operations that can be
automated will be done so. Most specifications allow for
some manual peening because of the difficulty of automating
some of the operations when it comes to peening on the
aircraft. Paragraph C of MIL-S-13165 states that "manually
controlled peening may be used for surface of holes, edges,
cutouts, etc." (Ref. 6) It is critical that exact
planning, detailing every variable in the repair, be laid
out and that technicians are certified. The media must be
essentially rounded. Broken, sharp-cornered shapes are
totally unacceptable because they can cause stress iaisers.
(Ref. 6)

Intensity is measured by the Almen strip in the shop
and at the Job site. Almen intensity is a measure of
kinetic energy being transferred to the parts, which ties
directly to the depth of compression. A saturation curve is
built to calibrate the energy of the shot stream. The most
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critical consideration of shot peening is coverage, and
because on-site peening is usually not just for a safety
margin, but necessary to ensure the fatigue life of a
component, a fluorescent tracer liquid per MIL-S-13165C, is
used to measure uniformity and coverage on a shot peened
part. (Ref. 6 & 7)

Aging Aircraft Applications

Numerous on site repairs requiring shot peening have
been performed and a partial listing follows:

DC8, Removing corrosion on steel fastener heads.
DC9, Shot peening of landirg gear attach fittings to

prevent stress corrosion cracking.
Concorde, Shot peening of rudder cradles and aileron

attachment fittings.
B-737, Shot peening the tail fin attachment lugs and

the startruss assembly lugs. Search peening on a
significant number of older aircraft for
exfolliation corrosion, followed by shot peening.

B-747, Shot peening after corrosion removal in the wing
center sections. Shot peening of landing gear
during overhaul before chrome plating.
"Search peening," then saturation peening of upper
and lower wing planks along fastener lines.

B-757, "Search peening" of the wing access ports, where
the cover plates fit, followed by shot peening.

L-1011, "Search peening" of center torque box, wing box
sections, and along wingskin rivet lines.

On Site Peen Forming

B-737, Boeing Service Bulletin 737-57A1081 covers the
repair of the left and right front wing chords.
To access the cords, it is necessary to remove a
wing skin panel that is approximately 10 inches
wide by 120 inches long. The replacement panel is
essentially flat, so it is shot peen formed to
bring spring-up values to less than 0.10 inch so
that no shimming is required. (Ref. 1)

Conclusion

The cost of shot peening an aircraft part when new is
generally less than 5% of the cost of the part, or
comparable to the cost of heat treating. The charges to
shot peen, "search peen," or peen form on site, although
much higher than in house, are still a much less expensive
alternative than replacing a part of the complete assembly.
Metal Improvement Company has trained crews located in more
than 20 FAA approved locations in the U.S., Canada, and
Europe capable of providing these services world-wide.
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WC field crew prepares to peen form 3-737 replacement wing
panel.
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Abstract

Corrosion of aging aircraft components has o,.- :.iie a major factor in determining
their structural integrity and life expectancy. For example ý,t is anticipated that the KC-
135 fleet will not reach its fatigue life limit, but that rather corrosion will be life limiting.
Corrosion can have a detrimental effect on the integrity of aircrqft structures by promoting
fatigue crack initiation and growth, and by decreasing the residual strength of a critical
component. Although the interaction between fatigue damage and corrosion ff m a
quantitative point of view is not well understood, fatigue propagation data from high
strength aluminum alloys strongly suggests that fatigue cracks propagate differer-tly in
new structures than in aged or corroded structures. This paper describes the results of
ongoing work to determine the effect of corrosion on fatigue cracking in aircraft aluminum
alloys.

Introduction

Crack growth in high strength aluminum alloys has been studied extensively in the
past, and its understanding has contributed to the development of damage tolerance
concepts for aircraft structures. Fracture control in aircraft structures has become an
integral part of aircraft safety, from the design to the operational phase. Although initially
the most attention was given to fatigue cracking behavior in laboratory or shop
environments, design engineers have come to appreciate the detrimental effects of actual
operating environments which manifests itself as corrosion. Corrosion typically initiates
in localized areas in the form of pitting, crevice corrosion, and exfoliation corrosion. It has
been established that the local environments inside pi•s, crevices, and exfoliated areas
are acidic1, and are therefore much more aggressive than the bulk environment. These
areas often form initiation sites for environmentally assisted cracking such as stress-
corrosion cracking, hydrogen induced cracking, and corrosion fatigue.
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Localized corrosion may affect fatigue cracking in different ways. First, areas of
localized corrosion can function as stress concentrators and promote the initiation of
cracks. Once initiated, the small cracks may coalesce and form longer fatigue cracks.
Secondly, when corrosion progresses, material thinning takes place which may also
accelerate fatigue crack propagation. Moreover, as a result of the reduced cross section,
the residual strength of a particular component may be reduced. Thirdly, because of the
presence of an acidic localized environment created by pitting, crevice corrosion, and
exfoliation corrosion, hydrogen may be formed and diffuse into the alloy. When hydrogen
diffuses into the alloy, it could alter the material properties and have a detrimental effect
on the fracture mode. Hydrogen has been shown by several authors2"5 to cause
embrittlement of high strength aluminum alloys and contribute to stress corrosion and
corrosion fatigue cracking. Thus, it is reasonable to speculate that if hydrogen is
introduced into the alloy lattice through the corrosion process, fatigue cracking may be
accelerated. Furthermore, since hydrogen is very mobile, it can, once introduced into the
lattice, diffuse towards highly stressed regions such as tips of propagating fatigue cracks,
accelerating crack propagation. The rate of hydrogen diffusion towards the crack tip is
likely to be a function of crack tip condition, load amplitude, and frequency.

The interaction between corrosion and fatigue damage is not well understood from
a quantitative point of view, because corrosion damage does not lend itself to simple
quantitative analysis. The results of fatigue crack propagation studies in corroded
aluminum alloys reported by previous authors6 , strongly suggest that fatigue cracks
propagate differently in new structures than in aged or corroded structures. In order to
assess the life of fatigue cracks in corroded structures and to determine the structural
integrity of such structures, it is necessary to understand the mechanism that controls the
propagation of these cracks. Only then can a reliable damage tolerance program be
developed for corroded airframe components.

Experimental Procedure

The material used to study the effect of precorrosion on fatigue crack propagation
is approximately 10-15 years old aluminum alloy 2024,.T3. In order to be able to monitor
a long fatigue crack over a broad range of AK values, it was decided to use a modified
compact tension (CT) specimen such as shown schematically in Figure 1. The
relationship between stress intensity (K) and the crack length (a) was produced with an
experimental compliance calibration:

K=pE.-2x1 0"+8.462x1W0-a-3.72x10 -a2 )

where K is the stress intensity, P is the load, B is the sheet thickness and E is the elasticmodulus.
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The modified CT specimen allows for crack growth over a range of approximately
4 inches, while different areas of corrosion can be created in the path of the propagating
crack. Because of the size of the specimen, antibuckling plates are attached to both
sides of the specimen.

Prior to starting the crack growth studies, corrosion studies were conducted to
characterize and reproduce various degrees of corrosion which are typical in aircraft
structures. It was decided to apply the copper acidified salt spray (CASS ASTM 386-
B85)" and exfoliation (EXCO ASTM G34)8 tests. The compositions of the CASS
environment which is used to Induce pitting corrosion, and the EXCO environment which
is used to induce exfoliation corrosion, are given in Tables 1 and 2. Following thd
corrosion studies, the modified CT specimens were machined and precorroded in the
CASS and EXCO environment for 6 days. The precorroded specimens were then
fatigued in laboratory air at a frequency of 1 Hz and R-ratio of 0.1. The crack
propagation was monitored using the crack opening displacement method.

Results and Discussion

Crlrosion Studies

After exposure to the CASS saltspray environment, the aluminum 2024-T3 test
coupons, 1 inch x 1 inch exposed area, were metallographically cross sectioned and
polished. The pit depth and width of each pit along the cross section was measured and
recorded. After the measurements, the pit depths, widths and areas (depth x width) were
ordered and statistically analyzed. Pitting initiation is a statistical process, and the
number of pits formed on the surface occurs in a random fashion and can be described
by a Poisson function. Thus, the above mentioned corrosion parameters can be
described by lognormal distributions in which the logarithms of the respective parameters
are distributed according to a Gaussian normal distribution. The probability distribution
function of the lognormal distribution is given by the following equation:

p(4 = "1 1,2{_ -(Inx-_A) 212z 2 ))

where x is the corrosion parameter and z and X are parameters with the following
definitions:
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z2= In (1 + 0)
IL2

I=InIL - -

2

where g. = the sample mean and a = the sample standard deviation.

The cumulative distribution function is the probability that a pit cross sectional area
lies between two values x1 and x2, and can be obtained by integrating the probability
distribution function between those values. After the pit areas are measured, the
logarithms of their values are taken and their mean and standard deviation are calculated.
The probability distribution of pit cross sectional areas at exposure times of 1, 4, 7, and
21 days is shown in Figure 2.

In addition to the CASS exposure tests, the 2024-T3 aluminum alloy was exposed
to an EXCO (ASTM-G34) solution for 1, 2, 4, and 6 days,respectively. This standard test
was conducted to determine the susceptibility and extend of exfoliation corrosion. The
degree of corrosion in this test is more severe than that in the CASS. To determine the
extend of exfoliation corrosion the five deepest penetrations after 1, 2, 4 and 6 days were
measured and their averages plotted as a function of time, see Figure 3.

Fatigue Crack Prowasation Studies

Following the corrosion characterization studies, specimens were machined and
precorroded in the CASS and EXCO environments for 6 days. The results of the
constant amplitude fatigue tests on the precorroded modified CT specimens are
presented as da/dN vs. a and as da/dN vs. AK. Figures 4 and 5 show typical fatigue
crack propagation results for specimens exposed to the CASS and EXCO solutions for
6 days. The figures show fatigue crack propagation through 2 distinct areas (1.5 inches
long) of corrosion at different crack lengths.

Comparison of the data in Figure 6, indicated that a 6 day exposure to the CASS
environment which resulted in relatively shallow pitting attack, had no effect on fatigue
crack propagation in the 2024-T3 alloy. However, exfoliation corrosion which resulted
from a 6 day exposure to the EXCO solution was found to have a significant effect on the
fatigue crack propagation of the aluminum alloy. The results show that crack propagation
becomes irregular once it reaches an exfoliated region, which may be the result of various
competing processes such as environmental, mechanical and crack blocking due to
corrosion products at the crack tip.
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A strong indication of hydrogen induced cracking is given Figure 6, which shows
that the crack in the exfoliated specimens propagates at a much higher rate in the region
ahead of and between the corroded regions than in the same regions of the non-corroded
base line specimen. This observation suggests that a diffusible species, such as
hydrogen generated at the corrosion sites, may have changed the physical properties of
the aluminum alloy away from the corroded area. The concept of hydrogen induced
cracking is further supported by fractography with scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Fractographs such as shown in Figure 7 show the presence of mud cracking features
which are characteristic for stress corrosion cracking and hydrogen cracking where
hydrogen has been reported to play a dominant role in the cracking process.

Summary and Conclusions

The results of the fatigue crack propagation tests on precorroded modified CT
specimens strongly suggest that hydrogen generated during the corrosion process plays
a predominant role in the acceleration of the rate of cracking. Additional experiments are
being conducted to more quantitatively define the role of hydrogen in the cracking
process. If indeed the suggestion that hydrogen plays a predominant role in fatigue
cracking as indicated in this paper, this will have serious implications, and will have
significant effect on damage tolerance considerations. In addition to affecting fatigue
crack propagation, hydrogen generated by corrosion may also affect fatigue crack
initiation and residual strength of aircraft components.
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Table 1. CASS Solution Composition (ASTM-368) for Corrosion Pitting
Exposure Specimens

NaCi 0.90 5 gm/95 gm distilled H20

____ ___ ___ ___ ____ _________ (5.0 weight percent)

CuCi2  0.0014 0. 197 gm/i of solution

Acetic acid 0.025 21.45 cc/I of solution"

pH =3.0 to 3.1

Table 2. EXCO Soiution Composition (ASTM G-34) for Exposed Fatigue
Specimens

.. .... .... ... ..
NaCI 4.0 234 gm

KNO3  0.5 50 gm

HN0 3  0.1 6.3 mi*

*pH =0.4 (Initial), 4.0 (After 5 Days)
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ABSTRACT

The residual strength levels associated with crack coalescence are calculated
and compared as a function of three different fracture criteria. These criteria are based
on (a) the Irwin fracture hypothesis or critical stress intensity factor Kc approach, (b) the
Swift plastic zone interaction model, and (c) a two parameter R-curve analysis. As
expected, the choice of criterion and their associated material properties (fracture
toughness, yield strength, and R-curve power law coefficients) affect the predicted
levels of residual strength of coalescence. One important observation from this study is
that, as two crack tips approach each other, the dominant criterion becomes the Swift
plastic zone interaction criterion. One of the more interesting observations from the
study is based on residual strength comparisons between several different crack
geometries. These comparisons show that the distance o between the adjacent crack
tips, i.e. the uncracked ligament, is a more important variable than the physical size of
the cracks or other geometric features. Comparisons are also made between the
residual strength for the various crack configurations before and after crack
coalescence. For the crack sizes and configurations considered, observations are
made relative to the potential for immediate impending failure after coalescence. The
results are summarized in figures and tables.
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INTRODUCTION

Multi-site damage (MSD) is generally associated with many neighboring cracks
along a row of rivets (fastener holes) in the fuselage or wing structure and has been
widely discussed over the last several years [1-6]. Summaries of the damage tolerance
approach to this problem are discussed by Lincoln [7] for commuter aircraft and by Swift
[8] for commercial aircraft. Early evaluations of the effect of multiply cracked structures
were conducted by Brussat and coworkers [9,10], Broek [11], Karlsson and Backlund
[12], and Burck and Rau [13] for single and multi-site cracks. Brussat introduced the
use of the compounding method, whereby known solutions are combined using the
product of the different geometrical factors, to obtain approximate solutions. In general,
the early investigators [9-13] reported stress intensity factor results primarily for
multiple-site cracks emanating from fastener holes in infinite plate configurations. More
recently, Nishimura, Noguchi and Uchimoto [14] discussed their compounding method
for estimating stress intensity factors for multiple-site cracks emanating from a row of
fastener holes located perpendicular to the loading direction in a finite plate. The finite
element and boundary element techniques also have been used to estimate the stress
intensity factor for complex structures. Overviews of finite element and analytical
methods are given by Atluri [15] and Actis and Szabo [16]. A number of investigators
[17-19] have used the finite element method to solve multi-site damage problems.
Recently, Dawicke and Newman [20] have discussed an alternating indirect boundary
element (AIBE) technique, which can be incorporated into a fatigue growth prediction
code.

The objective of this paper is to determine (i) the influence of crack sizes on the
predicted strength levels for link-up i.e., the coalescence strength, (ii) the influence of
the spacing between adjacent crack tips, (iii) the influence of the fracture criterion and
material properties, and (iv) a suitable design criteria for predicting structural failure
after coalescence.

This paper first addresses the crack coalescence process using various fracture
criteria (Irwin Fracture Hypothesis [21], Swift Plastic Zone Interaction Model [22] and
R-Curve analysis [21]) and by considering different types of crack configurations in an
infinite sheet subjected to uniform, uniaxial tensile stress. The crack configurations
considered are:

(a) single crack,
(b) two unequal length collinear cracks,
(c) three collinear cracks,
(d) periodic array of collinear cracks,

with the geometric parameters illustrated in Figure 1. The single crack results provide a
bound on the crack coalescence process of a multiple crack system, since the initial
multiple crack problem will eventually become a single crack problem after the cracks
coalesce.
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GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS

In the analysis of a multiple crack system (see Figure 1 a,c,d), the geometric
parameters are (a) a/b, the ratio of long crack size to short crack size and (b) oild, the
ratio of the distance between adjacent crack tips to the periodic spacing of the cracks.
Table 1 lists the values of these parameters chosen for the different crack
configurations employed in this study.

The foundation for all analysis conducted in the study was the linear elastic
fracture mechanics parameter K, i.e., the stress intensity factor. The stress intensity
factor can in general be described using

K = aftrha (1)

where a is the remotely applied stress, P3 is the geometry factor and a is the crack
length. For a single crack in an infinite sheet 13 = 1 (see Figure 1 b). The expressions for
13 corresponding to two collinear cracks, three collinear crack and periodic array of
collinear cracks, in an infinite sheet are given by Rooke and Cartwright [23]. Using the
values for K for each of the crack tips shown in Figure 1, we determined the crack tip
location where the driving force was highest; these locations are indicated in Table 1.

Initial studies evaluated the influence of the fracture criteria, material properties,
and crack sizes on residual strength levels for the multiple crack configurations
identified in Figure 1. To evaluate the effect of other geometric variables, the periodic
spacing parameter d was set equal to 1 inch, a typical fastener spacing. The size of the
uncracked ligament (o, i.e., the distance between the adjacent crack tips, was varied
from 0.05 inch to 0.95 inch. The crack size parameter a/b was varied from 1 to 10, so
that the crack size a varied from 0.025 to a maximum of 0.475 inch.

To determine the influence of the longer crack length a on the residual strength,
the size of the short crack b in Figures 1 c and d was fixed to 0.25 inch. The crack
length a was varied from 0.025 inch to 48 inches.

FRACTURE CRITERIA

(a) Irwin Fracture Hypothesis: The residual strength based on thin sheet abrupt

fracture can be written in the form

K =K V~(2)

where K is obtained from Eq. 1 for a given crack configuration and K, is determined
from standard laboratory tests. For a thin sheet, the fracture toughness K, can be a
function of sheet thickness. The criterion for crack coalescence is the highest K for
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adjacent crack tips.

(b) Swift Plastic Zone Interaction Model: Net section yielding stresses for the
presence of multiple cracks are calculated based on the asymptotic formula for the
stress near a crack tip,

rp = 1/2[ (K/C,)2 (3)

where ay, is the yield strength, rp is the plastic zone radius and K is the stress intensity
factor at the crack tip. Swift's criterion for two crack tips approaching each other in
terms of the distance (o between the adjacent crack tips is (see Figure 2):

(0 = ry, + r~c (4)

where ry, and rvc are the radii of the plastic zones at location B and C, respectively.
Using Eqs. 3 and 4, Swift's criterion becomes:

(o = 1/2xE [(K/&1,)2 + (Kc/o,,)J (5)

where K6 and Kc are the stress intensity factors at the coalescencing crack tips located
at points B and C, respectively. For the crack configuration shown in Figure 2, a > b, 2a
represents the length of the long crack (AB) and 2b represents the length of the short
crack (CD); and d defines the crack spacing parameter. In terms of yield strength a,,
distance (o between adjacent crack tips, crack sizes a and b, and geometry factors i8
and 0c, one can estimate the coalescence strength a.,

, = aOy, [2wt(a I3. + b Pc)]2'r (6)

The geometry factors 013 and IOc are associated with the points shown in Figure 2 and
are given in [23] for the various crack geometries.

(c) Two Parameter R-Curve Criterion: The two parameter R-curve criterion

K=KR (7a)
dK/da _> dKR/da (7b)

is satisfied by equating the crack tip stress intensity factor K for each stress level to the
resistance curve. Crack instability occurs when the rate of change of applied stress
intensity (dK/da) equals the rate of change of resistance curve (dKR/da).

In Figure 3, the a curve represents the variation of K with the crack length for a
fixed value of the applied stress a and accounts for the effect of adjacent (growing)
cracks when necessary. The relationship between the crack size and the stress
intensity factor is
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a = 1/7[ (K/,a pB)2 (8)

The R curve is obtained by varying the applied stress a for a fixed value of W. The
power-law relationship between the resistance stress intensity and increment in crack
size is obtained from a curve-fit of the CTOA analytical data.

KR = C (Aa)M (9)

The material properties C and n are given Table 2.

The intersection point in Figure 3 is obtained by iterating on Aa to maintain
equality between K and KR until Eq. 7b (the dual criterion) is satisfied. The value of the
final crack length af in terms of initial crack size a1 and crack growth increment Aa is

af= a. + Aa. (10)

The expression for the residual strength is given by,

cya = K/(09e 4nf) (11)

INFLUENCE OF CRACK SIZE

Figure 4 presents the variation of residual strength level as a function of crack
size for two extremely different crack geometries. These results are based on the Irwin
fracture hypothesis and assume a plane stress fracture toughness (K1) of 60 ksi/in. In
the figure, the link-up process for the infinite collinear array of cracks (with d=1) is
shown to reduce the residual strength drastically when compared to the residual
strength of a single crack of the same size. Note that comparisons are only valid for
strength levels below the yield strength and that when the crack size in the periodic
array is 0.5 inch, the cracks are linked. For the periodic array configuration, when the
cracks coalesce, the structure fails, so the coalescence strength is equal to the residual
strength.

Figure 5 compares the coalescence strength behavior for all multiple crack
geometries where the distance between cracks is d (= 1 inch). The curves for single
and infinite collinear crack configurations were taken from Figure 4. In Figure 5, the
points on the curves associated with the two and three collinear crack geometries are
based on constant values of the uncracked ligament parameter wo. These curves
represent ratios between the crack sizes (a/b) that range from 1 to 10. For a/b = 1, the
crack sizes are all equal, and for the two and three collinear crack curves, the (a/b = 1)
points are located on the left.
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In Figure 5, the coalescence strength level for any number (> 2) of equal size
collinear cracks, is bounded between the two equal collinear cracks and the infinite
collinear crack configuration. For values of o > 0.1 inch, the coalescence strength
decreases with increase in a/b ratio and for values of w < 0.1 inch, the coalescence
strength remains essencially constant. The interaction between a long crack and a
short crack in terms of the coalescence strength levels (increase/decrease) is decided
by the value of the size of the uncracked ligament wo.

The importance of physical crack size in explaining the link-up of a short crack
with the long crack has been addressed previously [17,18]. Our analyses (see Figure
5) show that the distance co between the adjacent crack tips is a more important
variable than the physical size of the individual cracks as the cracks approach each
other.

INFLUENCE OF THE LONGEST CRACK SIZE

In this subsection, the shorter crack size b in the two and three crack
configurations is kept fixed (--0.25 inch) and the larger crack size a is varied for several
fixed values of wo. The analytical results are based on Irwin fracture hypothesis, taking
K, = 60 ksilin. The coalescence strength, ca,,, is associated with the stress intensity
factor at location B, the tip of the longest crack in the multi-crack system.

Two Crack Configuration

Figure 6 presents the ratio of the coalescence strength (as) to the strength level
(arA) associated with extending crack tip A for a two crack configuration. The following
observations are made from Figure 6 with regard to the strength ratios plotted which
describe the relative strength levels required to extend the cracks at positions A, B, and
D. Before crack coalescence, the strength ratio level (aA or aq) required to extend the
tips of the longest crack is not affected by increasing the crack size a > 1 inch.

The ratio between the coalescence strength and the residual strength at location
A (a/aA) is greater than the ratio between the coalescence strength and the residual
strength at location D (ag/orD) (see Figure 7); and, the strength, a0 , is higher than the
strengths qA or a8 . This dictates that the critical location for crack link-up or failure is at
location B (as<aA<aro), as indicated in Table 3. Increasing the long crack size, a, for a
fixed short crack size, b, the residual strength a0 remains fairly constant, but the
strength ratio (aB/A or caw/a0) levels is a function of uncracked ligament size ew. The
decreasing effect of wo decreases the strength ratio, awaA, because the coalescence
strength decreases by 40 to 50% of the strength corresponding to the crack tip at
location A. This shows that wo is the parameter which establishes the strength ratio.

During coalescence the crack tips B and C merge. The residual strength 'A after
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coalescence is now a square root function of the crack spacing d. Figure 8 describes
the ratio of coalescence strength to the residual strength after crack link-up. The figure
shows that for 0.05 < o) < 0.5, the residual strength aA after coalescence for a = 8 inch
is approximately 13% higher than for a = 1 inch. When as (before)/aA(after) > 1,
complete fracture of the plate occurs after coalescence. However, for c0 < 0.1 inch and
for any values of a > 6 inch the strength ratio, q9 (before)/aA(after), remains fairly
constant. This means that increasing (or decreasing) the value of co by 15%, the value
of the crack size a must be decreased by 1% to make the strength ratio, aB (before)/
aA(after), remain constant. This analysis shows that the size of the long crack a does
not significantly influence the decrease in the coalescence strength a.. If co < 0.1 inch,
then after coalescence, the crack will not extend to failure. However, if co > 0.1 inch,
coalescence leads to catastrophic failure.

Figure 9, illustrates the effect of the largest crack size on the residual strength
ratio (before/after) for crack tip A. When a short crack is interacting with another short
crack, the reduction in the residual strength is much greater than a long crack
interacting with a short crack. For example, the strength before coalescence is
approximately 1% higher than that after coalescence for a > 10 inch.

Three Crack Configuration

Analyses similar to the above are accomplished for the three crack configuration.
In Figure 10, the coalescence strength, ac,, is associated with the stress intensity factor
at locations A and B, the tip on either side of the longest crack in a three crack system
(see Figure 1 d). The following observations are made from Figure 10 with regard to the
strength ratios plotted which describe the relative strength levels required to extend the
cracks at positions B, and D. Before crack coalescence, the strength levels (aA or a.)

required to extend the tips of the longest crack and the strength level required to extend
the crack tip D (a.) are not affected by increasing the crack size for a > 2 inch. The
ratio between the coalescence strength and the residual strength at location D (081/aD) is
greater than the ratio between the coalescence strengths at location B or C; and, the
strength, a., is higher than the strengths as or ac. This dictates that the critical location
for crack link-up or failure is at location B (arB=A <ac <aro), as indicated in Table 3.

During coalescence the crack tips B and C merge. The residual strength, aO, is
now a square root function of d+b. Note that the residual strength, a., before and after
coalescence remain fairly constant for a > 3 inch, where as the residual strength, aD,
after coalescence shows a strong decreasing dependence on the periodic spacing
parameter d. Because of this the strength ratio, aE/a0 , is an increasing function of crack
size a for (o < 0.5 inch, shown in Figure 10. Also, from Figure 11, the residual strength,
a,), before coalescence is approximately 10% higher than after coalescence for a > 10
inch.
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Summary

Before crack coalescence (refer to Figures 7 and 10), the residual strength at the
crack tip B (q,,) is not affected by increasing the largest crack size a > 3 inch. Figures 9
and 12 infers that the coalescence strength is a function of the number of cracks that
are present and does not depend on the crack size a or the spacing (a > 3 inch), but
shows a strong dependence on the value of the uncracked ligament size Co. For a large
number of collinear cracks, the total failure of the structure will be immediate following
crack link-up.

INFLUENCE OF FRACTURE CRITERIA AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The residual strength levels associated with crack coalescence for infinite
collinear cracks, shown in Figure 13 are calculated and compared as a function of three
different fracture criteria: (a) Irwin fracture hypothesis, (b) Swift plastic zone interaction
model and (c) R-Curve analysis. The lower bound for the residual strength is decided
by the Irwin fracture hypothesis or two parameter R-curve criterion for large values of
the uncracked ligament, Co. As two crack tips approach each other, the dominant
criterion becomes the Swift plastic zone interaction criterion.

In Irwin's model, decreasing the fracture toughness from 60 kshin to 30 ksi'in
decreases the residual strength by half as shown in Figure 14. In the Swift plastic zone
interaction model, the yield strength influences the crack coalescence which is shown in
Figure 15. Comparing Figures 14 and 15, the effect of fracture toughness on the
residual strength and the crack coalescence is more severe than the yield strength of
the material.

The residual strength levels associated with crack coalescence for the two crack
configuration are calculated and compared as a function of three different fracture
criterion in Figures 16 and 17. In Figure 16, as two adjacent crack tips approach each
other, the dominant criterion is based on R-curve analysis as compared to Irwin's
fracture hypothesis. Similarly, in Figure 17, as two adjacent crack tips approach each
other, the dominant criterion is the Swift plastic zone interaction criterion as compared
to the R-curve analysis criterion. A summary of the above results are given in Table 3.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) For nearby cracks, the crack coalescence strength is largely independent of the
largest crack size and its ratio to the crack with which it coalesces.

(2) By adding a small crack (2b = 0.5 inch) ahead of a larger crack of size 2a, the
reduction in the residual strength is greater than 10% for a < 2 inch, and the reduction
in the residual strength is less than 5% for a > 10 inch.

(3) The potential exists for immediate failure after coalescence occurs.
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(4) The effect of variation in fracture toughness on crack coalescence and residual
strength levels is more severe than that of the yield strength of the material.

(5) The lower bound for the residual strength is decided by fracture toughness or R-
curve criterion for large values of the uncracked ligament, (o. As the value of 0)

approaches zero, the plastic zone criterion dominates.

(6) The observations for crack coalescence using three fracture criteria (a) Irwin fracture
hypothesis, (b) Swift plastic zone interaction model and (c) two parameter R-curve
analysis imply that crack coalescence is most heavily influenced by the distance 0
between the adjacent crack tips.
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Table 1. Geometric Parameters for Different Crack Confi gurations

Crack System Figure Critical (0 d a/b a b
1 location (inch) (inch) (inch) (inch)

for
failure

Periodic array a A = B 0.05 1 1 0-+0.5 0-+0.5
of Collinear 0.10
Cracks 0.25

0.50
Single Crack b A=B -- - 0-+0.5

Two Collinear 0.05 1 1-M10 0-+0.5 0-+0.05
Cracks 0.10

c B 0.25 1-+50 ** 0--48 0.25
0.50

Three 0.05 1 1-+10 0-+0.5 0-+0.05
Collinear 0.10 ----.-
Cracks d B 0.25 1 -+50 ** 0-.48 0.25

- - 1 0.50
** a/b ratio is not a variable
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Table 2. Miterlal Propertles
Properties Simulated 2024-T3 Aluminum

Yield Strength, a,. 60-:t10 (ksi)
Plane Strain Fracture Toughness, K14 30 (ksNin)
Plane Stress Fracture Toughness,K, 60 (ksi/in)
Resistance Curve,KR 124 (Aa)0° 4 (ksi/in)
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Table 3. A Summary of Critical Crack Location and Coalescence Stranh
Crack Critical Next most
System crack tip critical crack Residual

Figure location for tip location Remarks strength
1 link-up for residual levels

strength

Infinite a A = B -- Coalesce Lower
Series of strength < Bound
Cracks Residual

strength
Single b A = B No coales- Upper
Crack cence Bound
Two B A Coalesce refer
Collinear c for a > b for a > b strength 5 remarks
Cracks Residual

strength
for (o:5 0.1
inch

Three B D Coalesce refer
Collinear d for a > b for a > b strength < remarks
Cracks Residual

strength
for o o: 0.1
inch
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Figure 4. Comparison of residual strength levels between infinite collinear cracks
and single crack in an infinite sheet based on critical stress intensity
factor criterion.
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Figure 5. Comparision of residual strength levels among (a) single crack,
(b) two collinear cracks, (c) three collinear cracks and (d) infinite
collinear cracks, in an infinite sheet based on critical stress
intensity factor criterion.
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Figure 6. Ratio of strength levels for extending crack tips B and A before
coalescence in two collinear crack configuration in an infinite sheet.
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Figure 7. Ratio of strength levels for extending crack tips B and D before
coalescence in two collinear crack configuration in an infinite sheet
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Figure 8. Effect of largest crack size a •n coalescence strength at crack tip B
in two collinear crack configuration in an infinite sheet.
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Figure 9. Effect of the largest crack size a on coalescence strength ratio
(after/before) at crack tip A in two collinear crack configuration
in an infinite sheet.
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Figure 10. Ratio of strength levels for extending crack tips B and D before
coalescence in three collinear crack configuration in an infinite sheet.
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Figure I1. Effect of the largest crack size a on coalescence strength at crack tip B
in three collinear crack configuration in an infinite sheet.
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Figure 12. Effect of the largest -rack size a on coalescence strength ratio
(after/before) at crack tip A in three collinear crack configuration
in an infinite sheet.
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Figure 13. Effect of fracture criteria on the residual strength level in an infinite
collinear cracks configuration.
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Figure 14. Effect of fracture toughness level on residual strength level in
an infinite collinear cracks configuration.
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Figure 15. Effect of yield strength level on residual strength level in an infinite
collinear cracks configuration.
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Figure 16. Comparison between R-curve and stress intensity factor criteria
to identify the lower bound for the residual strength level in the
two collinear crack configuration.
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Figure 17. Comparison between R-curve and Swift plastic zone criteria to identify
the lower bound for the residual strength level in two collinear crack
configuration.
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FOR THE AIR FORCE

Sqads. Leader Chris J Nebuts Royal Air Force
Wright Laboratory

Wright Pattersns AFB OH 45433-7251

DITRODUCIION

The faclitaiesi the Air Force for engine life measurement and diagnostics lag the capabilities of current
technology. Tim emphasis is stil on data capture during flight with analysis sad diagnosis being carried out after-
tth-fact. However, wooa advances in neural network technology and artificial intelligence provides the
opporumaity to significantly enanmce trending and diagnostic facilities including the on-board real-time analysis of
defta. Similarly, engine life praictiam, using probabilistic analysis will become more sophisticated and hopefully
more accuraft but life usage assawwa is still cesntrd on Total Accumulated Cycles (TAC) which, whilst
better than nmning houos, only accounts for low cycle fatigue (LC:F) considemations and does not directly allow for

thermal or vibirstionary (HCF) eflects. With the arrival of 2-level maintenance and the drive for technolog which
impacts reliability snd maintainability, the opportunity now exists to seek significant enhancements to current

engine trend analysis and diagnostic capabilities. Prompt and correct diagnosis will have great financial and
manpower savings and increase fleet availabilitr, mot accurate life messurement will increase engine fife usage
with a significant financial saving. This paper outlines a direction of developmental effort and the challenge
presented to engine designers to achieve Wh goaks outlined and thus provide a major impact on engine
management and maintenance in the future.

,F .CURR]UNT SYSTEMS AND TERSHORTCOMINGS

These have been a plethora of engine data recording system in use in the Air Force for many years. A
salection of the sysoen in use on some of the carrent aircraft are shtown in figure 1. The most widespread is the
Coimpmehensive Engine Management System (CEMS). All these systems were founded on the premise of data
collection during flighit so that the information could be downloaded after fligh and analyzed by a desk-top
computer. Analysis consisted of trend plotting Ath data so that a historical record of various paramreters was
compiled. Output in graphical or tabular format enabled maintenance personnel or fleet managers to notice trends

mreF easily or to call up and examine the trend if some engine system hfaut was detected on the aircrfL Figure 2
shows the typical flow and analysis of captured data and the interfaces involved. Whilst these management
systems were modern, futuristic even, at their outset they are now dated and technological advances have fast
oulpaced any in-service enanmcements to these systems.

93MMAlerft Aron eodu SsmT dine D Ler

FGOo F-16CID EMSIDEEC CEMS IVICEDS
Rol1 B-lB Cm1 EDOF/CEMJS IV
Floe KC-135R TEMtS CEMtS IV
Pilo F-16C/D ENIS/DEC OSS/CEM[S IV
P117 C-17A EMS CEtS IV
T730 H-F/1Ill TEMS CEMS IV
IF 34 A-10 TEMtS CEMtS IV
17 39 c-s MADARS MADARS/GPS/CDB

Figure 1. Engine Recording and Trending Systems
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EMS a Engine M loin System. DEC u Digital Engine Control. TEMS a Turbine Engine Monitoring System.
DEC DigWit Electronic Engine Control. CEDS a Comprhensive Engine Diagnosi System

Crl - Centrqinlpaled Wes System. MADARS - Malfunction Detection Analysis and Recording System
EDGE F 4 Diagnostic Ground EnvironmeaL GPS/CDB - Ground Processing System,/ Cental Data Bawe
CE'Comprehensive Engine WMaagement System. 055 Ground Station Software.

ý I CAMS

IWNT TTC
DATA UPDATES f

CFP

TEMS CEMS ITT __ ES
Gou DATA~

ICEMS IVL OIL AN4ALYSIS

OAP DATA

Fgprt 2. Current hMoitoring Systems Require Several Interfaces.

The first shortcoming of current monitoring system is their labor intensity. Maintenance crews still need
to minimally donlod the dA-- -1 the end of every sortie. Frustrating configration problem. between aircraft and
downloadizng device can prevent data being satisfactorily downloaded or, at worst, came the data to be lost
altogether. For instance, on B-1 aircraft, changes to the CIS processor over timre have caused hardware
cOmpatibility problem.; thus, depending on the modification level of the aircraft, downloading switches need to be
Set ins aSpecific configuration otherwise the downloaded data is scrambled. When retrieved from the aircraft, the
data has then t0 be loade into a desk top computer and the historical records for each engine updated. lte
minintenan personnel then need the time, inclination and expertise to stuy the analyzed data be it to

ca *mciniously monitor the health of the engines Or to specifically dispose a fault, detected perhaps by the pilot
during the sortie- he monioring system may present am obvious trend or pattern to the viewer bet it does not
offer a diagnosis to correct the trend. To determine the reason for the trend requires a thorough understanding not
Only Of the Other parameters and their interconnection with each other but also of the monitoring system being
operaed. Mobility of military personnel, the different monitoring system. operated for different engine types
within the Air force, inanfracient engine health monitoring training courses or time to attend them and the variety
Of IArdwAreto download or process engine data all conspire to make the day to day operation of the current enoin
trend monitoring and analysis system. tedious and user unfriendly. Therefore when times are busy on the fligh
line Or the hardware is incompatible or mot available, data downloading and/or analysis is likely to be side stepped.
Historically, data capture is easy, by contrast, manipulation and analysis of the captured data is an altogether more
skillful discipline.

Soume of the difficlties mentioned above lead to another serious shortcoming of current system.. if
historical data is incomplete, then plowt of trends will be like a jipaw with missing pieces; thus, any attempt to
analyze and dispose faults from the incomplete picture is likely to be more difficult and less accurate. Human
confidence in the monitoring facility and the desire to use it for its intended purpose are also likely to diminish.
Net, there are discermiability shortcomninp. lFirstly, the recrded parameters tend to be a maximum or mi~nimm
value achieved Or a snapshot at take off or cruise during the sortie rather than a profile of the parameter throughout
the particular sortie. Again this information, while useful, is of limited value for after the fact diPagnsi.
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Secodlythe ecoding system takes so account of how the reourded values for the various parameters were
attained. Fat Minatce, if the turbine temperature for the soffte was at its highest during the take off run, then that
is W9t unsl but we do not know if the airplane performed a acranmble start on a cold winatets day and waa
airborne within 6 minutes of start up or, conversely, was eventually airborne on a hot summer's day some 30
aliflins Af tertaw up. Clearly, however, the thermal &hock to the turbine and its life usage for these 2 scenarios is
going to be signiflcantly different.

Finally. the uno of beank to dispose engine faults is slow and is thus potentially costly in delayed
eminlesen. The example shown in figurts 3 and 4 illustrate the merits and limitatiou of current monitoring

systems. Between Jun and Sep 92, a MSgi at McDilI AFB noticed that a particular Fl 10-GE- 00 engine (ser no
50925) Snder hW custody ha moved in the Turbine Blade Temperature leagpt from fth position so 1st place (rig
an 3). Moreover, its temperature was well ahead of the engine is the no. 2 position. The MSg1 therefore
iniusbped thi tead by calling up a mlid plot of 4 treads (figur 4). 1he plots confirmed that turbine blade
temperatur (DT4B) had been increasing over the last 150 boors of engine operation; additionally, the engine
opleating liea (DPIHLPC~r a Fued Flow/P3) showed an upward (adverse) trend and the fan speed (DNF) treed was
downward. Finaly, Compmesmo outlet pressure (DPS3) had undergone an upward trend. The 4 trends were all
base on dat collected at high power aettingi (>85%) &and certainly showed tha something was going on inside
the engne The MSgt called for a boroscope of the turbine sand dicovered one turbine blade burn with leading
edge melting and some shroud/nowzze damage. The turbine was sot due a routine boroscope for another 127 hours
so clearly the actions called for by the bMgt prevented further engine damage or possible in flight failure. To
reoch this cm-lusion, the MSgt had the interest and therefore the time to watch over his fleet of engines by using
the RANK fL-.iou within CEMS IV (figure 3). He then had the drive to study other trend data and the expertise
to knowwhat combiestioa of trend date to call upsod compare. FRnally,be had the confidencetInccog for.a
boroscope inspection even though his decisio was met with some reluctance by the maintenance crews. The data
pMResntd suffpst that the temperature climb had been significant over the last 50 engine operating bourn. This
expose the slowness and *dormancy 'of current t~ ,ailoring systems. Whilst alarms activate for more serious or
signal lant trend changes, the intervention in this case was toally humana dependent. He has to ask himself
questiona such asm When is a tread established? When is the trend significant enough to do something about it?
What is causing'the trend. Moreover, what guidelines are there to assist in diagnosis? Tech Orders have tended to
be void of limits and exceedences and so positive guidelines as to what remedial action to take in the event of an
adventetrend have not been available to maintenance crews. While fleet managers have, of late, been trying to
publish such guidelines, this shortcoming has contributed to the non enthusiastic use of current trending systens
and has limited their effectiveness.

18/14/92 09:57 RANK XYTC
MANE: iUMI UNITS: =f~f LIMIT: amll3
MIN : -48.26 MlAX : 144.02 AVG : 38.84

208 .8

18.0

-58.8

5 55 55 55 S55 55 55 5 5555 5 55 55 5 555 55 55 555
8 8 8 4 8 8 8 0 8 4 4 8 8 88 8 8 8 4 8 8 8 8 0 4 0i 0 8 8 4 8 8 8

584 1605047580254131652649591555 182
8 57 20 3 625 21 9 8 49 41 21 4 73 4 8 4880a1 90 91

igRem 3. The CDAS IV RANK Function Lists Engines in Descending Turbine Blade Temperature
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FIpur 4. C345 IV Provides the Trends, but Deciding Which Ones to Compare Requires Sueitee.

WH0ViY A CHANGE BS TIMLY AND NECESSARY

Whil attractive reasons can almost always be fabricased to support a champe or inaproveanent, it is sensing
the meal value or depth of the proposal which is usually the decisive factor. In the case of evngn data mcode. and
tw' isyznY itis vundisputed that their capabilities, for whatever meason, have not been significantly upgraded
timce inception. It might be that theme has not been sufficient priority to warrF t a Chansc or that no-one bas had
the desire to pumse identified enhancements. In 1993, however, there ane a seA of circumstances prevailing which
create, and arguably forme the cue for wholesale changes in this field.

Possibly the greatest chanap rippling through all tiers of the Air Force at the moment is the introduction
of 2 leve maintenance. M&i concept is, to imost pepe awesome; and extremely courageous. Many do not know
the underlying rational for its introduction, but whatever reasons are cited, 2 level maintenance is here to sty for
the foreseeable future. For the past 30 yeam, engines have beeni designed with 3 level maintenance in mind; now
engine maunfcturera are going to have to optimiz* designs for 2 levels, only. perhaps split half coqmmreso

ainswill become a thing of the past. Similarly, the way the engine is handled and maintained on the flight line
will need to undergo radical and expeditious rethought. Removal of an engine is now an expensive activity
became, by definition, the engin will trassit to a depot some thumands of miles away and be out of productive
service for longer than hitherto. Therefore, there is a Smeate priority on minmizicng engine removals.
Consequently we require more reliable engines. That has always been a priority but, without attendant increases in
diagnostic reliability, then greater ruggedness and endurance of engines is of limited value. Therefore, efforts now
need to be concentrated on ensuring that when an installed engine develops a hfaut then it is correctly diagnosed
and only removed if really necessary. The merits uf 2 level maintenance will then be maximized.

Secondly, changps in the world in the last 5 years have necesstated the nmost significant downsizing of the
Air Forme for over 45 years. Coupled with this major change is the consbant efficiency drive to do more with less.
The effects of these 2 facto will be reduced manpower and trimmed manning levels On the operating base*, the
withdrawal of the Intermediate level of maintenance will create a double los in that, as well as more stringent
umanaing levels, on-hand expertise will decline sharply. Shortages of time, inclination and expertise already tend
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to coatribute to i tomplet data capture, monitoring and analysis; these 3 factors can only increase with reduced
massaig and lss os-hand support.

Nedt, in the cycle of technological evolution of any product, there tends to be a period of technology
advancement followed by a period of consolidation. Carnedy the Research and Development efforts for gas-
turbine engine is focused on an extensive enhancement of propulsive capability. Known as the Integrated High
Pa bimae Tuiane Engine Technology Initiative (IHFIET) the goal is to double thrust to weight ratios in the
next 10 years. Thugbh IHT0, gas turbine engines in the 21st Century will:

a. Run at moch higher temperatures while using less cooling &ir.
b. Operate at higher tip speeds.
c. UtU an amsy of new materials.
d. Incorporate significant changes in design philosophy.

Once this IHPTKT lechnology is in productive service, them will follow a period during which the youthful

techaolog and philosophies will be consolidated and optimized because, while IHPFET is focused on

perfoutance, reliability is indisputably of equal rank. Preparation for that period of consolidation needs to tart

nw so that by identiyng the likely requirements and developing them so that they are available when the time

comes for their implementation. Efforts to develop non intrusive sensors' such as thermo phosphors for turbine
netal temperature measurement, embedded fiber optic senors for detecting nonfinearitics within composite

stucuraes and blade tip deflectioa susom are being actively punred to meet the post technology introduction
requirements. The challenge in this respect is to sense more parameters than hitherto but with minimum or zero

increases in intrveion, weight addition and system complexity. The success of these efforts have a direct read

across to any health monitoring and life measurement initiatives and it is likely that, within the next 10 years, we

will have direct access to an additional suite of operating parameters which have always previously eluded us. The

anticipated advances in parameter sensing will only improve the comprehenmiveneas and value of engine health

monitoring in the future. Part of the IHPTET program is to design and life engine rotating components on a more

scientift baseli•e tan hitherto. Probabilistica is in use for many civil engineering constructions and the concept

can, we believe, be satisfactorily transitioned to gas turbine engines thus extracting moer of the safe useful life from

major assemblies than has been enjoyed hitherto. Alternatively, the concept can be used to remove some of the

conservatism bubt in to the robustness of, for example, turbine disks so that weight savings as opposed to life

increases an aheved. 7e concept is depicted in Fig. 5. Probabilistics will hopefully be the design cornertone of

futme gas turbine engines but, unless them is a life measurement tool which reflects probabilistic principles and

can measue life consumption as sophisticatedly and as realistically as the design algocithm predicts design life,

then the value of this major step forward in engine design philosophy will be markedly diminished.

II
P-=7.11/100,000I

W=-" 132

SPIED RPM FNuAM 5 IR u'ITYW6 IS MWI~ (IN FOUNCOS)
TAIM•TPfa /'1000

Rpm S. Prob•bilistica will Optimize Design with Wfe yet still Maintain Current Safety Levels
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Fmlasy, there is the underlying bedrock factor of punnuing technological advancements and inmprovements.
In She heeak monitoring and structural integrity fields for rotating gas turbine components, the Air Force has been
active in trying to extract the maxinu operational life from engines without jeopardizing safety. We have
advanced from retiring a component because it has reached a safe life threshold to the 'Retirement For Causes
(RFC) concept which reissuces components it after reaching a threshold life, they are inspected and found to be
defect freet. Additiloaly, 'Damage Tokanscem recognizes that not all cracks are bad and that some materials can
operate satisfactorily end safely with flaws present. Good though these concepts are they still rey on regular
inspections of essentially serviceable components. T1he vast majority of disks returned to ALC& for inspection,
under RFC are found to be fit for reissue without any rework or ritispection. Figure 6 shows a typical breakdown
Of a lrge Sample sine over a period of 5 you;s.

Agm .

ams
MUf

Im.. PU :U

- a

INS.

am.a

to aa o b 66 U, V

Figur 6. Most Conponents Inspected under RFC Philosophy are Re-released'

Becus the nuintenanc effort and cost involved to inspect engine disks, the vast majority of which are defect
free, we now need to build on the foundation that Damage Tolerance sand RFC provide and focus on reducing the
number of compionents whkih, with hindsighs we unnecessarily remove from service and inspect.

ENGINE HEALTH MONITORING IN THE FUTURE

Having; identified the limitations with the curren data recoding and trending systeus, the challenge is to
produce a faultless replaceuren& Fortunately recent technological advancements will contribute greatly to the
desired aim, Additionally, fundamental change to data collection methods is not envisaged; ionsad the focus
would be directed to how collected data is manipulated sand analyze.

Data capture in not generally a problem. Seasors are widely distributed on engines and if a particular
paameter canno be sensed, then it can usually be calculated from other sense data. While there is a move, as
discussed earlier to introduce new secor Itchnology, there is a counter move, in the interests of system simplicity
and weight reduction, to rmove seaon that are no absolutely necssary to engine operation or flight safety, the

advent of model based concepts, for eginse control also support this move. whichever way engine operatiall data is
aiminatd sense or Calculated, there will continue to be a strong requirement for such data in the future. Engine
operating values will play a fundlamental and dual role in future engine life monitoring and diagnostic capabilities.
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ed-s mom..oring of the pfisoem in flight will piovide dh amsanc 10 sircW and mhitmen
crows that the enume is operating as advertised. If one or mw parmmeters ar not within acceptable limits with
respect to the other pammes the a futume on board system will begin to 'hunt for the reason by direct
cempatuo- with all the asmnd date available. If the parmeter aa flisht asfety critical, then the pilot will receive a
warming In the cockpit in the asme way as occrs currently. The diferece would be that the appment fault will
have been 'checked out fiat to ascerin its pmnineneas before aiering the pilot. Thus for the firt time, full on-
board diagnosis would be taking place.

For minor or 'rouie' faults the diaposer will start to ddet the reason for the fault. Using neural
nemlb, the system will nepm "in eharmonos' pterus and will know what the value of each of the aemed
poaimeher should be for the giren fllO conditiom. It will thus find the -odd one oute and then try to deteroe
**y it is the odd pounder. For instance, an incorrect hot end temperature signal could signify a real fault or it
could be spurious becamse of a semor poblem. Ift is real, then either fuel flow delivery is incorrect for the air
meis flow being deliveed mthroug the engine, or as air bleed valve is open wrin it shoul be de.
Altermatvely, if the scmr has adopted a shift or a short circuit then all the other paramete should be in harmony
with each odhr. In the latter scenrio, the disposer could quickly dispose a faulty thermocouple or pyrometer
aid then cancel any overtemnperture caption illuminated in the cockpit and thus avoid unnecessary mission ahort
or diverio poceduums. Finally, there ar performsce itrends which cam reveal incipient faults or just very slow
perobrnmmie degamdaion. For such circumstances, the neural nets would be given threshold values for the
parameters being monitored so that a dispostic function would be trigpg d off ifa parameter, widh reapect a
ate asmocisaadpeermera, was detected as being out of limits. In this case, analysis and disposm of tends
would be taking place with better visibility of aD the relevant information than can be achieved with current
system and the output would be prompter.

Them have ben many initiatives within the USA to produce on-board diasnostic reasoners using neuerl
setwoaas witk efforts especially focused on the main engine of the NASA Space Shuttle.4" Additionally, models
to determine actual cnine condition in flight by estimating component performance deviations from a refemnce
model ora predixt model have ban denmmstrated Unfortunately, and despite positive results from these
initiatives, nook df them has been progressed further for military application.

7k s-m data currently captured in flight for in flight monitoring and diagnosis could also be used for
li measumenmi. romedy, engine life is mesused somewhat crudely by counting throttle excursions in flight.
Enogine suat up and shut down is deemed to be one cycle and excursions during flight between idle rpm and m-x
rpim ar various ftactious of a cycle depending on the rpm man excumioned. This technique of measuring low
cycle fatipge (LZ is known as the Total Accumulated Cycle (TAC) and replaced the even mor basic life
meaurmenet of engine raning hourm. In the current day, it is generally accepted that LCF measurement does not
depict the full picture and whilst allowances for other life influencing parameters such as vibration (high cycle
fatige) and tempertme an made in TAC counts and design lives, the approximations am too approximate and
probably too conservative. In the current day we could take a step closer to measuring life consumption -
accurately, -n representatively and in real-time. To measure life usage as it is consumed in flight will require a

e damage accumulation algorithm. The complexity of this task makes it extremely challenging but
it should neverheles be undertaken.

Evne desiners and sum engineer already undentand as each as possible the properties and
charcterizatioms of the material chosen for a given gs turbine engine component. Additionally, they know the
enviromment that the material will be exposed to during its life. Based on this dats, they are obligated to define a
release to Service or design life for the component. Significant conservatism is afforded to the quoted figum
because they know that each individual component will, during its service life, experience a different and unique
at of circmstances which will not be recorded nor attributed to the component. Figure 7 shows the reality of two
engines flying on the same sortie in formation but it is clear that the difference in engine life will be significantly
differeat. Became these differences have not been measurable in the put, each component is deemed to experienea
a tatndard, averme, typical life which has been previously defined. However, the resulting conservatism
introduced in order to preserve safety acros the fleet of components could be significantly reduced if the life of
each component was individually trucked and recorded. With the existing knowledge base, and the technology
now available, creation of an expert system to measure life as it is consumed should be achievable. The sensitivity
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of the malarial to tenqieratuze changesneedis to be defined as a comparison to a base reference. For instasme if the
material lenaperntse as SOP gmster hAn the base refereace, then what is the penalty on life wsasp? If the naterial
xeruerene a sudden temperature swap then how robust as it to the rate of champ of temperature experienced mad

over the time period? Much of this informiation is known but is probably not in a usable format for algorithmic
purposes It has to be knows for engine designers to be able predict and design for amrqvuird or declared
opeational life. Indeed, mansy efforis have bees made and papers written covering this philosophy but few have
bees directed at military gas turbine engines. Previous effWdort ht have focused on miit ary applications do not
appear to have been progressed. One particular study'2 some 13 years ago devised a Life Utimiation Criteria
Identification in Design (LUCID) progr am which quanifie the trade offs between life and perofomance is pas
Witubn engione. The study was predicated on the belief that life limited parts have failure modes resulting from
long-ter exposure to the entire map of normal operating events and that creep, erosion and LCF with slow crack
growth ideally occr after many yearn of operation. The instal~led life capability, in ters of total operatingl bosm,
of lif limiting parw is dependent on utilization. The cyctic lives of fatigue limited parts ame determinzed by the
number and nuguiadek of stress cycles wherea the lives of creepterosioa limited parts anre i ed by time at a
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Design arid Developmenit F-IS Field

Mission Ron T"ime 4,00 ,0

Maejor Cycles (Shut-off to intermediate and Above) 3,530 2,3M

Partial Cycles (Idle to Intermediate *ad Above) 0 21,630

Ag nedCycles 2,970 15,200

Superonic Time, (hours) 10 35

Aruendtim, (hours) 106 104

Total Time at Intrmediatc to Maximses Power, (bouom) 1,050 472

Figure S. Engine Usage can Vary Greatly from that Originally Expected'

'Th UK is particularly active in ptning real-tae lif coinsumption. The Engine Usage Condition, and
Maintenance Management System (EUCAMIS) was established by the RAF in 1974 with additional members
drawn fboa the Navy, Army, the Ddefae Research Agency (DRA), engine manufactuemis cand the Procurement
Ezocutive Branch of the Mfinistry of Defense (MOD PE). 71e ainm of the system were threefold:

a. To promote use of new and existing health and wsage monitoring techakques as broadly as possible
asewn all 3 Armed Services wherever there was a perceived cost beneft or operational advantage.
b, To samu thot the equipmetso demnonstrated were compatible with the overall servicing and
mmena~ien policies of the user services.
c. To mist project offices in deciding which equipments or fanctions are appropriate to their particular

Under this uamilell, 4 workting gin -s areesitablished:
a. MU Focus, on algerithms for monitoring fatigue consumption.

b. Mchmacal~ndwfon.Vibration, oil, Sa path aspects.
c. Ecfanu Trending, thrust monitoring.
d. M ~flJImn ~h Determine date needed and standardizing methods of

I& the pursnucen of optimizing component life usage, the UK has 2 objectives. Fiat, they aim to reduce the cost of
oWnsi thouhumimbeig the take up of available component safe life and mrinimizing the number of

smhdldrmiovals and repairs. Second, they aim to ensure that, as new mateial and advanced component
design enter service, sufflicient data is gathered to eusure safety standards are maintained.
To achieve these objectives, the approach is to define the Parameters which could lead to component failure, and
develop fatigue accumulation algorithmn to sum the rate at which lives of critical engine components are comsmed
during service =%to. They believe thnt this can only be done if the entire fleet is monitored; samples destroy the
intended benetit becaus an assumption that the weakest component in the fleet is not being monitored would
otherwise have to be made. The variability in material properties in the fleet is a life prediction problem which
concepts such as probabilistics would, it is hoped, accurately incorporate. A particular application of the We~
focu on life consumption is the Harrier Informuation Management System (HIMS)13 which stemnmed from the
desire to measure life baued on LCF, Thermal Fatigue and Creep Counas. While the calculations are not performed
On board, the system is nevertheless a step forward to meiasuring and recording Mmor parameters which influence
life than hitherto. The results are fed back to design assumptions, so that declared component lives can be adjusted
as necessary, The system is therefore deriving a more representative end accurate measurement of life
consumption which can only give aircrew, and fleet managers more confidence whilst at the same time making
better use of the lifed components HIM has revealed some interesting facts:
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a. 18% of all start-upsinms ane for groutnd rmasrd
b. Tie-down russ commavs life at the samne rate AS flying bouts (thee tuOO welt unmonitore ane the
traditional method).
c. Pilots record, on average, 9% higher hours than the Engine Monitoring Unit tecords (yet the pilot
figure have, in the past been used for lifing records of the whole dirjla as well as it's sub-yslem).
d. MWe Taxi time per sortie averages 20 minutes.
e. The average usage rate for fracture critical componenu s asignificantly different (both Wester sod
smaller) from the rates authorized by the engine .asufactrm/desaignera.
f. Thene is a poor correlation between sortie duration and life consumuption; short duration sorties
consmea life at a Steaste rate than loner length sorties. Additionally, landing and take offs ate mm
significant factors than sortie length.
g, Ithes is a poor correlation betwee sortie profile code as recorded by the pilot and the life comnaned.
(either the piot are hes then, comincitious in selecting the correct sorti code or the codes ane a poor
teprusentatron of the sortie).
h. Payload has an insignificne effec on engine life.

The UK' findings are as relevant to the US Air Forxe as they ane to themselves. They illustrate some of the
massive savings and dhe significant impact that accurate life measurement has on available component life
maintenance effort and life cycle coats. Mie underlying message is that just small usage differences between theory
and actuality magnify into enormous differences when applied across the life of an engine or across a Oflet of

enie.Minimizing the minita discrepancies is therefore the most iqmpoant priority in engin life management.

CONCLUSION
The importance of in flight monitoring of engine operating parameters will increase as quantum leapa in

technology are introduced into the next generation of gas turbine engines. Captured data will not only continue to
asaist statistical Aialysis and understanding of material behavior bet also play a key role in measuring, more
accrately than hitherto, the lie consumption of fracture critical components and will, for the first time, provide a
real-time diag~nostic capability. This increas in importance can be matched by an already improved capability to
meet the future requirement. Having been utilized already in NASA's space shuttle main engine, aneual network
and expert system technology is now sufficiently motur to apply, with confidence, to military aircraft pa-turbine
engians for diagnosing faults, monitoring health and lif measurement.

Current monitoring systems lack the latest technology and, while they capture data for after the fact
maiulto and analysis, they are labor intensive, heavily dependent on human expertise and limited in their

041MuL The current system are also varied in hardware, operation and capabilities and so standardization within
the Air FOR ord across the Armed Services is sorely required. The introduction of two level maintenance and a
whole suite of new technology under IHVIT further strengthen the aijumntso for radical improvements in the
capabilities of healt monitoring.

The meat cost effective and professionally correct approach is to formulate a joint progami which meet
the anticipated requirements of users and pools together expertise from the Government and Indusr. While the
next generation of aircraft will be the primary beneficiary of the technology, existing engine fleets will also benefit
gretly where retrospective embodiment is cost effective. Because reliability and Performance are impossble to
segregat, collaboration under the IHPTE banner is the logical way ahead.
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EFFECT OF PEAK LOADS ON DWELL CRACK GROWTH

IN INCONEL 718 AT 600*C

R.J.H. Wanhill

National Aerospace Laboratory NLR, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

An investigation was made of dwell crack growth, including the effect of peak

loads, in Inconel 718 disc material at 600"C in an air environment. This

investigation is part of the European collaborative project IEPG TA 31:

Lifing Concepts for Military Aero-Engine Components. The intention of this

work was to determine the usefulness of developing crack growth prediction

methods that combine creep and creep crack growth with fatigue crack growth.

It was found that the application of peak loads representative for military

aircraft gas turbine discs strongly inhibits dwell crack growth, even when

peak loads are immediately followed by underloads. From detailed

consideration of this result it is shown that in all probability dwell

cracking will not contribute to service crack growth problems for Inconel 718

at 600"C or less. Furthermore, the balance o: evidence from this and previous

investigations shows that dwell cracking in Inconel 718 occurs under small-

scale yielding conditions at temperatures up to 650"C, is environmentally

controlled and takes place by grain boundary oxidation and fracture. Any

creep deformation in the crack tip region must be limited and may actually

hinder dwell cracking.

In view of these results and their interpretation, it is concluded that it is

not useful to develop crack growth prediction methods combining creep and

creep crack growth with fatigue crack growth for Inconel 718 at 600"C or

less. Nor is it likely that dwell crack growth need be included in life

predictions. This will be checked by fatigue crack growth tests using the

European-developed HOT TURBISTAN load sequence both with and without dwell

periods.
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NOMENCLATURE

a crack length, from load line in Compact Tension (CT)

specimen

a,, at : initial and final crack lengths, from load line in Compact

Tension (CT) specimen

A : constant in the Norton creep law i - Aol

a : crack length/ligament length, a/(W-a)

B : specimen thickness

CO : path-independent time-dependent contour integral

: value of C' at transition in dwell crack growth rate

dependence on C*

da/dt : dwell crack growth rate

(da/dt)T : values of da/dt at transitions in dwell crack growth rate

dependences on K, and C*

E : Young's modulus

EPFM Elastic-Plastic Fracture Mechanics

strain rate

7 :crack length/ligament length parameter that is defined by

- [4a 2 + 4a + 211/2 - 2a - 1

r line contour of a cracked body

hl,h3 :parameters depending only on a/W and n

IEPG Independent European Programme Group

J :path-independent contour integral

K, mode I stress intensity factor

K• :h threshold value of K, for the beginning of dwell crack growth

KIT value of K, at transition in dwell crack growth rate

dependence on K,

LEFM Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics

LVDT Linear Variable Displacement Transducer

m exponent in power law relations between da/dt and K, or C'

M1,=2 hypotransitional and hypertransitional values of m

n exponent in the Norton creep law i - Aoa

nj :outward normal along r
W Poisson's ratio

P, Pd.. 11L, P... load, dwell load, maximum load

PD Potential Drop

r... : maximum extent of the crack tip creep zone in plane strain

rp.7 :maximum extent of the crack tip plastic zone in plane strain
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NOMENCIATURE (continued)

R : stress ratio, arn/acT

Re : linear roughness parameter for fracture surfaces

R.T. : room temperature

s: arc length along r

SNECMA : Societ6 Nationale d'ttude et de Construction de Noteurs

d'Aviation

o, Onax, U mn : stress, maximum stress, minimum stress

Vj : biaxial stress tensor

oy :yield stress, 0.2 % offset

an :tensile strength

t time, testing time

t© :characteristic time for distinguishing between small-scale

yielding and extensive creep: for plane strain this time is

tr - [KIz(l-V2)]/[(n+l)EC*]

tP :oxide passivation time

TA : Technical Area

u1 ,ui : displacement and displacement rate vectors

U,U : strain energy, strain energy rate

v,v : displacement and displacement rate, at load line in Compact

Tension (CT) specimen

Vref : reference potential for the direct current potential drop

(PD) method of crack measurement

W : characterizing width of the Compact Tension (CT) specimen:

also strain energy density

W* : strain energy rate density

x,y : crack tip coordinate system: x parallel to crack growth

direction, y normal to crack surface

XIX2 : depths of oxygen penetration into metal substrate
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1 INTRODUCTION

The NIX is one of eight participants in the Independent European Prograime

Group cooperative technology project Technical Area 31 (IEPG TA 31) entitled

"Lifing Concepts for Military Aero-Engine Components". The overall objectives

of this programs are greater operational reliability, lover life cycle

costs, and more informed decisions on current and future design concepts. The

main technological objectives are:

(1) Obtaining design data for a widely-used turbine disc material, forged

Inconel 718.

(2) Development and evaluation of life prediction methods.

(3) Assessment of design lifing concepts.

The present investigation is a contribution to objective (2), and is

concerned with determining the usefulness of developing crack growth

prediction methods that combine creep and creep crack growth with fatigue

crack growth. For this purpose several dwell crack growth tests were done.

Some of these tests included peak loads and underloads representative of load

histories for military aircraft gas turbine discs, as exemplified by the

standard isothermalized load history HOT TURBISTAN [l1, which is being used

in the design data part of the IEPG TA 31 project. A typical segment of HOT

TURBISTAN is shown in figure 1 and illustrates the occurrence of dwells, peak

loads and underloads: note the considerable time compression, since real

flights usually last about an hour.

Z MATERIAL AND SPECIMENS

The material was a 440 mm diameter X 66 mm thick forged pancake of

Inconel 718 supplied by SNECMA. Table 1 gives the material heat treatment,

mechanical properties and grain size. The heat treatment is a common one for

optimum creep resistance. Compact tension (CT) specimens were machined to the

configuration shown in figure 2.

The specimens were fatigue precracked in an ANSLER vibrophore fitted with a

20 kN dynamometer. The fatigue loading was constant amplitude, R - 0.1, at

cycle frequencies of 104-115 Hz and with maximum loads P. between 6-8 kN.
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The fatigue precracks were grown to between 2-4 mm from the notch root.

Table 2 lists the specimen codes and the combined notch + precrack

length, a, , measured from the load line after dwell crack growth testing and

final fracture.

,I TEST PROGRAMNE AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Table 3 gives an overview of the test programme. Seven specimens were

subjected to dwell testing, i.e. constant load crack growth tests, and three

specimens were subjected to dwell tests with peak loads and underloads. The

peak loads were immediately followed by underloads, as is often the case for

military aircraft gas turbine discs, for example figure 1. Furthermore, the

immediate succession of peak loads by underloads is conservative, since this

is most likely to minimise the retarding or inhibiting effect of peak loads

on subsequent dwell crack growth.

The tests were done in a high temperature (600"C) air environment and in a

30 kN AMSLER creep frame. Figure 3 shows the measurement circuitry. During

testing the specimen temperature was controlled to 600 ± 2*C by a

thermocouple inserted in a hole drilled in the specimen back face. This

location gives the same temperature as that in the plane of cracking (3].

Specimen crack lengths were measured using the direct current potential drop

(PD) method, figures 3 and 4. This method is fully described in [4], but it

is nevertheless important to note that the specimens were insulated from the

load frame by a 0.3 mm thick A1 203 ceramic coating on the loading pins, and

that a companion specimen within the furnace was used to obtain a reference

voltage V1,6.

Crack opening displacements at the load line were measured with two SCHAEVITZ

linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs). These transducers were

connected to beams attached to the upper and lower surfaces of the specimens.

The beams were shaped such that the load line was contained in the plane made

by the transducers' axes [5].

After testing all specimens were broken open to measure the final dwell crack

length a: in the same way as the initial crack length aj, see table 2. In

addition, for specimens CT49, CT5O and CT51 measurements were made of the

intermediate dwell crack lengths at which peak loads and underloads were
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applied. The measurements of a1 , af and intermediate dwell crack lengths from

the specimen fracture surfaces enabled the derivation of average

instantaneous dwell crack lengths from the PD measurements made during

testing.

4 DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The PD measurement data were processed to provide average instantaneous crack

lengths, a , in terms of testing time t. For the dwell crack growth tests

these data and the LVDT load-line displacement data were further processed to

provide:

(1) Correlations between dwell crack growth rates, da/dt , and the

fracture mechanics parameters KI, J and C*.

(2) Comparisons between the experimental and analytical load-line

compliances.

(3) Values of the characteristic time t, for distinguishing between small-

scale yielding and extensive creep,

J.U The Fracture Mechanics Parameters KI, J and C*

For the CT specimen the Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFN) parameter K,

is given by [6]:

Kz -- . f (a/W) (1)

where:

f(a/W)- 2*a/' [0.886+4.64a/W-13.32(a/W)2+14.72(a/W)3 -5.6(a/W)4] (2)
(1 -a/W) 3/2

The Elastic-Plastic Fracture Mechanics (EPFM) parameters J and C* can be

determined by several methods. In the present work this was done in two ways.

First, the procedure of Kumar et al 171 was used as the main method of

determining J and C*, in order to correlate dwell crac k growth rates. This

method uses energy and energy rate interpretations of J and C%, respectively,
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and experimental measurements of displacements and displacement rates. In

this method the operating definitions of J and C' are:

I dUI
a (3)B dav

B1 da ¢(4)

where U is the strain energy, t is the strain energy rate dU/dt, v is the

load-line displacement, and v is the load-line displacement rate dv/dt. For

the CT specimen in plane strain,

M - 1 * • * • v (5)ST3 a 1.455 ,l B(W-a)

h, 1 P
C*a- 1 (6) __

h3  (a 1.455 q B(W-a) (6)

where h, and h3 are tabulated by Kumar et al [7] as functions of n, the

exponent in the Norton creep law i - Aan ; and q is given by

7 [4 a2 + 4a +211/ 2a -1 (7)

a a/(W - a) (8)

and v and ( are obtained from the dwell crack growth tests. The Norton creep

law was derived from figure 5: these data give the following values of A and

n (only n is necessary for the method of Kumar et al):

A - 6.34 X 10-66 MPa-"/s

n 19.6

Secondly, a few selected values of the contour integrals J and C*, defined by

(8ul 1
J -Wdy -aijnj Ids (9)

r

C* =-W*dy -ijnj (i) dS (10)

were obtained by finite element analysis using MARC [9] and a post-processor

program developed by Bakker [10]. In this method the determination of C*
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involved a creep analysis using the entire Norton law and hence values of n

and A. The finite element analysis also required an approximate description

of the tensile properties of Inconel 718 at 600"C and values of Poisson's

ratio v and Young's modulus E. At 600"C these values are v - 0.276 and

Z - 167 UPa (8].

The two methods of J and C* determination are very different, and may be

expected to give dissimilar values of J and C* owing to differences between

actual material material behaviour and analytical assumptions. It is most

interesting to determine these dissimilarities, in order to assess the

suitability of J and C' as characterizing parameters for dwell crack growth

rates and their use for life predictions.

A.2 Load-Line Compliance

Saxena and Hudak [11] derived the following analytical expression for the CT

specimen elastic load-line compliance over the range 0.2 : a/W • 0.975

EBv [÷ aWZ[2.163 + 12.219a/W- 20.065(a/W) 2 - 0.9925(a/W) 3

+ 20.609(a/W)' - 9.9314(a/W) 5 ] (11)

This expression was compared with experimental compliance values derived from

the dwell crack growth tests. To do this, use was made of the experimental

values of B, Pd.,,11 and v, and the 600*C value of Young's modulus E - 167 GPa

[8].

A.3 Characteristic Time

Riedel and Rice [121 derived an analytical expression for the characteristic

time t© representing the transition from small-scale yielding to extensive

creep of the whole specimen:

K (I - v2)
t= = (12)(n + 1)EC*

Provided the actual deformation behaviour of the specimen is elastic - power

law viscous (i.e. in the latter case governed by the Norton creep law i - AOn)

then comparison of experimentally derived values of tc with the actual testing

time t should enable a distinction between small-scale yielding and extensive
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creep: small-scale yielding prevails when t, is much larger than t, and

extensive creep prevails when t, is much smaller than t.

5 MECHANICAL TESTING RESULTS

During testing the crack lengths and load-line displacements were

continuously monitored with time, resulting in hundreds of measurements for

each specimen. These measurements were reduced to reasonable increments of

crack growth and displacement. Crack growth rates da/dt and displacement

rates dv/dt were calculated by the incremental method:

/a = (aj3. - aj)/(tS.l - tj) (13)

dv/dt - (v,., - vj)l(tj., - tj) (14)

Values of K, , J and C* were derived using the means of the crack growth

increments, i.e. a - (a441 + aj)/2.

5.J Dwell Crack Growth Curves

Figure 6 compares the dwell crack length versus time data normallsed to t - 0

at a - 10 mm. There is a strong effect of Pd.*u , but the spread between

specimens tested at the same Pd.,.,l level is also significant.

Figures 7-9 show the dwell crack growth curves for specimens subjected to

peak loads and underloads. The peak loads strongly suppressed dwell crack

growth, even at a P../Pdwell ratio as low as 1.25, and even though immediately

followed by underloads. For example, the minimum delay due to a peak load was

about 3 hours, see figure 7. These results are consistent with, but much more

pronounced than, those of Weerasooriya and Nicholas [13], who tested

Inconel 718 in air at 649'C under fatigue cycling with dwells below P.. They

observed that Pm./Pd..11 ratios Ž 1.25 resulted in almost complete retardation

of crack growth during dwell times up to 200 seconds.

5.Z Correlation of Dwell Crack Growth Rates

Figures 10-12 present correlations of dwell crack growth rates for specimens

without peak loads and underloads by the fracture mechanics parameters K1 , J

and C*, whereby the method of Kumar et al [7] was used to determine the EPFH

parameters. Comparison of these figures shows the following trends:
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(1) C* provides a generally better correlation of the data than either K,

or J. Nevertheless, the correlations by K, and J are good.

(2) The crack growth rate curves have fairly distinct changes in slope

near the mid-position of each data set.

5.2.1 Differences In Correlations by KI, J and C*

Figure 10 shows that KI correlated dwell crack growth rates better at lower K,

values. On the other hand, figures 11 and 12 show that J and C* correlated

dwell crack growth rates better at higher J and C* values. Figure 10 also

shows that despite a significant spread in the data there is a general shift

of the crack growth rate curves to the right as Pd.., is increased. This trend

is the same as that for dwell crack growth tests on Inconel 718 at 538"C and

649-C [14].

5.2.2 Bilinear Approximations to Crack Growth Rate Curves

The da/dt versus K, and C* curves were analysed in more detail with respect to

the changes in slope. Figures 13 and 14 show bilinear approximations to the

complete sets of dwell crack growth rate curves, and table 4 lists the

transition data corresponding to the intersection of the two linear

approximations for each curve.

Figures 13 and 14 show that each complete set of dwell crack growth rate

curves can be simply represented by two power law relations. These relations

are as follows:

(1) da/dt versus K,

"* hypotransitional relation : da/dt - 2.45 X 10-15 (KI) 5  (15)

"* hypertransitional relation: da/dt - 1.04 X 10-10 (KI) 2  (16)

with hypotransitional exponent mi - 5 and hypertransitional exponent

% - 2.

(2) da/dt versus C' calculated by the method of Kumar et al (7]

"• hypotransitional relation : da/dt - 3.19 X 10-1 (C*) 0's (17)

"* hypertransitional relation: da/dt - 2.03 X 10"7 (C*)0'4 (18)

with hypotransitional exponent mi - 0.8 and hypertransitional exponent

2- 0.4.
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With respect to the da/dt versus K, data, the m, and m2 values are similar to

those found by Sadananda and Shahinian [14] for dwell crack growth tests in

air at 538"C and 649°C. The m values are significant because m - n would be

expected if crack extension occurred by the well-known creep crack growth

mechanism involving coalescence of the crack tip with grain boundary voids

whose growth rate is controlled by power law creep [15,16]. For the present

work it is known that the m values are much less than n, which was found to

be 19.6 at 593°C, see section 4.1. Thus the observed dependences of da/dt on

K, do not support a mechanism of crack growth controlled by power law creep.

With respect to the da/dt versus C* data, a power law creep crack growth

mechanism would be expected to result in m - n/(n+l) [15]. For n - 19.6 this

means m - 0.95, but equations (17) and (18) have m values corresponding to

n - 4, which is too low to support a creep crack growth mechanism.

Lastly, table 4 shows that as Pd.,.,. is increased there is a general trend of

increasing K T, the stress intensity factor at the transition between bilinear

approximations to each dwell crack growth rate curve. However, there is no

trend for C*. Note though that for each specimen the (da/dt)T values are

reasonably constant irrespective of the correlating fracture mechanics

parameter, K, or C°. This gives confidence that the transitions are not

arbitrary.

5.2.3 Comparisons with Previous Results

Figure 15 compares da/dt versus K, data envelopes for Inconel 718 plate [14],

square bar [17], and the forged pancake material in the present

investigation, all with similar heat treatments and tested in a high

temperature air environment. The data agree well with respect to the general

trends of increasing crack growth rates with increasing test temperature and

distinct changes in slope. Sadananda and Shahinian [14] and Liu et al [17]

determined threshold values of the mode I stress intensity factor, KIh, for

the commencement of dwell crack growth. These values are 21.5 MPa at 538°C

and 14 MPa./m at 649°C [141, and 18.7 MPali at 650°C (17]. From the relative

positions of the data envelopes in figure 15 these threshold values suggest a

KIth of 16-17 MPa/i' for the forged pancake material.

Figure 16 compares da/dt versus C° data envelopes for Inconel 718 plate [14]

and the forged pancake material in the present investigation. The heat

treatment and testing conditions were the same except for the test
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temperatures. Comparison of figure 16 with figure 15 suggests that the method

of obtaining C* strongly influences the relative positions of the data

envelopes. This is an important disadvantage with respect to the

straightforward correlation of data by K1. This problem is discussed further

in sub-section 8.2.1.

5.1 Load-Line Compliance

Figure 17 compares the load-line compliances from the dwell crack growth

tests with the analytical elastic load-line compliance given by

equation (11). The experimental data show a considerable spread which,

however, is due mainly to two specimens. The general trend is to follow the

analytical curve, as was also found at 650*C (17]. In other words, the

specimen deformation is predominantly elastic during dwell crack growth at

temperatures up to 650*C.

5,4 Characteristic Time

Figure 18 compares the dwell crack growth specimen lives with the

characteristic times t. according to equation (12) and using C* values derived

by the method of Kumar at al [7]. The t, values are much smaller than the

specimen lives and show that if the actual deformation behaviour of the

specimens were to be governed by power law creep, then extensive creep would

have occurred and not only small-scale yielding. However, extensive creep is

incompatible with the load-line compliance measurements discussed in

section 5.3. Thus it may be concluded that the actual deformation behaviour

of the specimens was not governed by power law creep.

j METALLOCRAPHY AND MICROSTRUCTURE

The heat treatment given to the forged pancake material used in the present

investigation is a common one for optimum creep resistance, as mentioned in

section 2, and may be expected to result in the following microstructural

features [19]:

(1) A fine grain size, with grains containing annealing twins.

(2) A high volume fraction of -" matrix precipitates, visible only by

electron microscopy.
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(3) Limited precipitation of 6 needles, primarily at grain boundaries.

(4) Heterogeneously distributed NbC carbides.

Netallographic sections were made in the macroscopic plane of fracture of the

dwell crack growth specimens. The sections were ground and polished by

standard techniques and etched using Bereha's tint etch 1201. Figure 19 is

a representative example of the microstructure, showing the fine grain

size, annealing twins, 6 precipitates and NbC carbides. The 6 needles lay

mainly - but not exclusively - along grain boundaries, and the NbC carbides

were generally small and isolated.

2 FRACTOGRAPHY

27.1 Macrofractography

Fracture surfaces of the dwell crack growth specimens were examined at low

magnification to determine whether transitions in the crack growth rate

curves corresponded to a distinct change in fracture topography. No such

change was found, but there was a gradual increase in fracture surface

roughness, also observed by Sadananda and Shahinian [14].

L.2 Hicrofractography

7.2.1 Dwell Crack Growth

The fracture surfaces of specimens CT39 and CT47 were examined in detail at

medium and high K, values by scanning electron microscopy. Cross-sections

through the fracture surfaces were made at the same locations and examined by

optical and scanning electron metallography. These cross-sections were also

used for two-dimensional measurements of fracture surface roughness using a

digital image analysis system.

Table 5 summarises the results: note that the medium K, values correspond to

the hypotransitional crack growth rate curves, and the high K, values

correspond to near the ends of the hypertransitional crack growth rate

curves. The fracture paths were essentlally intergranular, as observed by

Sadananda and Shahinian (14] and others (21, 221. However, this was by no

means obvious from direct observation of the fracture surfaces, since there
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were few - if any - Oclean" grain boundary facets. In fact, the cross-

sections through the fracture surfaces were necessary to demonstrate the

intergranular fracture path.

Figures 20-23 illustrate the fracture characteristics at low and intermediate

magnifications. These figures demonstrate the increasing roughness and larger

secondary cracks at higher K, values, and also show that the fracture surface

details were unaffected by much longer exposure times (14 hours versus 1

hour) at the 600"C test temperature. Example cross-sections are shown in

figures 24-27. These demonstrate the intergranular fracture paths, as well as

the increasing roughness and larger secondary cracks at higher K, values.

Figures 28-30 illustrate specific features, namely the formation of ligaments

and ligament breakage between secondary cracks, and grooving at grain

boundaries as a probable precursor to cracking. The ligaments are a

consequence of crack yawning, and are therefore evidence of local

deformation. Note also that fracture surface oxidation is evident at these

higher magnifications, and that the amount of oxidation is virtually

independent of exposure time at the 600*C test temperature. ( However, the

ligament breakage shown in figure 29 is brittle, and may well have been

caused by slight - but highly localised - oxidation for some time after the

main crack passed by.)

7.2.2 Dvell Crack Growth + Peak Loads and Underloads

The fracture surfaces of specimens CT50 and CT51 were examined by scanning

electron microscopy at the positions of the peak load and underload

combinations impczed on dwell crack growth. Specimen CT51 was also examined

at a dwell crack growth length a - 11 mm, in order to show the fracture

characteristics after exposure for about 65 hours at the 6000C test

temperature.

Apart from differential heat tinting (visible optically but not by scanning

electron microscopy) the imposition of peak load and underload combinations

had no affect on the fracture characteristics of dwell crack growth. This is

illustrated by figures 31 and 32, which show a series of fractographs of

increasing magnification at the position of the peak load + underload

combination for specimen CT51.
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Figure 33 shows the dwell crack growth characteristics of specimen CT51 after

about 65 hours exposure at the 600°C test temperature. Comparison of

figure 33 with figures 20-23 demonstrates that there is no loss of detail

owing to exposure times much longer than 1 hour.

jDISCUSSION

8.1 Effect of Peak Loads on Dwell Crack Growth

The most significant result of the present investigation is the strong

inhibiting effect of peak loads, even though followed immediately by

underloads, on dwell crack growth in Inconel 718 forged pancake disc material

at 6000C. The minimum delay in dwell crack growth was about 3 hours, which is

much longer than dwell periods in real flights, let alone accelerated test

load histories like HOT TURBISTAN [1]. One may therefore conclude the

following:

(1) Unless there are service-related factors, extraneous to the present

laboratory test conditions, that greatly accelerate dwell crack

growth after peak loads, then dwell cracking in the long crack regime

will not contribute to service crack growth problems for Inconel 718

discs operating at 600°C. This conclusion is also most likely valid

for operating temperatures below 600*C, since dwell cracking is
considerably slower at lower temperatures, see figure 15.

(2) Subject to the two italicised caveats in conclusion (1), and taking
into account that the strong inhibiting effect of peak loads on dwell
crack growth implies negligible or very slow changes in the crack tip

stress-strain field owing to creep, it does not appear useful to

develop crack growth prediction methods combining creep and creep

crack growth with fatigue crack growth for Inconel 718 discs at

temperatures of 600°C or less.

(3) The inclusion of dwell periods during long fatigue crack growth tests

c. Inconel 718 at 600*C and less, notably tests with the standard
load history HOT TURBISTAN, most probably serves no practical

purpose. This conclusion may also be inferred from the work of
Weerasooriya and Nicholas [13].
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The two italicised caveats in conclusion (1) will be addressed in sub-

sections 8.1.1 and 8.1.2 respectively. This leads to generalisations of

conclusions (2) and (3) in sub-sections 8.1.3 and 8.1.4.

8. Servlce-Related Factors Extraneous to Laboratory Testing

About the only service-related factor that could conceivably accelerate dwell

crack growth Is the pressure of cooling air tapped from the compressor and

passing over the turbine discs. The reason for this possibility is that dwell

crack growth in Enconel 718 is - or can be - controlled by the environment

[22-25]. Under the conditions of low slip density and inhomogeneous plastic

deformation at the crack tip, which typically means dwell crack growth under

small-scale yielding, the crack tip damage is characterized by grain boundary

oxidation and subsequent intergranular fracture [25].

The grain boundary oxidation mechanism is a two-stage process, figure 34,

that depends on the oxygen partial pressure at the crack tip [26]. Initially,

when the environmental oxygen partial pressure is available to the crack tip,

the oxides formed are selective oxides of FeO and NiO and their spinels.

These oxides are porous and cannot act as a barrier to oxygen diffusion, but

they do lower the oxygen partial pressure at the oxide/metal interface. This

effect provides the reaction kinetics required for formation of a denser sub-

layer of Cr2 O3 . This sub-layer is thermodynamically stable at high

temperatures and may be considered protective in the sense that it limits

oxygen diffusion to the grain boundary material, thus decreasing the reaction

rate with time. At the oxidation passivation time t. the build-up of the Cr203

sub-layer is complete and no further oxygen penetration of the base metal

occurs [26].

This oxidation mechanism has been verified [26) and it explains why in the

present work the amount of fracture surface oxidation was limited and

virtually independent of exposure time at 600°C. This mechanism also enables

considering the possible effect of cooling air pressure on dwell crack growth

rates. Although high pressures are achieved in the compressors of modern

military aircraft gas turbines, leading to cooling air pressures initially

- 2.5 MPa (25 atm), the important point is that the oxygen partial pressure

remains the same. Thus there is no reason to expect any difference in dwell

crack growth rates with respect to laboratory test conditions.
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8.1.2 Crack Growth Regimes: Long and Short Cracks

From the discussion in section 8.1 and sub-section 8.1.1, one may con lude

that dwell cracking in the long crack regime will not contribute to service

crack growth problems for Inconel 718 discs operating at temperatures up to

600*C. However, between crack initiation and long crack growth, which means

essentially that only the crack tip stress-strain field provides the driving

force for crack growth and that the crack length is large compared to

relevant microstructural dimensions, there is a short crack regime.

For a typical turbine disc the significance of the short crack regime is

twofold. This is illustrated by figure 35, which is a schematic of the very

different stress-strain conditions pertaining to short crack growth at bore

and rim slot locations. At the disc bore a crack may initiate and will then

grow in an elastic bulk stress-strain field. In this situation short crack

growth refers solely to the inapplicability of continuum mechanics when the

crack is small compared to characteristic microstructural dimensions such as

the grain size. On the other hand, at rim slots cracks may initiate and will

then grow in the slot plastic and elastic fields before reaching the bulk

stress-strain field. In this situation short crack growth refers to the crack

being small compared to characteristic microstructural dimensions and/or the

scale of local plasticity.

Assuming that cracking under service loading initiates by fatigue, the

question arises whether dwell cracking can contribute in the short crack

regime, unlike the situation for long crack growth. For cracks initiating at

the disc bore the occurrence of dwell cracking depends in the first instance

on KI exceeding Kith. A reasonably conservative estimate of the crack size

necessary for exceedance of KIjt at 600*C may be obtained from the following

expression for the maximum stress intensity factor of a semi-circular crack

at the bore surface:

K! - a-- a' (19)

where KI - KIth - 16 MPali? , see sub-section 5.2.3, and a - 537 MPa (27].

Substitution of these values into equation (19) gives a - 0.7 mm, which is

more than thirty times the grain size of the forged pancake disc material,

see table 1. This means that cracks initiating at the disc bore cannot grow

by dwell cracking in the short crack regime.
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For cracks initiating at rim slots the slot plastic zones will control at

least the first part of short crack growth and possibly all of it, since in

microstructural terms the crack size in fine grained materials has only to

exceed 0.25 - 0.5 an [28, 29] before reaching the long crack regime. The slot

plastic zones will promote the conditions of high slip density and

homogeneous plastic deformation at short crack tips, especially under fatigue

loading. This means that environmentally-induced dwell crack growth will be

limited or absent [251 and that crack growth will be essentially due to

fatigue.

8.1.3 Implications for Crack Growth Prediction Methods

The present results and their discussion in section 8.1 and sub-sections

8.1.1 and 8.1.2 strongly suggest that it is not useful to develop crack

growth prediction methods combining creep and creep crack growth with fatigue

crack growth for Inconel 718 discs at temperatures of 600"C or less. There

are two clear reasons for this: firstly, the strong inhibiting effect of peak

loads on dwell crack growth, which also implies negligible or very slow

changes in the crack tip stress-strain field owing to creep; and secondly -%e

evidence, considered again in section 8.2, that dwell cracking in an air

environment at 600"C is an environmentally-controlled process and not due to

creep.

8..4 Implications for Crack Growth Testing

The present results and their discussion in section 8.1 and sub-sections

8.1.1 and 8.1.2 indicate that the inclusion of dwell periods during fatigue

crack growth tests of Inconel 718 at temperatures of 600"C or less most

probably serves no practical purpose. Note that this conclusion holds even

for tests with dwells at maximum load, since although such tests show dwell

crack growth during short dwell periods [13, 24, 30] the load histories are

unrealistic in not including peak loads significantly above the dwell loads.

The foregoing conclusion will be checked in the design data part of the

IEPG TA 31 project, which includes fatigue crack growth tests using the HOT

TURBISTAN load sequence with and without dwell periods.
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8.2 Dwell Crack Growth

The general characteristics of dwell crack growth in Inconel 718 forged

pancake disc material in an air environment at 600°C are:

(1) The dwell load level Pd.,,, has a strong effect on crack growth lives

and rates, figure 6.

(2) LEFM and EPFH parameters ( KI,J,C* ) provide good correlations of

crack growth rates, figures 10-12. ( However, for the EPFM parameters

this has been shown only for J and C* calculated by the method of

Kumar et al (7].)

(3) The crack growth rate curves have distinct changes in slope

that are well represented by two power law relations, figures 13

and 14. The exponents m, and m2 in these relations, see also equations

(15) - (18), are too low to support a mechanism of crack growth

controlled by power law creep.

(4) Compliance measurements indicate predominantly elastic deformation

during dwell crack growth, figure 17. This also does not support a

creep crack growth mechanism.

(5) The characteristic times t, obtained using C* values derived by the

method of Kumar et al [71, and hence based on measured values of

load-line displacement rates, are much smaller than the specimen

crack growth lives, figure 18. This suggests that extensive creep

should have occurred during dwell crack growth.

(6) The fracture paths are essentially intergranular. The cracks grow

with increasing roughness and increasingly large secondary cracks,

and ligaments between secondary cracks indicate local deformation.

However, fracture surface oxidation is limited and virtually

independent of crack length and the exposure time at 600°C.

Most of these characteristics are interrelated through the mechanism of dwell

crack growth, as will be discussed in sub-sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2.
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L LMechanism of Dwell .ack Growth and the Usefulness

of Fracture Mechanics Crack Growth Parameters

As discussed in sections 5.3 and 5.4, the load-line compliance measurements

indicate small-scale yielding while the t, data in figure 18 suggest that

extensive creep should have occurred. These results are incompatible and lead

to the conclusion that the t, data have no meaning for distinguishing between

small-scale yielding and extensive creep, and that therefore the actual

deformation behaviour of the specimens was not governed by power law creep.

On the other hand, if dwell crack growth is not due to power law creep, then

one would not expect C' to provide good correlations of dwell crack growth

rates.

An explanation for this apparent anomaly, at least for creep crack growth,

has been provided by Saxena [31], who considered the applicability of C* for

different creep crack growth conditions. He pointed out that if measured

values of load-line displacement rates are used to calculate C', then the

values obtained are comparable irrespective of whether crack tip deformation

is in the small-scale, transition (non-steady-state) or extensive steady-

state creep regimes. In other words, C* derivations based on formulations like

equation (6), see section 4.1, are very forgiving of their more or less

indiscriminate use to correlate creep crack growth rates. The present work

shows that this is also true for dwell crack growth rates, figure 12.

However, Saxena (31] also pointed out that there is a real problem when load-

line displacements cannot be measured and C* must be calculated analytically.

Then it is essential that the actual deformation behaviour at the crack tip

corresponds with the analytical assumptions. In the present investigation

this problem has been examined by carrying out fully analytical

determinations of selected values of J and C*. As mentioned in section 4.1,

these analytical determinations were done as an adjunct to the experiment-

based method of Kumar et al [71 in order to determine the dissimilarities

between J and C* values calculated by very different methods, and also to

assess the suitability of J and C* as characterizing parameters for dwell

crack growth rates and their use for life predictions.

Table 6 gives the analytical values of J and C* as functions of Pd..,, and

crack length, and figures 36 and 37 compare these selected data with the

e3periment-based J and C* versus crack length values. Figure 36 shows that the

analytical J values were 2-3 times smaller than the equivalent experiment-
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based J values. This is already a serious discrepancy, but figure 37 shows

that the situation for C" is much worse. The analytical C" values were between

3 X 10 and 3 X 10 times smallar than the equivalent experiment-based C"

values.

The enormous dissimilarities in C* values must be due to the inappropriateness

of the Norton creep law i - Aao for describing dwell crack growth: in

particular the influence of the value of A, which has to be used in the

analytical derivation of Ca but is not required for the experiment-based

method of Kumar et al [7], see also section 4.1. Furthermore, substitution of

the much smaller analytical values of C" for the experiment-based values in

equation (12), see section 4.3, gives characteristic times longer than the

specimen crack growth lives. This result is consistent with small-scale

yielding during the tests, i.e. it is consistent with the load-line

compliance measurements, and therefore reinforces the conclusion that the

actual deformation behaviour of the specimens was not governed by power law

creep.

The foregoing comparison of analytical and experiment-based J and C* values

also leads to the following additional conclusions:

(1) The EPFX parameters J and Ca are not suitable as characterizing

parameters for dwell crack growth rates, since the dissimilarities in

values obtained by different methods are too large. ( Note that in

the case of C* some evidence for this conclusion was also presented in

section 5.2.3.)

(2) J and C* cannot be used to predict dwell crack growth behaviour in

engineering components. This is because only analytical values of J

and C* can be derived for engineering components, and there is no

certainty that these values can be reliably related to the J and Ca

values used to correlate experimental dwell crack growth rates.

This leaves only the LEFH parameter K1, which provides good correlations of

dwell crack growth rates and also correlates data from different

investigations in a logical and consistent manner, for example figure 15.

Thus experimental data may be used to predict dwell crack growth behaviour in

engineering components provided that accurate K, values can be determined for

these components. In view of the state-of-the-art, this should not be a major

problem.
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9.2-2 Mechanism of Dwell Crack Growth and the BElinear

Approxlmarlons to Crack Growth Rate Curves

As discussed in sub-section 5.2.2, the exponents of the bilinear

approximations to the dwell crack growth rate curves are too low to support a

mechanism of crack growth controlled by power law creep. This is also true

for other investigations of Inconel 718 dwell crack growth in air (14,17].

However, da/dt versus K, data for Inconal 718 at 540"C In vacuo [231 give a

hypotransitional exponent m1 - 20-23. This range is what one would expect for

the value of the Norton creep law exponent n, and therefore indicates that

crack growth occurred by a power law creep mechanism in the absence of an air

environment. In other words, one may conclude that dwell crack growth is

controlled - or at least strongly influenced - by the bigh temperature air

environment.

The question arises as to why the dwell crack growth rate curves have

distinct changes in slope. The most likely explanation is that there is some

change in the crack growth mechanism. Sadananda and Shahinian (14] were the

first to consider this problem. They argued that crak growth occurs as a

balance of two competing processes: a diffusion process in which point

defects move along grain boundaries towards the crack tip and assist

intergranular creep crack growth, and more general creep deformation which

interferes with the diffusion process and relaxes the crack tip stress field.

One part of Sadananda and Shahinian's argument may be discounted, since the

balance of evidence from the present and previous investigations strongly

suggests that dwell crack growth in Inconel 718 occurs under small-scale

yieldin% conditions at temperatures up to 650°C. As discussed in sub-

section 8.1.1, this means that dwell crack growth is environmentally

controlled (which is also the conclusion from the present sub-section's

discussion of data from tests in air and In vasuo) and takes place by grain

boundary oxidation and subsequent intergranular fracture.

On the other hand, it is certainly feasible that creep deformation could

hinder the dwell cracking process. Sadananda and Shahinian [14] proposed that

more widespread creep deformation could be responsible for the general shift

of da/dt versus K, curves to the right as Pd.,,1 is increased, see also sub-

section 5.2.1 and figure 10. This proposal must be modified, since the

balance of evidence shows that any creep deformation is confined to the crack

tip region. However, with this modification Sadananda and Shahinian's
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proposal might also explain the changes in slope of the dwell crack growth

rate curves. It is possible that the changes in slope, and hence the

transition values of the stress intensity factor, K, , are the consequences

of crack tip deformation zones exceeding a characteristic microstructural

dimension such as the grain size. To check this possibility the plane strain

plastic and creep zone sizes at the transitions in the da/dt versus K, plots

were calculated using the plastic zone formulae of Hahn er al (32,33] and

Clavel et al [34], and Hui's creep zone formula [16]. The transition zone

size equations are as follows:

PLASTIC ZONE SIZE

II"• Hahn er al [32, 331 r... - 0. 13 (KI T/Cry) 2 (20)

"* Clavel et al [34] rp - 0.06 - 0.09 (KiT/ay) 2  (21)

CREEP ZONE SIZE

?1-1 f n-EAK11 ' -n-
Hui [16] ro. ! Yj )[ (22)

where A and n are obtained from the Norton creep law i - Aan and E - 167 GPa

for Inconel 718 at 600*C [8].

Table 7 gives the results, which in comparison with the grain size

information in table 1 show that the crack tip deformation zone sizes

corresponding to the transitions in the da/dt versus K, plots are much larger

than the nominal grain diameter. Nevertheless, the creep zone sizes at the

transitions are much closer to the nominal grain diameter than the plastic

zone sizes, and one may hypothesize that it could be necessary for the creep

zone size to reach about 2-3 grain diameters before creep deformation

noticeably alters the crack growth rate dependence on K1.
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j.3 Mechanism of Dwell Crack Growth Inhibition by Peak Loads

From sections 8.1 and 8.2 and the balance of evidence from previous

investigations [14,17,23,25,26] it may be concluded that dwell crack growth

in Inconel 718 occurs under small-scale yielding conditions at temperatures

up to 650*C, is environmentally controlled and takes place by grain boundary

oxidation and subsequent intergranular fracture. Creep deformation in the

crack tip region must be limited and must generally occur at a much slower

rate.

These conclusions and the mechanism of grain boundary oxidation [26]

described in sub-section 8.1.1 provide an explanation of the strong

inhibiting effect of peak loads on dwell crack growth. The plastic zone due

to a peak load will result in residual compressive stresses at - or very

close to - the crack tip. These compressive stresses will prevent the

fracture of oxidised grain boundaries, including fracture of the protective

Cr2O3 sub-layer (see figure 34). This means that the process of grain boundary

oxidation and fracture, i.e. dwell crack growth, will stop until the

much slower process of creep deformation relaxes the peak load plastic zone,

thereby removing the residual compressive stresses and also enabling the

dwell load to result in tensile stresses at the crack tip.

2CONCLUSIONS

An investigation was made of dwell crack growth, including the effect of peak

loads, in Inconel 718 forged pancake disc material at 600"C in an air

environment. This investigation is part of the European collaborative project

IEPG TA 31: Lifing Concepts for Military Aero-Engine Components. The results

of the investigation lead to the following conclusions:

(1) The application of peak loads representative for military aircraft

gas turbine discs strongly inhibits dwell crack growth, even when

peak loads are immediately followed by underloads. Discussion of this

effect showed that In all probability dwell cracking will not

contribute to service crack growth problems for Inconel 718 at

temperatures of 600°C or less.

(2) The balance of evidence from the present and previous investigations

shows that dwell crack growth in Inconel 718 occurs under small-scale
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yielding conditions at temperatures up to 650"C, is environmentally

controlled and takes place by grain boundary oxidation and subsequent

intergranular fracture. Any creep deformation in the crack tip region

must be limited and may actually hinder the dwell cracking process.

(3) In view of the evidence for conclusions (1) and (2), it is not useful

to develop crack growth prediction methods combining creep and creep

crack growth with fatigue crack growth for Inconel 718 at

temperatures of 600°C or less. Nor is it likely that dwell crack

growth need be incorporated in life predictions.

The last part of conclusion (3) will be checked in the design data part of

the IEPG TA 31 project, which includes fatigue crack growth tests using the

HOT TURBISTAN load sequence with and without dwell periods.
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Table 1: Heat treatment, mechanical properties and grain size of the Inconel
718 forged pancake (2]

* ANNEALING: 955°C for 1 hour, air cool
* AGEING : 720"C for 8 hours, furnace cool to 620'C;

620"C for 8 hours, air cool

0.2% ay (MPa) UTS (MPa) ELONGATION (%)

R.T. 600°C R.T. 600"C R.T. 600*C

1195 1030 1440 1230 18 17

* ASTM GRAIN SIZE: 8 or finer, i.e. nominal grain diameter ! 22 pm

Table 2: Specimen codes and the initial crack lengths a1

CODE ai (inn) CODE ai (MM) CODE a i (Mnn) CODE (rnM) CODE a i (UM)

C39 9.68 CT42 9.75 CT47 8.85 CT49 11.86 CI51I 9.33
CT40 9.57 CT3 9.77 CT48 9.04 CT50 9.09 CT52 8.98

load
line

I ail

i2. ai 2 ai = (a÷ + 2 + + )5
I' aiai+j i /

I aj4

a14

Table 3: The test programme

TEST TYPE LOA HISTORY AT 600'C CODE Pdell (kN) P max (k)

load
p CT43 6 6

Dwell crack growth CT40 7 7
CT39. CT42 8 a

_CT47, CT48, CT52 10 10
0 time

load
CTSI 7 10
CT49 10

Dwell crack growth 0

peak loads ad.
underLoads load

CT50 7 10

0 time
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Table 4: Transition data from bilinear approximations to each dwell cracu
growth rate versus K, or C' curve

da/dt versus C*
(C* calculated by

da/dt versus K, the method of
P.Wo11 Kunmar et al [7])

CODE
K, (da/dt)T C• (da/dt)T

(MPa1•) (m/s) (W/m 2 ) (m/s)

CT43 6 32 1.38E-07 0.36 1.42E-07
CT40 7 36 2.12E-07 1.32 2.49E-07
CT39 8 40 1.66E-07 0.75 1.75E-07
CT42 8 40 2.28E-07 1.12 2.39E-07
CT47 10 42 1.41E-07 0.23 1.17E-07
CT48 10 44 2.15E-07 0.76 2.22E-07
CT52 10 40 2.28E-07 1.16 2.38E-07

Table 5: Microfractographic results for dwell crack growth specimens CT39
and CT47

I MEDIUM STRESS HIGH STRESS
DWELL CRACK INTENSITY FACTORS INTENSITY FACTORS

GROWTH FRACTURE
CHARACTERISTICS * K, - 29-34 MPa'i- * K, - 79-90 MPali7

* Time at 600°C - 13-14 hours 9 Time at 600"C - 1 hour

" Fracture path Complex-looking intergranular fracture: few, if any,
"clean" grain boundary facets

" Specific (1) Ligaments and ligament breakage (oxide fracture)
features between secondary cracks

(2) Grooving at grain boundaries as probable precursor
to cracking

" Oxidation Limited: obvious only at magnifications > 2000X, and
not dependent on exposure time

"* Roughness * Moderate: Rf - 1.45-1.64 * Severe: Rt - 1.82-2.28

* Secondary a Small and isolated e Larger and more
cracks numerous
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Table 6: Analytical determinations of J and C*, using MARC [91 and a
post-processor program developed by Bakker [10], for selected
values of Pciw 1e and crack length

Pdwell a--( aj+,+aj)/2 JC*

(kN) () (kJ/m 2 ) (W/m2 )

9.5 1.63 < 2.8E-09
6 13.0 3.68 < 4.7E-09

19.5 32.3 9.OE-05

9.5 2.90 < 5.1E-08
8 13.0 6.60 6.OE-07

19.5 59.3 5.OE-04

9.5 4.57 5.OE-07

10 13.0 10.4 1.7E-06
19.5 102.0 i.6E-03

Table 7: Crack tip deformation zone sizes corresponding to transitions
in the dwell crack growth rate curves

CRACK TIP DEFORMATION

ZONE SIZES

CPdwe. KT (da/dt)T (Am)
CODETT

(kN) (MPa/v') (m/s) (32,331 134) 1161
rp.y rp., r...

CT43 6 32 1.38E-07 125 58-87 30

CT40 7 36 2.12E-07 159 73-110 37

CT39 8 40 1.66E-07 196 90-136 48

CT42 8 40 2.28E-07 196 90-136 47

CT47 10 42 1.41E-07 216 100-150 55

CT48 10 44 2.15E-07 237 109-164 58

CT52 10 40 2.28E-07 196 90-136 47

AVERAGE 35 1.28E-07 152 70-105 37
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31.2

15.6 15.6
* 0.075 1:0.075

I I I I I

S £ 13. t0lck,. ,direction
If I o , 0.025 of forged pancake

I I I I

7.15 7.15
:0.032'510.025

14.3
10.05

dimnsions in mm 1

id 'f ' t1.5 two holes

on 7 .05 6.5 + 0.038
Inward

notch root 32.5
rad. 0.08 max 1: 0.125 radial direction

W 26 of
I 0.025 forged pancake

19.65
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outward
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grid front and back face in this direction

Fig. 2 Compact tension (CT) specimen configuration used for dwell crack
growth testing
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reference specimen

Amskr
Kelthley f unc

nanovoytmetr reference potential i

potential __I CT specimen
nauovoltmeter p

printer

recorder cold junction
Schaevitz compensationIFDA$ LVDT signall

conditioners

Sdisplacement right

displacement left
temperature

temperature

Fig. 3 Measurement circuitry for the test programme: DAS = Keithley Data Acquisition System; L VDT = Linear
Variable Displacement Transducer
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temperature_ BO
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B - B' = probe locations
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welded to specimenkfl•otcnhI .5 mm

Fig. 4 Direct current potential drop (PD) set-up for measurements of crack
lengths in the CT specimens
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Fig. 10 Correlation of dwell crack growth rates by the LEFM mode I stress intensity factor KI
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Fig. 11 'Oorretaion of dwell crack growth rates by the EPFM path-independent contour integral
J calculated by the method of Kumar St al (7)
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Fig. 12 Conielation of dwell crack growth rates by the EPFM path-independent time-dependent
contour integral C' calculated by the method of Kumareot al 17]
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Fig. 14 Bilinear approximation to the dwell crack growth rate data versus C * calculated by the
method of Kumar et al [7) for specimens CT39, CT40, CT42, CT43, CT47, CT48 and
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Fig. 18 Comparison of dwell crack growth specimen lives with the characteristic times, tc, calculated
with G° values derived by the method of Kumar et a! (Ref. 7)
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Fig. 20 Overview of dwell crack growth fracture characteristics
at medium stress intensity factors: specimen CT39,
K, - 29.5 MPa/Vum. Exposure time at 600IC
approximately 14 hours

Fig. 21 Detail of dwell crack growth fracture characteristics
at medium stress intensity factors: specimen CT39,
K, - 29.5 MPas"irm. Exposure time at 6000C
approximately 14 hours
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Fig. 22 Overview of dwell crack growth fracture characteristics
at high stress intensity factors: specimen CT47,
KI - 82 MPaV'm. Exposure time at 600 °C
approximately 1 hour

Fig. 23 Detail of dwell crack growth fracture characteristics
at high stress intensity factors: specimen CT39,
KI - 79 MPa 4V-. Exposure time at 600 C
approximately 1 hour
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Fig. 24 Example cross-section of dwell crack growth fracture
surfaces at medium stress intensity factors: specimen

CT47, KI - 34 MPaV"i

Fig. 25 Detail of secondary cracking during dwell crack growth
at medium stress intensity factors: specimen CT47,
KI - 34 MPavlm-; back-scattered electron image from
the scanning electron microscope
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Fig. 26 Example cross-section of dwell crack growth fracture
surfaces at high stress intensity factors: specimen CT39,
K, - 79 MPaWeV

Fig. 27 Detail of secondary cracking during dwell crack growth
at high stress intensity factors: specimen CT39,
KI - 79 MPa'Wei
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a)

b)

Fig. 28 Example of ligament formation between secondary cracks

intersecting the dwell crack growth fracture surface at high stress
intensity factors: specimen CT39, K, - 79 MPaVm'. Exposure

time at 600 0C approximately I hour
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a)

b)

Fig. 29 Example of ligament formation and breakage (oxide fracture)
between secondary cracks intersecting the dwell crack growth
fracture surface at medium stress intensity factors: specimen
CT39, K, - 29.5 MPaV'-. Exposure time at 600 °C approximately
14 hours
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a)

b)

Fig. 30 Example of grooving at grain boundaries on dwell crack growth
fracture surfaces: specimen CT39, K1 - 79 MPaV•m. Exposure
time at 600 0C approximately I hour
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a)

peak load and underload

b)

peak load and underload

Fig. 31 Low magnification scanning electron fractographs at the position
of the peak load and underload combination imposed on dwell
crack growth in specimen CT51
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a)

peak load and underload

peak load and underload

Fig. 32 Intermediate and high magnification scanning electron
fractographs at the position of the peak load and underload
combination imposed on dwell crack growth in specimen CT51
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a)

b)

Fig. 33 Overview and detail of dwell crack growth fracture characteristics

for specimen CT51: a ~ 11 rmm, KI - 26 MPasr'm. Exposure time

at 600 0C approximately 65 hours
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Generalized Linear Models on a PIC Spreadsheet (EXCEL)

Page 1: Model Parameter Estimation, Evaluation, and Plotting

a y x-log(a) (x-Loc)y LINK Inlikelihood interim ResUlts
1 SNUM! #NUMI (POD) -24.9157092 Ones location scale LAMBDA

1 0.016 0 -1.79588 -1.723303 0.042 -0.0433427 23 -1.284589859 0.296691941 0
2 0.018 0 -1.74473 -1.550894 0.060 -0.0623687
3 0.019 0 -1.72125 -1.471751 0.071 -0.0731560 In(likelihood)i -24.9157092
4 0.021 0 -1.67778 -1.325249 0.093 -0.0971105 in(max likelihood)i -24.9157092
5 0.022 0 -1.65758 -1.257154 0.104 -0.1102045 LAMBDAJ 0
6 0.024 0 -1.61979 -1.129788 0.129 -0.1384382 criterion
7 0.026 0 -1.58503 -1.012622 0.156 -0.1691531 5.99
8 0.028 0 -1.55284 -0.904144 0.183 -0.2020667
9 0.029 1 -1.5376 -0.852777 0.197 -1.6251031

10 0.030 0 -1.52288 -0.803153 0.211 -0.2369170
11 0.031 0 -1.50864 -0.755155 0.225 -0.2549927
12 0.032 0 -1.49485 -0.708682 0.239 -0.2734648 Figure 1-a
13 0.034 1 -1.46852 -0.619940 0.268 -1.3180805 POD vs IogCracksize
14 0.035 0 -1.45593 -0.577508 0.282 -0.3310044
15 0.036 0 -1.4437 -0.536272 0.296 -0.3508139 1.000
16 0.037 0 -1.4318 -0.496166 0.310 -0.3709024 0.800
17 0.039 1 -1.40894 -0.419107 0.338 -1.0859848 i 0600
18 0.040 0 -1.39794 -0.382047 0.351 -0.4326515 0
19 0.042 1 -1.37675 -0.310628 0.378 -0.9727506 . 0.400
20 0.043 0 -1.36653 -0.276184 0.391 -0.4962709 0.200
21 0.045 0 -1.34679 -0.209637 0.417 -0.5395261 0.000 4 =
22 0.047 0 -1.3279 -0.145984 0.442 -0.5833371 0.010 0.100 1.000
23 0.048 1 -1.31876 -0.115166 0.454 -0.7893132 Cracksize, a
24 0.050 1 -1.30103 -0.055411 0.478 -0.7383428 inches
25 0.052 0 -1.284 0.001999 0.501 -0.6947437
26 0.054 1 -1.26761 0.057243 0.523 -0.6485097
27 0.056 1 -1.25181 0.110478 0.544 -0.6088339
28 0.058 0 -1.23657 0.161844 0.564 -0.8307686 Figure 1-b
29 0.060 1 -1.22185 0.211469 0.584 -0.5383009 POD vs Cracksize
30 0.062 1 -1.20761 0.259466 0.602 -0.5068964
31 0.064 1 -1.19382 0.305940 0.620 -0.4777542 1.000
32 0.067 0 -1.17393 0.372995 0.645 -1.0368324 0,8"
33 0.069 1 -1.16115 0.416051 0.661 -0.4135271 0.800
34 0.072 1 -1.14267 0.478349 0.684 -0.3800910 0.600
35 0.074 1 -1.13077 0.518456 0.698 -0.3596368 0 0.400
36 0.077 1 -1.11351 0.576627 0.718 -0.3314190 0.200
37 0.080 0 -1.09691 0.632575 0.736 -1.3336806 0.000
38 0.083 1 -1.08092 0.686463 0.754 -0.2826423 0.000
39 0.086 1 -1.0655 0.738437 0.770 -0.2615263
40 0.089 1 -1.05061 0.788629 0.785 -0.2422810 Cracksize, a
41 0.096 1 -1.01773 0.899455 0.816 -0.2035923 Inches
42 0.104 0 -0.98297 1.018621 0.845 -1.8664812
43 0.113 1 -0.94692 1.138111 0.872 -0.1364352 Note:
"44 0.122 0 -0.91364 1.250286 0.894 -2.2481190 CallN4C3Opneaesarwidom0or dIminpAonMe
45 0.132 1 -0.87943 1.365604 0.914 -0.0899593 camTuvalues olOcadwnascaie parugr
46 0.143 1 -0.84486 1.482770 0.931 -0.0715688 (cubsR5C9ndPR5Cl0)ucanbeusedtocresa
47 0.155 1 -0.81103 1.596133 0.945 -0.0568133 syeaewpeumnce daseL

Page I C. Anis 11/2W93 9:54 PM
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Generalized Linear Models on a P/C Spreadsheet (EXCEL)

Page 2: Confidence Region Contour, left and right Confidence Limits

Model Evaluated at Max Ukelihood Right Confidence Contour
x~la(a) POD a location scale xUlog(a) POD a location scale
-1.974797 0.01 0.011 -1.28459 0.296692 -1.649406 0.01 0.022 -1.2376 0.177017
-1.893920 0.02 0.013 -1.28459 0.296692 -1.600847 0.02 0.025 -1.23242 0.179395
-1.804004 0.04 0.016 -1.28459 0.296692 -1.545930 0.04 0.028 -1.22502 0.183304
-1.701464 0.08 0.020 -1.28459 0.296692 -1.481418 0.08 0.033 -1.21342 0.190734
-1.592091 0.15 0.026 -1.28459 0.296692 -1.408602 0.15 0.039 -1.19474 0.206344
-1.440175 0.3 0.036 -1.28459 0.296692 -1.290086 0.3 0.051 -1.14786 0.271225
-1.359756 0.4 0.044 -1.28459 0.296692 -1.205000 0.4 0.062 -1.11173 0.368145
-1.321873 0.45 0.048 -1.28459 0.296692 -1.153661 0.45 0.070 -1.09861 0.438067
-1.284590 0.5 0.052 -1.28459 0.296692 -1.093719 0.5 0.081 -1.09372 0.516116
-1.247307 0.55 0.057 -1.28459 0.296692 -1.024018 0.55 0.095 -1.09837 0.591685
-1.209424 0.6 0.062 -1.28459 0.296692 -0.944196 0.6 0.114 -1.11041 0.656077
-1.129004 0.7 0.074 -1.28459 0.296692 -0.753116 0.7 0.177 -1.14316 0.743789
-0.977089 0.85 0.105 -1.28459 0.296692 -0.352964 0.85 0.444 -1.18843 0.806094
-0.904364 0.9 0.125 -1.28459 0.296692 -0.153825 0.9 0.702 -1.20183 0.81776
-0.785175 0.96 0.172 -1.28459 0.296692 0.232901 0.96 1.710 -1.21903 0.829351
-0.675259 0.98 0.211 -1.28459 0.296692 0.484894 0.98 3.054 -1.22657 0.833335
-0.594383 0.99 0.254 -1.28459 0.296692 0.712403 0.99 5.157 -1.23172 0.835698

Figure 2-a
95% Confidence Contour

ITERATION WORKSPACE
-1 I x-log(a) POD row location scale G

0.8 -1.974797 0.01 35 -1.28459 0.296692
Z 0.6

0.2 _ -__- ,,, -1.32799 0.178012
"-0

-1.5 -1.4 -1.3 -1.2 -1.1 .1 Left Confidence Contour

Location parameter xlog(a) POD a location scale
-3.262656 0.01 0.001 -1.31933 0.835355
-3.035263 0.02 0.001 -1.32485 0.832827
-2.783462 0.04 0.002 -1.33299 0.828514

igure2-b -2.498338 0.08 0.003 -1.34359 0.821841
POD vs IogCracksize -2.198724 0.15 0.006 -1.36633 0.803134

with 95% conf. bounds -1.801585 0.3 0.016 -1.41712 0.733155
-1.614546 0.4 0.024 -1.4533 0.636464
-1.537455 0.45 0.029 -1.48596 0.568953

0.8 10--- -1.470588 0.5 0.034 -1.47059 0.494346
gO0.6 -1.413107 0.55 0.039 -1.46811 0.421789
00.4 -1.363328 0.6 0.043 -1.45453 0.359997
L0.2 - -1.278626 0.7 0.053 -1.42258 0.274503

0 -Z 1 -1.157641 0.85 0.070 -1.37603 0.210711
0.001 0.010 0.100 1.000 -1.107670 0.9 0.078 -1.36147 0.198045

Cracksize, a -1.018184 0.96 0.096 -1.34232 0.185146
inches -0.962800 0.98 0.109 -1.33386 0.180673

-0.913940 0.99 0.122 -1.32794 0.17796

Pap 2 C. Annis 11/2W93 9:54 PM
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Probabilistic Structural Analysis Methods for Engine Components

Harry Miliwater, Justin Wu, and Hal Burnside
Engineering and Materials Sciences Division

Structural Engineering Department
Southwest Research Institute

Abstract

This paper discusses the advantages, development, and application of probabilistic
structural analysis methods developed under the NASA contract "Probabilistic Structural Analysis
Methods (PSAM) for Select Space Propulsion System Structural Components" funded through
the NASA Lewis Research Center. The paper also describes a probabilistic structural analysis
computer program NESSUS (Numerical Evaluation of Stochastic Structures Under Stress), which
has been developed for probabilistic analysis of complex, time-consuming structural models. The
methodology and NESSUS code are demonstrated by performing a failure analysis of a turbine
blade subject to stress, creep and vibration failure modes. Future developments of the technology
and code in the areas of fatigue and fracture mechanics, graphical user interface, interfaces with
external analysis programs, and improved probabilistic algorithms are also discussed.

Presentation Overview

Uncertainties or variabilities typically exist in the analysis and design of structural
components. The traditional approach to handle uncertainties is to use limit loads, minimum
strength characteristics, extreme tolerances, etc. in order to ensure the structural integrity of
structural components. A probabilistic approach, on the other hand, attempts to quantify the
structural reliability and identify the important variables contributing to the failure by explicitly
considering the variabilities. This information can be used to advantage in a number of areas.
As examples, it can be used to indicate which failure modes and random variables to control for
improved reliability, develop robust designs that are insensitive to input variations, develop
designs with a consistent level of risk among components, reduce overconservatism, develop
optimized risk-based inspection schedules, and perform probability-based decisions.

There are difficult issues that must be addressed; however, in adopting a probabilistic
approach, such as, obtaining enough data to develop the input probability distributions, lack of
confidence in the probability answers such as 10V, or 0.999999, and reluctance to quantify
reliability, at least publicly, by companies. The probabilistic analysis itself can be very
demanding in that it requires sophisticated computational tools which are not yet at maturity,
multidisciplinary knowledge in probabilistic and deterministic methods by engineers, and can be
very computationally demanding.

A very useful output of probabilistic analysis are the probabilistic sensitivity factors [1].
Three nondimensional probabilistic sensitivity factors are shown below.
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S = # sensitivity of probability to changes in the mean value of random

variable X,.

S. = cOp/p = sensitivity of probability to changes in the standard deviation of
aola

random variable Y,.

AP = change in probability with respect to changes in the distribution type

of random variable X,.

The probabilistic sensitivity factors indicate which random variables or parameters have
the most effect on the probability. This information can be more useful then the computed
probability number. For example, the graph below shows the effect each random variable has
on the reliability of a turbine blade. The variation in the standard deviation of the y direction
orientation of the anisotropic material (8.) clearly affects the probability the most. Thus, if the
standard deviation of this variable is highly uncertain due to limited data, further data collection
is warranted. Modifications to reduce the standard deviation in this variable will have the
greatest effect on reducing the probability of failure. These sensitivity factors can be computed
during the probabilistic analysis without additional cost for some advanced probabilistic methods.
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The NESSUS probabilistic structural analysis computer program has been developed to
partially address the requirement for efficient, robust probabilistic algorithms. NESSUS contains
finite element and boundary element methods for deterministic structural modeling integrated
with advanced probabilistic methods.[2] Both component and system reliability capabilities are
included. The focus of the program is on Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) components,
however, the technology generated is general and is being applied to other analysis areas.

A significant amount of research in the PSAM program has focused on the development,
implementation and application of efficient probabilistic methods.J31 The methods implemented
in NESSUS are shown on the accompanying viewgraphs. The goal is to provide an accurate
solution with a minimum number of calculations. The Monte Carlo method will always work
but may require a very large number of computer runs. For example, for a probability of failure
of lO4, Monte Carlo simulation requires IOW or 106 simulations. This is not feasible for many
problems. Fast approximate methods such as the mean value first order and advanced mean
value methods can be used. These methods often achieve accurate results with several orders of
magnitude fewer computations than Monte Carlo simulation. However, these methods are not
always guaranteed to work. The adaptive importance sampling method combines the benefits of
sampling with the fast approximate methods.[4] For the adaptive importance sampling method,
an approximate method is used to locate the high probability region. Then, sampling is initially
performed locally only in this region. The sampling region is incrementally adjusted and new
samples are obtained. The procedure continues until the probability converges within a user
specified error tolerance and confidence.

NESSUS is demonstrated by computing a failure analysis of a turbine blade. The finite
element model consists of 5946 degrees of freedom. 2ight random variables are used; six affect
all three failure modes, one affects creep only, and one affects vibration only. Failure of the
blade was defined as failure due to a vibration, stress, or creep criteria. The failure modes are
organized using a fault tree. The fault tree approach has the advantage in that correlation
between the failure modes due to common random variables, i.e. the six common variables in
this problem, can be accounted for automatically. The solution procedure was to use the
advanced mean value method to compute polynomial approximations to the finite element models
at high probability regions for each individual failure mode. 3.7 CPU hours on an HP 750
workstation were required for this step. The polynomial functions were then combined using the
fault tree. The combined probability of failure, or system probability, was then computed using
Monte Carlo sampling or adaptive importance sampling on the approximate functions. As a
check, adaptive importance sampling was performed on the finite element models requiring 117
analyses and 25 CPU hours. The probability sensitivity factors for each individual failure mode
and when all failure modes are combined are shown in the accompanying viewgraphs. The
complete solution details for this problem can be found in reference [5].

The NESSUS program is still under development. Future developments will incorporate
structural integrity models related to fatigue and fracture. Simpl- fatigue and fracture problems
can already be solved with NESSUS; however, the infrastructure will be improved for more
complicated problems.
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Technology improvements in efficient probabilistic methods will continue to be explored.
Improved robustness of the approximate methods and new probabilistic sensitivity measures are
required.

External interfaces will be developed between NESSUS and other analysis programs, both
small scale, e.g. user-developed codes, and large scale, e.g. ABAQUS, ANSYS, NASTRAN
nonlinear finite element codes.

Graphical user interfaces for model development and output interpretation will be
developed; both PC/Macintosh and X windows workstation versions. A scaled-down version of
the NESSUS probabilistic module currently exists on a PC and Macintosh. This code will be
used for education and training.

In summary, mere are significant advantages to use probabilistic analysis methods. In
particular, probabilistic sensitivity factors can be very effective in determining important variables
affecting the structural reliability. The use of probabilistic sensitivity factors partially addresses
the difficulties in obtaining input data and the lack of confidence in the absolute probability
results.

Computational tools to perform probabilistic structural analysis have been developed and
continue to be developed. The NESSUS computer code attempts to address the computational
demands of probabilistic analysis by providing the engineer with an integrated probabilistic
structural analysis tool with efficient algorithms. The NESSUS code was demonstrated by
computed the reliability of a turbine blade subject to vibration, creep, and stress failure modes.
Future enhancements to NESSUS will focus on fatigue and fracture, improved robust algorithms,
interfaces to other deterministic codes, and a user-friendly graphical user interface.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Fatigue cracks which initiate at weep holes located in the risers emanating from the lower

wing surface panels have plagued the C- 141 for some time. Such cracking was first

observed in full-scale wing/fuselage durability tests. As a result of these observations, a

rework procedure which consisted of reaming followed by low-interference cold working

was developed for the weep holes. Despite the application of this rework procedure,

weep hole cracking continues to adversely effect the structural integrity of the C- 141

fleet.

The Air Force has recently begun using composite patches to repair lower wing panels in

which weep hole cracks have been found. In support of this repair effort, a computational

procedure has been developed which will allow engineers to perform rapid Damage

Tolerance Analyses (DTA) of repaired and unrepaired lower wing panels. This

procedure will allow for the efficient performance of residual strength and fatigue

calculations of repaired and unrepaired lower wing panels containing part elliptical

cracks. The procedure developed involves an extension of the Finite Element Alternating

Method (FEAM) [ ! 1. The details of this procedure are the subject of this report.

Numerical results presented consist of a comparison of fatigue calculations performed on

a model of an unrepaired weep hole with test data as well as repaired (generic) and

unrepaired stress intensity factors of part elliptical weep hole cracks.

2.0 FINITE ELEMENT ALTERNATING METHOD (FEAM)

The Schwartz-Neumann alternating method is used to obtain the stress intensity factor

solutions for a crack in a finite body. A detailed description of this procedure can be
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found in [1]. Since a general closed form solution does not exist for a finite body which

contains ,a crack and is subjected to arbitrary externally applied tractions, a numerical

procedure is required to solve this problem. The Schwartz-Neumann alternating method

is such a procedure. In the alternating method, two types of solutions are required.

Solution I: A general analytical solution for an embedded elliptical crack in an

infinite body subject to arbitrary crack face tractions.

Solution 2: A numerical scheme (finite or boundary elements for instance) capable of

solving for the stresses in an uncracked finite body.

The needed analytical solution exists, the details of which can be found in [2]. In the

present report, the finite element method will be used to solve for the stresses in the

uncracked body. These two solutions are utilized in the following steps which make up

the FEAM.

1. Solve the uncracked finite body under the given external loads using the finite

element method. The uncracked body has the same geometry as in the given problem

except for the crack. For example, when a crack emanates from a hole in a structure,

the hole must still be analyzed in the uncracked structure.

2. Using the finite element solution of the uncracked body, compute the stresses at

the crack location.

3. Compare these stresses calculated in step 2 with a permissible stress magnitude. If

the stresses are less than the permissible stress magnitude, then stop.

4. The stresses at the crack location computed in step 2 are reversed to create the

traction free crack faces as in the given problem.

5. The reversed stresses are applied to the infinite body problem and the analytical

solution is obtained.

6. The stress intensity factors for the infinite body problem are computed

analytically.

7. The stresses at the location of the external surfaces of the finite body are
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determined from the analytical solution.

8. The stresses computed in step 7 are reversed and treatcd as externally applied

tractions applied to the uncracked finite body.

9. Go to step 1, using the tractions computed in step 8 as the given external loading.

In practice, this process usually takes between three to five iterations to converge,

depending upon factors such as the stress concentration present in the uncracked body at

the crack location. The overall stress intensity factor solution is obtained by adding the

stress intensity factor solutions for all iterations.

The advantages of utilizing FEAM to perform a DTA of structure containing elliptical or

part elliptical cracks are many. However, they are all a result of the fact that only the

uncracked structure is modeled with finite elements. The crack is specified simply by

giving the major axis, minor axis and center coordinates of the ellipse which models the

crack. As a consequence, FEAM is extremely efficient from both a computational and

manpower point of view when performing parametric studies of crack size, shape and

location because the finite element mesh remains the same. This property makes FEAM

ideal for performing fatigue crack growth calculations of elliptical or part elliptical

cracks.

2.1 Fatigue Crack Growth Algorithm

Exploiting the fact that the crack front does not need to be modeled explicitly in FEAM

and thus only one finite element mesh is necessary to model various crack sizes and

shapes, it is relatively straightforward to utilize FEAM to perform fatigue crack growth

calculations. The steps involved in a fatigue crack growth calculation under constant

amplitude loading are as follows.
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1. Specify initial and final minor axis sizes and divide the interval into a number of

subintervals (20 for the present work).

2. The number of cycles for minor axis crack growth in a given subinterval is

calculated using a crack growth equation (Forman's for the present work) and the

stress intensity factors (for the crack size and shape at the beginning of the

subinterval) generated by a FEAM analysis.

3. The increment in major axis crack growth is determined by utilizing the number of

cycles determined in step 2, the crack growth equation and the stress intensity factors

(for the crack size and shape at the beginning of the subinterval) generated by a

FEAM analysis.

4. If the minor axis size has reached the specified final size, then stop. Otherwise, go

to step 2.

The analysis of fatigue crack growth from the C- 141 weep hole requires the use of a

variable amplitude loading spectrum. While it is possible to perform a cycle by cycle

fatigue crack growth analysis using FEAM, this is not in general necessary. Rather, the

present work has combined the software packages SAFEFLAW3D (which implements

the FEAM) and NASA FLAGRO [3] for this purpose. NASA FLAGRO contains

advanced features that can be used to consider fatigue crack growth under variable

amplitude loading. Thus, by combining the efficient stress intensity factor calculation

capability of SAFEFLAW3D with the fatigue crack growth capabilities of NASA

FLAGRO, a powerful tool for performing fatigue crack growth analysis of elliptical and

part elliptical cracks is created. Figure 1 illustrates this concept.

2.2 Composite Patch Algorithm

The FEAM, as presented to this point, is a powerful tool for generating stress intensity
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factors for cracks in homogeneous bodies. However, its application to structure having

adhesively bonded composite patches, such as the C-141 lower wing panels/risers,

requires the introduction of a two step analysis procedure. This is because the analytical

solution for an infinite body containing an elliptical crack, whose faces are subject to

arbitrary tractions, is available only for certain homogenous bodies. The two step

analysis procedure used to generate stress intensity factors for structures repaired with

adhesively bonded composite patches is as follows.

1. Perform a finite element analysis of the entire structure (i.e. original structure,

adhesive and composite patch) under the given external loading. In this analysis,

release the nodes at the location of the crack, but make no attempt to model the

singular stress field which exists at the crack. Determine the equivalent nodal loads

which exist at the interface of the adhesive and original structure.

2. Perform the previously described FEAM analysis of the original structure with the

initial external loading consisting of the given loading and the equivalent nodal loads

calculated in step 1.

Step I can in general be done using any finite element software which allows the user to

model the original structure and adhesive with 3D solid elements and the composite patch

with 3D solid elements or shell elements.

3.0 NUMERICAL RESULTS

The ability to model fatigue crack growth of a corner crack located at the weep hole in a

C-141 lower wing panel/riser and to calculate the reduction in stress intensity factor due

to the application of adhesively bonded composite patches is demonstrated in this section.

The geometry and material parameters of the C- 141 lower wing panel/riser are given in

Figure 2. A critical stress intensity for a part elliptical crack in the riser was calculated to
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be 57.6 ksiVin using NASA FLAGRO. This number was based on a yield stress of 65

ksi, a plane strain fracture toughness of 27 ksi Vin and a riser thickness of 0. 18 in. The

limit stress for the lower wing panel/riser is 34 ksi. All applied loads in the analyses are

uniformly distributed over the cross section of the panel/riser as shown in Figure 3. The

mesh in Figure 3 consists of 597 20 node brick elements and is used in all analyses except

as noted.

3.1 Fatigue Results

The fatigue crack growth calculations were done assuming a Forman model. The Forman

relation is given by:

da C(AK)"
dn {(i - R)K, - AK}

where a is the crack length, n is the number of cycles, R is the ratio of K,,. to K,,,,,

and K,. is the critical stress intensity which was given previously. Experimental fatigue

crack growth data for AL 7075-T651 was input into NASA FLAGRO, which determined

the constants C and n to be 0.2112E-05 and 2.53 1, respectively. The crack was

assumed to grow from a comer flaw above the weep hole as shown in Figure 4. The

initial crack dimensions were 0.07 in. along the bore of the weep hole and 0.05 in. up the

riser.

The variable amplitt.de spectrum used was comprised of peak-valley pairs representing

six 504.5 flight hour passes or 3027 total flight hours. The number of peak-valley pairs is

somewhat different for ea,,; pass in order to account for cycles that occur as little as once

in 3027 flight hours and for an accumulation of fractional occurrences in the correct

sequence. The data was filtered to remove stress differences of less than 2 ksi. The

highest peak in the data was 17.89 ksi while negative loads were treated as zero in the
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present analysis.

The fatigue crack growth results are presented in terms of major and minor axis growth in

Figure 4. These results were produced using the previously outlined combination of

NASA FLAGRO and SAFEFLAW3D. The results indicate that the crack would grow

through the riser in approximately 1513 flight hours. The results were obtained in 1 hour

on an HP 9000/735. Limited comparison was possible with weep hole fatigue test data

performed for WR-ALC. Weep hole test specimen RN0002, which had an initial crack

size very close to that of the numerical analysis, apparently propagated completely along

the bore somewhere between 1475 and 3027 flight hours. While the 1513 flight hours

predicted by analysis falls in this range, it appears that the test data indicates a somewhat

higher time for the crack to propagate along the bore of the weep hole. There are several

reasons which likely contribute to discrepancies that exist between the computational

model and the test data. Firstly, the initial crack size along the bore of the weep hole was

not known exactly. More precise measurements arn. needed to describe the progression of

the crack in this direction. Also, the crack growth constants used in the fatigue

calculation were not based on crack growth data of the Al 7075-T651 used in the tests.

Finally, crack closure effects, which would reduce fatigue crack growth rates were not

accounted for in the present computational model.

3.1 Composite Patch Results

Reductions in stress intensity factor due to adhesively bonded composite patch repairs of

cracked panels/risers were studied for four separate cracking cases. The patch and

adhesive geometry and material parameters are given in Figure 5 (These are generic in

nature) The patch material properties are representative of an 8 ply, uni-directional
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boron-epoxy. For each cracking case, two patching schemes are compared. Patch I

models the riser patches only while Patch 2 models the riser patches as well a patch on

the outer surface of the lower wing panel. This is done to study the effect t(fat parasitic

stiffening of the structure due to the patches has on stress intensity factors. The parasitic

stiffening tends to induce local bending of the structure in the case of Patch I while this

effect is lessened in the case of Patch 2.

Results for the four cracking cases are given in Figures 6-10. The stress intensity factors

presented are for a I ksi unit load. The CPU time required for each run on a HP

9000/735 was about II minutes for the 597 element mesh. Results for case I, which

required an 868 element mesh due to the severe stress concentration (CPU tinie=25

minutes), indicate that while Patch I and Patch 2 significantly reduce the stress intensity

factors, they do not restore sufficient residual strength to allow the structure to sustain the

limit load of 34 ksi. Results for cases 2, 3 and 4 show significant reductions in stress

intensity factors due to the composite patches. In all these cases, the Patch 2 scheme is

superior to that of Patch 1. This is particularly true for cracks below the weep hole which

tend to be affected to a greater extent by the local bending induced by the parasitic

stiffening of Patch 1.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Methodology for performing a DTA of repaired and unrepaired C-141 weep holes

containing part elliptical cracks has been presented. The techniques provide accurate

solutions and are very efficient in terms of manpower and computational times. The

methodologies are completely general and could easily be applied to other structural

components.

See
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FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH METHODOLOGY
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Figure 1
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ABSTRACT

The USAF C-141B aircraft are rapidly approaching an extended fatigue life of 45,000
flight hours. Fuel weep holes incorporated in design of the integral riser of lower
wing panels have become a source of fatigue cracks. A program to correct the
problem and further improve the fatigue life includes a mandrel-only coldworking
process. This paper discusses a test program conducted to establish crack growth
rates from pre-existing cracks in these weep holes in conjunction with the
coldworking process. The evaluation included a comparison with an alternative
split sleeve cold expansion process. The results show that both methods extend the
crack growth life; however, the split sleeve cold expansion method arrested further
growth from cracks up to 0.144 inches.
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INTRODUCTION

The USAF's C-141B cargo aircraft have exceeded their original design lives of 30,000
flight hours and are rapidly approaching an extended life of 45,000 flight hours.
Fatigue damage to the wings of these aircraft has been accelerated in varying degrees
by severe mission requirements, including extended aerial refueling training and low
level special mission flying. A mid-life modification to the aircraft provided for aerial
refueling in order to extend the range of the aircraft. The original design of the wings
incorporated 0.250 inch diameter weep holes drilled through integral risers of the lower
wing panels to facilitate fuel transfer within the wings to achieve range requirements.
The weep holes have now proven to be a source of fatigue cracks, especially in the
more highly stressed areas of the lower wing panels.

As part of the C-141 design service life testing program, a structurally complete
airframe with fuselage, wings, pylon and vertical stabilizer was tested. In 1977, some
cracks were found in the weep holes. An initial inspection survey of four fleet aircraft
found no cracks. In 1979, inspection of service aircraft was recommended at 21,000
hours followed by repeat inspections at 4,000 hour intervals. No cracks were found in
the fleet at that time.

When additional cracks were found in 25 weep holes around wing station 77 of the
fatigue test article in 1981, it was decided to coldwork the holes on the test wing using a
sleeveless mandrel-only technique proposed by the Lockheed-Georgia Company. In
1983, Lockheed recommended coldwork of weep holes in the fleet aircraft at 30,000
flight hours. However, there remains a question as to the effectiveness of the program
and its implementation since weep hole cracking has now been identified as a fleet
wide problem.
As part of a program to further extend the service life of the C-141B fleet, the C-141
Management Directorate at Warner Robins Air Logistic Center (WR-ALC) has begun a
program of oversize reaming and coldworking using the original Lockheed mandrel-
only process. This method of coldworking, which expands the weep hole by up to 2.6
percent of its diameter, should theoretically extend fatigue life if no cracks remain in
the reamed oversized hole. However, the effectiveness of the technique on holes,
particularly with undetected cracks remaining, has never been tested.

This paper describes testing of coupons, machined from actual C-141B lower wing
panels, to develop crack growth rates for weep holes coldworked in accordance with
the current mandrel-only rework procedure. Similar crack growth data were also
obtained for an alternative split sleeve cold expansion procedure developed by Fatigue
Technology, Inc. (FTh of Seattle, Washington. This alternative approach provides for
higher expansion of the hole with an increase in the residual compressive stress zone.
The tests were carried out at the FTI Materials Testing Facility in accordance with a
WR-ALC statement of work [1].
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WEEP HOLE COLDWORKING METHODS

The term "coldworking" usually applies to processes that improve strength and
performance by cold-work hardening. This is not to be confused with the mechanism
of expansion generally associated with coldworking of holes. Hole coldworking, or
more preferably hole cold expansion, improves performance by pre-stressing the
material adjacent to the hole. Usually, this type of process involves radially expanding
the hole beyond the elastic limit of the material.

Sleeveless or Mandrel-Only Process
The sleeveless or mandrel-only process which is currently used in the C-141B weep
holes uses a tapered mandrel to expand the hole. The oversized tapered mandrel is
drawn or driven through the lubricated hole with an interference level such that the
hole is expanded up to 2.6 percent of the hole diameter. A schematic of the mandrel-
only process is shown in Figure 1. This technique does, however, suffer the following
limitations:

"* requires two sided access to the hole
"* requires operator to lubricate both mandrel and hole using liquid lubricant
"* seizing of mandrel and galling of hole can occur if lubrication is improperly

applied
"* has limited interference on the basis of lubrication and galling limitations
"* requires a close-tolerance starting hole because of limited interference

After mandrel-only coldworking, the holes require extensive deburring to remove the
large surface upset on the side the mandrel exits the weep hole. The surface upset
results from the high frictional and contact forces between the mandrel and the hole,
causing an axial plastic flow of material toward the mandrel exit side.

High Interference Split Sleeve Cold Expansion
The alternative split sleeve cold expansion process uses a solid-film pre-lubricated split
sleeve that allows a one-sided limited-access operation at a considerably higher applied
expansion level. It is therefore free from the limitations of the mandrel-only process
described earlier. The tapered mandrel used with the split sleeve method has a large
diameter sized to just pass through the starting hole. The split sleeve is fitted to the
small diameter of the mandrel and then the mandrel/sleeve combination is placed in
the hole. The sleeve is restrained in the hole by a nosecap assembly while the mandrel
is pulled through the hole as shown in Figure 2. The lubricated sleeve protects the hole
from damage and allows the tapered mandrel to radially expand and yield the material
around the hole in a repeatable, controlled manner. Applied expansions for typical
fastener hole diameters range from 3 to 6 percent.

The interference of the mandrel results in plastic yielding within a large diameter zone
around the hole. After the mandrel passes through, the elastic material surrounding
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the plastic zone forces the material within the zone into a compressive state. The depth
and magnitude of the residual compressive tangential, or hoop, stress is proportional to
the amount of applied expansion. For sleeve cold expansion, this zone typically
extends up to one diameter around the hole.

A comparison of predicted hoop stress distributions around mandrel-only and sleeve
cold expanded weep holes is shown in Figure 3. The mandrel-only process leaves
considerably less compressive pre-stress around the hole. The stress distribution
predictions were generated using an FTI proprietary elastic-plastic computer analysis
program [2].

The greatest difference between the mandrel-only process and the sleeve cold
expansion is the level of applied expansion. As shown in Figure 4, the resultant fatigue
life improvement for the low interference mandrel-only process is much less and has a
wide band of results for typical aluminum alloys. Sleeve cold expansion, on the other
hand, produces consistently higher fatigue lives with a tighter variance. Small
differences in tool wear and starting hole dimensions have a large impact on the
effectiveness of these processes, particularly with the mandrel-only technique.
Optimum fatigue performance is obtained using the high interference split sleeve cold
expansion method.

The effectiveness of split sleeve cold expansion in extending fatigue and crack growth
lives of open and filled fastener holes is well documented [3,4]. Typical life
improvement factors are greater than 3 to 1. Of particular interest to the C-141B weep
hole program was the ability of the split sleeve cold expansion process to arrest growth
of pre-existing cracks under normal service loads. This effect was investigated under
the WR-ALC sponsored test program which is discussed next.

TEST PROGRAM

The objective of the test program was to generate spectrum crack growth data for
cracks emanating from weep holes in various conditions: no coldwork, mandrel-only
(sleeveless) coldwork, and split-sleeve cold expansion.

Load Spectrum
The load spectrum was a modified flight-by-flight spectrum originally produced using
Air Force provided software. Each spectrum pass contained 376,370 endpoints
representing 3,027 flight hours. The peak gross stresses were 17.89 ksi (tension) and
14.93 ksi (compression). Spectrum endpoint occurrence and exceedence data are shown
in Figure 5.

Test Specimens

WR-ALC prepared a total of 13 test specimens from existing wing panel structure from
a tear-down aircraft. The end fittings, designed and manufactured by WR-ALC, were
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intended to introduce a significant amount of tension into the riser with minimal
bending.

Baseline Speimn

Three baseline specimens with no coldworking were used to establish baseline crack
growth data. One of these specimens was strain gaged to verify that the specimens
introduced loads into the riser in a manner consistent with aircraft wing structure
loads. These specimens were precracked on the test frame.

Mandrel-Only Specimn

All weep holes in specimens designated for rework were processed using the same
starting reamer, with a nominal diameter of 0.281 inches as specified in the current
rework procedure. The mandrel-only coldwork specimens were processed at WR-ALC
using the method described earlier in the paper. The holes were not reamed after
processing.

Split Sleeve Cold Expansion Specimes

The weep holes were reamed to the same starting hole diameter that was used in the
mandrel-only process. Split sleeve cold expansion was performed at FTI using tooling
specifically designed for the weep holes. This special restricted-access tooling will
permit split sleeve cold expansion of the risers in the actual aircraft structure, as shown
in Figure 6. The holes in the test specimens were not reamed after processing.

Test Results
Baseline Specimens
The baseline specimens were precracked under constant amplitude loading to a 0.050-
inch quarter circular flaw in the weep hole, running perpendicular to the riser edge.
The crack growth rate tests were conducted under spectrum load conditions. Crack
lengths were measured on each specimen at the end of every spectrum pass using a
digital traveling microscope (DTM). On two of the specimens this was continued until
the crack length was approximately half the riser height, about 0.450 inches from the
edge of the hole.

In general, the cracks were placed on the riser side of the hole, except in one of the
specimens, where a crack was intentionally oriented toward the skin. This specimen
was used to investigate the effectiveness of the PRI Instrumentation Magneto-Optic
Eddy Current Imaging (MOI) system for detecting, from outside the wing, cracks
advancing toward the skin from the weep holes. Figure 7 shows the good degree of
correlation attained between the flaw sizes estimated from MOI indications and the
crack lengths measured with the DTM. The MOI technique successfully monitored
crack growth through the riser until it became visible on the surface.
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Coldworked Speme
All specimens were cyclically tested until the crack was approximately half the riser
height or until run-out was reached, at 45,000 equivalent flight hours. Crack lengths
were measured using a DTM at the end of each spectrum pass.

The overall results are presented in Figure 8. For comparable initial crack lengths, the
split-sleeve cold expanded holes met or exceeded the lives of the mandrel-only and
non-coldworked specimens, as illustrated in Figure 9. Both mandrel-only coldworking
and split sleeve cold expansion met the required 15,000 hour life goal after rework.
However, the split sleeve cold expansion process was shown to meet this goal with
cracks as large as 0.180 inches. For cracks of 0.144 inches or less, split sleeve cold
expansion virtually arrested further crack growth during testing. The non-coldworked
specimens showed crack growth rates consistent with those observed with in-service
aircraft.

In general, for small cracks, the eddy current inspection measurements made before
rework correlated well with the DTM measurements (allowing for the increase in
diameter resulting from rework). However, for large cracks, there were significant
discrepancies (Figure 10), which in some cases, were unconservative. This Figure
shows that there is some uncertainty associated with measurement of pre-existing weep
hole cracks using the present eddy current non-destructive inspection technique.

CONCLUSIONS

The non-coldworked baseline crack growth lives were comparable to recorded service
life data. This would tend to confirm that the modified spectrum loading and
configuration of the test specimen were reasonable representations of actual lower wing
panel service conditions.

Crack growth life data for the mandrel-only and split sleeve cold expansion processes
were also consistent with generally anticipated values. Mandrel-only coldworking of
the weep holes with existing cracks of up to 0.064 inches, was successful in generating
additional fatigue life when compared to equivalent flaw-size non-coldworked
specimens. An acceptable maximum flaw-size for cracks emanating from the weep
holes was not defined.

The split sleeve cold expansion process virtually contained any further crack growth on
the specimens with initial flaw sizes up to 0.144 inches. The results clearly show that
this process would achieve the required 15,000 hour additional life from the weep
holes, even in the presence of large undetected flaws (up to 0.180 inches) prior to hole
cold expansion. Furthermore, the quality controls inherent in the process ensure
repeatability of results and optimization of process performance.
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FIGURE 1

Schematic of Sleeveless Mandrel-Only Process
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FIGURE 2

Fri's Split Sleeve Cold Expansion Process
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Split Mandrel Coldworking:
A Manufacturing Solution for Automating a Critical Process

Geoffrey A. Rodman Matthew Creager
West Coast Industries, Inc. Structural Integrity Engineering
Seattle, Washington 98133 Chatsworth, California 91311

ABSTRACT-With an increasing requirement for automating manufacturing processes, the aero-
space industry is closely examining automated processes for coldworking fastener holes in metal
structures. One such system, an automated sleeveless coldworking system, is now being uti-
lized in a robotics environment at Bristol Aerospace on their F-5 wing manufacture/re-manufac-
ture repair programs and will have direct influence upon other new manufacture of metal struc-
tures which require the coldworking of a significant number of holes in an automated environ-
ment. The conclusions presented in this paper quantity the benefits (fatigue enhancement and
cost savings) of automating a sleeveless coldworking system.

Introduction
Early processes used to coldwork fastener holes, worked to develop a system which would indeed
such as mandrelizing, etc., were limited in the lower their perishable tooling costs while making
amount of applied expansion (Ea) induced into the the coldworking process much simpler to implement.
hole. The lower level of Ea achieved, resulted in a
lowered level of retained expansion (Er), and pro- As sometimes occurs with any newly developing
duced levels of life improvement somewhat less than technology, the fatigue life benefits obtained during
required. With the development of the split sleeve the developmental phase were somewhat disappoint-
process [1-3], higher Ea levels (and the correspond- ing. In 1983, an evaluation [61 was performed which
ing higher E, levels) were achieved resulting in a compared the split sleeve process with the new
tremendous increase in fatigue life over the levels sleeveless system, using an early developmental
previously achieved. While the split sleeve system mandrel. The results of this program concluded that
provided the needed life improvement the aerospace the sleeveless system, though cost effective, provided
community required, there was a downside. The re- somewhat less fatigue life improvement (Figure 1)
quirement for a disposable split sleeve presented than that provided by the sleeve system. It was
problems in attempts to minimize processing time, thought that "the higher retained expansion found
not to mention the high cost of a tool that is dispos- in the holes coldworked with the sleeveless system
able after one use. In the early 1980's, Boeing's may have been due to plastic flow into the mandrel
(BCAC) Materials Research & Development group slots" [6]. It is important to note that this test pro-
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amount of lubrication (approximately one drop) is
aly nd TMiy automatically applied to the mandrel after each cycle

as it re-extends. As with other coldworking pro-
S on" vcesses, the resulting fatigue life improvement is due

- ,- , 35 to the introduction of a beneficial residual compres-
0 M sive stress.

.0 2. Rem to* W mw #Avg wIWw VAM hab rwer
3. Vly sW he wO tole W .g

sage g pigns

Figure I-T:-' Results Using a Developmental mof rW ,

Mandrel [61 #0 n *W WP .

gram was conducted using tooling that was devel-
opmental, since the final tool configuration was not
established until later. Despite the early disappoint-
ments, Boeing was able to eventually resolve the how

problems, with the results of their work becoming
the sleeveless "split mandrel" system [4-51. G. PassVi , F11.

Process Description nMW dp"4ssl
The West Coast Industries' patented split mandrel SwM&. ,
process utilizes a collapsible mandrel (Figure 2) with
a sliding pilot shaft extending through the mandrel
which serves to solidify the mandrel prior to cold-
working a hole. With the pilot retracted, the man- 7. no hW dleaWis
drel becomes collapsible allowing insertion into the sabow nm*" is Pu"

hole. The puller unit is then actuated, extending the 6*f"ot W

pilot to solidify the mandrel, pulling the mandrel S. vnolaocwm

through the hole (Figure 3). Boelube, a Boeing de- ftt1*1=eW

veloped lubricant, is used to lower the frictional
forces resulting from the mandrel sliding against the 9. k m h vO p.10. am h* o• WW anl wO• p• a nwo• w

hole during the coldworking process. The proper .It .WWe WOlgq. Comxhm ,, oun".

Figure 3-Split Mandrel Process Description

Figure 2-Split Mandrel
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Test Program Results and Discussion
In order to quantify the benefits of the Split Man- Prior to performing an analysis of the collected data,
drel coldworking process (SpM) and facilitate a corn- it was decided that applied expansion values (Ej)
parison of the benefits gained relative to the Split are not the appropriate measure of what has been
Sleeve process (SpSI), a series of fatigue tests for done to the metal around the hole, since the tooling
both split sleeve and split mandrel coldworked holes absorbs some of the applied load during the cold-
were performed. All tests were conducted under cy- working process. This could be different for the
clic load control, with a gross stress level (a,..) of various types of coldworking. For example, the split
30 ksi at a stress ratio (R) of 0.1. The specimens sleeve experiences a great deal of deformation dur-
(Figure 10, Page 9) were manufactured from 7075- ing the coldworking process, rendering it unusable
T651 aluminum plate that was double disk ground after working one hole. In addition to the deforma-
to a material thickness of 0.250" with a surface fin- tion experienced by the split sleeve, mandrels (from
ish of 63 rms. Four distinct hole sizes and corre- either process) experience some deformation as well.
sponding tool sets were examined (Table I), with half It was concluded that the retained expansion value
of the specimens being coidworked at the specifica- would indeed be a more accurate measure of what
tion maximum applied expansion level and half were work has been performed on a hole. In either cold-
coldworked at the specification minimum applied ex- working process, any desired retained expansion (Er)
pansion level [2-5]. Non-coldworked specimens level can be achieved by choosing an appropriate
(NCw) were also tested for each hole size in order level of applied expansion. It should be noted, that
to provide a baseline reference. Additionally, a se- the relationship between Ea and Er could be differ-
ries of specimens were tested at various gross stress ent for each of the coldworking processes as well as
levels (S/N curve-Table II), in order to ascertain various materials. In Figure 4, E, vs. E is plotted
the fatigue life gain, for each of the processes, un- for all of the coldworked specimens. The plotted
der various loading conditions. data show that for the material, thickness, and sys-

4 - Retained Expansion

Applied Expansion o

00

IL3

&MU

1.50

I0

o 8pmi Mandrel * Spin Sless

Figure 4-Retained vs Applied Expansion
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tems tested, no significant difference existed in the All of the data (Figure 5) clearly reflect the trends
relationship between EF and E, for the two processes. of longer fatigue life with increased retained expan-
Nevertheless, in order to assure a minimum of bias sion, and higher fatigue life for the split mandrel pro-
in the data analysis, all of the data analysis is based cess, at corresponding values of retained expansion.
on the use of E. as the coldwork parameter. The data further demonstrates that both coldwork

processes consistently produce significantly longer

I 1 Effect of Retained Expansion on Life
All Tool Sizes

1E+0 ....

0

I 0.51. 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Percent Retained Expansion

INNCW o Split:Mandrel *pl~s

Figure 5-Effect of Retained Expansion

1E+02: Effect of Retained Expansion
On Life--Normalized Data

S~All Too[ Sines

No Significant Difference In Split Mandrel Superior
U Split Mandrel and Split Sleeve to Split SIeTVS
Z

1E+00, ,

Percent Retained Expansion

0 Split Mandrel * Spilt Sleeve l

Figure 6-Normalized Data-Effect of Retained Expansion
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lives than the non-coldworked (NCW) baseline of approximately 2.5%, that there is a clear discern-
specimens. It is useful to normalize the coldworked ible increase in life due to split mandrel coldwork-
specimen life data by the average NCW life data at ing over that due to split sleeve coldworking. Be-
the corresponding hole diameter (Figure 6), which low 2.5% retained expansion that trend is not as clear.
decreases any effect of hole size on observed data The effect is most probably present below 2.5% E,
trends. Note that above a retained expansion level but is likely obscured by the basic scatter in fatigue

It~r:.Effect of Retained Expansion
On Life--Regression Analysis

S~All Tool Sines

Z 
I

S111.01:(

I*0
1 O0 0. 253.

Percent Retained Expansion

0 oSp•lt Mandrel s Spit Swisy.

Figure 7-Regression Analysis-Effect of Retained Expansion

Fr -Lifef Inpro oementpDfernce
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eenhSplit Mandrel and Split Sleeve

0 0,6 1.3:66 $
Percent Retained Eq•

Figure 8-116f Improvement Differences
Between the Split Mandrel and Split Sleeve
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Figure 9--S/N Curves for 0.250 Inch Hole Diameter

data at low levels of Er where the difference in the Additional tests were run at stress levels above and
two processes is smaller. (Note: As the amount of below 30 ksi for 0.250 inch diameter holes with the
E. approaches zero, the effect of coldworking and applied expansion levels at or near the maximum
the difference between any two coldworking pro- specification values. The test results are presented
cesses must also approach zero.) in Table II at the end of the paper. Figure 9 shows

this test data and the corresponding data at 30 ksi
Figure 7 replots the data from figure 6 with linear along with regression analysis curves for the three
regression lines (log life versus retained expansion) data sets. Note that the increased effectiveness of
for the split mandrel and split sleeve coldworked pro- the split mandrel as compared to the split sleeve pro-
cesses. This allows quantification of the life im- cess is observable at all stress levels for this test data.
provement differences between the two coldwork-
ing processes (Figure 8). Manufacturing Considerations

Once the fatigue enhancement questions have been
At the start of the test program, it was expected that sufficiently answered, the aerospace industry can
comparable retained expansion levels would result turn to other areas of major interest. Boeing Coin-
in comparable levels of life improvement. The in- mercial Aircraft Company has been using the split
creased efficacy of the split mandrel process as com- mandrel system in production since 1983. It is used
pared to the split sleeve process is surprising and is in non-automated production, and was developed for
currently unexpainable. Until significantly more an automated environment such as the new ASAT
comparative data are generated, it would be prudent (Automated Spar Assembly Tool) machine for the
not to extrapolate this result to other geometries and manufacture of the new 777 wing. Bristol Aero-
alloys, space has recently begun the manufacture of im-

proved wing sets for the F-5 using automated split
mandrel coldworking in order to respond to the fa-
tigue problems found on such hardware systems.
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The reason for interest in this system is one of simple For equal levels of retained and applied expansion
economics. Both companies investigated the auto- (due to the above noted relationship), fatigue life is
mation of the sleeve process, but found it impracti- extended significantly more by the Split Mandrel
cal, and/or cost prohibitive, mainly due to the de- process than by the Split Sleeve sprocess. In rec-
ceptively simple task of selecting, orienting, plac- ognizing this fact of fatigue life improvement gain,
ing and removing the disposable sleeve in an auto- many aerospace organizations are turning to the split
mated environment, mandrel system as a manufacturing solution to high

perishible tooling costs and high manufacturing costs
The unit cost was another economic consideration related to time consuming manufacturing steps.
driving the selection of the split mandrel system. The
cost of coldworking a hole using the split sleeve sys- References
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0= 34=4 30 0.1879 WA WA eu , 30.03°•I0.2• I WA j WA
0007 24212 30.0o1 0.1670 .WA WA OO I 20,M 30.M . •02656 WA WA
am" W8,348 30.03 0.17 WA WA 60 30-M. 30.03 0.2867 WA WA
as= 2D= 30.030160O WA WA sy06 258574 30.03 0 21 o WA M I

CM w Mb) M____ _ _ __ _ _ _ Cw Mnb) ___

61001 102.184 30.03 ] 0.1880 1.647 4.006 UUO(01 130,561 [ 30.04 [ 0.2850 31 2.65 4.341
Elm I1" 130.03 °10° 1.7"0 4.027 u002 WI.4N 30.03 0.2659j 2.590 4.343
EE008 111,400 i 30.03 0.166o 1.647 4.086 o I,003 lam 30.03 02650 2.•0 •M
E0 113121 j 30.04 j080 1.847 4.06 KK004 140,506 30.03 0.2859 2.00 4.

1006 101"0 30.04 0.168 1.847 4.06 10(,0 167.410 30.04 o0.26 2.500 4.343

6.001 100* 30.07 0.100 2-640 4.866 1±01 43.430 30.04 025 32• 5.0•6
164002 113,515130.0310.1601 2.106 41.906 LL0O2 31817r 30.0310.2659 3.250 _5.006
HHO j 112J64 j30.03 j 0160 2.365 4.730 LLO3 3116,045 30.04 0.28S0 3.250 5.006
HHO 162.M0 30.06 0.1080 2.538 4.007 LL0O4 319,515 30.04 0.2659 3.210 5.096
HH4006 181W06 30.03 0.88 jW 2.654 5.025 LL0OS 344.231 30.03 0.2650 3.250 5.006

-. aieddu ( " Ow No) useIfo lysits Cw Min)rpose
00" V 3 .1680 1.94 3.568 UUO 86*10 30.03 02659 1.655 3.231
S157A00 30.03 j 0160 1.660 3.556 UU002 80=6 30.04 j 0.265 1.734 3.231

... O- 3DA O .168 1.779 3.566 UU0O3 06.000 30.03 J 0.2659 1.734 3.231
__134j=2 30.03 0.166 1.779 3.556 JJ004 61.475 30.04 0.26W 1.537 3.231

00006 96.476 30.03 j 0.1680 j 1.890 3.568 LAJOOS 71.001 30.04 j 0.2659 1.458 3.231

.~ . 106.132 30.03 0.1080 3.046 5.076 WO00l 97.778 30.03 0.26W0 2.464 4.134
86 01 " 30.03 WH168 3.046 5.076 WO02 80.152 30.03 0.266 2.464 4.134

806 112,740 30.04 0.16800 3.102 5.076 WOOS 76.497 30.03 0.2660 L364 4.092
86004 12910= 30.04 0.168 3.044 5.017 WO04 70,870 30.03 .2660 1.424 4.092
- ,t 106.614 30.03 01880 2.876 5.076 WOOS WON6 30.03 0.2650 2.W03 4.092

'Fafled due to bestframe erow. Not used for analyis purpse 8
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Split Mandrel Coldworking: A Manufacturing Solution for Automating a Critical Process TR-9308

Table If (9]

s pCw (MC s '

ABOO1 24,575 40.02
AS002 969,328 25.01
AS003 24,995 38.03
AB004 11,324 43.02
AB005 214,997 28.03
AB006 42,489 35.02
AB007 15,167 43.02
ABOOS 10,000,000 23.01
AB009 857,143 25.02
ABO10 352,632 27.56
ABO11 49,329 33.01
ABO12 43,570 33.01
AB013 26,937 40.02
ABO14 26,093 38.03
AB015 38,568 35.02

Sp1 Cw (Max)
ACOO 340.355 25.02
AC002 33,279 35.02
AC003 30,187 35.02
ACO04 489,432 25.02
ACOOS 10,000,000 20.02
AC006 900,712 23.03
AC007 10,000,000 20.16 Figure 10--Test Specimen in Test Frame
ACOOB 39,268 33.01
AC009 12,782 402
AC010 43,027 33.01
AC011 21,982 38.02
AC012 140,154 28.03
AC013 540,320 25.02
AC014 22,468 38.02
AC015 10,314 43.02

NCw
ADOO1 5,266 43.02
AD002 398,861 23.02
AD003 6,353,132 17.02
AD004 1,610,228 16.02
AD005 9,622,234 14.39
ADO06 1,133,009 20.02
AD007 69,762 28.03
ADOOB 21,683 33.01
AD009 8,540 38.02
ADOlO 9,782,140 14.02
AD011 10,000,000 14.02
AD012 15,699 35.26
A0013 8,499 40.2
AD014 40,420 28.1
AD015 187,486 25.02
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Review of Boron/EgOxv Reinforcement of
Aging Metallic Aircraft Structure

Boron, the original high strength fiber, in an epoxy matrix is a cost
effective, high performance composite material for repair and
structural enhancement of metallic aircraft components. Beginning
with the F-111 wing pivot, it has been successfully used for over
twenty years to reinforce steel, titanium and aluminum structure.

In comparison to current methodology, i.e. mechanical attachment of
metallic reinforcement doublers, boron/epoxy reinforcements are:

o Thinner and lighter due to the high specific strength and modulus
of boron fiber.

o More fatigue resistant with minimal stress risers because the
reinforcement is fully adhered.

o Effective at the crack tip because they are fully adhered,
resulting in longer life extensions.

o Conformable to complex contours and can be cured on the aircraft.

o Tailorable for individual applications.

o Inspectable using common techniques.

In addition, since boron is not conductive, there is no galvanic
couple with metals, and since boron has a higher CTE than other high
strength fibers it has better thermomechanical c mpatibility.

Currently boron/epoxy reinforcement technology is in development or
implementation on many USAF planes, including the B-i, B-52, C-130,
C-135, C-141, F-4, F-16 and F-ill. The Australians have effectively
used the technology for over fifteen years with thousands of
reinforcements flying, and the Canadians are beginning to implement it
on the F-5. In addition, the USAF currently has two PRAM programs to
optimize the technology.

INTRODUCTION

Boron fiber, the original high strength fiber, was developed in the
late 1960s and was first used to produce aircraft structural
components in the early 1970s. Over 400,000 lbs have since been used
to fabricate structural components for such aerospace applications as
F-14, F-15, B-i, space shuttle and Black Hawk helicopters.

Beginning in 1971 with the F-111, Boron/Epoxy (B/E) has also been used
as a bonded reinforcement for metallic aircraft structural
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components. For the F-111 the B/E doubler was used to reinforce the
D6AC steel wing pivot fitting after if failed catastrophically in a
full-scale fatigue test. With few exceptions the reinforcement was
applied to all F-111 aircraft. As of January, 1993 it "has been
essentially trouble free in service."'

Boron is not a yarn, like many high performance reinforcements, but a
monofilament with a comparatively large diameter of 3,4 or 5.6 mils.
It is produced by a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of boron on a
tungsten core (the tungsten is converted to borides of tungsten so it
is no longer conductive).

BORON/EPOXY REINFORCEMENT TECHNOLOGY

The properties of Boron fiber and B/E composite materials are given in
Table I. They have a unique combination of high tensile strength and
modulus and very high compressive strength. In addition they have a
relatively high CTE resulting in better thermomechanical compatibility
with metals. A more extensive data base is available upon request.

To reinforce metallic structure B/E is bonded to the metal surface
using a structural epoxy adhesive. Proper preparation of the metal
surface (discussed below) is essential to proper and durable
performance of bonded reinforcements. As such, B/E reinforcements
have two (2) principal applications:

"o Repair of fatigued or corroded structure.
"o Structural enhancement of undamaged structure.

Numerous studies have shown that B/E reinforcements %iificantly
increase the life of the underlying metal structure.. In many
cases pre-existing cracks in the metal substrate do not continue to
grow. For repair of corroded structure, the corrosion is removed,
irregularities in the surface are filled in with epoxy and sufficient
B/E is bonded to return the structure to its original strength.
Structural enhancements, as in the case of the F-111 wing pivot
fitting, delay or prevent the initiation of problems or increase the
mechanical properties of undamaged structure.

Bonded B/E doublers is not new technology but rather a combination of
existing technologies including; fracture mechanics, finite element
analysis, composite design and processing, surface preparation of
metals (including anodizing or the use of a coupling agent with
aluminum), corrosion inhibiting primers and adhesive bonding. These
technologies are combined to yield application specific designs and a
general application process. Proper implementation requires training
in the application process and precise process control during
application.

An application process specification has been written by the USAFJor
C-141 applications and by the National Research Council of Canada
for F-5 applications (discussed below). A major U.S. aircraft
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manufacturer is writing one for use on commercial aircraft under a
Textron sponsored program. Training in the application process has
been provided by Textron Specialty Materials and the Air Force
Materials Lab.

Numerous studies2 - 1 1 , 1 3 have compared B/E reinforcement of metallic
structure with existing technology, i.e. mechanically attached
aluminum, titanium and steel doublers, and with Gr/E reinforcement.
In virtually every application that has proceeded to flight evaluation
B/E has been chosen. There are several reasons for this: In
comparison to mechanically attached metal reinforcements B/E are
thinner, lighter and more aerodynamic because of higher specific
properties as shown in Table II. Simultaneous bonding and curing of
B/E preforms (laid up and optionally B-staged in a lab) on a metal
surface yield a fatigue resistant reinforcement with no fastener
induced stress risers and exact conformation to surfaces with complex
contours. Composite design procedures allow tailoring of mechanical
properties to compensate for stresses in the metal. In comparison to
Gr/E there is no galvanic couple and better thermo-mechanical
compatibility with B/E. Finally eddy-current inspection techniques
can be used right through B/E. (See below).

IMPLEMENTATION

As stated above proper implementation requires training in the
application process and precise process control during application.
The application process consists of three (3) steps: surface
preparation, priming and adhesion (and optionally curing) of the
doubler.

Surface preparation consists of removing all paints, primers and
organic material, abraiding and anodizing or silane coupling of
aluminum (acid etches have also been successfully employed). Grit
blasting is the current preferred method for abrasion. Following
abrasion any organic material (e.g. solvents, fingers) will
contaminate the surface and destroy subsequent bonds. The 19M
currently has a PRAM program at the materials lab at WPAFB 15,1 to
optimize silane coupling and phosphoric acid anodizing. They have
chosen the PACS (Phosphoric-acid Anodizing Containment System)
invented by Boeing for on aircraft anodizing of the repair area.

Current primers are solvent-based and contain chromate corrosion
inhibitors. They are produced by adhesive companie 1th be compatible
with specific structural adhesives. The WP/ML PRAM I,6 program is
sponsoring the development of water-based corrosion inhibiting primers
which do not contain chrome.

The adhesive and optionally the doubler are traditionally cured using
a heating blanket. (The doubler can be precured in an autoclave for
surfaces that are flat or for which a precise mold is available).
Full vacuum is applied to remove volatiles during the heat-up ramp to
the curing temperature. Curing is best accomplished at 15-18 in. Hg
according to recent studies (results to be published).
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Traditionally the epoxy matrix of the doubler andlpoy haesive cure
at 250OF for one (1) hour, however recent studies , have
shown equivalent cure at temperatures as low as 2000F for longer
times. The B-52 Maintenance Engineering Office is sponsoring a
program with Battelle through Boeing Militag Aircraft to develop an
ultrasonic curing process for the adhesive.

Following cure the reinforcement is non-destructively tested (see
below). It should then be sealed using, for example, a mil spec
polysulfide sealant, primed and painted. Aluminum speed tape can be
applied over the reinforcement before painting. Alternatively a
protective cover ply of B/E or fiberglas could have been included
during layup of the reinforcement.

Cost comparisons with mechanically attached metal doublers and
component replacement have shown the bonded B/E reinforcement is no
more expensive and can be considerably less expensive. The
Australians claim to have saved millions of dollars using composite
repairs.

NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING (NDI)

Traditional methods for crack detection can be used through B/E
reinforcements to detect and measure cracks in the underlying metal.
Studies at Textron Specialty Materials wilh eddy-current detection
have resulted in the data in Figure III.

The reinforcements and bondline should be checked for delaminations,
voids or debonds using ultrasonic methods. A standard with known
defects is required. Thermography and laser shearography can also be
used for defect detection. Precured and B-staged reinforcements can
be inspected ultrasonically for delaminations prior to adhesion.

BORON/EPOXY REINFORCEMENTS ON MILITARY AIRCRAFT

Table III lists current applications of B/E reinforcement of metallic
structure on military aircraft. As discussed above, bonded
reinforcement of the steel wing pivot of the F-111 was the first use
of the technology. The technology was then picked up by the
Australian Aeronautical Research Labs in the late 1970's, modified for
use on aluminum surfaces and successfully employed for thousands ofreinforcements.2-

In the 1980's both the USAF ALC's at Warner Robins, Georgia and
Oklahoma sponsored several programs to develop the technology.
Lockheed developed reinforcements for the C-141 and C-130 for Warner
Robins. 34 reinforcements in 16 different locations on the C-141 have
been flying for up to 5 years. Tinker AFB has sponsored programs with
Rockwell for the B-i, Boeing for the B-52 and E-Systems for the
KC-135. In addition to the KC-135 E-Systems has applied demonstration
doublers to a C-18 and over a crack on a C-130 landing gear door.
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The B-1 and C-141 programs have begun fleetwide implementation of one
repair each, at the 25 shoulder longeron and for weep holes in the
integral wing stiffeners respectively. Crews have been specially
trained in the application process at both locations.

Also in the 1980's the Canadian Air Force began a development effort
for reinforcement of the upper wing skin golden triangle area of their
F-5 trainer aircraft. This program too has progressed to the fleet
implementation stage.

Recently the above mentioned PRAM program1 5 , 1 6 was intiated at the
USAF materials labs at Wright Patterson AFB and a second PRAM program
began at E-Systems. These programs will optimize and standardize the
application process specification. New development programs have also
been initiated at Kelly AFB for the T-38 and C-5 and at Hill AFB for
the F-16 and F-4. The USAF has applied three (3) doublers over cracks
emanating from the fuel vent hole in the lower wing skin of F-16's
here and in the Netherlands.

APPLICATIONS OF B/E REPAIRS ON COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT

Table IV lists the applications of B/E reinforcement to in-service
commercial aircraft in the U.S., Australia, and Europe. These
reinforcements are primarily "decals", in that the underlying
structure is not damaged, to gain flight experience with commercial
aircraft flight spectra. However, they generally carry about half of
the load. The notable exceptions where doublers are repairing damaged
structure are the Ansett 767 keel beam repair and the very thin
doublers applied to Textron Lycoming steel engine cowlings on BAE
aircraft that are now flying in the U.S. and Australia. The keel beam
of the 767 was heavily corroded. The corrosion was removed and the
beam was brought back to its original strength using a B/E doubler.
This repair took 1.5 days as opposed to 20 days to replace the beam,
the only alternative to B/E repair. The BAE 146 aircraft are
approaching 2000h, in approximately 3000 flights over the past year,
of problem-free service and a decision is imminant to implement the
repair on all Lycoming ALF-502 engines.

Three of the doublers on the Federal Express 747-200F wing leading
edges were applied over in-spec dents filled with epoxy resin. The
doublers on these aircraft, shown in Figure II, were designed by a
major U.S. airframe manufacturer and installed by Textron trained
Federal Express composites technicians. All of these doublers are
performing as intended.

A major U. S. airframe manufacturer is nearing completion of a
Textron-funded program to collect the principal data necessary for
design and approval of the use of B/E reinforcements on commercial
aircraft. The data to be collected in this program are given in Table
V. Included are 300 static ultimate and fatigue tension performance
tests of B/E on precracked aluminum coupons. This program is also
generating a detailed surface preparation and application
specification. Results from this program will be available to the
aerospace community in the Spring of 1994.
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CONCLUSIONS

B/E composite reinforcement of metallic aircraft structure is a
cost-effective technological advancement. Thousands of trouble-free
reinforcements have been flying for over 20 years. The technology has
been demonstrated to be thinner, lighter and more fatigue resistant
than mechanically attached metal doublers in numerous programs.
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TABLE I

PROPERTIES OF BORON FIBER AND BORON/EPOXY PREPREG

5521 B/E 5505 B/E

MATERIAL PROPERTY BORON FIBER 250 F CURE 350 F CURE

R.T. 250 F R.T. 350 F

Tensile Strength (ksi) 520 220 210 230 210

Tensile Modulus (ksi) 58 30 30 30 30

Compressive Strength (ksi) 1000 425 181 425 181

Compressive Modulus (msi) 30 30 30 30

Flex Strength (ksi) 260 250 300 265

Flex Modulus (msi) 28 25 28 25

Interlaminar Shear (ksi) 14.1 8.0 15.6 2.5

Coef. of Thermal 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Expansion (PPM/°F)

Density (Ibm/in 3) 0.093 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.072

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF SPECIFIC TENSILE PROPERTIES

SPECIFIC SPECIFIC
MATERIAL STRENGTH MODULUS

(IN) (IN)

ALUMINUM 750 100

STEEL 640 110

TITANIUM 900 110

BORON/EPOXY 3060 420
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Abstract

Riveted repairs to pressurized aluminum alloy fuselage structures are common sources of fatigue

"hot spots." Typical repair practices involve relatively thick aluminum sheets riveted in place

over corrosion or incidental damage. Often in repair, design consideration is given to static

residual strength, while fatigue concerns are generally ignored because the original structure is

considered much older than the repair. However, as the average age of large transport aircraft

continues to increase, repairs can suffer fatigue damage and present increased inspection

requirements to operators. Certain techniques have been implemented in the past to reduce

high stresses in the fatigue-critical first rivet row in skin repairs. These techniques generally

involve tapering of the thickness of the patch, a process which requires machining or chemical

milling. In the past, substitution of higher strength materials (e.g., titanium and stainless steels)

has been avoided because of concerns about cost, corrosion, and increased patch stiffness.

The recently developed fiber metal laminate GLARE 3 provides a simple, damage-tolerant, light-

weight alternative to highly tapered aluminum alloy patches. GLARE 3, an advanced sheet

material developed for its excellent fatigue crack growth resistance, also offers higher tensile

strength, lower elastic modulus and lower density than 2024-T3. The paper discusses the more

efficient load transfer, enhanced fatigue life, extended inspection intervals, and easier repair

installation achieved by the substitution of GLARE 3 for monolithic aluminum in the riveted repair

of aluminum transport aircraft fuselages. The results of finite element calculations are presented

and compared with strain gage data and results from extensive laboratory fatigue tests,

including the effects of typical defects encountered in repair. This new approach, known as
".soft patching," improves the fatigue life of riveted repairs by 50 to 200 percent.

Riveted Repairs

Riveted repairs make up the single largest type of repairs performed on metal-skinned aircraft

structures. Riveted repairs possess many advantages over other techniques: They are quick
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and easy to carry out on the aircraft and require little support equipment. Maintenance

personnel often install riveted repairs with little or no engineering analysis.

The disadvantages of riveted repairs were summarized by Swift: "In general, any repair to an

airframe structure can substantially degrade fatigue life if extreme care in detail design is not

taken [11." Most riveted repairs provide only for the restoration of equal or better static strength

to the structure. Typically, repairers do not consider fatigue.

"Soft" Patches

A new approach to smoothing the load transfer into a riveted patch will be presented he it

involves the use of high-strength, moderate modulus fiber metal laminate GLARE 3 as patches to

monolithic aluminum skins. Fiber metal laminates can be treated as aluminum sheets in the

workshop: The same cutting, forming, drilling and riveting processes apply in almost all cases.

The mechanical properties of GLARE 3 are listed in comparison with 2024-T3 in table 1. Using
"soft" (i.e., low modulus) patches for the repair of multiple site damage in aluminum fuselage lap

joints was first discussed in [2]. The current paper is excerpted from (3].

Table la. Mechanical, Physical Properties of 2024-T3 and GLARE 3. (SI)

Material Lay-up Thickness, El1 , E22, ao.2, auit, a;bluoch

mm GPa MPa MPa MPa*

2024-T3 mono variable 72 359 455 440

GLARE 3 2/1-0.3 0.85 60 315 662 452

GLARE 3 3/2-0.2 1.1 57 295 804 469

GLARE 3 3/2-0.3 1.4 58 305 717 456
"open hole, (hole diameterdpanel width) = 0.25

Table lb. Mechanical, Physical Properties of 2024-43 and GLARE 3. (U.S.)

Material Lay-up Thickness, E11, E22, Cr0.2, ? ao, Oblunftotch

inches Msi ksi ksi ksi*

2024-T3 mono variable 10.4 52.1 66.0 63.8

GLARE 3 2/1-.012 0.034 8.7 45.7 96.0 65.6

GLARE 3 3/2-.008 0.044 8.3 42.8 117 68.0

GLARE 3 3/2-.012 0.056 8.4 44.2 104 66.1

"*open hole, (hole diameter/panel width) = 0.25
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Finite Element Analysis of Riveted Repairs

Sp•ckhn Goe•try

A finite element model was built to represent a typical riveted patch repair to a fuselage skin

shown in figure 1. The sketch shows a 50 mm (2 inch) diameter hole cut into a 600 by 300

mm (24 inch by 12 inch) sheet of 1.0 mm (.040 inch) thick 2024-T3 aluminum. The hole

simulates the removal of corrosion or impact damage. The repair must accomplish two primary

purposes: It provides an alternate load path in place of the removed material, and it acts as a

pressure seal for the fuselage skin. The configuration is not intended to represent an optimized

repair. Rather, it serves as a typical baseline for comparison of various patch concepts.

240 -}*-60 72.5 ==• ? X I s = 13 -5••232,5

0 0!s I

o 82.5
0 o 0

0 000 000o - 0

0 0
000000 0 00 00KD000000 0

0 0 0(0
0 0

0 00

0 8 00
0 critical rst" rvet rows 0

6000-

Figure 1. Riveted repair specimen used in this study. All dimensions mm.

Four different riveted patch types were modeled in the analysis: untapered 2024-T3 patches of

1.27 mm (.050 inch) and 1.0 mm (.040 inch) thickness, a 2024-T3 patch with thickness

tapered from 1.27 to 0.7 mm (.050 to .028 inch), and an untapered GLARE 3 patch (2/1 lay-up)

of thickness 0.85 mm (.034 inch). The patch thicknesses were chosen from standard sheet

gauges to match or slightly exceed the static strength of the original 2024 skin. This resulted in

a stiffness ratio (elastic modulus multiplied by thickness) of the GLARE patch to the untapered
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1.27 mm (.050 inch) 2024 patch of approximately 0.56. All patches were attached with

NAS1097AD countersunk rivets of 3.2 mm (1/8 inch) diameter.

Finite Element Modeling

Model pre- and post-processing was accomplished with PATRAN; finite element calculations

were performed using ABAQUS version 4-9. The model was treated as a geometrically non-

linear problem. Sheet rotation due to secondary bending was properly taken into account.

Shear and normal deflection and rotation of the rivets were also modeled. The material response

was treated as linear elastic.

The skin and patch were modeled as a series of 8-noded quadratic quadrilateral shell elements.

The rivets were modeled as quadratic three-noded beam elements. The circular cross-section

beam element used to represent the rivet allowed for bending, shear and extensional loading of

the rivet. The beam diameter was chosen to match the actual rivet diameter.

Beams were used to make the skin-to-patch connection in the method discussed by Seegers [41

and Slagter [5]. The rivet holes were not explicitly modeled. This method of connecting beams

to the shell elements has proven effective in modeling concentrated shear loads such as rivets.

it allows rivet flexibility to be modeled with good accuracy.

The use of beams avoided the inflexible "hard points" of multi-point constraints or spot welds,

which tend to overestimate the first rivet row loads. The connection of the beams at a single

point in the shell element resulted in a stress singularity at that point and induced high local

tensile stresses in the shell. These false tensile loads occur in addition to the compressive

forces at the infinitely small nodal attachment point, resulting locally in very high stresses.

These local disturbances damp out quickly, and overall model accuracy is very good, as will be

shown in the following section. By not explicitly modeling the rivet holes, the output does not

directly yield numerical values of the expected high stress concentrations known to exist at the

rivet holes.

Load cases representing both uni&'ial and biaxial tension were analyzed. The uniaxial model

was 500 mm (20 inches) long by 300 mm (12 inches) wide, with 155 mm (6 inch) square

patches. This geometry matched exactly the unclamped dimensions of the static and fatigue

test articles. The biaxial model was modified to 500 mm square to give sufficient width for

accurate distribution of secondary (longitudinal) loads. A biaxiality ratio (oFo ,/ ,p) of 0.5

675
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was chosen as representative of typical fuselage pressure loads. However, due to equipment

limitations, the biaxial load case was not tested.

VaNdity of diw model

The output of the convergent finite element calculations is compared in this section with

measured and observed results from statically loaded specimens. Two riveted specimens

identical to that shown in figure 1 were manufactured and instrumented with electrical

resistance strain gages. The GLARE 3 and tapered 2024 patches were used. Strain gages were

limited by practical considerations to the outside surfaces of the specimens; thus, comparison of

the model predictions on the inner, more highly loaded surfaces is not possible.

The average difference between measured and predicted was 6.6 percent for the GLARE 3 patch

specimen; for the tapered 2024 piece, an average difference of 8.1 percent was recorded. This

slightly higher error in the tapered patch can be a result of the stepwise tapering used in

modeling the patch, as opposed to the smooth machined taper milled into the test specimens.

As expected, differences between the mathematical model and the measured strains were

greatest in areas of high strain gradient. The measurements were especially suspect between

rivets (within the two rivet diameter exclusion zone), where differences ranged up to 15 percent.

This can be further attributed to strain gage placement and the averaging function of a finite size

strain gage.

Some details are worthy of mention. The less stiff GLARE patch is loaded to a strain 42 percent

higher than the relatively thick tapered 2024 patch. This was not anticipated to cause problems

in the GLARE patch, which is stronger and more fatigue resistant than the monolithic material.

However, the edge of the 2024 skin cut-out also has a higher strain with the more flexible

patch: 2455 microstrains with the GLARE patch versus 1867 microstrains for the tapered

patch, an increase of 31 percent.

The results of the strain comparison were considered adequate to proceed with confidence in

the model. Areas not accessible to strain gages, especially the critical area on the inside surface

of the skin near the outer rivet row, can be predicted with assurance that they accurately reflect

the state of stress there.
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Finite Element Analysis Results

The analysis gives a fuller appreciation of the role of patch selection on the load transfer into

and around the patch. Two factors dominate the response. The first is the patch extensional

stiffness, which establishes the bearing load transfer and overall load attraction of the patched

area. The patch thickness at the first rivet row affects the secondary bending stresses in the

skin.

The very stiff doubled region attracts load into the area, which flows partly into the patch and

relieves the stress concentration at the edge of the cut-out. An important function of the patch

is to exert forces on the cut-out edges to prevent its deformation. In this sense, a stiff patch is

desirable. However, the stiffness of the doubled region adversely affects the unreinforced skin

at the edge of the patch by attracting additional loads. This can lead to early crack initiation and

failure. This concept will be explained more fully in the following sections, where the results of

the finite element model are presented in detail.

Four patch types were modeled. Figure 2 presents plots of the first principal stress for the four

patch cases under 100 MPa (14.5 ksi) uniaxial tension. The primary load direction is oriented

horizontally (along the y-axis) in the figures. One can see the large influence of patch selection

on the overall stress pattern of the repaired sheet. (All plots show the inner surface of the

repaired sheet which, due to bending effects, always experiences the highest stresses.) The

outer surfaces were always loaded much less severely than the inner surfaces. This was

primarily the effect of bending due to the step change in neutral axis at the outer rivet row.

A general impression can be gained by observing the size of the disturbed zone of the first

principal stresses around the patches. From figure 2a (1.27 mm/.050 inch 2024 patch) to

figure 2d (0.85 mm/.034 inch GLARE 3 patch), the disturbed area grows progressively smaller.

A distinctive stress "hump" is visible around the doubler area. This illustrates how the doubler

attracts load; again, the stiffest patch shows the largest disturbed area. It is interesting to note

the relative similarity of the overall patterns of the 1.0 mm (.040 inch) and the tapered 1.27/0.7

mm (.050/.028 inch) aluminum patches (respectively, figures 2b and c). In all uniaxial cases,

the second rivet was located in the center of the most highly loaded region. For the tapered

patch, the corner and second rivets appeared to be about equally critical, though at distances

more than several rivet diameters away, the larger disturbed zones tended to center on or

nearest the second rivet. Beyond the first rivet row in the direction of the cut-out, the skin

stresses decayed rapidly to below the nominal 100 MPa (14.5 ksi) level.
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The lateral (Poisson) contraction should cause the higher corner rivet loads. Indeed, in the finite

element analysis, the corner rivets consistently attracted about 15 percent higher secti)n

(bearing) loads than the other rivets in the same row. However, the stress plots appear to

indicate that the second rivet is located in the area of highest stress. As will be discussed later,

cracks usually initiated from the second rivet in the critical outer rivet row. Although the corner

rivet consistently feels the highest resultant section force, the second rivet usually shows the

highest stresses and/or the largest disturbed zone in the contour plots. The second rivet may

feel the influence of its two stiff neighbors on either side. In other words, the stress field of

each rivet extends into the disturbed zone of the adjacent rivets. This superposition of stresses

gives the second rivet the highest stress concentration in the uniaxial cases. The corner rivet

has a slightly smaller disturbed area because it has interaction with only one highly loaded rivet.

For the biaxial load case, which was not presented here due to space limitations, the corner

rivets were always in the region of highest stress.

Skin stresses at the edge of the cut-out were inversely proportional to the extensional stiffness

of the repair patches. When a uniaxial gross skin stress of 100 MPa (14.5 ksi) was applied,

measured skin stresses at the cut-out were 134 MPa (19.4 ksi) with the tapered 2024 patch,

177 MPa (25.7 ksi) with the GLARE 3 patch. The peak stresses in the patches were always

much lower than in the skins.

Static and Fatigue Testing of Riveted Repairs to Unstiffened Sheets

A series of static strength and constant amplitude fatigue tests was performed on unstiffened

2024-T3 panels with central 50 mm (2 inch) diameter holes and riveted patches. The specimen

configuration was shown previously in figure 1. Unless otherwise noted, the specimens

represented a flush skin patch; that is, the fuselage skin was countersunk.

The configuration and test conditions matched as closely as possible the uniaxial finite element

model. Specimen manufacturing conditions, especially rivet squeeze force, were closely

controlled. Rivet lengths were milled to +/- 0.1 mm (.004 inch) tolerances. Riveting was

accomplished on a force-controlled machine; squeeze forces were 8,500 +/- 50 N (1,870 +/-

10 Ibs). In most cases, the only specimen variable was the patch material and thickness.

This close control of conditions admittedly is not feasible with repairs performed in the field.

Nonetheless, it was implemented in these tests to reduce experimental scatter and focus on the
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effect of patch selection on fatigue life. A small number of specimens purposely manufactured

with known defects provided an indication of the sensitivity of the process to common errors

made in fuselage structural repair.

Test Conditions

Tests were done at room temperature in laboratory air. Static tests were carried out under

displacement control on a 100-ton MTS test frame. Constant amplitude fatigue tests were

performed in load control on a servo-hydraulic six-ton test frame at a frequency of 10 Hz.

The fatigue stress ratio, R, (armn,,/ / m) was 0.05. Maximum gross skin stresses varied from

105 to 140 MPa (1 5.2 to 20.3 ksi); however, as the results will show, none of the patch types

were tested throughout the entire stress range. Stress levels for individual patch types were

chosen to produce fatigue lives in the range from 150,000 to 600,000 cycles.

It was not the intent of these tests to establish precise "repair fatigue allowables." Rather, the

goal was an investigation of the effect of patch selection and load transfer on fatigue quality.

Many "real world" variables with strong influence on fatigue life such as riveting quality and

operating environment will reduce the magnitude of the lives tested here. Thus, these lives

cannot be applied directly to operational aircraft.

Test Results

Static tests were carried out on two repair configurations: the tapered aluminum patch and the

GLARE 3 patch. Both specimens failed across the first rivet row in the skin at a gross stress of

330 MPa (48 ksi).

Figure 3 shows the results of the fatigue tests. The general "order of merit" of the fatigue tests

matched the finite element results exactly. The relatively high stresses predicted by the model

in the 1.27 mm (.050 inch) untapered patch consistently gave the lowest lives, followed in

increasing lifetime by the 1.0 mm (.040 inch) untapered patch, the tapered patch and the

GLARE 3 patch. The outcome of the tests is striking: the GLARE 3 patches far outperformed all

aluminum patches in number of cycles to fatigue failure at all stress levels tested. For example,

at a gross stress level of 120 MPa (17.4 ksi, corresponding to a stress range of 114 MPa, or

16.5 ksi), the GLARE patch outlived the untapered patches by almost 200%, and outlasted the

tapered patch by about 55%.
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Figure 3. Constant amplitude fatigue performance of riveted repairs to 2024-T3 sheets.
(All cracks and failures occurred in the 2024-T3 sheets.)

For all specimen Types except the untapered 1.2? mm (.050 inch) 2024 patch, the results

showed very little scatter. This may be attributed to the great care taken in specimen

manufacturing, especially in the strict control of rivet squeeze forces, advocated in 161.

Two specimens were tested with countersinks in the patch rather than the sheet. The tapered

patch specimen (tested at 6.5 to 130 MPa, or 0.9 to 18.9 ksi) faiied after 1 31 ,000 cycles. The

specimen repaired with a GLARE 3 patch was tested at the same stress level; failure occurred

after 252,000 cycles, a 91 percent improvement. Both failures happened in the sheet at the

critical rivet row.

All aluminum patch specimens failed by fatigue of the critical first rivet row in the skin. No

damage was ever noted in any o! the patches. In most inst&nces where the initial skin crack

was observed, it occurred at the second rivet hole of the first row. Some exceptions were

noted with the tapered patches, whe-e the first crack initiated from the corner rivet hole. When

cracks were observed, failure followed rapidly. In the tapered patch specimen tested at a gross

skin stress 130 MPa (18.9 ksi), for example, the first crack was observed visually at 220,000

cycles. Its length was 16 mm (0.63 inch). Complete failure occurred 8,400 cycles later, when
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the crack had grown to an effective length of 85 mm (3.3 inches, including associated rivet

holes).

The crack growth behavior of the GLARE 3 and tapered aluminum patches tested at 130 MPa

(18.9 ksi) is illustrated in figure 4. Initiation times were quite similar, although at different

locations, as mentioned previously. A striking feature is the extremely large number of cycles

between initiation and failure in the skin repaired with the GLARE patch.

200---- . .--- __ _... . ... .

0 0.85 mm GLARE 3 P160E 51)(Y:<./,frl(Y_, tl• i,-C.''m

E
. 120

tapered,2024 .

Je 80o"

40 /do / (JA ovvlltýcum

0 are
200 300 400

(Thousands)

Fatigue cycles

Figure 4. Comparison of crack growth behavior of 2024-T3 sheets repaired with GLARE 3
and tapered aluminum patches tested in constant ampl. fatigue at 6.5-130 MPa (0.9-18.9 ksi).

Most specimens patched with GLARE 3 failed differently from the test pieces employing

aluminum patches. With GLARE 3 patches, cracks initiated at the cut-out in the skin, then grew

relatively quickly until it lay between the nearest two rivets. Initiation was followed by a period

of slow crack growth across both sides of the cut-out for more than 140,000 cycles. (This

represents about a fifteen-fold increase in the time available to detect a crack compared with

monolithic patch.) When the total crack exceeded the patch width by 10 to 20 millimeters, the

crack growth rate increased considerably. Final failure occurred when the 2024 skin fractured,

resulting in tensile overload of the GLARE patch.
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Effect of Defects

Selected tests were repeated with an additional element added to represent typical mistakes

made in repairs. Two defects were simulated: the knife edge condition, which results from too

deep a countersink, and insufficient squeeze force, which can occur when access to both sides

of the repair is restricted.

Knife edge countersinking is well-known for its drastic reduction of fatigue lives in riveted joints.

According to Niu, the knife edge condition is said to exist when the total depth of the

countersink exceeds about two-thirds of the skin thickness [7]. One can expect that the typical

quality of riveting found in repairs is poor compared with newly manufactured aircraft because

of the relative lack of control of the process.

In the first series, countersinks were made to approximately 80 percent of the sheet thickness,

compared with about half the sheet thickness in the standard specimens. Table 2 shows the

results.

Table 2. Effect of knife edge skin countersink on riveted repair fatigue lives.
Nominal Sheet Fatigue Life of Fatigue Life of

Patch Type Stress, Standard Knife Edge Life Reduction,
MPa (ksi) Countersink Countersink %

GLARE 3 140 (20.3) 311,000 67,000 78

GLARE 3 130 (18.9) 356,000 293,000 18

Tapered 2024 130 (18.9) 228,000 75,300 67
(*All failures initiated in the countersunk 2024- T3 sheet.)

When the countersink depth was increased to the entire aluminum skin thickness (100% knife

edge), the life reductions were even greater. At 130 MPa (18.9 ksi), the GLARE 3 specimen

failed after 29,400 cycles (a 91 percent reduction). At the same stress level, the life of the

tapered patch fell 92 percent, to 18,100 cycles.

Although the number of knife edge samples tested was small, the tendency toward reduced

fatigue lives is clear. In addition to the considerable reduction in fatigue lives, a change in failure

mode occurred in the specimens with GLARE 3 patches. Instead of the damage tolerant mode

of cut-out cracking and slow growth observed in the nominally countersunk specimens, the knife

edge condition shifted the failure location to the first rivet row, where the aluminum patch repair

specimens also failed. However, the more efficient load transfer demonstrated in the analysis by

the C ( 3E 3 patches apparently resulted in their continued longer lives for equivalent defects.
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Another common defect in riveted repairs is improperly driven rivets. Table 3 illustrates the

effect of insufficient squeeze force on the riveting operation on fatigue life. Clearly, a properly

filled rivet hole is necessary for good fatigue performance. "To obtain substantial interference

the rivet must be bucked [driven) squarely. Especially in field repairs where space may be

Irestrictedi, rivets are not bucked squarely." When this occurs, fatigue lives can be reduced by

almost an order of magnitude Ill.

Table 3. Effect of insuffcient squeeze force on riveted repair fatigue lives.*
Nominal Cycles to Failure, Cycles to Failure, Life

Patch Type Sheet 8,500 N 3,800 N Reduction
Stress, MPa Squeeze Force Squeeze Force %

(ksi)

GLARE 3 130 (18.9) 356,000 44,600 87

Tapered 2024 130 (18.9) 228,000 27,300 88
(*All failures initiated in the countersunk 2024- T3 sheet.)

These specimens were manufactured with 3,800 N (840 Ibs) of squeeze force, instead of the

8,500 N (1,900 Ibs) prescribed in the baseline tests. This resulted in a driven rivet head

expansion of only about 10 percent, compared with 50 percent expansion for the baseline

specimens. (The intent here was to simulate, in a controlled way, the effect of rivet clinching,

which happens when the rivet is not driven squarely.)

The results portray the strong influence of poor hole filling on fatigue lives. Furthermore, the

GLARE 3 patch specimens failed across the first rivet row instead of across the cut-out, as they

had done in the nominal case. Nonetheless, the GLARE 3 patch repairs continued to outlast the

tapered patches, which can be attributed to the more favorable load transfer.

Discussion

Finite element analysis performed on riveted patches showed that patch thickness and stiffness

play dominant roles in the load redistribution in and around a typical repair configuration.

Conventional aluminum alloy patches cause high stress concentrations at the first rivet row,

which leads to early cracking in the corner rivet (biaxial load case) or the adjacent rivet (uniaxial

load case). These corner cracks quickly grow out from under the patch, and reach a critical size

after a few thousand flights.

This failure behavior involving riveted aluminum patch repairs casts doubt on the value of

complex patch configurations like fingered patches for increased inspectability. Thickness

tapering or fingering of patches, while increasing somewhat the overall life of a riveted repair, do
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so at a high cost of time and labor. Furthermore, tapering only incrementally increases the

amount of cycles during which a skin crack can be detected. This imposes a heavy inspection

workload on operators.

The use of high-strength, moderate-modulus materials like GLARE 3 enables repairs to be made

quickly and simply, without the need for thickness tapering. The high strength material allows a

thinner patch to be used, which in turn reduces both secondary bending and first row rivet

bearing loads, compared with a conventional aluminum patch. The lower overall extensional

stiffness of the patch attracts less load into the repair area.

The fatigue life of 2024-T3 skins repaired with GLARE 3 riveted patches far exceeded any other

riveted patch configuration tested. At equivalent stress levels, crack initiation times for tapered

2024 and untapered GLARE 3 were similar. However, uniaxially loaded skins repaired with the

GLARE patch exhibited slow, stable crack growth periods more than 10 times greater than the

tapered patch repairs.

The failure mode experienced with GLARE 3 patches (where cracks grew slowly from the cut-

out) greatly enhances the damage tolerance of uniaxially loaded riveted repairs. An alternate

load path exists through the patch, even when cracks extend well beyond the patch edges. This

alternate load path results in a kind of macroscopic crack bridging by the GLARE patch, which

retards crack growth in the aluminum skin until the cracking the skin exceeds the width of the

patch. This very slow crack growth reduces the need for structural inspections of GLARE

patches.

Typical defects found in riveted repairs (poor riveting and knife edge countersinking) reduced the

fatigue lives of riveted repairs by factors of up to ten. When these defects occurred in

aluminum skins patched with GLARE 3, the crack location changed from across the cut-out to

the first rivet row. However, the GLARE 3 patch repairs retained their relatively better

performance compared with monolithic patches with equivalent defects. The location of the

countersink (in the skin or in the patch) had no affect on relative performance. In all cases,

more efficient load transfer was the cause of the performance improvements.

In biaxial loading more typically encountered in pressurized fuselages, the corner rivets become

more critical due to their location in two outer rows (hoop and longitudinal load directions). A

change in failure location to the first row is anticipated. Regardless of failure location, it is

expected that the more favorable load transfer in and around thin GLARE patches will continue

to result in the highest fatigue lives possible for a riveted repair.
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A simple rule of thumb can be applied in the substitution of GLARE 3 patches for repairing

fuselage skins of 2024-T3. Repairers should choose a GLARE 3 patch thickness in the range

from 85 to 100 percent of the skin being repaired to assure adequate static strength while

maintaining a reasonably low patch extensional stiffness. Table 4 provides a simple look-up

reference applicable to common fuselage skin thicknesses.

Table 4. Recommended GLARE 3 Patch Thickness for 2024-T3 Repairs.

Originai skin thickness, GLARE 3 patch GLARE 3 patch

mm (inches) thickness, mm (inches) lay-up (inches)

1.0 (0.040) 0.85 (0.034) 2/1-0.3 (0.012)

1.2 (0.047) 1.1 (0.044) 3/2-0.2 (0.008)

1.3 (0.050) 1.1 (0.044) 3/2-0.2 (0.008)

1.6 (0.063) 1.4 (0.056) 3/2-0.3 (0.012)

1.8 (0.070) 1.55 (0.062) 4/3-0.2 (0.008)

2.0 (0.080) 1.95 (0.078) 4/3-0.3 (0.012)

Elimination of the need for tapering the patch saves a substantial amount of time and cost from

the repair process. A cost analysis presented in [21 indicated that the higher material cost of the

GLARE patch is offset by these fabrication cost savings. Reduced inspections over the life of

the repaired structure will result in a lower life cycle cost for GLARE patch repairs.

Riveted GLARE 3 repairs are best suited for patching of incidental damage and localized

corrosion attack of monolithic aluminum fuselages. Conventional corrosion control practices

(i.e., "wet" installation of fasteners and fay surface sealing with corrosion inhibiting sealant)

should be applied.

Summary and Conclusions

Current methods of riveted repair of pressurized aluminum fuselage skins cause fatigue problems

for operators. Besides their adverse affect on safety, conventional riveted repairs are

accompanied by the unwanted economic burden of increased inspection requirements.

A new concept called "soft patching" has been introduced to improve the fatigue performance

of riveted repairs to pressurized aluminum fuselage skins. Soft patching involves the use of

thin, untapered patches of the high-strength, moderate-modulus fiber metal laminate GLARE 3 in

place of thick tapered monolithic patches. This reduces load attraction to the repair zone, while

diminishing bearing loads on the critical first rivet row and reducing secondary bending.
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Soft patching with GLARE 3 improves the fatigue life of riveted repairs by 50 to 200 percent

over various techniques involving monolithic aluminum patches. GLARE 3 patches simplify t6ie

repair task by eliminating the need for costly, time-consuming thickness tapering of patches.

GLARE imposes no new training or equipment requirements on maintenance personnel.

Inspection workloads are reduced while safety and damage tolerance are improved at a lower life

cycle cost.
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B- IB Shoulder Longeron Repair

L.G. Llhiiscin
Rockwell International

North American Aircraft Division

Abstract carry through structure (Ref. Fig. 1). The
shoulder longerons are two of twelve longerons

Early in their service life, B-I1B aircraft at that point, but together carry 30% of the total
experienced cracking of the shoulder longerons, fuselage bending load. Actual aircraft usage has
primary structural members of the B-LB been higher than design values in both gross
fuselage. A highly efficient repair involving weight and load factors, and this also
bonded doublers, both metallic and advanced contributed to the early failures.
composite, was developed and is presented in
this paper. Analysis performed in support of the Repair Design
repair development included overall aircraft
finite element models (FEM), detailed models of The shoulder longeron is made of 7075-T73
the repair, and the use aluminum alloy forging
of a p-clement code to material, is over 17 feet
predict stress intensity DOUBLER INSTALLED long. and attaches to
factors for a complex/ - the fuselage frames
geometry. Test every 8 to 12 inches.
configurations and -T------ The longeron cross
results are presented N sectional area is greater
for the element tests, CRACK than 5 square inches.
full scale fatigue test, Furthermore, the
and flight verification . . DOUBLER longeron is part of the
tests that were f--' tuel tank close-out
conducted in support --. structure and therefore
of (he repair r -,-- removal and
development. Since .. replacement of the
the final repair longeron would be a
configuration used an very expensive and
elevated temperature Figure 1. Longeron Crack Location time conesuxmei ng
cure adhesive, special process. It was
tools and processes were developed to support imperative that the longeron be repaired with a
the installation of the repair doublers. The local doubler because the fuselage cross section
special tools developed, the installation process, is so large in the repair area that any reasonably
and some of the lessons learned are also sized doubler would have very little effect on
presented. the gross strains. The doubler had to be

designed to reduce the local stress in tile
Introduction. longeron below the crack growth threshold

while maintaining low stresses in the doubler.
('racks were found in the 13-113 shoulder Furlhcrmore, load distribution changes caused
longerons during one of the Analytical by the doubler could not put other structure in
Condition Inspections (ACI) performed during the vicinity at risk.
February 1991 in support of the Aircraft
Structural Integrity Program (ASIP). The cracks A series of repair designs involving bolted
were determined to have been caused by a local and/or bonded configurations, both metallic and
stress concentration that was introduced during of advanced composites, were considered. The
the production redesign after the completion of doubler to be installed over the cracked web
the full scale fatigue test. The shoulder would have to contend with a complex load
long'rons are located at 25* off the top dorsal path, complex geometry and existing bolt holes.
longc ron: the cracks occurred at the juncture of The advanced composite versions would have
the forward intermediate fuselage and the wing required a cross plied lay-up to contend with the

N
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2
BORONIEPOXY STRAP
BONDED WITH FM73 ADHESIVE

* C. STRAIGHT
TAPER

MOW.0 TO 0.50"
S I YI" -iJ .5O

STRAIGHT ALLAUINUM DOUBLER

STAPRAI BOLTED AND BONDED
0.05" TO W WITH FM73 ADHESIVE

Sa:75

Figure 2. Final Repair Configuration

varying stress field and would have numerous
bolt holes. The resulting strength would be no Figu 4. Fwd. nt. Fuselage FEM
better than an aluminum doubler. Cocuring
appeared to be impossible due to the complex
geometry and limited access. For those reasons
an aluminn•m doubler (7075-T7351 alloy) was
selected instead of the advanced composite
versions. The final configuration is bonded
because a bonded joint is much stiffer than a
bolted joint and therefore does better at holding
the crack together.

To further reduce the stress level in the crack
area, a bonded boron/epoxy strap doubler was
added to the top of the cap also. Boron was
selected in this case because it could be Figure 4. (cont.) Wing Carry Through FEM
contoured to fit the outer moldline surface, its
high modulus reduced the profile(important avoided putting any fastener holes in the large
because the doubler is outside the aircraft mass of the longeron cap. The boron strap
moldline). and because the bonded approach consists of 50 plies of boron epoxy, all aligned

parallel to the longeron,
FUSELAGE BENDING MOMENT FOR GROUND TESTS with the strap tapering to

ANC ON GEAR vs. A/C ON JACK two plies at each end of its
15000 I I 21 inch length. The final

/ repair configuration is
1000 108711 shown in Fig. 2.

UPR LNGRN. IN Ah1C ON JACK * ~ Bonding ofithe boron strap
500000 COMPRESSION 'results in all unllfavorable4 - pre-stress onl tile Ion ero

_ R FWDJACK TEStAREA, thermal expansion

, ... ..7J' coefficients. FortunatelyS " however, the fuselage

0 -.- X RNbending moment changes
IN from tension to

F L compression in the location
-o000 of the repair as the aircraftA0CON E is jacked off the gear

15000-i__ using the fuselage jacks.
.1o00 - .This allowed the pre-load

0 100 200 300 400 500 6o0 700 So0 900 1000 to be overcome by jacking
FUSELAGE STATION, YF the aircraft prior to repair.

Figure 3 Fuselage Bending Moment Diagram Fig. 3 shows the change in
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50 KSI

100 KSI

Figure 5. Local FEM of Longeron Crack Area (CONTOUR STEP = 10 KSI)

fuselage loads caused by jacking. This
procedure also resulted in beneficial pre-stress
on the aluminum doubler which reduces the Figure 6. Shoulder Longeron Stresses at Crack
stress at the crack location. Location

Analysis detailed finite element model is shown in Fig. 5.
The detailed model was used to evaluate the

An existing Nastran finite element model of the various repair options and to support the
entire B-lB airframe was used to determine the optimization of sizing for the final selected
loads in the longeron and to predict load configuration. Fig. 6 shows a typical stress
changes with the doublers added. The model distribution that was obtained from the detailed
was modified to enhance the details in the area model. As will be shown in the followingsection on testing, the model gave very accurate

Bondline Shear Stress (psi) for Aluminum Doubler predictions of the stress levels.
Piecewise Linear Solution @ Design Ultimate Load

To assure the adequacy of the bonded joints a
MI M91 4854 4402 3212 2701 non-linear model was made of the doublers and

4692 bond joints. This is especially important for
5 4M4 47 55 -3102 3W thick structures where the plasticity of the bond

4 4joint plays an important part in the success of
4 the design. The non-linear models were used to

FS(ALLOW) = 5926 PSI help configure the tapers on the doublers and to
evaluate variations in bond line thickness. This
information was then used to set allowable

Figure 7. Bondline Stresses For Web Doubler tolerances on the bond joint assembly.

of the repair and to eliminate unnecessary Maximum bond line stresses as determined byof te rpai andto limnateunncesary the non-linear model of the web doubler are
substructures from the solution in order to depicted in Fig. 7.

reduce running costs. Model accuracy was

verified by the available flight test strain gage Determining the stress level at which the
data. longeron web crack would no longer propagate

An even more detailed model was constructed
of the local repair area using boundary loads K RASNA SOLUTIONS FOR CAP-WEB SPECIMEN

extracted from the airframe model. The overall 50 W1% TENSION + 200 BENDING
EDGE CRACK IN A SEMI-INFINITE SHEET

airframe model is shown in Fig. 4 and the more 40 - (PURETENSION)

30~

20

10 1
YEB-4 •CAP

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

Distance From Notch Root, Inches

Figure 8. P-Element Model of Cap-Web Figure 9. Stress Intensity Distribution as
Specimen Predicted by P-Element Model
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The method was first tried by modeling
geometry's with known stress intensity
solutions and then modeling a test
configuration similar to the actual longeron
configuration. The p-element model of a
cap-web test specimen and the resulting
stress intensity distribution are shown in
Fig. 8 and 9. Laboratory crack growth
measurements (discussed in later section)
were also conducted to validate this
approach. A model was then constructed of
the longeron with repair using the same
approach and the doubler sizes were
optimized to reduce the stresses below the
crack growth threshold. This provided
confidence going into the full scale fatigue
test that the repair would be successful. For
more detailed discussion on the p-element
technique that was used, see Ref. 1.

Testing

Element Tests. A doubler element test
specimen was designed to provide initial

Figure 10. Element Test Specimen in Fatigue Machine information on the capability of a doubler to

was a critical concern in the repair design. Due stop the crack growth and to evaluate the
to the complex configuration of the cap-web relative effectiveness of a bolted versus bolted
intersection and the complex stress distribution, and bonded repair. A bolt pattern already
it was not possible to easily relate previous existed in the longeron at the location where the
crack growth data to the longeron case. It was doubler was to be added, so a bonded only
therefore decided to use available p-element option was not viable. Since the repair had to be
codes to determine the stress intensity installed on the aircraft in an area that had large
distribution and relate that to existing crack heat sinks and also was a fuel tank close-out
growth data. Rasna Corporation's "Mechanica" structure, there was initial hope that room
program was selected for the job of determining temperature cured adhesive could be used. For
stress intensity factors. that reason, three separate doubler element test

specimens were tested.

1.1 -IA large plate with a cutout
1 - SPECIMEN #1 -- - shaped like the longeronSDOUBLER -w0 BOLTEDUONLYB.. - ,, was mounted in the fatigue

0.- •- - - _ I' SPECIMEN #3 test machine and loaded to0.8 • J ~DOUBLER BONDE '"

,WITH EA934 & give the same stress as the
0.7---\ 1 .AF longeron web at the critical

CRACK -.,---r -- A - corner. A 2 inch saw cut
LENGTH 0.6- jt" was made at the same
(IN.) 0 - location as the cracks of

0.4- similar length on fleet
- - - aircraft. Then the doubler

0 .-- ., - - was installed (Ref. Fig. 10)
0.2-- - - \ - and spectrum loading

0.- - -V - , - - - SPECIMEN #4 - applied until the crack grew
0 DOUBLER BONDED - 1.0" in length measuredjli • • • m ~~~~WITH FM73 & BOLTF_ o! inlnt maue

0 .............. .from the stop drill hole.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 Then the specimens were

tested to failure to
EQUIVALENT YEARS OF SERVICE determine residual strength.

Figure 1I. Crack Growth Comparison for Element Tests
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CAP-WEB SPECIMEN NO. 2
3RC LNT 80% TENSION + 20% BENDING

3 INCH)

25PREDICTED (CRKGRCYRASN * =

2.• CAP •

S0.5 "• MEASURED

0 20 40 60 80 1 00
•a 1000 CYCLES

Figure 13. Cap-Web Crack Growth Comparison

adhesive for further development and
verification testing.

Cap-Web Testing. All the cracks on the
longerons originated in the relatively thin web
that protruded downward from the large
longeron cap. It was intuitively thought that the
cap would act as a natural crack stopper for the
web as the crack approached, but an analytical

Figue 1, FiledCros-Sctio ofCapWebmeans was needed to determine how much the
Figue 1. FiledCros-Sctio ofCapWebcrack would be retarded by the mass of the cap

Specimen and at what stress level would the crack growth

As can be seen in Fig. 11, the bonded doublers be stopped. The p-element code mentioned
had a distinctive advantage over the bolted only earlier was the analytical method selected, but
joint. Also evident was that the room an empirical validation and calibration of that
temperature cure adhesive (EA934) was not as method was needed. A development test article
effective as the elevated temperature cure was devised to grow a crack from a thin web
adhesive; this data led directly to the decision to into a thick cap with the same geometry and
proceed with American Cyanamid FM73 stress levels of the shoulder longeron. The

failed specimen cross section is shown in
Fig. 12.

Crack growth was predicted for the cap-web
speCimen using the p-code FEM as
discussed in the earlier section and then
compared to the test results. As can be seen
in Fig. 13, the method gave very reasonable
results and thus could be used to predict a
stress level to stop the crack growth.

The third and final cap-web test specimen
was also equipped with a bolted and bonded
(FM73) aluminum doubler and also a boron
strap doubler after a crack was initiated and

S..... ::'thus served to give initial validation of the
repair concept. The cap-web specimen with
aluminum doubler and boron strap installed
is shown in the fatigue test machine in Fig.

: 14. Both doublers successfully withstood
: 120 equivalent years of cycling without
: !: separation and stopped the crack growth.

i Smaller dog bone size specimens had been

tested earlier to support the design of the
boron strap in terms of the ply stackup,

Figure 14 Cap- Web Specimen in Fatigue Machine tpr n odjit
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6
been analyzed for the fleet aircraft, so the
actual aircraft usage was also known with
high accuracy.

The specimen was mounted in a test fixture
as shown in Figure 15 and loaded so as to
match the stress distributions determined on
the finite element model and confirmed by
flight test strain gage data. The specimen
was notched at the same location that
cracks were being experienced on fleet
aircraft and then cycled until a crack
developed and grew to a length of 1.5",
which was similar to cracks being found
during aircraft inspections. A 90% load
spectrum was used prior to repair to prevent
the crack from suddenly going critical. The
time to grow the crack to the 1.5" length
was 3000 flight hours (10 years of B-lB
service), which compared to 1500 hours for
fleet aircraft which experienced 10%
higher loads.

S15. Full Scale Fatigue Test Article The crack was then repaired using the same
repair that was to be applied to fleet aircraft.

A stop drill hole was drilled at the end of
Full Scale Fatigue Test. The availability of a the crack both to retard more growth and also to
residual production longeron made it possible to provide an easy way to inspect for reinitiation of
conduct a full scale fatigue test of the longeron the crack using an eddy current probe. The
and final repair design with high accuracy. aluminum doubler was first installed and a strain
Spectrum loading for the test specimen was survey conducted and then the boron strap
derived from the ASIP strain gage that was installed and the strain survey repeated. In this
located on the fuselage 80 inches forward of the way the effectiveness of the boron strap to
crack area. Over 10,000 hours of flight data had reduce overall longeron stress was confirmed.

The 10-12% stress reduction matched
predictions and so the

Shoulder Longeron Load vs. Exceedances decision was made to
include the boron strap in

2001 -ithe final repair.

Full Scale Fatiue Test -

-4A/C 84,0049 I , 'With the repair in place,
i5 0 Pre-Repair Full scale Fatigue T the test article was cycled

, -,i I J iJuf I for the equivalent of 60
12 5 ý-"t-Rei-• A/ gi86-017 Fit T years of aircraft flying,

NC 8-7which represents two
(. ice lifetimes for the B-AB. At

7 5 Pre -R C i 8-37 FIt Te --.--- that point the crack had not, 861 F Te grownat all, but the boron
..1 50 - .. -strap had started to

H• disbond at the forward
× 25 end. This was attributed to

an incomplete cure caused
,,.by the large heat sink,

-- b discussed later. The boron
- .strap was removed at this

1 10 0 00100 1000point and replaced using
1 10 0 10o0o0oo 100 o o oooothe improved process and

Exceedances / 100 Flights tooling developed for field
Figure 16. Exceedance Data for Full Scale Fatigue Test Loads installations.
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"7
B-1825 L4NGERON FLIGHT TEST DATA COMPARISION flight loads measured on the three flight test
ORIGINAL LONGERON VS. REINFORCED LONGERON aircraft. Lower loads were applied to the test

AC 140.84-W49(ORIGINAL LONGERON) article prior to the doubler installation to avoid
7217nO 10.0 10.7) any sudden rupture of (he specimen during ihe

crack growth period.

Fliuhl 'l'csI. Ilighf lestiig was pelouIiled onil
threc diflferent a:rrcalt.. hnilially one otf (he B1-
IB flight test aircralt (A/C 84-0049) was

A/C NO. 85-0074 tREINFORCEDLONGERON) instrumented to obtain stress levels in the
CFA Z4.6(7.11 critical region, to obtain longeron loads, and to

9 verify the accuracy of the finite element model.
,(10.9) At the same time that A/C 84-0049 was flight

LEGEND j11.4( i tested without a doubler, A/C 85-0074 was
XX.X : MEASURED STRESS (KSI) flight tested with a doubler. Later in the

(XX.X): PREDICTED STRESS (KSI) development program A/C 86-0137 was flown
both with and without the repair doubler.

Figure 17. Measured vs. Predicted Stresses
Test results on all three aircraft were similar in

Sharp notches were introduced to the specimen that the strain gage results confirmed that the
at this time using a jewelers saw at 3 critical finite element model accurately predicted the
locations, including the aluminum doubler, in stress distributions. Figure 17 shows the
order to conduct a damage tolerance test of the predicted and measured stresses for forward
longeron and repair. Cycling was continued for wing sweep flight conditions flown on A/C 84-
another 60 aircraft years with no crack 0049 without a repair doubler and on A/C 85-
propagation at the original crack site or any of 0074 with a repair doubler. The flight test also
the other notches. Both the boron strap and confirmed the large reduction in stress provided
aluminum doubler showed no indication of by the doubler and that the doubler stress also
disbonds. The specimen was finally loaded to an was not excessive (Ref. Fig. 18 for a flight
ultimate load of 145% limit load to demonstrate condition with aft wing sweep). Several flight
residual strength. At that point the test article conditions were Ilown at different wing sweeps
failed at a location away from the repair area because the longeron load distribution v'aries
and in the atlachnment o the lest Iixture. considerably as the 3- I 1's wings are swept from

The rifull scale fatigue test B-1B SHOULDER LONGERION REPAIR EVALUATION
was conservative compared A/C 86-0137 FLIGHT TEST RESULTS, 67.5" WING, 2.5G
to fleet aircraft in three
separate ways. (1)
Longeron loads were _l0A. ... 5.1 ..... -

increased by 10% over PRE-REPAIR: 12.1. 7.4
those determined01.
analytically and confirmed .7 5.5
by flight test. (2) The 

5

doubler for fleet aircraft is
thicker than the fatigue test 4,
specimen because refined
analysis showed a 10%
stress improvement for the .N.. - - .N.O._ _ .8.3
thicker doubler. t3) The POST-REPAIR: 7.9
slop drill hole on fleet 10.7. , -
aircralt was cold worked to ,, 22.7 "21.3 11.2
further retard crack growth 2.7 " 11.2

but the test article was
conservatively left as- 2
drilled. ___ _

STRESSES SHOWN ARE FROM GROUND REFERENCE TO FLIGHT STRESS.Figure 16 shows the N.EOENTPRTOA

conservatism in the test NO. DENOTES NOT OPERATIONAL
loads as compared to the Figure 18. Flight Test Measured Stresses
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8
B-1B SHOULDER LONGERON REPAIR EVALUATION the installed doublkr were

GROUND JACKING TEST RESULTS, A/C 86-0137 (A/C #97) to be increased to match the
aircraft load increase in the
longeron due to increased

.10.3 .6.4 .7.8 stiffness with the doubler.
PRE-REPAIR: 9.1' 1... Since the test spectrum was

based on the ASIP strain
S"5.3 gage, the longeron strain

gage values from flight test
were plotted versus the

2.9 jASIP gage to determine the
-- -- ' relationship (Ref. Fig. 20).

This relationship was used
1L355 7.to determine the proper

.13 - .55 .load to apply to the full
POST-REPAIR: 5. "8.2 scale test article.

. ... 9Furthermore, the change in
"14.6 .9.7 this relationship with the

'.I doubler installed showed
, ,that the longeron load only

SHOWN , - ;ncreased 3%. Therefore
the 10% increase that had
been applied to the test

NOTE: NUMBERS SHOWN ARE DIFFERENCE IN STRESS (KSI) BETWEEN "ON article was conservative, as
AR"AND "ON JACK") expected.

Figure 19. Longeron Stresses with Doubler

FOREBOOY BENDING ASIP GAGE STRESS vs. 25 tONGERON AXIAL LOAD Repair Installation.
POST-REPAIR TEST, 67.5W1NG MANEUVERS Room temperature curing adhesive was

6" 120. .. .-.
- selected for the initial prototype

""o-:iIaluminum doubler installations because it-I 100 was recognized that it would be very
._, --* .. , -*-' " ....difficult to install a high temperature

< 80 adhesive due to the considerable heal sink
.." p• Irovided by the airframe. At the samec

,1_0_ time, a co-cure of (he boron strap and
. - !..adhesive was used in order to assure a

40~ good fit up to the longeron structure. The
nq , -room temperature curing adhesive

0 10 20 30 40 so 6o (Dexter / Hysol EA934NA) later was
FOREBODY BENDING ASIP GAGE (KSI) determined to be structurally insufficient

Figure 20. Relationship Between ASIP Gage and Longeron for this application as further analysis was
Load For Aft 'Wing Position performed. Furthermore, co-curing of the

boron strap proved to be very difficult
the 15" forward position to the 67* aft position. due to the heat sink. Several of the early boron
In addition, because the fuselage bending
moment actually reverses at the critical crack 3-ZONE HEATER BLANKET
location as the aircraft is jacked off' the gear BORON STRAP
using the fuselage jacks, gages were monitored
for the jacked and unjacked conditions. This QUARTZ LAMP UPPER ML
provided a very accurate calibration of the strain
gage because the fuselage bending moment was
well known for these conditions. Results of this LONGERON
test are shown in Fig. 19.

Strain gages were strategically placed so that the ALUMINUM DOUBLER •UP LKG AFT
total load in the longeron could be calculated oTW
before and after the doubler installation. This LTwANS BAY ML
was important because the fatigue test loads for Figure 21. Heater Arrangement For Bonding
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9
reached while at the same time
assuring that longeron temperatures
did not exceed allowable for the
aluminum. The maximum
temperature of the aluminum
structure was kept at or below
260'F. Fuel tanks in the repair area
were purged with nitrogen
continuously during the heating

I Ii -process to remain safely below the
S..lower explosion limit.

A specia control box was built to
control the quartz lamp box that was
designed for placement inside the
aircraft to heat the longeron web
and aluminum doubler. (Ref. Fig.
23) Several thermal surveys were
conducted prior to doubler bonding

Figure 22. BriskHeat Unit With Heater Blanket During Boron to refine the control box settings
Strap Bonding and the placement of custom

straps delaminated or disbonded in service due fabricated insulation blankets.

to incomplete cure. To assure proper fit up of the doublers, Verifilm

A bonding development task was initiated to is used to determine gaps prior to each doubler
installation and the heating apparatus is used to

rhangesovere bonitiatedin diff ties cand s wase cure the Verifilm. This also provides a check ofchanges were initiated. Among the changes was thheinprcspiotoheaulbndg

a change to a pre-cured boron strap since there tep.

was found to be only very small variations in the step.

machined longeron surface for bonding. It is
felt that the boron strap could have been co-
cured with the other changes that were made but
this provided an opportunity to inspect a fully
cured boron strap and reject bad ones prior to
installation on the aircraft. Also, pre-curing
allowed for a slightly lower bonding
temperature and therefore less of a built in pre-
stress condition. The adhesive system was
changed to American Cyanamid FM73 which
was cured at a minimum of 200'F for a
minimum of 6 hours. Aluminum surfaces were
primed with BR127 primer.

Other changes included the development of a
more controllable heat source that allowed for
complete heating of the longeron and doublers
during the bonding process. A three zone heater
blanket was placed on the boron strap atop the
longeron while a quartz lamp heater was
simultaneously heating the aluminum doubler in
order to provide distributed heat to the longeron
mass. (Ref. Fig. 21) The heater blanket was
controlled using a BriskHeat ACR9000A
control box which also provided the vacuum
source for the boron bonding (Ref. Fig. 22).
Thermocouples were placed strategically on the
boron strap and on the aluminum longeron to
assure that proper bonding temperature was Figure 23. Heater Box With Control Unit

Used For Aluminum Doubler Bonding
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Pressure is provided to the boron strap atop the Summary,
longeron by means of a vacuum bag which also
covers test coupons at the same time. Because B-IB shoulder longerons cracked because of
of the complex shape and location of the local stress concentrations that were added to
aluminum doubler, it would have been the design configuration after fatigue testing of
extremely difficult to use a vacuum bag for the the pre-production aircraft was complete.
curing operation. The existing fasteners were Extensive analysis and testing has resulted in a
therefore used to provide the bonding pressure. repair that has low weight impact, minimum
Several development tests were conducted to cost impact, and high confidence of restoring
determine the effect of fastener pre-load on the original design life. The complexity of the
bond strength. While consideration was given to repair installation has been overcome by
spring loaded clecos to clamp the doubler, that extensive development work and a complete set
method was discarded because of the difficulty of tools and procedures that assure a successful
in removing the clecos at the end of the bonding installation. Provision has been made to provide
process. The final process calls for torquing the for inspection capability both during the
fasteners prior to and after bonding and then installation and after the repairs experience
leaving them in place as a backup to the bond service loads.
line in case of bond failure and to provide some
anti-peel effect. Significant lessons were gained from this

development task. First of all, the ability of a
Training, Since the strength of a bond line is bonded repair joint to stop crack growth on a
not determined by any NDI process, it is very relatively heavy piece of structure with a large
important to assure that the bonding process is crack was demonstrated by this effort.
highly reliable. To achieve this, a very detailed Secondly, the special heating apparatus and the
step by step procedure was prepared for the B- bonding process that enabled the repair to be
IB longeron repair. The procedure (Reference accomplished on-aircraft as a field repair stands
2) includes a complete description of all as an example to be used for repairing other
necessary tools and materials. Special heavy structure. Additionally, the use of a p-
inspection points were identified to assure that element FEM code to predict crack growth was
the process was being followed and bonding demonstrated by this task. Also significant was
certification coupons used to validate materials, the analytical value for the amount of crack
processes, and control settings. growth retardation that occurs as the crack in a

thin web grows towards a larger mass.
In addition to the step by step procedure, a
special training program was set up to provide Final repair doublers have been installed on 24
instructions specific to this repair to all persons aircraft as of Oct. 1, 1993. Another 18 aircraft
participating in the repair installation. This has have the prototype repair configuration that will
become an important issue because the repair is eventually be replaced. The modification of the
being performed on-aircraft as a field repair and B-lB fleet is expected to be complete by Dec.
the repair crews change as time passes. The 1994.
step by step procedure and the training program
provide stability to the installation process. References.

Ins ion Provisions were made to allow for 1. Liu,A.F. and Gurbach,J.J., "Application of a
inspection of the doubler bond joints by P-version Finite Element Code to Analysis of
manufacturing specimens with known defects to Cracks", AIAA Paper No. 93-1450,
the same configurations as the repairs. AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC 34th Structures,
Inspection processes were also developed to Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference,
assure a high confidence in identifying defects. La Jolla, California, April 19-21, 1993.
The defects include delaminations or cracks at
any of the layers in the repair joint. Special 2. "B-lB Shoulder Longeron Standardized
inspection tools were purchased, including eddy Repair Procedure", NA-92-1648 Rev. C,
current probes to view the back surface of the prepared by Structural Sciences Department,
longeron through the stop drill hole and a back North American Aircraft Division, Rockwell
viewing boroscope. Ultrasonic inspection International, June 18, 1993
methods were developed to look through the
thick aluminurn doubler for indications of
disbonds or cracks.
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INTRODUCTION:

1. ASIMIS CONNECTION:

The Mishap Analysis and Animation Facility has recently been added to the TILO Branch
at Tinker AFB, Ok. The TILO Branch is better known to most of you as the Aircraft
Structural Integrity Management Information System (ASIMIS). ASIMIS was established in
1972 to manage the ASIP data processing functions, and is currently processing ASIP
data on 20 weapon systems and approximately 6,000 aircraft.

2. ASIMIS MISHAP SUPPORT:

For the past 20 years, ASIMIS has also processed whatever crash data survived from ASIP
recorders for the accident review boards. Output was primarily listings and plots.
However, without crash survivable data storage, most of this data was lost. But in
January 1984 the AF contracted with the Lear Siegler Co. to develop a Crash Survivable
Flight Data Recorder for the F-1 6C/D aircraft. In July 1988 the USAF contracted with
Smiths Industries (Formally Lear Siegler Co.) to develop the Standard Flight Data
Recorder (SFDR) for 12 other aircraft of which 5 would have CSMU/FDMU Crash Survivable
Memory Units.

3. USAF POLICY:

In a recently revised Air Force Regulation titled "Investigating and Reporting USAF
Mishaps", Air Force organic capability is required first "to promote investigation
independence from sources other than the contractors involved in the design,
manufacture, or maintenance of the aircraft." and secondly because "any processing
based upon privileged information or involving board deliberation renders those
portions non-releasable". The regulation states, "OC-ALC/TILO is the central Air Force
activity for recovery, transcription, and analysis of FDR data in support of USAF
mishap boards".

4. USAF SOLID STATE MISHAP MEMORY UNITS:

The Air Force currently has two types of Flight Data Recorders (FDR) with solid state
crash survivable memory. The first is the Crash Survivable Flight Data Recorder
developed by Smiths Industries, it is the self contained unit on the right. The second
is the Crash Protected Memory Module on the left developed by Electrodynamics, it has
crash protected memory boards inserted in the ASIP structural data collector. One of
these memory modules recently survived the crash of a B-1 B into the side of a solid
rock cliff at .85 mach. Since the USAF crash survivable recorders utilize solid state
"chip" memory, the first goal of these systems is to extract data from chip level. This
means that in a smoking hole mishap, the Module itself is likely damaged or burned so
that the module will need to be disassembled and the chips removed and installed on a
jig or assembly board so that data can be extracted from those chips not damaged.
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PROCESSING FLIGHT DATA RECORDER DATA

1.Two Systems Under Development:

To accomplish the goal of providing orgdnic mishap analysis from chip level, MAAF has
put under contract Smiths Industries and Ram Inc. We are also working with the Canadian

portation Accident Investigation and Safety Board. Both systems will have the
Ly to provide lists and plots (2D) and animation(3D) analysis.

2. Silicon Graphics Computer System with Smiths Industries Software:

Smiths Industries had begun work on a Air Combat Training & Evaluation System (ACTES).
Funds were awarded to this project in Dec 1991. However after buying a Silicon Graphics
computer and developing some animation techniques, the funds were redirected in 1993 to
support the development of the Mishap Analysis Lab at Tinker AFB. There are 12 weapon
systems that will be supported with System 1. Five with 2D and 3D analysis, and seven
with 2D analysis only. The current contract calls for delivery of SFDR assemblies for
each aircraft configuration so chips can be removed from damaged memory modules and
installed in special fixtures for data extraction. Smiths will also deliver extraction
software to recover chip data including partial-block data (last seconds) and PC decomp
for decompressing (conversion & filling) the data. Smiths will also deliver animation
software capable of including Defense Mapping Agency Terrain Elevation and Feature
Analysis Data. The animation software will be capable of a Heads-Up-Display from the
cockpit view and a generic instrument panel when selected. Out of the aircraft views
are possible from any angle with selectable fast forward, reverse, slow motion and
freeze modes. Animation can be recorded on a VHS-VCR tape. System delivery July 94.

3.Hewlett Packard System with Canadian Software:

A Joint services Process Action Team (JPAT) was established in 1993 by the Safety
Center Chiefs in an attempt to standardize developments of Mishap Analysis systems
within the various branches of the service. At he first meeting attended by the Army,
Navy, Coast Guard, and USAF; The USAF was asked to take the lead in Configuration
control during development of the joint services Mishap Analysis system. The NTSB was
also in attendance at the JPAT meeting and gave high praise for the software system
developed by their Canadian equivalent. During a demonstration of this software in
Ottawa,Canada it became apparent this was a very good system. Funds were obtained from
the B-1 B System Program Director and we are including the Canadian software and its
Hewlett Packard Hardware package as part of our facility. The B-2 aircraft will be
added at a later date when funds are obtained. The Hewlett Packard System has been
ordered with the new model 755 processor. The Canadian Data Analysis and Presentation
System (RAPS) is scheduled to be installed next month (JAN 1994). In the Canadian
software the raw data will first pass through the Front-End Processing System software
which will handle problems such as partial loss of data stored on chips. Several
algorithms exist which will "fix" the data before it is converted to engineering
units. Any number of parameters can be analyzed and plotted with the RAPS software. The
data then enters the Animation Graphics System software. During animation easily
constructed instrument panels will display flight parameters around the edges of the
screen. The viewer has complete control of his position around the fully shaded
aircraft model with the use of a "knob box" and "button box". The viewer may be in the
cockpit view, ground view, chase ground view, or chase plane view. Up to four
simultaneous views may be seen by opening up additional "windows". System delivery is
scheduled for this month (Dec 1993).
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4. BENEFITS OF EACH SYSTEM:

The USAF intends to operate both systems. Bridge software programs will be written to
move data between systems or Software delivered to the USAF will be modified to input
various formats of data. Each system will have it's own special capability which
exceeds the other and if possible the USAF will try to modify each system to
incorporate the best of both systems. The Hewlett Packard System with the Canadian
Software will provide the benefit of international cooperation and sharing of technical
advances. The Silicon Graphics System with the Smith's Industries software will advance
the state of the art in chip data extraction and the use of the Defense Mapping Agency
Terrain Elevation and Features Data.

BENEFITS OF COMPUTER ANIMATION:

1. Fast resolution of mishaps or incidents can keep a fleet of aircraft from being
grounded and improve military readiness.

2. Fast resolution of mishaps can reduce costs of system tests that otherwise might
be required to resolve the reason for the mishap. The cost savings can be enormous, for
example in the recent B-1 B crash previously mentioned, the terrain following system was
absolved by finding the real reason. The cost of testing the terrain following system
could have been very large.

3. The ability to trace the flight path backwards to the point of system
malfunction and look at the environmental conditions at that point in time is useful
in human factors studies.

4. The training value of mishaps and near misses, can also be of great value to the
USAF. Experience has shown that animated presentations of mishaps and the causes, make
a very lasting impression on other pilots.

5. The facility is to have a good sized theater and conference room to accommodate
mishap boards and investigators of aircraft incidents. Animation helps accident review
boards to visualize vast amounts of data in a short period of time.

ADDITIONAL SPIN-OFF DEVELOPMENTS:

1. INTERFACE OF FDR DATA TO B-1B FLIGHT SIMULATOR:

First, A study is being conducted by Boeing thru the Ram Contract on Interface of the
FDR output to the B-1B flight simulators, and to allow for manual over ride of control
surface and switch position data. The purpose of this effort will be to train pilots
for accident avoidance. A number of incidents occur each year which cause damage to
aircraft, many of these incidents could be avoided.

2. JPAT TEAM COORDINATION:

Secondly, MAAF will keep other members of the JPAT team informed and involved in the
development process so they will benefit from lessons learned by the Mishap Analysis
and Animation Facility at Tinker AFB. The Navy is currently trying to buy a Hewlett
Packard system and the Army is Testing a Smith's Flight Data Recorder. Both services
are carefully watching our progress during the development of these two systems. A
standardized mishap system would allow data to be processed at any of the DOD
processing centers.
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El g& Recorders and Apnimaion

With the advent of modern electronic aircraft, the flight data recording system has advanced
considerabletover the past decade. It is now quite common to record several hundred parameters
in crash protected mmxry. The advancment has not been in the recorder itself (although there
has been some recorder advancements), but rahr in the availability of the data on the aircraft
with the use of digital data busses. Not too long ago, sensors had to be fitted on the aircraft for
the pupose of flight data recording. On modem aircraft, the majority of the recorded data is
already available on the aircrafrs data buss and is needed for systems onboard the aircraft; there
are few sensors onboard solely for use by the flight data recorder.

With this voluminous data on modern aircraft, investigators were confronted with a new problem.
How do we handle all of this data following an accident In 1990, the TSB was asked to analyze
the flight recorders from the A320 that crashed in Bangalore, India A print-out of the last five
minutes of all of the data produced a docinrt approximately one inch thick! We spent more
time producing data than looking at data. At that time we were already working on software
based tools to facilitate analysis of large amounts of data and we also had developed three-
dimemanonal animnrion software, however substantial work was required to improve the user-
interfacwe to allow investigators to analyze the data in an interactive manner.

The software developed at the TSB is called RAPS (Recovery, Analysis and Presentation
System). The system has been designed to provide accident invesigaons with tools to recover,
analyze and present in threedimensional animations, data from flight recorders. In the past,
investigators had to rely an specialists and programmers to extract the data from recorders and
their tools consisted of a print-out or data plot and a hand held calculator. This manual approach
is no longer feasible for the modem accident investigator. This paper will focus on the animation
portions of the system and how they are used in accident investigation.

Limitations of the data:

For routine flights with no severe or unusual attitudes, animations can be atomated to the point
that the user can watch the aircraft fly as the data is being decoded (or down-loaded) from the
recorder. This is especially feasible when the parameter list and aircraft type is known well in
advance. However, the TSB must be capable of quicidy handling whatever appears on our
doorstep so our animations tend to be custom designed using the tools within RAPS.

Often, in accident seenarios, flight data can not be directly animated as the flight path of the
aircraft over the ground is not normally recorded and in cases where it has been, it is usually not
to high resolution. For many accidents, the actual track over the ground is not of great
irnportnce. For landing occurrences, it is oft extrermely important to develop an accurate
ground track There are many ways to calculate a ground track and its accuracy is enhanced by
the quantity and quality of data. For example, wind speed and direction from an inertial
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refe ce syan. latitude and longitude, radar data, ground speed, etc., will assist in calculating
an accurate ground track RAPS offers the user the tools necessary to calculate the ground track
based an a variety of different inputs. In sate cases where the ground track is known (Ia.Aong.
or radar data), the wind profile can actually be the output of the calculaton. In some cases this
techmique has been used to denronsftate the existence of wind shear.

Other data such as roll, pitch, heading, etc-, can also not always be directly animated, especially
when the aircraft xpeiences violent manoeuvres, often the case just prior to an accident. In
some cases, when an aircraft rolls of spins or is involved in other very dynmnic behaviour,
sampling rates, lags in inertial systems, pitot-static disturbances, inverse relationships in certain
attitudes all require analysis to come up with the most reliable and probable animation of the
sequence of events. It is important to note that the old adage 'garbage in garbage ouf always
applies, At the TSB, whenever we modify parameters based on analysis, we used defined,
repeatable process and the software keeps a history of all the process that have been applied for
future reference. While the process we choose may not always be the best, at least it can be
duplicated by anyone else and then they can judge whether or not it was the correct thing to do.

A point that is often overlooked in the analysis of flight data is being aware of the limitations
of the data. In order to have a good understanding of the quality of the data, one should be
familiar with the sensor types, where they are actually located (are they recording aileron positon
or bell crank position where the bell cra-nk connecting rod adjustment can change the aileron
position without changing the bell crank position), resolution, sampling rate, buss transport
delays, and the conversion relationship to yield enineeng units. The conversion relaonships
are particularly impotant on some of the older aircraft due to their non-linear behaviour. I have
seen unfortunate instances in the past where people have made conclusions from the data without
being aware of the quality of the source data itself

Redismn of FU iIh Animations:

Flight animation or flight reconstructions are becoming increasingly popular as an effective means
of communicating a vast amount of information in a timly and meaningful manner while at the
sare time introducing the 'real time' component. It is sornines easy to criticize a flight crew
for a particular action, but when viewing the data in real time, the investigator develops a feel
for the tim frames in which decisions were made in the context of the particular oprating
environment. It is important to note that flight animations are not the real world, they are a
representation of data, only as good as the source information and the processes that have been
perfoned on the data 'Men looking at the data from the cockpit perspective, that is just what
it is - the data from the cockpit perspective. It is not what the pilot saw or might have seen.
Too many subjective variables come into play when one tries to make that exrapolation. Did
he have his eyes open, where was he looking, did he have glasses on, window ergonomics
combined with the accuracy of the aircrafts position in space, visibility over time, shadows,
sunlight glare, clouds, fog, etc., all are difficult to define in a scientific and objective manner and
often only one data point is available (ie: visibility 6 miles). While it might be useful to
introduce some of this subjective and often speculative information into a reconstrucrion for
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training Puposes (a fictional training tape based on a true story) it is dangerous and potentially
misleading to present it as official findings of the investigation. As a recent example, a
reconstruction was done in which the aircraft was shown flying in a nice blue sky with a large
dark cylinder representing a wind shear cloud. The video, to some, extent, showed that the crew
was not vry alert becams they flew their plane into the big dark cylinder when they should not
have. In reality; the sky probably looked pretty ominous all around. This video was used in a
court case to resolve liability We can just begin to imagine what kind of psychology that was
going on among the jurors when confronted with such a realistic video. The animation with
aircraft colour scheme and detled terrain surroundings was so realistic that it became reality to
those who watched, regardless of its accuracy in depiing the sequrince of evmet TSB
reconstructions contain the warning - Any conclusions based on this reconstruction should be
thoroughly reviewed in light of the manner in which it was produced.' It is vcry iportant that
people understand the limitations of the source information and that they be wary of any liberties
the analyst has taken in generating the Maimation.

FRight OpeCniiond Qudaity A ssurjce:

An additional use for data analysis and flight animations is looldng at flight data before there is
an occurrence. Flight Operational Quality Assurance (FOQA) Programs are the new buzz words
in the aviation industry. FOQA involves both performance monitoring and maintenance
monitoring type programs. Monitoring routine flight data for defined events or combinations of
events can be very useful in addressing flight safey issues before they develop into potential
problems. An example of maintenance monitoring would be identifying hard landings so thatmaintenance could examine the undercarriage for structural damage. If you want to know why
the hard landings are occurring and prevent them, you need to analyze more than just the event;
you have to study all of the data leading up to the event. Since flight data is akeady on many
aircaft by law, carriers are beginning to realize that it is advanageous to nuoitor and trend this
data during routine operations to head off potential problems as weU as improve the efficiency
of their operations. Many 'near incidents' that are centered around Hurma Factors occur during
routine flying and are not studied because no 'reportable everir happened. Furthermore, events
which occur that are undetected by the air-crew or mismterpreted by the air-crew as to their
significance can be readily studied through a FOQA program.

Most occurrences are the result of a chain of seemingly small events that build into an accident
scmario on rare occasions. If operators have the ability to study the chains that are building in
day to day operations and effectively communicate those studies back to flight crews and training
managers, there is a reasonably good chance that the operator can reduce his occurrence rate and
at the same time improve the efficiency of his operations. Flight animations are an excellent
mens of commiucating such studies and events to flight crews. Many ffight crews don't read
occurreace reports, however animations have a certain fascination about them that encapsulates
many pilots. In so=m case I have made animations in which people wanted to watch them over
and over again. How many people want to read a report over and ovae again? Like any good
movie, each time it is watched, the viewer sees things he didn't see before.
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'owepful Prsentation of the Fxats:

One last benefit of flight roconsmictions worth mentioning is that they allow you to present the
facts (or rasonably d&d facts) in a clear and n d rmaner such that you do not
have to spend a lot of time explaining what happmed The reconstruction shows clearly wha
happened and allows the viewers to focus on why it happened I have been involved in
investigations in which several months down the road I discovered that my percrqtion of what
haped and a colleagues perception of what happened were not the same. Flight
reconstnzcuons allow eveyore on the investigation team to onic up to speed on a dynamic and
com•cx set of events in relatively short order. If we don't have a clear understanding of what
hA w have a long way to go to figure out the why. Furthermore, it is not necessarily

p to correctly know why something happened; it is more imnportant that it be prevented
from happening aan

For example, I recently showed a reconstniction of an aircraft crashing an short final when the
very expeienced captain became disaneuited during a missed approach in bad weather. The
reconstsuctiam was shown to a room of about 50 pilots. A very lively discussion ensued as to
why this accident had happened In the end, they wanted to know who was right about why it
happene .The answer is - it doesn't matter who is right about why it happeed. what matters
is that none of the 50 pilots who saw it will let it happen to them There are many fixes to this
particular example and some fixes might be right for some operators and some pilots while other
fixes are better for others. I am reasonably convinced that if any of the pilots who saw the
roconstruction were in a similar situation in the future (missed approach in bad weather with all
the pressures of continuing the flight) the animation would revisit their m•ories and they would
think twice about each decision they made. Flight reco, structims are a powerful and persuasive
tool in making others aware of the wealth of safety information available on todays flight
recorders. We are in the information age; we are flooded with information and the focus is
shifting away from data collection and more towards tools to utilize the data in a meaningful
way.

In sumnary, there are many uses for flight data to improve the safety and effieciency of aircraft
operations, both in maintenance and human performance. The data is available an moder
aircraft in large quantities and with todays technology there is no longer a problem to collect vast
amounts of valuable information. The bigger problem fcing the industry is knowing what to do
with the data oance collected, how to manage it, and how to extract the meaningful information
that is embedded within it. Data analysis tools such as exceednce, event or trend monitoring
as well as flight animations are beginning to play a major role in the routine operations of major
airlines in the interests of improved efficiency and accident prevention.
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. CURRENT SITUATION

3. THE CHALLENGES

4. FUTURE SYSTEM CONCEPT

LOADS MONITORING EQUIPMENT'

ANY ELECTRONIC DEVICES WHICH MEASURE AND

ACQUIRE RELEVANT STRUCTURAL PARAMETER DATA
FOR THE PURPOSE OF QUANTIFYING STRUCTURAL

FATIGUE ACCUMULATION



A CHALLENGE IS DEFINED AS...

"SOMETHING WHICH TESTS A PERSON'S

ABILITY TO PERFORM A GIVEN TASK"

SENSOR PERFORMANCE (ACCURACY, DURABILITY,
COST)

DATA ACQUISITION (VOLUME OF DATA)

DATA PROCESSING (COST, ACCURACY)

* DATA VALIDATION (ACCURACY, RELIABILITY)

SYSTEM INTEGRATION (MULTI FUNCTIONS)

FLEET MANAGEMENT
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' TALORED WANTENANCE PROGRAM

* cPTWfUMAIRCRAFr ROTA TMO

'S M~UCRAL LFEEXT7ENS~IO

*RETIREMENT OF HIGHLY DAMAGED AX

*PREDICTION OF STRUCTURAL FAILURE
ONSET

CF Service Life Requirements

so~~~ ~ *4"CAS21

CF-i 116 2006

CT- 114 2006

040 ~o~~ ~CT 133 2006

10 ...... ... . ... .... . ~.........* w***

0-
st 6? 6 63 so 62

Year of First Delivery
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LOADS MONITORING HISTORY

1975

-One - Four Channels:

i Single Channel SihtPrami rsn
01Nz Count/Exceedances, - otPjesn

s. Mechanical Strain Rec '-Data Compression - Data Compression I
Post Processing aAgh

- Pot Prcessng -Limited On-Board

0c*44*o~ -on-Line monitoring

- Global reduction in defence spending

- Global aging of fighter fleets BENEFITS

- Business case

"* Cost/benefits analysis

"* Emphasis in demontrating cost avoidance

"* Less emphasis in "safety" elements
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QFLOADS iMITORU1G EEQAD

AIRCRAFT FLEET PARTIAL. LESS FIMP _________COMMENTS

TYPE FrrMENT FLEET I

CP.1 0 FIA-18) X 126 x UA( 450K knplsmne

CC-I so o~rumms) x 31 10.000K 150 8"Vg
______ ___ _ ___ Iplmmefld

CT.1 14 (TU" X 46 4.500K 170K 9saf
_____ ____ ____ ___ ____ ____ _ kIp~aeWmfd

CC-i44 (Chabmnpf xII x X.)=0 I150K Befti
_____ ____ ____ ___ _ __ ____ ____ __ Ipismend

CT.133 (T.Uid) X__ X26 X 2 1 X.X0(w I50" Undef in -

CP-i 1S(F/A-6) X15 X4 X Xj=aa 150K Undwr ivsm

TOTAL 20,000K 1220K



* SAFE--

" EASY TO SELL IDEMONSTRATE"

* ECONOMICS

"ffNOT SO OBVIOUS"

mmK~

CC-
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* SAFETY

- Prediction of Onset of Structural Failure
- Identify High Risk Airframe / Role

C 12t 7,379K

- Avoid/ Delay Potential Maintenance
- Accurate Prediction of *Overstress'
- Potential for "Life Extention" *
- Fatigue Management Maximum Use of "Life Potentialf*

Large Cost Benefits but Difficult to Quantify

STRUCTURAL LIFE BALLOON

\ ' 'I

"- Engoering Date1/
"* Date Bseo

N Fleet Tracking

No -AIRFRAME LIFE
CTýS

S~Benefit
With Area
OLM .... -
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-- FATIGUE LIFE MANAGEMENT PRO)GRAM (FLMP)

FATIGUE DATA DATA GUIDANCE

AWARENESS GATHERING PROCESSING & CONTROL

-Briefings - ASIP - Crack Initiation - onW Vdeos • -IAT ' - Crack Growth community

Crac GroIncludes missi9n
Dn LESS severity reduction- Usage Info conrol of pircran.

configuration and
Missign other measures
severity

*" O eConfigurationsee~eurd~
severity

* Other as
required

"Canadair

I THE CHALLENGES

*SENSOR PERFORMANCE

*DATA ACQUISITION

*DATA PROCESSING

*DATA VALIDATION

* SYSTEM INTEGRATION

* FLEET MANAGEMENT
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FLIGHT PARAMETERS PERFORMANCE ELEMENTS STRAIN SENSORS

Satisfactory Accuracy Satisfactory

Satisfactory Sensitivity Satisfactory

Periodic Calibration Maintainability Periodic Calibration
Required Required

Satisfactory Durability Improvement
Required

Satisfactory Environmental Satisfactory
Immunity (Proper Installation)

Satisfactory EMI / EMC Satisfactory
(Proper Design)

Improvement Required Cost Improvement Required
($1000 - $3000) ($100 -$500)

SENSOR PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS I
V CURRENT REQUIRED

S DURABILITY 1500FH 6000FH
STRAIN MAINTAINABILITY * 1 /1.5 yrs 25 / 30 yrs
SENSORS COST $100/$500 < $100

FLIGHT f MAINTAINABILITY * 2 /3 yrs 25 / 30 yrs
PARAMETERS , COST $1500 / $3000 <$1000

• CALIBRATION
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DATA A CQUISITION:

85% GOOD

" {--MC Reset

Recorder Failure
Memory Overwrite
Continuity Errors
MSDRS Drop-outs
Round Off Errors

MISSING Padding of FH
DATA (9%)

I Faulty Strain SensorBAD ATA(6% Response
LBAD DATA (6%) • Sensor Disbond

Sensor Drift/Cal

COSF O LOSTDATA
*0

Bad Strain Data Compensation With NzW Fill-in ,
50

840

I. HIGHLY CONSERVATIVE

10
-II
U.

w

•= Lost Data Compensation With Historical ° Fill-In
tu 1o4,

IL ... -' --- I00
0 

SOMETIMES
0L " ONSRVATIVE

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 so g o 100 tI0 120

% DATA LOSS MISSION-BY-MISSION

"HISTORICAL RATE
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DYNAMIC FATIGUE TRACKING

0 lHz 1 STA TIC 1 -Direct Strain Measurement

10 Manoeuvre - Data Compression Algorithm
Ground Handling - 80 Flights

"DYNAMIC - Indirect A/C Parameter
Measurands

Buffet Induced - Data Compression Algorithm
Structural Response

- Highly Inaccurate

..... NEED FOR:

Improved AMgoflthm for Dynamic
Fatigue Tracking

Improved Usage Tracking

Improved Data Compression Algorithm

Incroe Memory Size

I DATA UOCES

MINIMUM COST

- 50% of System Life Cycle Cost
- Sytenatic Process / Minimum Operator

Involvement

ACCURACY

- Fatigue Calculation Algorithm must be
validated by coupon I element tests

- Spectrum Sensitivity
SPeriodic review

TIMING

- Monthly / Quarterly I Yearly
-On "Operawlor's Request*
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DATA PROCESSINGIIMPROVEMENT
"ON BOARD PROCESSING*

Possibl *a Today's

:Tec~hno~g~yW
Fa~st I Smart Processrs

DATA PROCESSING PROJECTIONS

*Data Compression aFatigue Damage Calculation

*Data Compression

*Limited Fatigue Calculation : 'aiu aaeCluain
:* A/C Statistic/ Fatigue

"* Raw Data Downloaded/ 'Raw Data Downloaded/ Reports
PrcuelrhvdIProcessed/Archived

" Extensive Usage Data
Bss.a Highly Compressed Data

* Small Fleet Usage Data
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DATA VAUiDATION
OUTSTON

V**RE SHOULD MAINTENANCE
ACTlIOS BE INITIATED?

"* Faully Recorders
"* Faulty Sensors

"* Suspicious D~atl CF-iS EXPERIENCE ]
* Faulty Sensors
* 8-10Weelisto Recltiy
* 70 Hours of NzW FINi.n]

A/C Daabate
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DATA VAUDATION - OPTAIAL "Validation of Data Collation Process"

\ At the Lowest Level -

Recorder ProblemSystem Health Faulty Sensors Drifting Sensors
BIT BITiHealth

A/C Transfer (Ground1081

tatio Analysis

Feedback (Maintentance Actions)

100%.

UsageDatabase

DATA VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS

"* 100% DATA RETURN / 100% GOOD DATA

" VALIDATION INTEGRATED INTO THE PROCESS

" RECTIFICATION AT LOWEST LEVEL

" DATA VALIDATION ALGORITHM / DATA ACQUISITION

"* BASE LEVEL / RECORDER ARCHITECTURE
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OLD A/C DESIGN NEW DESIGN

" OLM System not integrated * Fully Integrated into A/C
Systems/ Mission Computers

"° Space and Weight Penalties ' Space and Weight Efficiency

"° Flexibility "No Flexibility

- software upgrades - software upgrades
- system settings - system settings

CF-18 EXPERIENCE

Takes Up to One Year To Implement Software Changes (Minor + Major
Changes)

SYSTEM
INTEGRATION

FUTUREV
System Integration Will Be Pursued

* Addition Of On-Line Monitoring

New Software / Hardware Design to Make Loads Monitoring
Function a NON MISSION CRITICAL ELEMENT in the
Integrated System

Smart Structures / Processors Will Rely Extensively on

Active Reaction to Maintain Stability, Safety Margin and
Therefore Will Be Considered as "MISSION CRITICAL"
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I ON-LINE

MONITORS
V

ON-LINE MONITORS

Provide Real Time Feedback to Maintenance I
Ground Crew

* On-Line Monitors System That Can Detect and Monitor

"> crack initiation (AE)
"> crack growth (ACPD Probe)
"> disbound (AE/strain sensing)

Integration of On-Line Monitors to "Classic" Loads
Monitoring Recorders Is Required

FLEET
MANAGEMENT

V
FLEET MANAGEMENT BENEFITS

$
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FLEET
MANAGEMENT

PREREQUISITES

Y
"* EFFICIENT USAGE DATABASES

"* ESTABLISH LINK BETWEEN:

- Fleet Managers and Operators
- Feedback to Maintenance Program ("Just In Time")

"* FLEET MANAGEMENT MODEL

- Structural Reliability / Risk Assessment
- "IF" Scenarios

FUTURE SYSTEM
CONCEPT

V
NEAR FUTURE

* Advanced Strain Sensors

* Extensive On-Board Processing

* Diagnostic / Self-Test Features

* Base Level Sensor Performance Tracking

* On-Line Monitors
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*Noaw Future Sysatem Prerequisites. to 'Smui Structures,

* improvernent to Actual Process

1. Push for More Reljdsl Strain Sensors

2Move Towards On-Board PrOCessi~ng

3Oistrbuted Da& Validation A0gorhin
4. System Inlegidion of On-Line Monitors

5. Setner Integaidun of IAT to the Fleet
ManagmemneuProcess

* Technology / Knox-how is Available

- Experience with AE (AEMS)
* Experience wAithFOSS (OCUC
-Fledt expenience with loads recoinder - (CF-i B
USORS and E*priO
*On-lie. damage monitoring (MCPO)

*Technology irstsgror and SS

NEAR FUTURE SYSTEM

AIRBONE SYSTEM GROUND BASE SYSTEM

AA/C USAGE __________
V- DAPU EO

DAT CLLTO

AJ FTIGU

Z PORTS; &C

DAT0AMM DATAC LLATO

I=MVN STATIONIO

OAT STRUTCTTURALOA

EVEN 73AT



NEAR FUTURE SYSTEM ALGORrMM

AWAXVPT 
Uý rolow

CWWrA FAMM FAMM roloff

cr", nor MOW=
Amopom maom"

wwm 1 CýE i-
804OMWATM

WACIý

NFALTH FEFOW

ACOINMC

HCUý ý WrPROTUPAL
16 EVWOKrA

CMfAL Ammm - - - -

IV=

ON4m
mamn=m
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INTRODUCTION.

The Naval Aircraft Approach and Landing Data Acquisition System (NAALDAS) was
developed by the Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division, Warminster Pa. to
modernize and automate the collection of aircraft landing parameters. NAALDAS
replaces a 70 MM photographic system which had been used to collect this data, but
required labor intensive data reduction and was becoming increasingly difficult to operate
and maintain in a cost effective manner.

The last thirteen months have been highly significant time in the development of the
NAALDAS. Operational testing of the system has been completed. The system has
successfilly demonstrated its capability and accuracy. Operational testing was performed
in two phases

1. Land based testing was performed last November at the Naval Air Warfare Center,
Aircraft Division, Patuxent River Maryland.

2. Last summer, NAALDAS was tested at sea on the aircraft carrier USS GEORGE
WASHINGTON. We operated the system for over two weeks recording nearly 1600
carrier landings.

In addition, a modified version of NAALDAS designed to collected landing parameters of
commercial jet aircraft will be demonstrated at the Federal Aviation Administration
Technical Center in Atlantic City NJ. This system uses a series of video cameras to cover
the wider dispersion of aircraft touchdown points associated with field landings.

BACKGROUND:

NAALDAS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:

NAALDAS provides data on the following landing parameters:

Engaging Speed (Closure speed )
Approach Speed (Engaging Speed plus prevailing wind component)
Sinking Speeds of the port, starboard and nose landing gear wheels
Sinking Speed of the average position of the main wheels.
Roll attitude and rate
Pitch attitude and rate
Off center Distance
Ramp to Touchdown Distance
Yaw angle at touchdown
Flight Path Angle at touchdown
Glide slope Angle (Instantaneous and Geometric)
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NAALDAS CONSISTS OF TWO INDEPENDENT SUBSYSTEMS

DATA ACOUISITION SUBSYSTEM:

This subsystem consists of a frame grab CCD video camera, laser disk video
recorder, and portable computer to control and operate the system. The
equipment runs on I 10 volt current, weighs 500 pounds and is packaged in five
shipping containers that can be fitted on two pallets. This contrasts with the
13,000 pounds of equipment and hardware accessories required to collect night
landing data using the 70 mm film system.

The video camera is installed in the port catwalk of an aircraft carrier (edge of the
flight deck landing area). The camera is located approximately 500 feet from the
stern end of the flight deck and 75 ft off the center line of the landing area. The
camera is aimed at the center of the target touchdown area and records the last 0.5
second of the aircraft's approach. The camera's aim is fixed, it does not track the
aircraft.

The data recording equipment is located in an operating space below decks in the
vicinity of the camera. The space must be air conditioned. The laser disk recorder
has been installed in a shock mounted EMI enclosure and the computer has been
ruggedized for use in the shipboard environment. All the interconnecting cabling
and mounting hardware are installed by the survey team.

The system is calibrated by placing temporary targets at known locations in the
camera field of view and recording these images as a calibration sequence. This
sequence is processed to generate a transformation matrix to relate image
measurements to the carrier flight deck, or for field operations, to the runway.

The video images are recorded on laser disks. Approximately 60 landings are
stored on one disk. An identity number is assigned to the disk, and event numbers
to each video sequence.

The video camera is remotely operated; there is no requirement to place operating
personnel at the camera, as was necessary to change 70mm film magazines. There
is no post processing required of the video disks. This eliminates film processing
cost and the time required to perform it.

DATA REDUCTION AND ANAL YSIS SUBSYSTEM:

This subsystem consists of a "Sun" computer work station with an image
processing board installed, a laser disk player, computer monitor, high resolution
monitor and associated power regulator and cables.
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The combination of the laser disk recorder, image processing capabilily and high
resolution monitor, along with the systems soltware, allows the operator to
automatically track image features through a landing sequence. By positioning
"windows" over the initial image feature in a track sequence, the operator sets up
the system to track that feature through the entire sequence. Multiple image
features can be tracked simultaneously using multiple windows. The operator has
the capability of selection image threshold levels, various image enhancement
formats and algorithms as well as the type of tracking (edge or centroid) being
used. These selections allow the system to automatically track the image,
eliminating the errors in data reduction inherent in the manual ti acking procedures
associated with 70 MM film. The centroid tracking algorithm enables the system
to locate image features to sub-pixel accuracy.

Once the image sequence has been tracked, the software transforms the pixel
information to a format compatible with the existing landing parameter analysis
sollware. This sollware takes image position information, determines the change
in image feature position of successive frames and generates position time curves
for the feature. Currently, both linear and second order curve fit routines are used
in the analysis. The second order curves are used for vertical positions which are
effected by the motion of the carrier flight deck (ship pitch and roll) during
recording.

NAALDAS SYSTEM TESTING

L.and Based Testin,

This testing was performed at the NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER, Aircraft Division,
Patuxent River, Md. That facility has film cameras installed at a test site used to qualify
carrier aircraft (and the equipment installed in them ) for arrested carrier landings. Since
the test site routinely photographs these test events and calculates landing parameters from
that film data, it offered an excellent opportunity to evaluate the accuracy of NAALDAS
prior to taking the system to sea. A sketch of the test site and camera locations is
provided as figure 1.

The test site at Patuxent River has two camera locations. One in the runway center line
and one perpendicular to the aircraft flight path at the arresting gear cable. Both the
NAALDAS video camera and the Warminster 70 mm camera were installed along the
edge of the runway pointed at a 14 degree angle toward the expected touchdown point,
which was the runway center line at the arresting gear cable.

This was an extremely challenging test for NAALDAS. Because of the width of the
runway at Patuxent River, and our desire to maintain the same geometric relationships
existing on a carrier deck, the camera equipment was installed 100 ft further from the
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touchdown point than on an aircraft carrier. The weather conditions were poor during the
test period and light levels at the system's operational limit.

This testing involved the installation and calibration of NAALDAS at the test site,
recording a series of arrested landings and comparing the NAALDAS results with those
produced by the Patuxent River cameras. A comparison of the sink speed data from this
test is included as figure 2, the results are tabulated in table I Engaging speed results are
documented in figure 3 and table 2. It is particularly impressive to note that the values of
sink speed reported by NAALDAS compare very favorably with the average value of sink
speed calculated for the Patuxent River cameras.

We achieved excellent agreement with the Patuxent River cameras. The results of this
testing proved we were ready to proceed with operational testing on an aircraft carrier.

Oarrier TeiIi

Sixteen hc:ndred carrier landings were recorded. The test landings were performed by
fleet pilots, flying all the standard models of Navy carrier aircraft. A sketch of camera
location and orientation on the carrier flight deck is included as figure 4. The data
collected by NAALDAS was compared with the results from our 70 mm film system
which photographed several hundred landings. The two data sets were processed and the
comparison of the results indicate that we met our design goals. The NAALDAS camera
and data collection equipment was installed during a five day period prior to the ship's
departure. The equipment performed flawlessly despite being exposed to all the
environmentU hazards associated with operations at sea. (Electromagnetic interference,
vibration, shock, salt spray, rain, and ekposure to fire fighting foam and jet exhaust.)
The NAVY considers this system to be operational and ready for use.

The results of these comparisons are presented in table 3, which lists statistical information
on the distributions of landing parameters for the various types of aircraft covered by the
survey. Comparisons between the average main wheel sinking speed determined by
NAALDAS and the 70 MM film system are included as figures 5 for a fighter aircraft,
figure 6 for a fighter/attack aircraft, figure 7 for an attack aircraft and figure 8 for an ASW
aircraft. The same comparisons for engaging speed are included as figures 9 through 12.

The design of NAALDAS was driven by the size and landing speed of the Navy's fighter
attack aircraft, which causes the greatest demands on system resolution. Examination of
figures 6 and I G show that we have successfully met these design goals.

LESSONS LEARNED:

NAALDAS technolog, meets our design goals.

A limited number of system refinements have been identified in our testing.
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The prototype acquisition system does not include full remote capability. Remote lens
focus and iris will be included. Since we manually adjust the 70mm camera, we adjust
the video camera at the same time.

The automatic tracking routines have difficulty functioning in cluttered scenes. We
occasionally lost track of aircraft wheels in a tree line during land based testing. At
sea, aircraft parked on the opposite side of the landing area caused tracking problems.
This problem is aggravated under poor lighting conditions. We are currently
procuring a software upgrade to alleviate this problem. Remote lens control will also
aid in this area.

FAA Demonstration:

A demonstration is scheduled this month (December 1993) which is intended as a dry run
for a commercial landing loads survey scheduled this spring at John F. Kennedy
International Airport in New York. Tentative approval for this survey has been granted by
both the FAA and the NY Port Authority.

CONCLUSIONS

The design and development of NAALDAS has enhanced a unique and critical NAWC
AD capability. These enhancements make the system more responsive and flexible while
providing for significantly higher levels of operator safety.

The systems flexible design allows for collecting landing kinematic parameters on a wide
variety of aircraft, from small private airplanes, through military fighter/attack models, to
large commercial jet transports. This system meets all FAA safety and operational
requirements.

NAALDAS is a valuable tool which monitors the structural effect of changes to aircraft
landing procedures without impacting normal aircraft operations or requiring
modifications or equipment installation on the aircraft. It monitors the effectiveness of
various types of landing aids, the consequences of higher glide slope angles (caused by
operational requirements and local topography) and the impact of special noise abatement
procedures on the landing performance of aircraft and provides the information necessary
for an accurate assessment of airframe structural life.

N.AL--,DAS is a valuable tool which offers for the entire aviation community the
opportunity to better define landing structural design requirements.
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LAND BASED TESTING

NAA LDAS
RESULTS COMPARED WITH
PA TUXENT RIVER CAMERAS

AND
WARMINSTER 70MM CAMERA

AVG.
PARAMETER SINKING (FTA/EL)

SPEED
LANDING RECORDING PATUXENT PATUXENT WARMINSTER NAALDAS
NUMBER SYSTEM SIDE CENTER FILM SYSTEM VIDEO

CAMERA LINE SYSTEM

1 11.6 1 1.7 1 1.8

2 14.9 13.6 15.0 14.1
3 14.9 13.4 13.9 14.5
4 16.1 14.8 15.7 15.4
5 14.5 15.6 15.1
6 17.7 16.0 16.7 16.5
7 17.5 18.4 18.4
8 18.3 16.9 17.4 17.5
9 19.7 18.4 18.9 19

10 21.6 19.5 20.4 20.2
Ii1 • 19.5 17.7 18.0 18.5
12 19.8 18.2 19.3 18.7

TABLE 1
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LAND BASED TESTING

NAALDAS
RESULTS COMPARED WITH
PA TUXENT RIVER CAMERAS

AND
WARMINSTER 70MM CAMERA

ENGAGING
PARAMETER SPEED (KNOTS)

LANDING RECORDING PATUXENT PATUXENT VARMINSTER NAALDAS
NUMBER SYSTEM SIDE CENTER FILM SYSTEM VIDEO

CAMERA LINE SYSTEM

1 116.9 118.6 119.2
2 114.4 117.2 116.7 113.6
3 115.5 116.8 114.4 115.1
4 114.5 118.0 118.7 119.3
5 118.6 118.8 122.0
6 113.8 116.7 118.1 117.7
7 117.7 116.0 116.4
8 116.2 115.7 119.1 117.8
9 120.1 119.4 121.4 121.3

10 121.8 124.7 123.6 120.9
11 122.7 120.6 123.1 123.6
12" 120.5 121.1 122.7 117.4

TABLE 2
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CARRIER LANDING PARAMETER COMPARISON
NAALDAS vs 70 MM PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM

AIRCRAFT FIGHTER FIGHTER ATTACK ASW
TYPE ATTACK

AVERAGE
PARAMETER SINKING FI/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC

SPEED

NAALDAS MEAN 12.3 11.7 10.1 9.5
VALUE
STANDARD 2.1 2.1 2.0 1.4
DEVIATION

FILM MEAN 12.0 11.7 10.2 9.2
SYSTEM VALUE

STANDARD 2.3 2.1 1.8 1.4
DEVIATION

NUMBER OF 56 88 88 38
LANDINGS

AIRCRAFT FIGHTER FIGHTER ATTACK ASW
TYPE ATTACK

PARAMETER ENGAGING KNOTS KNOTS KNOTS KNOTS
SPEED

NAALDAS MEAN 119.6 131.3 114.4 103.0
VALUE
STANDARD 5.4 6.9 5.1 5.0
DEVIATION

FILM MEAN 118.1 129.0 109.7 100.5
SYSTEM VALUE

STANDARD 5.6 7.1 5.1 5.9
DEVIATION

NUMBER OF 56 88 88 38
LANDINGS _,,

TABLE 3
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Integration of Smart Structures Concepts for Improved Structural Integrity Monitoring of
the T-38 Aircraft. 1
C. B. Van Way, J. N. Kudva, and C. Marantidis
Northrop Corp.
One Northrop Ave. 3852/63
Hawthorne, California 90250
310/332-9639

1.0 Abstract
Smart structures concepts have the potential to improve the capabilities and extend the
life of modem aircraft. The two concepts that show the most promise are active/adaptive
structures and structural health monitoring systems (SHMS). In the health monitoring
arena, advances in sensing systems and data processing hardware provide a means to
dramatically improve capabilities in detecting structural damage and monitoring aircraft
loads ,ad environment. As further developments are made in smart structures
technologies, methods for integration into aircraft fleets must be addressed.
Incorporation of a SHMS will have a significant impact on current Air Force and Navy
aircraft structural integrity program (ASIP and NASIP, respectively) requirements, and
provide considerable savings in inspection and maintenance costs of military fleets.
This paper uses the Northrop T-38 aircraft to illustrate the impact of a SHMS on an
existing military aircraft. Health monitoring benefits are addressed in addition to the
affect of the system on current ASIP requirements (minimum flaw size, design service
lifetime, loads tracking, etc.). Specific details are discussed on areas of ASIF which will
be affected by the increased tracking capabilities of the SHMS. A prototype system
design is presented with cost and installation data. A cost versus payoff assessment is
made to determine the viability of fleet-wide retrofit of such a system.

1 The work documented in this paper was performed under a government contract to Northrop Corp.
entitled "Smart Metallic Structures (SMS)," F33615-92-C-3203. The contract monitors are Mr.
Michael Ziegler of the Air Force Wright Laboratories and Dr. James Alper of the Naval Air Warfare
Center.
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2.0 Introduction

Recent restructuring of military resources has increased the emphasis on enhancing the
capabilities of current systems. For modem military aircraft, one such method is
improved loads and damage tracking. Current force management methods have proven
to be time consuming and inefficient [1]. Some of the current Force Management
problems are presented in Figure 1.

• Excessive Handling of Raw Data
Data Capture & Validity * ASIP Not Mission Critical
Rates Very Low * No Standard Methods

- Outdated Equipment

- Too Much Raw Data
Turnaround Time Too Long - No Local Validation/Preprocessing

* Mainframe Cost Prohibitive

- System In-Place - No Users
Data Collected and Not Used - Trime Lag Prevents I Jeful Data

- IAT/FSMP Not Updated
No Feedback of Maintenance Actions • Need Automated Reporting Method

Figure 1. Summary of Ferce Management Problem Areas
An automated, on-board SHMS designed to monitor aircraft loads and environment as
well as determine structural reliability, would provide significant payoffs in terms of
reduced inspections, reduced down time, improved tracking efficiency, and extended
service life [2]. Recent advances in sensors, computer processors, and electronics
miniaturization have significantly enhanced the potential for development of such a
system.

A SHMS tracks the aircraft usage and environment (a detailed study of SHMS
components and tracking parameters was performed under the "Smart Structures
Concepts Requirements Definition (SSCORE)" program 131). Individual sensors track
strain, acceleration, temperature, corrosive environment, and damage. As currently
envisioned, a SHMS will consiste of acoustic emission sensors to detect structural
damage, standard strain gages and fiber optic gages to monitor strain and temperature,
and electro-chemical sensors to detect corrosion.

3.0 ASIP Impact
Incorporation of a SHMS will have significant effect on current ASIP procedures. The
SHMS will benefit the Load/Environment Spectra Survey (LIESS) program by providing
improved monitoring of the structure with additional sensors. This will increase the
accuracy of recorded loads and aircraft parameter data. Currently, structural loads are
derived from measured usage parameters which correspond to known load conditions.
More extensive direct monitoring of loads would provide the means for more accurate
assessments of structural life. Instrumenting all fleet aircraft with a SHMS will provide
improved fleet usage information.
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Another significant area of change will be in the Individual Aircraft Tracking (IAT)
program. The goal of IAT is to monitor the crack growth at critical structural locations
(control points) due to operational loads. Standard methods for aircraft tracking assume
an initial production flaw (typically a minimum detectable flaw size of 0.05 in.) at a
critical structural location. The aircraft service life is then determined by the time to
grow a critical flaw at the control location.

SAWE i*mL LIEY.

rl'IZ7' RAW DA'TA TO AWMWIS"

RAWTDATA

DUPLOAD RAW DATA TO ASIMALY
MAIN FRAME COMPUTER

.• YSIM P4:)RA MN"rAGER TAT

•~~~EI UPAAT DATA-SP'ON

•ROTATE AM TO EQUALIZE DAMAGE
• UPOATE DADTA FOR ACTUtAL USAGE * A

•DATA TRANSFER TYPICALLY BY PC MEDIUM
0 I0% OF AWMI8 LEVEL OF EFFORT

Figure 3. Current ASIP Data Reduction Loop.

An example of a current ASIP data loop appears in Figure 3. Much of the effort of
current ASIP force management programs is spent in the processing of data through the
loop from the bases to the Aircraft Structural Integrity Management Information System
(ASIMIS) group at Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center (OC-ALC)[4]. The ASIMIS
group is overwhelmed by the amount of data received from the bases. Much of the time
lag in the data turnaround occurs at the ASIMIS level.

A SHMS capable of remote damage detection will obviate the need to base service life on
assumed initial flaws and analytically predicted crack growth. If the SHMS can provide
flaw size information, there will be no need for analytical tracking at all. If not, standard
tracking methods can be started from time of detection, increasing the service life by a
minimum of the interval from production to flaw detection. Thus, scheduled inspections
will be essentially replaced by maintenance on demand (MOD). The minimum flaw size
will no longer be regulated by standard NDE detection methods, but will be determined
by the minimum detectable by the damage detection technique (possibly as small as
0.01 in. using acoustic emission methods [5]). In addition to the increase in service life,
the accuracy of the methods used to predict the life will be enhanced by the actual aircraft
usage spectra, as opposed to the standard method of using either a design spectra, or a
fleet average usage.
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After the usage and damage detection data have been collected and downloaded to a
central fleet computer, the methods for processing, analyzing, and reporting will be
significantly improved. A more streamlined ASHP loop is shown in Figure 4.

PROCESS DATA DETERMINE
USGE PERFORM UFEANALYSS. STýOFE DATA

• UPDOATE FSMP INSPECTIONS
R RO EOTATE ANC TO EQUALIZ]E DAMAGE
• PDATE OADTA FOR ACTUAL USAGE

Figure 4. SHMS ASIP Processing.

By implementing a system whereby aircraft usage and damage data are taken directly
from on-board storage and fed into a central processing system, the efficiency of ASIP
will be greatly enhanced: changes in usage will be immediately apparent; ASIP
managers will be able to take immediate action to rotate high- and low-time aircraft;
maintenance personnel will benefit from having immediate access to detected damage
information to perform inspection and maintenance on damaged parts; and by removing
the transmittal to and processing of data by the ASIMIS group at Oklahoma City ALC,
considerable time and cost will be saved by eliminating manual handling of information.
4.0 T-38 Health Monitoring

In order to assess the feasibility of incorporating a SHMS into an existing aircraft, a study
was undertaken to develop a conceptual design of a system for the T-38 fleet to perform
health monitoring of critical structural locations. The important issues for
implementation of a SHMS are:

1. Monitoring Locations - which locations would provide cost savings through
inspection elimination;

2. Sensors - type and location, sampling rates, cost, ruggedness, and parameter
selection;

3. Hardware - central processors, local processors, communications, data storage,
location, cost, and ruggedness;

4. Flight Qualification - cost, flight test procedures, system durability, failure
rates;

5. Fleet Retrofit - cost and schedule for installation of the system on an existing
aircraft; and

6. Cost - system cost versus payoffs.
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4.1 Monitoring Locations
Studies of existing literature and discussions with T-38 personnel revealed a number of
problem locations on the airframe. Review of past and present damage tolerance
assessments (DTA), interviews with Air Force Air Logistics Center (ALC) personnel, and
documented fleet failures produced a list of sixteen critical locations on the airframe
which have historically been a source of inspection and maintenance activity. Table 1
presents a summary of these critical locations.
The majority of the identified locations are fatigue critical items, many of which were not
identified through design or DTA analysis. These locations will provide the most payoff
benefit due to the cost of both design and installation of a structural repair. A system
installed during the design phase of aircraft development would detect this kind of
damage during normal usage, removing any inspection requirements, and circumventing
possible major structural failure.

Comnpomnt Failure Structure Source
Upper cockpit Longeron, 2-10301, @ FS 144 Fatigue Fuselage F-SE In-Service Cracking
Upper cockpit Longeron, 2-10301, canopy hookslot Fatigue Fuselage In-Service Cracking
cutouts and side web
Upper cockpit longeron, 2-10301, at avionics bay Fatigue Fuselage F-5F In-Service Cracking
door__
Upper cockpit Longeron, 2-10301, upper longeron Fatigue Fuselage Repair Area
splice @ FS 284
Dorsal Longeron. 2-11413, , Analsis Fuselage DTA
Lower Wing Skin Fastener Holes Fatigue Wing In-Service Cracking
Wing, 66% spar, 3-23282, aileron hinges, inboard Fatigue Wing In-Service Cracking
and outboard
Wing, 66% spar, 3-23282, upper and lower Fatigue Wing In-Service Cracking
Wing, WS 125 wing-tip attach rib, 2-23221 Fatigue Wing In-Service Cracking
Upper fuselage skin, 2-11416, fuel cell access door Fatigue Fuselage In-Service Cracking
cutout. FS 355
Wing, lower wing skin, 3-23502, at nutplate holes Analysis Wing SA-ALC1MMEOD
aft of 44% Spar, between WS 84 and 92, land
radius at WS 93
Wing, lower wing skin, 3-23502, land at Vibration Wing In-Service Wear
WS 77 under aileron access panel (and repair) Bearing
Wing, lower wing skin, 3-23502, rewodced lands aft Fatigue Wing Repair Area
of 44% spar at MLG door.
Wing, lower wing skin, 3-23502, aft edge, Fatigue Wing In-Service Cracking
lan.WS 26.6 to 60
Wing Skins Fatigue Wing In-Service Cracking
Wing Skins Fatigue Wing In-Service Cracking

Table 1. SHMS Critical Location Monitoring Locations.

4.2 Sensors and Hardware
Under the SSCORE contract (Reference 3) sensor technologies for a SHMS were
investigated and acoustic emission (AE) sensors were determined to iiave the best
potential for on-board damage detection. To perform damage detection functions and
local load tracking, each monitored zone will be equipped with four acoustic emission
sensors, two strain gages, and a corrosion sensor (additional strain and corrosion sensors
will be used to track global aircraft loads and usage for IJESS requirements). The
sensors will be used to monitor fatigue damage, strain, and the corrosive environment of
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the structure. The zone sensors will be controlled by a local processing unit which will
contain a data acquisition board, a bus controller, and an AE processor. The local
processors will perform the tasks of data collection, processing, and reduction before
passing the data to the central processing unit. The central unit will consist of a system
control processor, a health assessment processor, and a mass storage unit. It will perform
the functions of system control, data storage, flaw location, usage tracking, and health
assessment. The central processor will additionally be responsible for interrogating the
central flight computer to collect pertinent aircraft usage parameters. Figure 5 shows a
demonstration architecture for the system.

Vehicle Health Monitor (VHM)

Mass Data II I Str rctIra
Stoag Sotae Hat irr Maintenance database

AE,,, kII°

CrcsStrain Data * Location and crack size
" Senso maagernent Locations e Remnainin lIdeSuevsr SI__T

ZoneI Local Local Zone 2 Structural Flight

Processor ProcesoDaaRcre

A AE-oJ AE ,

Figure 5. SHMS Architecture [6].

The system architecture is designed to be modular and highly adaptable. Raw sensor data
is collected from each of the monitored zones and passed over the net to the local
processors. The central processor interrogates each of the local processors in turn to
extract the stored sensor data. The system communicates with the central flight computer
over the network and stores flight parameters in the Standard Flight Data Recorder
(SFDR). The system architecture work is documented in the SMS Task I report [7].

A number of identified monitoring locations have previously been instrumented with
strain gage hardware during flight test studies on the T-38. The design of the SHMS will
take advantage of this by using existing cabling routes to support the sensors and
hardware.

4.3 Flight Qualification

Every component which is incorporated on an airframe must meet a series of military
standards for flight qualification. Without performing the actual process of qualification,
however, it is difficult to accurately assess the impact on system cost and final
configuration. Of obvious importance to the SHMS is the effect of ruggedness
requirements on the cost of computer processors. For the present study, it was assumed
that the cost of flight qualification is small when averaged over the entire fleet, and would
be balanced by the savings involved in full production of the system.
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4.4 Fleet Retrofit

Installation of the system will be performed during regularly scheduled depot
maintenance. It was found that the system installation could be performed within the
time frame of regular maintenance (which requires 2-3 weeks for depot level
maintenance), although it will require significant additional manpower. The study was
based on estimates of the amount of time required to install strain gages and associated
hardware on a production aircraft.

4.5 System Costs and Savings
The cost of the SHMS is based on monitoring 32 aircraft zones (16 zones each side). The
initial cost estimates are based on a prototype system using off-the-shelf hardware. This
provides a baseline for the cost of the SHMS upon which refinements can be made as
further information becomes available. Two systems are current candidates for the final
demonstration version of the SHMS under the Northrop Smart Metallic Structures (SMS)
program: the VersaModule Eurocard (VME) computer architecture, and the Extended
Industry Standard Architecture (EISA) computer architecture. Figure 6 presents the
estimated costs of the current SHMS hardware. The VME and EISA architectures have
been selected based on their applicable capabilities and current widespread industry
usage. These architectures are currently being developed for the demonstration SHMS
only, and other types of hardware may be considered for a flight qualified system.

$700,000

$5W0000

$4W0000

SW30000

$200,000

$100.000 [71 ]
AE Seincy Shwlandu'La COra TOWa Cod

'eam"s PrmceMo Paocumos
Figure 6. SHMS Computer Hardware Costs2 [8,9].

The cost figures were developed from quotes received from hardware vendors, sensor
system integrators, and acoustic emission experts. The figures are based on off-the-shelf
purchase prices for each of the components. There are 32 sets of sensors and local
processors, 1 set of central processors, and some additional strain gages and corrosion
sensors. As can be seen, the cost of a prototype SHMS is quite significant. The figures
show that the EISA hardware is significantly less expensive than the corresponding VME
hardware (the higher cost of the VME processors is evidenced by the difference in local
processor costs). This is due to the higher market demand for the EISA hardware which
drives the cost down due to volume manufacturing. Installing the SHMS on an entire
fleet of aircraft would create a large demand, driving down costs. Mass production of

2 Not: .Jl hardware price information is based on price quotations; received from Industrial Computer
Source, Military and Aerospace Electroics, Digital Wave Coupoation, and CyberResearch.
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this kind of computer hardware can reduce the costs relative to the prototype system by a
factor of 10 to 1 or even as high as 100 to 1 due to the ever decreasing costs of computer
technology. The prototype SHMS is based on current (1993) state of the art processors
and hardware. It would be possible and economical to design the system with older
technology stili capable of performing the functions of the SHMS with a small sacrifice
in speed and power. Figure 7 shows the effects of technology and production cost
decreases.

3700,o0o

w.oom

$.0 r E ArvmEdum I EISA AmchiduMrs

SM00,0

SM.00,00

$200.000

$100.000

so - - -

"P 04oiWp. 10:1 100:1
Sysem PRodudion Production

Sav"g Sn"

Figure 7. Cost Savings Due to Mass Production.

The use of specialized components for the system would also reduce the cost of the
system hardware. The current prototype design makes use of off-the-shelf components
which are purposely designed generically to meet a wide range of application
requirements. A system specifically designed to perform the functions of a SHMS would
provide cost savings through simplified electronics and fewer overall components. For
instance, the hardware from the sensor to the data analysis input (including the sensor,
preamplifier, and local processing) could be manufactured for a cost of less than $1,000
[9]. Previous studies have additionally shown significant cost and performance benefits
from the miniaturization and centralization of sensors and hardware [3].

In addition to the material costs of the system hardware are the associated installation
costs. An installation study was based on estimates for installing strain gages in
preparation for flight test. The estimate included manpower and dollar figures for
installation of an aircraft strain monitoring system. Figure 8 presents the estimated
installation c 3st of the system.

Central

Local Processors
Processors

AE Sensors

Sensors
Standard

Total Cost: $125,000

Figure 8. Installation Costs of an SHMS System.
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Installation of the system was based on a one-time prototype installation, and thus are
conservative. Production installation could reduce the cost by as much as 50%.

An SHMS wouild provide savings through elimination of structural inspections as
discussed previously. Inspections are performed at a prescribed time interval and require
not only the inspection of the part itself, but also any necessary teardown and installation.
The figures presented for the time required per inspection are estimates of the total time
required for teardown, preparation, inspection, and installation of the structure [101.
Figure 9 presents the inspection savings as a result of system integration.

$4,000

$3.5Wo

$3.000 Total Savings per Yeaw
S 2,500 Air craftSIZ700

25

0.$1.000

$500F1- 

,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15.16

Morwodng Location

Notes:
I. Inspection savings based on fleet of 720 A/C, 420 average flight hours per A/C per year.
2 Savings calculated over ten year average to accommodate long inspection intervals.

Figure 9. Estimated Inspection Savings Resulting from SHMS [10, 11, 12,13).

Each deployed aircraft is assigned a number of logistics and maintenance personnel who
track and maintain aircraft usage, repair, and provisions. By eliminating the need for
various maintenance and tracking operations, the SHMS would replace one or more of
the personnel assigned to the aircraft. This represents an estimated savings of over
$100,000 per year per person. Figure 10 presents an estimate of the system cost savings
due to a reduction in support personnel (also included are the effects of the savings on a
production system).

$10,000
$160o,0

$1000 Aries•lus 01 EISA Arctacture

& $120,000

- 58.000
.00o . $0,O000

$40.000

$20.000
so

10:1 w/ 1 Logistics Person 10:1 w/ 2 Logistics Persons

Note: Figures include cost of system and savings due to reduction of logistics effort.

Figure 10. System Cost Savings with Logistics Personnel Reduction.
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When the total cost of the system (hardware and installation) is compared with the total
savings (inspections and logistics effort), the potential savings become quite significant
(Figure 11).

612,000
3 siOao 0 A*~ AdcIdum 0 ESA Archbow.

S$2.000

so I-- -

Fhtd Yewr seam Ye

Note:
1. Figures ame based on a 101 reduction in cost for production system.
2. Assumed savings of one logistics person per aircraft per year.
3. First year savings include cost of system and installation.

Figure 11. Total System Savings per Aircraft per Year.

5.0 Condusions
Smart structures technologies, especially health monitoring, have the capability to
provide cost savings over the life of an aircraft, as well as reduce down time, increase
safety of flight, and increase service life. While it is difficult to precisely quantify
benefits versus costs, data accumulated through inspection personnel, DTA material,
computer hardware manufacturers, and logistics personnel have provided an estimate of
the costs associated with a prototype as well as a production version of a SHMS. The
estimates resulted in a prototype cost of $450,000 (including installation), and a
conservative production cost of $45,000. The projected savings, based on the elimination
of structural inspections and reduction in logistics manpower, is in excess of $200,000
per aircraft per year.
These numbers conservatively assume a 10 to 1 reduction in production costs for the
system versus the prototype, and streamlining of the manufacturing and installation
processes. It should be noted that the figures presented here were developed to retrofit an
existing aircraft fleet. A system for a new aircraft could be designed integral with the
aircraft control and ground support systems, eliminating the need for dedicated hardware
and software. This would achieve unprecedented levels of structural efficiency by
combining damage tolerance analysis, flight usage history, and maintenance procedures.
In addition, there is also the savings from the decrease in manual data handling by ASIP
personnel (in particular the ASIMIS group at Oklahoma City ALC) which were not taken
into account in the present study. Further, there is the consideration of the rare but
plausible savings due to prevention of a catastrophic structural failure (failure resulting in
loss of aircraft). The savings realized from the prevention of even one catastrophic
failure would offset the cost of the SHMS for the etitire fleet.

The transition from current processes to a fully automated health monitoring system will
not be immediate. R&D efforts are required in the areas of damage detection, aircraft
system integration, and ASIP automation. Significant developments are needed
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particularly in the area of damage detection sensors. However, as has been demonstrated
conceptually for the T-38, significant savings can be made by incorporating a SHMS.
Immediate cost savings can be realized for an aircraft fleet simply by increasing the
amount of automation of ASIP procedures. Savings can be made by reducing the amount
of manual data handling and processing performed by the ASIMIS group. Additional
savings can be accomplished by monitoring locations on the airframe which require
frequent inspection, such as known fatigue areas or structural repairs. Work currently
underway at Northrop addresses some of the issues pertaining to ASIP automation,
damage detection, and system integration. In particular, a technology demonstration of a
SHMS is planned on a large scale aircraft structural component subjected to fatigue
loading. The testing will verify much of the conceptual work performed towards the goal
of developing a prototype system.
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